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Preface 

The evolution of the Impulse ray tracers (Silver Turbo Silver Imagine Imagine 2.0) 
has been a long and laborious task. The latest incarnation, Imagine 2.0, a fourth 

generation modeling, animation, and ray tracing program, offers power and features 
not even available on high end platforms. This power comes \vith a small price. a steep 
learning curve to master what is a vast array of features. The Impulse ray tracers hav<' 
brought more attention to the Amiga, aud have had more articles/pictures published 
than any other renderer, and these features have much to do with that. The Imagine 
manual states many times that it takes time, time, and more time to master all that 
is offered. All too true, except for the efforts of a fe\v masters of the prngrarn \Vhu 
can guide you through the process, imcovcring esoteric aspects and giving valuable 
insight into the use of these features, saving you the hundreds of hours they have 
spent to master them. One such master is Steve \Vorlcy, known \vidcly for running 
the Imagine l\Iailing List on Cscnet. The first work I saw of Stev<''s was from the 
network and was a tutorial on oue of Imaginc's editors. I was very impressed and 

i1mnediately called !'dike Halvorson over at Impulse to get this guy 011 his t<'arn. 
Ju corning to know Steve and his mastery of Imagine I can easily say lw is 011e of 

the few people I would turn to for help with the program. Ju reading his book I lrnvc 
already learned tricks I hadn't thought to use ... or have been inspired to try new 
tricks. In reading this book you will endow yourself with a greater understanding of 
how to get Imagine to do what yrm \vish it to do. Most of us have prcdctcrrni11cd 
ideas on what we'd like a particular trace to look like, what objects \Vil! appear. 
hmv they will look, etc. This is the hard part, but ma11.v of the answers lie here. 
I wish to congratulate Steve for his efforts in the conmmuity and the publishing of 
Understanding Imagine 2.0, and may it make an expert of yon as well. Imagine is 
vast, but its capabilities arc even wider. The information in the Imagine 2.0 11ia1111al 

and this book can make the sublime easy. Stick \vith it, you'll fiiHl that under <ill of 
those things to learn is ease of use, and enough special effects to keep the more ardent 
ray tracing enthusiast busy for a looonng time. 

Louis Markoya 
January 2, 1992. 

lX 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

You have just bought a complete guide to the software program Imagine 2.0, by 
Impulse Inc. This book covers all of the functions of Imagine 2.0 and provides a 
detailed guide to using the software to create your own pictures and animations. It 
also has a set of detailed appendices containing some interesting ideas and suggestions 
for your own projects. 

1.1 Warning to New Users 

Learning any piece of new software can be difficult, and the complexity of a three 
dimensional modeling program compounds this difficulty by orders of magnitude. 
Imagine in particular can be very tricky to learn. Imagine was the first piece of 3D 
software I had ever used, though I was very interested in learning about rendering. 
After two weeks of playing with the software, I was completely frustrated and con
fused, a state no other piece of software had ever put me into. Slowly I learned how 
Imagine functioned; suddenly I was past the ''hump" and I was actually producing 
real pictures. Some programs have a steep learning curve, but Imagine's curve is so 
steep at the beginning it looks like a wall. Don't give up! 

Now that I understand the software, I see why it is organized the \Vay it is. It does 
not have an interface designed for simple understanding, instead it is optimized for 
maximum user control. Now that I understand the software well and use it constantly, 
there are few changes to the general interface that I could suggest to Impulse that 
would make Imagine easier for new users without removing some of the power and 
control that <'Xperi<'11ced users cnjo~._ Th(' point is that u11cl' you understand tlic 
software, you'll ]Jc very happy with its co11fig11rntion. lfr using t l1is optimistic. long
term strategy, Impulse has rnadt' the sufl\\·;m' as puwt~rfnl as possible. though at tlw 
cxpcns<' of increased difficulty v:hcn .You arc karning. 

1.2 About This Book 

This book is a d<'lailcd guide to lmagi1w 2.0. It is a co111plct<' r<'fcrcncc of all of 
Imai:i;inc·s fm1ctio11s. and also provides s11pplcmcntary material to help you learn how 
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tu U8e all of thosc functions. There are no folluw-<tlong tutorials included in this buok; 
the amount of text already im:lnded is p1rnhi11g the limits of easy publication. 

The information that t8 included is as complete as I can make it. I have described 
every function in Imagine and its operation. I could han~ made a list of each menu 
option aud df'scrihc those options with a paragraph apiece. bnt hv talking about each 
command in cm1le:J:t I feel thc usability of the manual incr('ascs dramatically. !:<or 
quick queries, l"vC' tried to help vour search for particular information as best l could. 
Every command is listed in the index in the back of the book, and the Reference 
Appendix gives a one or two line description of the command with a page reference 
for a detailed in-context description. 

Since su 11mcl1 information is included. I've liad a difficult time keeping the size 
of this book dmvn. Beyond a certain number uf pages, publishing gets difficult and 
costly, and the book itself lH'cornes nnwielcl.v and tougher to page through. Several 
times dnring the writing process I've had to shrink font sizes and reduce margins, 
and even so this hook is well over 200 pages. Figures were perhaps the largest loss; I 
would have liked to use twice or three times as many to graphically ill11strate different 
points, hut since they take about a third of a page each I \T been somewhat sparse 
with them. 

Because so many conuna11ds work in combiwi1ion, describi11g one function without 
referring to a related command can be very difficult. I've tried to cross-reference the 
text with marginal notes so that related information in a different part of the book 
can be found easily. For example, when discussing how to make an object act as a 
light source (a function of the Detail editor,) I cross reference the description with 
the sectio11 ill the Action editor which describes all of the lightsource controls for 
intensity, color, shadowing and s11ch. By rrnving a note with a page number to point 
to closely related material, I hope to help you find the information you are looki11g 
for. Some chapters have many more cross-references than others; the Forms editor is 
very self-contained and has few margin notes. but the Stage and Action editors arc 
so intertwined that I kept rmming; out of margin with all of Hie references. 

There is OIH' chapter 011 each editor in lrnagine, and an additional introductory 
chapter which describes Imagine in a broader scope. The ··Basics" chapter explains 
the structure of Imagine (what is an editor, anywav?) and the basic methodology of 
how renderings are produced. It also describes specific tools that arc common to all 
(or most) of the editors, such as the basic commands to move your viewpoint around 
in the world. \Vhilc most oft he chapters cart be read in a11y order, new users sl1uuld 
really start by reading the Basics chapter to get a sense of !tow the software works 
and hmv to use the common commands that all of the editors share. 

The largest cliapter is on tltc Detail Editor. It also includes a lot of background 
information that is useful i11 the later chapters of the hook, so it is a good idea to 
read this chapter (or at least the first half) after you read the "Basics" chapter and 
before the others. The remaining cl1aptcrs are self-contained enough that you can 
read them in almost anv order. 

This hook is written for oil users of Imagine. In each chapter, I try to start with 
few assmnptious about your knowledge aml present information starting from the 
basic premises and working to the complex functions. I've tried to write each chapter 
so that you can read it straight through and get a consistent, logical idea of how the 
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1.3. AIJOUT THE AUTHOR :i 

editor wurks mid what it is capable of. l':vc11 if .Hlll know Imagine well. t JT l'<'<1di11g 

the clu1pt<Ts from start to finish, since YOll rnight pick up a lot of iuforn1;t! ion that 
yon didn't know about already. 

Th<' appendices have a diffcrc11t th\·or than the reforence text. Tlw lmg<'st ap
pendix is solll<'W liat of a personal essay ou g<'ncral techniques and st rn t cgics 1 o '//.!if'. 

the tools that the rnain chapters document . .J nst. knowing every coum1<uHl"s function 
won't give you the ability to make animations that look like the amazing effects in 
the movie Terminator 11. 1 This appendix on strategy will suggest approaches to ef
fectively using Imagine. \Yhile the main chapters arc factual and can be trusted, this 
appendix is based on my personal experience. It is :i set of hints. not an absolute set 
of guidelines on how things should be done. 

Other appendices contain a variety of information. One contains a list of the most 
c01m11onl,v asked questions about Irnagi11c and quick answers to those q11cstio11s. There 
is a chart of 11sd11l attributes for smfoc<'s like chrome and paint. A sl1ort appc11dix 
lists pieces of hardware and software that can help you use Imagine and C(Jlt1plcmcnt 
functions it performs. The comrnaud reference appendix gives a VCT\' quick s1m1rnary 
of each cornmmHI in each editor and points ,vo11 to the section where it is described. 

Pliysically. the book pages arc large 8.[)" by I I" because it is easier to incorporate 
clear figures with the larger paper size and there is more information per page (less 
page flipping!) There is a few pages of blank sheets at t.lw back of the book for your 
own notes. I find that I am always writing down quick ideas, color combinations 
or whatever on scrap paper. lf you use these spare pages, you'll always keep the 
information close at hand and at least locatable in the future. 

1.3 About the Author 

I am actually a relative newcomer to ::in software on the Amiga. I purchased Imagine 
1.0 in ]al<' December of 1990, and after a rough couple of weeks learning the software, 
I was compktdv hooked. At the tin1c, 1 was completing my final year at I\ ITT. and 
I fo1rnd tl1at rendering was a serious cu11qwtitor for my time. In .la1111an· of 1991 

I started an electronic mailing list over the Internet to discuss Imagine, which has 
grown in size to hundreds of subscribers who have posted over 2000 messages of 
Imagine questions. comments, and tips. 

Since then, I've dedicated myself to learning the limits of the software and seeing 
how far I can push it. The quality of my pictures hm'c increased considerably as I 
learned. Nearly all of my knowledge of Imagine is actually self-taught; 11ike Halvorson 
is an adnJcatc of experimentation as a ](';ll'ning tool, and I agree witlt him. '{ou can 
discover a lot about a function and its abilities hy just sitting down and playing 
\vith it. Some features, like '"hinge," were baffling at first, until I experimented 
with it many times and thought about exactly what effects Imagine was producing. 
11y knowledge of mat hcrnatics and reading general books on computer graphics also 
helped considerably. One or two of the tips I present arc not original (like a section in 
1 he appendix on how to make teardrop shapes) but \vdl over 93% of the information 
contained within this book came from using the program. Rick Rodriguez's original 
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Imagine 1.0 manuals, and a lot of experience using the program. 

1.4 Thanks 

Several people helped me out with support, advice, criticism, taunts, jeers, and pizza. 
I'd like to thank Ed Chadez, Glenn Lewis, .Jeff Peterson, Lou l\Iarkoya, and John 
Grieggs for their direct help, and Mike Halvorson and Steve Gillmor at Impulse for 
their support as well. 

Also thanks to Dave Duberman for the idea of using invoice pockets for holding 
diskettes in the book. 

Additionally, Thomas Rokicki of Radical Eye Software was especially helpful with 
the physical process of formatting this text. Amiga TEX is perhaps the finest typeset
ting language/system I know of. I'd hate to have to make all of the cross references 
(over 500!) in this book without it. 

l\Iy greatest gratitude goes to my friend Evan Reidel!. He introduced me to the 
Amiga, but much more importantly, he showed me how art, science, and especially 
creativity could work together in producing beauty in images, music, and art. Thanks, 
Evan. 

1. 5 Feed back 

This book is as complete as I can make it. I plan to keep the text current by updating 
it every print run (expensive, but worth it), and the best way I know to add to it is 
to ask you, the people who already bought it, for your reactions. After you have read 
this book and used it, I would greatly appreciate any feedback, good and especially 
bad, which will help me build a newer version. Drop a postcard, letter or wad of $20 
bills into the mail addressed to: 

Steven Worley 
Apex Software Publishing 

405 El Camino Real Suite 121 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 

I don't hold giveaway lotteries for the people who respond, or promise you a free book 
or vacation cruise when you write. I will promise to respond to anything you have to 
say, and to thank you for any suggestions you have. I'm proud of the work I've done 
with this text. and by sharing it with you I hope to get a lot more people involved 
wit It tltis amazing program. Imagine. 

If you trnly enjoy this book and think that it is a useful rcfrn·nce. the best fayor 

you can do for me is to tell yonr friends about it. Bring it to your nser·s grunp 
mcd.ing. talk about it for a rnin11tc or two. and inYitc people to kaf through it. The 
mon· people wlto use Imagine and nndnsta11d it. the rnon• pictnn·s. objects. and 
utilities will lw out there for all uf llS to llS<'. 
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Chapter 2 

Imagine Basics 

Imagine is in <t special class of software that lets you create pictures and a11irncitions 
on your Amiga that have a special "real world" feeling to them. You ar<' gin~n the 
power to make a unique view into a 1111ivcrsc of your own design. You dctinc a 3D 
world, and Imagine can "render" a1iv Yiew of t.!1a1 world as if you had taken a picture 
with a carncra at that position. 

Imagine can be a difficult program to start using. It is not designed with the 
goal of being easy to learn; its goal was to provide the user with the most possible~ 
power in designing a scene or animation. This makes learning Imagine difficult, but 
this manual is designed to help the new users "learn the ropes" as well as provide 
experienced users \vith an organized reference manual. 

2.1 Irnagine's Organization 

Imagine is urganized by modules called l'ditors. Each of these edi1ors allmv .\·ou to 
view and ma11ip11late objects and yuur scene in different ways. Some editors let. :;ou 
place objects in scenes, or define how 1 lw ohjl'cts change with time. 

The Detail editor is where 3D objects are usually created and modified. It allows 
low-level editing of objects; yon can add points and faces by hand, move them, delete 
old ones and in general be as picky as you like in adjusting every point. 

The Forms editor also can create objects. It uses a special object creation method 
that can make the creation of some types of objects easy. Usually the objects that. 
arc created in Forms arc loaded back into Detail for fmth<'r editing. 

The Cycle editor defines internal object motion. The objects can be "taught" 
how to rnon' so you can make moV('l11cnt like a walking human fignr(' or a clock 1 hat 

automatirnll>' s\vings its pcndulnrn and turns its hands with time. 

The Stage editor allows yon to lay ont S<"('Jies and prepare your m1irnaticrns. It 
loads t lw objects created in the tlirec pn•\·ions t•ditors and defines the actual image 

to he rendered. 

The Actim1 editor is a companion to the St age edit.or. It allows vou to add some 

special effects as well as change some of the information a bont .vour scene, especially 

for animations. 
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The Project editor is wh<'r<' projects arc iuitially cn';1tt'd a11d \\·here they arc final!,\· 
J'('lldered. You start lmagirw in this editor. aud usrndlv end 1 her('. 

The Preferences ('ditor is a small subprogram that ;dlows you to define many 
parameters ranging from rctld('riug controls to the dda1111 siz<' of the background grid 
i11 the other editors. It is 111orc' uf a utility than a cm1stm1tl,\· used function. 

The process of makiug a rendered image usually iuvulvcs using the Project editor 
to initialize a new world, using the Detail editor to build object.s. the Stage and 
Acti011 editors Lo lay the objects out. and the Project editor again to render the 
world. Evcrvthiug really revolves around the rnauipulation of 3D obj<~cts. so it is 
important to nudcrstaud exactly \vlwt thev ar<' and hmv they are formed. 

2.2 Imagine Objects 

\Vhcn a computer progrnlll \\·;rnts to draw a :~D object. it 11111st have some way of 
internally represcutiug it. Some modelers store each object as ;1 hunch of 2 dimensional 
polygons and form ;1 :lD object from n whole lmucl1 uf tlws(' polygons pasted together. 
A cnbe might be ddi1wcl as six :ZD squares arra11g('d (()gcthcr. forming a hollmv box 

like a cardbonrd carton. Since om final picture just has tu look like it is solid. defining 
the outer s11rfacc of an object is usually <1 ll we need to do to make it seem as if the 
obj<~ct. is solid. 

Any objt>ct can be defined as a !much of flat polygons. Curn'd smfaces on an 
object like a sphere can use a lot of polygons in order to approximate the surface 
closeh·: ccrtai11 computer tricks (including a very important one called Phong shading) 
can srnootl1 out the surface even more. l\Iost of the 3D objects (sometimes called 
rnodels) that you've <'\'CT scc11 i11 any 3D computer gn1phic \\-en· defined as polygons. 
Sometimes advanced prngrams define surfaces wi1 Ji ;1 111;1 t licmatical equation or !Jy 
a certain type of cm·\·cd surface. and sometimes a C(JJ11p11tcr model will have ccrtai11 
objects it "knows" how they sl1011ld look (like a 111;1thcrnaticallv defined sphere or 
cone,) but most US(' pol.\·guns fur defiuing objects. Imagine i11cl11dcd. 

All objects in Trnagi11c ;m' ddincd as a hunch of il<i1 tri;rnglcs. Nothing more. It 
is particularly easy for a computer tu decide what a triangle would look like when 
vic\ved as a 3D image. Any complex polygo11 (like a square or octagon) can always 
be broken down into a hunch of triangles pretty easily. Having onl.v one "shape" to 
deal with when building an object is actually a convenience for us, as \Ve don't have 
to worry about questions of what type of polygons a certain object is uwdc of, or 
hmv to couvert one type of polygou into another. The computer likes dealing only 
wit Ii only triangles because it can opt irnize its rcndert'r (the part of the program that 
<wtually draws th(' pic1 mes) 1o expect and deal wit 11 j11st one simple shape instead of 
2 16 different ones. 

Although an object is made of only triangle,, (called faces) it has points a11d 
edges which define where t lwsc faces go. If you think of ;1 simple triangle, it has ;) 
defining points at the corners. t hrce edges corrnccti11g tlwse points. aud one face \vhich 
actually makes up the body oft lie triangle. Imagine can better ckal with the object" 

by definiug these sub-parts (points, edges and faces,) and it allows us to manipulate 
the objects much more easily. 
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2.2. IMAGINE OBJECTS 7 

Every object has a number of defined points. Imagine understands an edyc to be 
a line segment that connects any two of these points. A face is ddi11cd by naming the 
three edges that make it up. Instead of storing nine immbers for each face (the X.Y,Z 
location of each corner of the triangle) it just names the edges, which in turn identify 
the three points. This reduces the size of a description of an object considerably. It 
also helps in editing objects since if you move a point, each face that contains that 
point will adjust itself to the new location of the point. The other alternative would 
be to have each face manually manipulated individually, which is obviously a big pain. 

As an example, think of a simple flat square. Imagine would store the square as 
two triangles that share one edge (the diagonal of the square.) The square would 
actually contain five edges (the four sides and the diagonal) and fo7lr points (one at 
each of the corners.) It would have two faces. A cube is stored as twelve faces, formed 
by eighteen edges, which are in turn defined by eight points. 

This definition of objects actually gives us some extra leeway in how we define our 
3D model. Imagine doesn't require your object to be connected at all; that is, your 
object could be two completely separate surfaces that never touch. You might want 
to make an object like a logo with 3D letters spelling out a name. The letters don't 
actually touch to form one solid connected object; they are independent from each 
other. Imagine doesn't care; you can call any collection of points, edges, and faces an 
object. Imagine also gives you tools for splitting off part of an object (like removing 
a letter from the logo) or joining two parts together. 

Since this is a computer model and not a physical one, we can violate physics and 
have objects intersect each other. You might overlap two spheres half-way and join 
them together to form one object. You'll only see the outer surface when you render 
the new double-sphere object. Being able to intersect objects like this is very handy, 
since you can hide ragged edges of an object inside another, and you can make joints 
with no gaps. 

There actually are two objects that Imagine does not define as a group of points, 
edges, and faces: a perfect sphere and an infinite plane. These are the only exceptions 
to the normal definition of objects in Imagine. Well, all right, there's another. An 
axis containing no points can still be manipulated as an object. It won't show up 
when rendered, but sometimes it's nice to use a lone axis as an invisible object m 
certain cases. You can also use the axis as the start of a brand new object. 

Defining objects point-by-point is obviously not very suited for creating cornplcx 
objects, sornetirncs with thousands of points. There arc rnorc pmvcrful cummattds that 
let you modify vour object i11 more global ways. You can add pr('-made ·'prirnitivc" 
objects like a cylinder or a toms (doughnut shape.) These primitive objects hav<' the 
points, edges. and facl'S that form it already defined. There arc certain tools that let 
you dra\V an outli1w. say the profile of a chess pawn. \vhich is con\·crtcd to a threc
diuwnsional 'spun· object. as if it \Vas cl1isdcd out 011 a lathe. Other tools Id you slice 
uff parts of your object using knives that you can lrnild ycmrsdf. In gc11crnl. object 
creation is dune with these pmvcrful tools. and picky t011ch-11ps arc the oril.v tim(' you 
grab and move individual points. A sculptor docs 11ot glue sand grains togctlier! 
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Figure 2.1 : A s t.a11danl vic\v from Imagine 

2.3 Common Editor Tools 

The creation of objects in Imagine is certa inly not as intuitive as the process yon nsed 
in kindergarten to squeeze clay into vague ;mirnal shapes. Inst.cad of a real life vie\>.," of 
the object, you get a complex quad view display. Instead of using your grubby fingers, 
you have a very 20 mouse. l\fost irnportantly, if yon wanted to change t he shape of 
a clay model , yon j ust pushed a nd pulled on it. In Imagine (and any other computer 
mo<leler) v011 have to use a very specific set of tools to manipulate your objects. No 
matter how p owerful t hese tools a re. t.hey <'Ire s till going to limit t he ways yon can 
rnani pulate your crea tion. 

2.4 Your View of the World 

In each of t he main edi tors where you ma nipulate objects (Detail , Stage, Forms, a nd 
Cycle,) you 'll see what is known as a "Qnad-View.'' A typical v iew is shown in F ig
ure 2. 1. T here arc fonr windows la beled '"Top'' , ··Front" , '"Right", and "Perspective" , 
which a re different ways of viewing the o bject you a re manipulating . It is difficult 
to rn anipnlate 3D o bjects with a 2D rnouse and a 2D screen, and the q uad-view is a 
compromise t hat makes the best of these unfor tunate 2D restrictions . 

T he top, righ t , and front views show yon t he wire-frame skeleton of the object 
you 're editing. A wire-frame is a view of yonr object wit h each edge shown as a line 
segment. Faces are not shown, so the object looks like it 's bni lt from pieces of wire 
t ha t joi11 at t he outside edges of the object, hence the name wi refrarne. \i\Tireframcs 
have two advantages; they a re much faster to draw t han ''solid" models, and since 
yon can see into the object, yon ca n manipulate points and edges on t he interior of 
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2.4. YOUR VlElV OF THE ll"ORLJJ !) 

the object that yuu wouldn"t normally see. 

The title bar of the editor reminds you what editor you are in and occasioually 
displays useful information, such as what frame of an animation you are viewing. The 
gadgets at the bottom of the screen are user definable controls that arc a substitute 
for menu commands. Imagine unfortunatel:> does not support A TIEXX, but users can 
at least add their favorite commands to a button on the bottom of the screen to at 
least partially customize the program. 

The majority of the screen is taken up by the four views of the world. The Top, 
Right and Front views are just that; a wireframe view of your object shown from the 
three orthogonal (right angle) directions. There is also a small axis at the bottom left 
corner of each view that shows the world's X, Y. Z coordinate system. In Imagine, 
the X, Y, Z is defined just like it is in mathematics; X is left to right, Y is in to out, 
and Z is down to up. 

There is an absolute world coordinate system defined by these axes. You can select 
the menu command "Coordinates" from the Display menu, which will continually 
display the coordinates of the mouse pointer in the \Vorld's X, Y, and Z system. The 
units that it measures in arc arbitrary, but it is often conve11ic11t to call them "'Imagine 
units." Objects tend to be on the order of 10 to 100 Imagine Units in size. since this 
is a comfortable scale to deal with when we design scenes to be rendered. 

There is often a grid overlaid on the three main windows. This grid is used to give 
you a sense of scale, and can be turned on or off in the Display menu. The spacing 
between the lines can be set by choosing "Grid Size'', also from the Display menu. 
The default is 20, which is a reasonable starting size. Some commands let you use the 
grid to snap objects to precise locations, which is the main reason you might want to 
change the grid size. You can turn the grid ou aud off by u::;ing the "Grid On/Off" 
command from the Display menu. 

The fourth window (which never displays a grid) is called the "perspective" win
dow. It allows you to view your object from any direction. You can also change 
modes to view your object as a wireframe or as a "solid" model. where the faces be
come opaque so that you cannot see through your object. In this window, you cannot 
manipulate your objects; it is a view only. 

Each of the four windows can be quickly zoomed to take up the full screen very 
easily by merely clicking on the tall narrow box to the left of each view that contains 
the name of the window. The window will expand to take up the entire screen, 
allowing you to have a better view of whatever you're working mi. To zoom back to 
the quad-view, just click on the name to the left again. To go immediately from a 
full screen display of one view to a full screen display of another, you just click the 
name of the new view to the right. Being able to see all four views at once is often 
an advantage, but so is seeing a larger, mure detailed view. This method allows you 
to quickly and easily change how you look at your model. 

Perspective, the remaining view, also shows a wirdrame view of the your world. 
You can change the view by manipulating the two white sliding boxes on the bottom 
and left of the window. The bottom white slider lets you view from different directions 
anmnd the object. If the slider is in the middle, you're looking at the front. If it's :{/4 
of the way to the right, you 're looking at the right hand side, and if it's all the way 
in either direction, you're looking at the back. The vertical slider on the left controls 

Som(' ,"]/) programs 

define Z to be 
in-and-out, so note 
Imagine 's dijfercner:. 
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the angle you're looki11g ;it t lte object from. Centered is ;1 kn'l perspective, all the 

\\·ay up gives yon a straiglit.-dmn1 view, and all th<' \Vay dow11 gi\·cs you a straight-up 

\·iew. By combiniug tlwse two sliders you can look at your ol>jcct from any direction. 

Y 011 can chang(' tlw a pp<'arn11cc of the Perspecti vc ,·ic\\" hv selecting "Wireframc .. 

or "Solid" from tl1c DisphlY pull-down menu. Solid takes longer to show your object, 

but removes the pui11ts that an~ hidden, getting rid of the X-ray wireframc view. A 

final way of changing the perspect.ivc view is by selecting "Shaded'. from the l\fode 

pull-dmvn menu and zooming the perspective view to the full screen. This shades the 

object in false black and white colors which sometimes lets you sec the shape of the 

object more clearly. 

There are a few comurnnds thcit let you change your absolute nrntagc of your 

object. Yon can zoon1 your view (on all windows) in and out by using "Zoom In" 

and "Zoom Out" frnrn tlH' View menu. This Ids you SE'<' more of your object at 

once, or just a certain portion. Each zoom in or out will doul>le or halve the sca!P 

respectively. You ca11 <1bo sekct a numerical zoom h\· selccti11g ·'Set Zoom" in tlw 

View menu, which ;illows morT precise magnification kn,ls by simply typing in a 

1111mber. Zoom in a11d zoo111 011t arc often used, so k110\\"iug the keyboard equivale11ts 

(Jf right-Amiga-i awl riglit-Amiga-o can save a lot of time. 

To scroll the views around, yon can click in one of the three main views, then use 

the arrow keys to move the view i11 whatever direction yon like. You"!! notice that 

if yo11 change one view, the others will change as well: all of the views arc linked so 

they show the same volume of space. Yon can also scroll the view by telling Imagine 

where yon \Vant the view centered. You sdcct .. Re-center" from the View menu and 

click on where you want the new center of your view to be. Usually you click right 

in the middle of the object or area .vou.rc interested in. The keyboard equivalent of 

right-Amiga-. (period) is HTv nmvcnient. 

One important display opt io11 is found in the Display mc1lll: it is called "Interlace.·· 

Interlace will change the screen resolution which t l](' d isplav uses. An interlaced 
screen is 400 pixels high. wlwn'as a 11011-intcrlacecl s<TtTII is unly 200. Unfortunately, 

tltc interlaced displav will flicker 011 many Arnigas. Au Amiga 3000 or a "flickcr
iixer'' equipped A111ip,c1 will lw ;1hle to use iuterlaced mod<' wit.l1out the flicker. Tlw 

interlaced mode allows much more detail a11d 111ore precise location of points, so it is 

by far the preferred mode to work in. Evc11 if you do have a flickering display. it is 
probably \Vort Ii the annoyance to have 1 he extra resolution. 

There an' a couple ways to reduce interlace flicker. You can muck with the mon

itor's contrast and brightness. or you can change the screen colors to something less 

contrasting using the Preferences editor. l\Iy favorite solution is wearing sunglasses; 

believe it or not, it works very well, and you look cool while using your computer. 

2.4.1 Moving Objects 

Knowing how to move your views around is important, as when you're manipulating 

an ob.iect :vou'll find yourself changing your vic\vpoints around constantly. There is a 

whole ne\v set of commands for moving the objects in the editor around. 

\Vhen you arc \'icwing <111 ob.iect in your \Vorld, _':01i"ll notice that yon can sec 

t 'ach point and edge in t 11<' \\·ircframe. In addition. yon '11 Sf'(' ;111 a.Tis, usually nca r 
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2.4. YOUR VIEH' OF THE vroRLD 11 

the center of the object. In Imagine, every object ha.s its own independent a:r1.s. Au 
object's axis helps Imagine determine which way an object is facing, how it is scaled, 
and even what its position is. Imagine doesn't understand what the objects arc; it 
doesn't realize that a complex object like an airplane should orient itself with wheels 
down instead of balanced sideways on a wingtip. The axis actually defines the object"s 
position; if you ask Imagine to move an object, Imagine really just moves the axis, 
and the object's points, edges, and faces are dragged along with it. vVheu you rotate 
an object, the rotation occurs around the object's axis, as opposed to the world's 
absolute reference system. Scalings, where you change the si:w of the object, also use 
the object axis as a basis. 

When you want to manipulate a certain object, you have to tell Imagine which 
one (or ones!) that you're interested in, since you might have a dozen different object 
loaded at once. The way of choosing an object so you can manipulate it is just by 
clicking on its axis. The object will turn a pretty blue color (or sometimes purple; 
more later!) which indicates that the object is chosen; any manipulation commands 
will be done on this one object. The object is said to be "picked," and Imagine knows 
that you want to apply commands to this object as opposed to another. 

Once you've picked an object, the most common manipulations are to move it 
around, rotate it, or scale it. These basic commands are often used, so Impulse has 
made it pretty easy to do. When you have a selected an object, you type the letter 'm' 
for "Move," or click on the small gadget at the bottom of the screen labeled "Mciv." 
The object will disappear (!) and be replaced by a big yellow "bounding box" which 
encloses the volume where your object was. This bounding box represents the size, 
shape, position, and orientation of your object. Since the box is so simple to draw, 
Imagine can update it in realtime as you manipulate it, allowing you to position it 
quickly and easily. 

After selecting the object and pressing 'rn', Imagine knows you want to move the 
object. Putting the cursor in any of the three main views, pressing the left mouse 
button and then dragging the mouse will drag your object in the direction you move. 
You do not have to click on the yellow box; anywhere in the view is fine. You can 
keep moving the object as long as you like; you can let go of the mouse button, move 
the pointer to another position in any of the three views, and continue moving the 
object. You are also welcome to zoom in and out, make one view full-screen, or 
re-center your views at any time. When you are finally done moving your object, 
pressing the space bar or clicking the "OK" gadget will accept the change and your 
object will be displayed as a wireframe in its new location. If you've made a mistake, 
you can press tlw ESC key or the "Cancel" gadget instead. This also exits the mow' 
mode, but the obj('ct ·s position is unchanged from \Vlwrc it \Vas bcfor(' yon started to 
move it. This is obviously useful for fixing mistakes or changing yum rnind. 

T\vo other commands work much like move: rotate and scale. If vou select your 
object and pr('ss ·r· or dick on the ''Hot" gadget at the bottom of tlie sc1n·n. you 
\Vil! be able to rotate your object, and you '11 sec the yellmv bounding box spi11 as you 
drag the mouse with the button down. You can also change spin axes (to pitch or 
bank th(' uhj\'ct, as oppos('d to :.·awing it) hv pressing 'x', 'y'. or 'z' or clicking on the 
small ··x ... ·-v.·· and --z·· gadgets at the bottom of th(' screen to define which axis 
yon \Vant to rotat(' around. All rotation is dune :irouncl the ohj11} ·s axis. 
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Scaling is don(' by pr('ssing ·s" or dicking the ··Sd"" gadget at the bottom of the 
screen and dragging t lie 111011sc. Again, scaling is dmJ(' rd;itiV(' to the objPct's axis. If 
t be axis is in the cent.er oft lw object, the object will grow in iii! directions. If it is at 
the bottom. the obj('ct \Vill grow up and out, but not down. 

Each of these tlm'(' co111n1;rnds (move, scale. and rnt ate) c;rn be called either \Vlwn 
you've picked an object or duriug any other mon~, scale, or rotate command. For 
example. you might pick an object, press ·m' to move the object, position it in a new 
place, press ·r' to spin it, then 's" to scale it. You do not have to press the space bar 
after l'Vcry change; only after you arc fiually s;it isfied with the new location, size, and 
orientation of your object do you w;i11t to press the space bar to accept the changes 
you've nrnd('. Aborting by using th<' ESC kcv or the "Can" gadget. (for Cancel) will 
remove all of the changes (movements. rotations. and scalings) that you've rnadc. 

These rnanipulatiun C()llll!lands are easy to use. ;rnd th<'y have other controls that 
make certain rnani pula t i()11s cn'Jt ('asicr. The ·x ·, 'y ". and ·z · commands that allow yu11 

to change rotation ax('s also wmk in moving and scaling. They act in these two modes 
as toggles; when you start a move, you arc free to rnmT it in all three directions, X. 
y·. and Z. You might \\'ant to J'('strict a direction of mot.ion, thongh, if for example you 
arc moving a table along a fioor and you didn't waJ1t t<J accidc11tally lift the table into 
Lhc air as you moved it lefL and right. Pressing the ··x"', "'y .. , and "z" keys \\'ill toggle 
the allowable directions on and off so pressing "'z'' will anchor the table's height, and 
pressing "z" again will allow you to lift it up if you change your mind. This also 
works in the scaling mode; if you want to make an object narrower without changing 
its heigbt. you might toggle "z" and scale the object down. With the "z" toggle off, 
the object. will maintain its Z height, but will shrink in the X and Y directions. At 
any tirne, the gadgets at the bottom of the screen highlight the directions that are 
··active.'' 

A related shorten! is using the capital letters ·x·, ·v·. and ·z·. which set the toggles 
to allow movement and scaling in one direction only. If you wanted to lift a table 
straight up, you just typ<' ·z· and the table will b(' free to move up and down, but 
11ot in the X or Y directions. This method of setting the toggles overrides whatever 
position they were set i11 before. but you can use the indiYidual toggles afterwards to 
set whatever freedoms you like. 

Imagine gives you even more flexibility if you want to use it. Whenever you move, 
rotate, and scale an object, it is based on a certain coordinate system. The default 
is to use a fixed coordinate system, defined by the set of axes that is fixed in place 
and shown at the bottom left of the three main views. This is called the ''world" 
coordinate system. However. each object has its own "local" coordinate system. 
defined by its own axis. Imagine allows you to use a local coordinate system instead 
of the \Vorld system if you like. 

For example, if you have an object in the shape of a plane, the local coordinate 
system probably has the Y axis (going front to back) in line with the main fuselage 
of the plane. Using "r" to rotate the plane, you can easily position it so that it is 
angled up like it is climbing into the sky. If you then wanted to move it in a straight 
line along its ''fiight path", the direction it's pointing, you could select move, and try 

to judge by eye the ne\\" position in the direction i11 front of the plane. If, instead. 
you select local mode (by using "l") and restrict rnoticm along the Y direction l >.V 
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typing '·Y'. the plane will move smoothly aloug the line it"s pointed along. In the 
world coordinate system, it's moving in both the Y and Z directions. but in its local 
coordinate system, it's moving only in its Y direction. 

To switch between coordinate systems, you .inst t.vpc · r and ·,,,, .. whenever you 

want to change, or select the '"Local"' gadget. The current coordinate system will 
highlight the "Local" gadget at the bottom of the display display when you arc' using 
local coordinatt~s. 1lany times the local and world coordinate systems will be the 
same (they will be aligned in the same direction), so one is equivalent to the other. 

One final option when you're manipulating objects allows you to manipulate the 
axis of the object independPntly. If you want to move, scale, or rotate an object's 
axis (without simultaneously affecting the object!) you can use '11', 'R', and 'S'. the 
capital letter versions of the object manipulation commands, to affect only the axis. 
You can also use the ''Shift" gadget instead of the keyboard equivalent. There arc 

some occasions you might want to do this for fancy tricks, but most of the time, you 
just want to move the axis around just so that it lies near the center of your object. 

The standard commands to move, rotate, and scale objects have been streamlined 
for case of use since they arr· performed so often. Sometimes, however, they arc 
somewhat lacking, especially when you uced precise~ control over how your object is 
to be manipulated. For the precise control of object manipulation, Imagine has a 
special command called ''Transformation'' which allows you to numerically control 
your object as opposed to judging by eye. 

The transformation command works much like the standard interactive commands 
in that you first select your object (by clicking on its axis) and then tell Imagine what 
to do to it. To enter the transform cormnand, yon click on the object (it becomes blue 
or purple) and pull down the menu item ''Transformation'' from the Object mcrm. 

A small requester will appear. You have six options you can choose from: translate, 

rotate, scale, position, alignment, and size. You also enter X. Y, and Z arguments. 

Translate takes the X, Y and Z argmnents and moves (translates) the object that 
distance. 

Rotate will rotate the object around the axis you specify by an amount (in degrees) 

you specify in X, Y and Z. Performing more than one rotation at once is legal, but 
it is easy to make mistakes in final orientation. If you rotate around more than one 
axis at once, the Z rotation is performed, then the X rotation, then the Y rotation. 

Scale will scale your object by a certain factor. To double the size, just enter 2 
in each of the X, Y, and Z boxes. A negative number is completely legal. and if one 
or three of the scalings is negative, you'll actually get a scaled mirror image of your 
original object. 

Position is like Translate in that it moves your object. Instead of moving a certain 
distance, however, it moves the object to the absolute world coordinates you specify. 

Alignment is also absolute: it will rotate your object in whatever way necessary 
to align in the direction you specify, regardless of the original orientation. Setting X, 
Y, Z all to zero will make the object line up exactly with the world axes, 

Size is again absolute. It uses the axis size as a benchmark, and will scale the 
object (and its axis) to an absolut(' size. The "default'' size that all axes start out at 
is 32 Imagine Units, so entering an XYZ size of 32 32 32 will bring most objects back 

to their virgin sizes. 
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To 11se any of these s11b-con1r11<11Hls. ,i11st click on the box next to its wrn1c and type 
m th<' appropriate X. Y, <rnd /, arg11r1H'llts in the boxes to the right. Selecting ··OK"' 
\\·ill p<'rform the rnanip11lntirn1s. ··C<1nccl"" \\"ill abort \Vithont cdl'ccting vom ohjcct. 

Yun have the optiou 1 o use world m local coordinates. just as in the int ('l'activc 
cor111w11His; just click on <'it !il'r box t.o d<'cidc. The default is tll<' \\·orld syst e111. You 
can also manipulate only the axis (like the n1pital letter cornw;rnds in interactive 
rnanipnlation) by selecting ··Transfonn axis <mly.·· 

!\lost manipulations use the interactive controls. am! the transforrnation requester 
is used only for accurate. measured changes. 

One problem that you may run into after an interactive or a transformed manip
ulation is a ··dirty" screen. Imagine erases the old object from before your move or 
scale m· rotate. and draws it in the uew position. However, to save time, it will not 

redraw any other \Vircfrarne oh,icct th:it liappeu to be in view. This uwans that the 
;m'as where the old object i11tcrsccted an:\· other object iu thc vie\\" will be blank; 
part of the other object ,,·ill lw nas(·d. If you want to check to s<'c if this is the 
case. you can select "Hedrnw" frorn t lw Display rncrnL \vhich will r<'dra\\· :di of the 
(Jhi<'ds. clirninatiug the prol>l<'l!J. One case where this is almost n<·ccssary is when 
you l1<1vc multiple copies of <lll object at tl1c same location. If you tmJ\"e < 111e copy, the 
other isu "t redrcrnni after the lirst copy is moved mvay. Since it was in the exact same 

location as the old. erased, object, it looks like it has disappeared! This is easy to fix 
with redraw. It is another oft-used command. so kuowing tltc keyboard equivalent of 
right-Amiga-r is handy. 

A problem y01i"ll nm into when manipulating complex objects is the sheer time it 

takes to rcdrmv the wircframc model (in three vic\vs). Imagine has a way to speed the 
display of these object; it shows the bounding box of the object (like the one shown in 
i11t<·rnctive manipulation) instead oft he wircframe. You lose the detailed view of your 
object. but you can still S<'<' the positiuu. size, and orientation of tlic objects. Tu make 
an object ''Quickdrav/' in th is 111ude .. vo11 can use three com mil rnls in t lie Functions 
rne1111. ''Quickdraw All"' will make all uf the objects display iu quickdraw mode. 
''Q11ickdraw J\one'' will make all objects display the normal wirdrarnc. ··Quickdrmv 
Pick"" will make your picked (blue ur purple highlighted) object dispbn- in quickdraw 
mode. These quickdraw boxes are very handy, and since tltey can be toggled at any 
time in the Detail Editor, it makes sense to use them wltcn screen updates start to 
get too slow. 

2.4.2 Pick and Select 

Since you can have many objects loaded at once. there has to he a way for yon to tell 
Imagine what object or objects you want to perform your commands ori. You've done 
this already by clicking on an object's axis aud watching it turn color. This shows 
that the picked object is ready to be manipulated OIL 

vVhaJ if WC want to manipulate more than Olll' object at a time? A standard \Vay 
to "multi-pick" things (like icons in AmigaDOS, or objects in Imagine) is to use the 

shift key. By holding the shift key as you click 011 objects, Imagine knows you \Vant 
n lwn!'h of objects picked, 11ot .inst tl1e lat.est one. In fact, if yrnt pr<'ss tl](' shift key, 
the display line at the top of the scn'l'n will change to show liow llWll\' ol>.iccts arc 
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picked. Commands will usually affect all of the picked ob.iccts. 110! .iust Oii('. !11 tlic 
case of moving. scaling. a11d rot ati11g more than 011c object. the .first picked ob.iect"s 

axis defines the basis of all the 1wmipulatim1s. as well as the local coordinate system 

for manipulating all uf the ob.iccts. 

There an' easier way to pick 1rnm.v ob.iccts than by repeatedly clicking on each 
ob.iect"s axis. Imagine allows you to change how ob.iccts arc picked by the ·•Pick 

l\Icthod" subme11u in the l\lodes rnctm. The ddault is ·'Click."' which means that 

when you click directly 011 a11 object's axis. it \viii become picked. Other lllcl hods 

of picking can be chosen from the pick method suln11c1111. If you use "Drag Box."' 

instead of clicking 011 the ob.iect axes. you should press and hold the mouse lmttrn1 

while dragging the 111ouse. A large box will follow your m011sc, and when you release 

the button, an ob.icct within the box will become picked. If you press and hold the 

shift key when you release the mouse button, all of the objects within the box will 

become picked. 

Lasso is similar, but more versatile. You press and hold the button while drawing 

a largP circle or oval or squiggly shape. vVhe11 you rckasc the button, an ob.icct within 

the region you've drmvn \vill bec0111e picked. Again. you can hold the sl1ift key to pick 
all of the objects \Vithin. 

A final option in the pick method s11bmcm1 is called "Lock" . Lock isrd a method 

of picking: it really has more to do with \vheu moving picked objects. Lock is a Hag: 

you can toggle it on and off by selecting it from its submem1. When Lock is 011, any 

moved object will snap to the nearest grid location \vhcn released. This is automatic 

and is easier than using the one-time "Snap to Grid" (described later. I promise!) 
again and again when you 're trying to get precise placement. 

Two other utility commands can be found i11 the Pick/Select rne1111. "Pick A II" 
will pick all of the objects in your workspace. "Unpick Last" will allow you to remove 

the last object you picked from your set of picked objects. This is handy \vhcn yon 

pick one too many objects and you want to unpick the last one you chose. 

It is easy to pick objects or sets of objects using the different pick methods. There 

is actually another powerful way to change what object or objects arc picked: it is 

called "select.'' There is a very, very important. difforcncc bet.ween a "picked"' object 
and a ·'selected'' object: you've been using pick to highlight objects and 111auip11latc 
them. Select is sort of a pick-warma-bc. 

There is a solution when picking (or unpicking) ob.iccts becomes aw bvard (or 
impossible!). Select allows you to control what objects arc picked by allmving you to 
add and remove objects from your set of picked objects one at a time. 

One common problem that can occur is when two object axes arc directly on top 
of each other. If you click on the common axis location, one of the objects will bec011w 

picked. (The first one that was created or loaded into the Editor). If you click again. 

the same object will remain picked and the second object will just sit there. If you 

hold the shift key and click on the conm1011 axis again, the second object will be 

picked. but nmv both ob.iects arc picked. If yon \Vant to pick just the second object 

and not the first, you can either 1110/le one object .inst to uncover the other axis, or 

you can use select. 

Think of buying lunch at a cafeteria, and _von pick v:hich food you want to eat. 

One way of "picking" food to add to your tray is b_v having the lunch worker point 

.1clua!l.1J. this 1.rn"t 

lrn.e. Only points 11'11! 

snap to th" qrid: 11 huy 

in Iii! r·1/l'l'l'llf i'f:/ sion 

of lm1urin<' do!'sn 't 

s1w.p ohjccls lo grid 

in te rscct i 011.s. 
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whole lot. The Fl key 
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to each of the cafeteria's food bins, and saying '·No, the next one, the next cme, the 
next onl'; yes! That one!" as the worker points to the foods in turn. As the worker 
selects item after item, you can choose to pick the item he's pointing to at any time. 
The analogy extends; What if your arms arc full of cafeteria food and you \Vant to 
put some back'? Your arms are busy holding all the food; you can't easily grab an 
item and put it down. You can. however, ask a friend to "unpick" the item for you. 
If your friend has tnmhlc with big words (like "soup,") he can just point at each food 
in your arms in turn m1til he points to the granola yogurt you want to put down. You 
then say "Yes, yes' Plrn.sf get rid of that!" 

This is exactly vvhat select allows you to do. Your arms are full with picked 
objects. You can't just click on an object to "Gu pick" it because Imagine thinks 
you 're just making sure you have it picked. You also might have problems indicating 
the right object to pick, as in the case of two objects on top of one another. The 
major difference between the cafeteria and Imagine is that your mentally challenged 
friend is also the cafeteria worker, and will point to both types of objects for you. 

Select works by allowing you to highlight different objects in a controlled way. 
These highlighted objects will show in different colors. a llmving you to tell the state 
of an object. A "sdcctcd'' ()bjcct might be picked or not. In the default color scheme, 
a normal object is black, a selected object is orange, a picked object is blue, and a 
picked and selected object is purple. 

Only one objecl um be selrC'l.cd at once, which is helpful in reducing confusion. 
The commands for selecting objects are completely different from those of picking 
objects: the whole point of select is that sometimes the methods used to pick objects 
arc awkward, and select gives you an alternative way to pick them. 

The easiest and most common method of selecting an object is by using two 
commands, "Select Next" and "Select Previous," both found in the Pick/Select menu. 
Using "Select Next" repeatedly will cycle through all of the objects in the order that 
they were created or loaded. This command does not care whether the object is picked 
or not: it will select all objects one at a time. ''Sdect l'\cxt" is often a command 
yuu want to repeat. so knowing the keyboard shurtcut of right-Amiga-n is almost 
necessary. By repeatcdl.v· using ·'Select Next," any object can be selected because 
Select next will eventually reach it. "Select Previous'·, right-Arniga-b (for back), will 
select objects in the opposite order, in case you overshoot with "Select Next." One 
convenience is that wh<'ll an ohjcct becomes selected, your view will jump to center 
the object on the screen, always allowing you to see what you just selected. 

\Vhcn an object is selected, there arc certain commands that will cause it to 
become picked or un-picked. The most common command is called "Pick Select,'' 
\vhich can be found in the Pick/Select menu. When you use this menu option, the 
selected object will become picked. If the selected object is picked and you want to 
un-pick it, you can use "Unpick Select'' from the pick/select menu to unpick it. 

''Select Next" is sometimes painfully slow (you have to step though every object!), 
especially if you know exactly what object you want to select. One quick command 
that is sometimes useful is "Horne," which selects the very first object you created or 
loaded into the Editor. 

Two other useful commands to quickly select specific objects arc "Find by Name'' 
and "Find Requester .. , 1ioth found in the Functions rncnu. ''Find by Name" allows 
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you to type in an object's name (assigned in the Attributes requester, more later) aud 
the object will become selected and your view will shift to center on the named object. 
In addition, the object becomes selected., allowing you to pick-select or unpick-select 
it. The ''Find Requester'· does the same thing except it displays the names of all of 
the currently loaded objects, and you just click on the name yon want to select. This 
requester is also useful because it tells you the size ( # of points, edges, aud faces) 
of each object, which is an excellent judge of object complexity. It's also fun to say 
"Cool! I\Iy tomato has 1,821 points!" 

A final command that is handy to use in all of the editors doesn't actually move 
or manipulate objects. It is a way of getting a higher quality display of the view 
you see in the P('rspectivc vie\v. The command ''Quickrendcr"' in the Project menu 
will actually render the image you sec using whatever rendering method yon wish. 
Imagine will ask if you want to add a lightsomcc, which is probably a good idea if 
your object or scene has no lights already. The type of rendering that Quickdraw 
performs is defined by the Preference editor. The image that is rendered is saved to 
RAM: by default, and you are given the option to delete the picture after you view 
it. Page 132 discusses the different Quickrendcr options. 

When Imagine displays the Quickrender picture, you can press a button or press 
the mouse button to go back to the editor. Unfortunately, Imagine seems to buffer 
your keystrokes and mouse clicks, so sometimes when the render finally finished, 
you might see your Quickrender flash onscreen for an instant, then it's gone. This 
is especially common if yon move to a second screen to lrne another program while 
Imagine is rendering (Amiga multitasking is great!). There is no easy way to get 
Imagine to redisplay the picture, but you can load the file from RAM: and display 
it from ADPro or using Iview. Another option vvonld be to rename the Quickrcrnler 
file into Pie. 0001 and placing it into a subproject's directory, then using the Project 
command "Import" to make it a viewable frame. None of these solutions are really 
satisfactory, hnt it's just about the only workaround that gets around this problem. 

Import is discussed on 
page 128. 
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Chapter 3 

The Detail Editor 

The Detail Editor allows you to manipulate and modify objects in Imagine. Like 
the other editors (and any Amiga program, for that matter) Imagine gets input and 
directions from you by either moving the mouse and clicking its buttons or by typing 
on the keyboard. Most advanced options use pull-down menus to select the function 
you want to perform. An important trick, especially when you start using Imagine 
a lot, is keyboard equivalents. This lets you select menu items via the keyboard by 
pressing the right Amiga key along with another letter or number. All of the keyboard 
equivalents can be selected via pull-down menus, although not all menu items have 
keyboard equivalents. You'll find that learning the most used commands' keyboard 
equivalents can save a lot of time. Its quick and easy to punch right-Amiga-a to zoom 
your view out; pulling the menu down repeatedly is a pain. A few other commands 
(especially moving, rotating, and scaling objects) use the keyboard to indicate what 
you want to do (move, rotate, or scale) while simultaneously using the mouse to 
control the extent of the transformation. 

You can get into the Detail editor from any point in Imagine by selecting the menu 
item "Detail Editor" from the Project pull-down menu. The screen should then split 
into the quad-view display discussed in the previous chapter. 

You should definitely read the Basics chapter before attempting to use the Detail 
editor. The basic commands for manipulating your viewpoint arc basic to using any 
of the editors, and a knowledge of basic object structure is also assumed. 

3.1 Groups and Hierarchies 

\Vith complex models. sornctirncs vou don't want to make one huge. gigantic object 
to represent the entire model. You might w:rnt to make a forest object that has 20 
tn'f'S iu it. and it seems silly to carve the whole thing out of one block. Or. you might 
be building an object that is logically a hunch of separate parts. like a clock \vitl1 a 

fan·. a pendulum. two hands. and a frame. 

Auothcr important ability you might \Vant is to he able to give different parts of 
a complex object different attrilrntcs. or colors. lmagi11c lets you color and dcti11c tll(' 
look of your objects i11 different ways. and you can C\"('n tdl it to make different pmts 

oft he same object look differc11t. But when you 'n· lmildiug something like a windmv. 
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the glass panes are considcrabl.v different than the wood frames: it is easier Lo define 
each as a separate object thcll sornchmv group them together. 

There is a function that lets yon do exactly this: group objects together. \Vhen 
you It ave a model that yon want to rnakl' (and keep!) in separate scctiuns, 1 rnagine 
allows you to establish a grunp uf objects which will stay together. It allmvs .\·on to 
treat the group as an entire ensemble (if you want to move everything, or apply a 
command to the whole set), or you can pick out one particular object and deal with 
it independently. 

Groupillg is very easy to do. If you want to group two objects together, you click 
on one object, then press the shift key and click on the other. (Remember that this 
is just the method of picking more than one object. at once.) When you have multi
picked the objects, you select ''Group" from the Object rncnu. A purple line will 
appear joining the axes of the objects. The first object that was selected bccorncs the 
"parent" of the group. If you group rnore than two objects, the purple ''group" lines 
all nm from each "child'' object to the parent object. This lets you see what ohjects 
arc grouped to om· anotlwr, and helps identify the parent of the group. Sometimes 
it is nice to assign a lone axis as the parent of a group, especially whc11 no part of a 
gronp lends itself to being ;1 parent. 

Splittinl!; a group back iuto its component parts is also easy; just pick the group by 
clicking on the parent. The entire group will become picked, and selecting "Ungroup" 
from the OLject menu will split the group. The purple joining lines will disappear, 

and each child will be independent again. 

Once a group is made, it can be treated almost identically to an ungrouped ob
ject. You can pick it (by clicking on the parent) and the entire group will become 
highlighted. You can then move, scale, or rotate the entire group as a whole. If you 
click on a child object, the child will be picked, but not the gruup. You can then 
rnmcc. scale, or rotate it independently of the group, assign it individual attributes, 
or perform a command on it iwlcpcndently of the rest of the group. Even when 
.nm move the child object ;1rouud, it \Yill stay grouped; you must use ''Ungroup'' to 
ungro11p objects. There arc modes wll('rc you can pick parents separate from their 
children; this is described in tlte next section. 

You can even make groups of groups. Or groups of groups of groups. This is done 
in exactly the same manner as before; you can pick one group, multi-pick a second, and 
group them. Having these multi-layer groups is sometimes very useful, for example, 
in modeling a human figure. You might make a finger group that contains all of the 
knuckles. a hand group including a palm, four finger groups, and a thumb gronp, 
an arm group consisting of a hand group, a wrist, a forearm. and an elbow, and a 
budv group consisting of ;1 bead gnrnp, a torso, two leg groups, and twu arm groups. 
This kind of nested grouping is called a "hierarchy," something like an ordering of 
your grouped objects like a family tree, where the body is the great-granddaddy of 
a knuckle. Ouc great advantage of setting up a hierarchy is obvious when you want 
to move an arm. Yon pick the arm, and rotate it around the shoulder. All of the 
arm's children follow it, so the arm moves as a vvhole. You do not have to move 15 
knuckles, a palm, a wrist, a forearm, and so OIL If you want to adjust a finger, you can 
manipulate it and the knuckles will move together, but the arm will be unaffected. If 
yun move the main parent bod,'> group, everything follows along as if tlic budy were 
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just one solid object, as opposed to dozens of parts. Hierarchies arc obviously well 
suited for complex models. 

Groups arc useful when you have sub-parts of an object you want to keep together. 
Sometimes grouping simple objects is still useful even if there is no hierarchy to follow. 
since the individual objects are free to move apart from the parent, and can easily be 
assigned different attributes. 

For example, if you're designing a human face, you might cause the eyeballs in 

the head to be au additio11al grouped object as opposed to just molded into the main 
face. Later, if you wanted to change the eye (make it a different color, or replace it 
with a different type of eye you can easily select the eye and change or replace it. 
This advantage compounds the other advantages of grouping; you can later animate 
the eyes looking in different directions, and you can easily change the attributes or 
texture of the eye while leaving the face undisturbed. 

3.2 Loading, Saving, and Other Object Manipulations 

There are many useful commands that act 011 picked objects other than just simply 
moving, rotating. and scaling them. Two of the most practical arc "Load" and 
"Save." ''Load" will load a new object i11 from disk; it will display a file requester 
which you can choose the filename of the object to load. The most common place to 
put objects are in yom objects subdirectory in your project directory. 

"Save'' will take the picked object or group and save it as a file onto disk. Note 
tltat gro11ps will save all of the objects in the group in the sam,e .file, as long as you 
have the whole group picked by clicking on the parent. If yon pick a child of a group 
and save it, you save only that object (and its children), and not the entire group it 
belongs to. You can give the saved object or group any name yon want, but I suggest 
using a filename extension of . iob to help identify it as an Imagine object. 

3.2.1 Add 

You can also have Imagine create several simple types of objects for you. Instead of 
loading a object from a file on disk, Imagine can algorithmically create several simple 
shapes such as tubes and spheres. The command "Add'" in the Functions menu has 
many options for building ne\v '"primitive" objects. 

"Add Axis" will add a simple axis to your world, which can form as the basis of 
a new object. "'Add Sphere" will add a perfect sphere object to _vonr world. "Add 
Grrnmd" adds an infinite plane object. E:1ch 011c of these options \vill add the object 
into the world at tlw X. Y. Z location 0. (J. (l. 

llll;iginc conics \\·itli S('\·crnl silllpl(· pn·-lmilt olJjects c;ilkd pri111itin·s tli;1t arc 

very ('Oll\·c11icnt to nsc ;1s starting poi11ts for <T('itti11g \'0111' o\\'ll object:-.. To make a 
prirnitiYc object. select ··Add .. in tl\(' l•:dit llWllll. :111d .. l)riJt1itiYc·· i11 tl\(' s11h-n1cn11. 

Tlicr<' ar<' six simple sl1apcs that lmagi11c \\·ill ;rnto111agic:dh· create for .\'(Jll: :1 sphere. 
a C\ li11<lcr. a Clll\('. a disk. a plan<'. and ;1 torus. \\'lw11 you S('lcct Oll('. l11u1girn· will 

ask l1m\' lllilll,\' pui11h tlw object should liaH'. 
\\'it Ii prirniti\<'s lik<' ;1 sphere. the rnon' points that dcfl11c it. tlw Slllootlin its 

app<'<m111cc is going to lw \\·hc11 rc11dcr<'d. H('llH'llilH'r t hill C\Tll cnn·cd surfaces arc 

Chr0111c eyeballs! Coo/I 

See thr Pr·o.Jrr:f Editor 

dcsrription of lm.ar;iru 

file strnrt 11.re 011 

page: 1 :2.9. 
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made from triangles. and the surface becomes bett('r defined \vi th more points. Hmv
cver, an object with rnor(' points than are necessary can lwcomc a burden; drawing 
the object in the editor takes rnon· time, and although the final rendered picture with 
he higher quality with extra points, it will also take longer and use more RAM to 
render. Thus, when _you add !IC\\" primitive objects. Imagine asks what level of detail 
you would like. 

For example, the sphere primitive asks how many circle sections and how many 
vertical sections will make it up. The default is a reasonable number of defining 
points. If you were looking for a higher qnality sphere because yon \Vere going to 
11oom in very closely to it, you might us<~ extra points. If the object is going tu sit 
in the background and not be examined closely. you might select fewer points. r-.fost 
of the time, the defaults serve as a nice compromise, but you are much more likely 

to simplify the object as opposed to increase the default level of detail. The plane 
primitive in particuhir knds itself to simplification; most of the time you can bear 
with defining the simplest plane possible (2 triangles) as opposed to the overburdened 
default of a grid containing 200 triangles. 

Each primitive Ids ~'011 define the numbers of points that define it; the parameters 
tltat you can vary arc all pretty self-explanatory. Fm <'X;nnplc. the cylinder lets you 

define how many points arc Lo form the circle around the rim, and also how many 
sections the body of the tube should he defined as. Other options (available for some 
primitives) arc simple flags that define whet lier to close the ends of the cylinder (to 
create a hollow tube versus a log) or to 'stagger points' in some models. Staggering 
points increases the smoothness of curves; you should almost always leave it 011. Note 
that. the disk awl the plane are actually fiat objects; the others all have depth. All 
objects also let you define their size, though of course they can be scaled interactively 
or numerically after they have been made. 

3.2.2 Utility Commands 

Another command you <"an apply to picked objects is '"Snap to Grid'' from the Func
tions menu. It operates (Jll all picked objects, moving each of them so that their axis 
lies on top of the 11earest grid iutcrsection. This is very useful in trying to line up 
objects or for precise positioning. This is nmch like a one-time "Lock." It will also 
make individual points snap to the nearest grid locations when they are manipulated. 
(Point manipulation will be discussed soon!) 

There arc a few other utility object commands. "Cut", "Copy'', and ''Paste" are 
found in the Object menu. "Cut" will remove your picked object from the Imagine 
world and store it in rncrnory. \\"hen you select "Paste."' the object will be re-inserted 
into the world nt the same place it was prior to the cut. In fact, the object is si'ill 
retained in memory, so you can move the restored object around and use "Paste" 
again to get a second copy to manipulate. You can repeat "Paste'' as many times 

as you like to produce multiple copies of objects. "Copy" is like "Cut," except the 
object is not removed from the world after being copied to memory. You can again 
use ''Paste'' to add multiple copies to the world. 

Since the pasted objects arc all put in the same loc;1tion, often you'll have to m<A(' 
one copy to get to the next . .Judicious use of ''Redraw"" ca11 help in showing exactly 
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\\'liat ClJjli<':-; ;1n' :-;till flo;1t i11g ;1r011rnl. The lH'I\ 11· pm;t<'d objects ;\)'(' a11t01w1tic;d[y 

S('l('ct('d. C'!l 11si11g ··Pick S<'lcd·· tu i1m1wdiat<'h pick ii is md11!1y com·<'11i<'11t. 

An 11sd11l cu111111a1Hl for m;1ki11g cornpl('X ohj<'cts is called ".loin ... \\'liicli c;i11 lie 

f01111d i11 t lw Fm1ctirn1s llWllll. If .nm pick t11·(J or 111on' oli.iccts. ··.Toi11 .. 11·ill ass<'rnl>lc 

tli('lll into u1w si11gk ol>jcct. Th<' 1ww conglu11wrat(' uhjfft will h;11·(' llS<' t lw ;ixi:-; of 

t lw first ohj<'ct that was picked. and \Vil! c011t:ii11 ;ti] oft])(' point:-;. <'dg('S. ;rnd l"accs of 

/iot/1 (m nll) of th<' jui1wd objects .. loirwd objects arc diftic11lt to irnjoin ];ll<'L so 0111:> 

!lS(' it 11·lwn .1·011 wont a solid ol>jcct. .loin is :i fairly comrn011 crn111wl!1d: Yoll llliglit 

hnild ;1 car with tlw !Jody sid<'s. a11d juin <HI a sid(' mirror, then jui11 th<' roof OIL tlH'11 

join t lie tioor. H('lll('Jllh(T t lw ;vh-m1tagcs of grn11ps t lw11gh: von probably don't 1vant 

to join t II(' tin~s to ti!(' car: if yo11 instC'ad gro11p t lwrn yon Glll rotate tlwrn ];ll<'r. as 

11·dl as define tlH' dmrn1c lrnlicap S<']J<1rntd1· frn111 the cm:,; p<1int aud tl1e rnl>IH'r tir<'. 

'·]\[crgc'· is also fo11nd in the F11ncti()11s 11w1111. It is l1Hm' of a 11tility cornm;111<!. It 

will n'rnovc any duplicate foccs. cdg('s m points in your ()hjcct. E:-;pecially afhT nlll 

".loi11·· objects. yo11 111ight liave a lot of points lying u11 top of Oil(' a11other. \l<'l)',(' 

r<'lllo\TS these <'Xtrn. i111rn'cdcd poi11ts. speeding rernkri11g awl ('V('ll display i11 t lw 

<'ditors. ··J\frrgc .. also hdps Pho11g shading work properly. 

··Delete" i:-; a pr<'t tv oh1·ious co11m1;u1<L a11d is also fo1111d in t.h<' Functions uw111i. 

\\.lien vo11 l)S(' ··Dd<'t('. .. <'wry picked o!Jjl'ct 11·ill he n'nHn·ed frnrn t lw 1vorld. This 

C(1lll11wml is 11:-;<'d a lot I (J get rid uf crnft a11d deadwood. so knowing the k('yboard 

short nit of right-Allliga-d is useful. 

As 1vitli all of thl' ('ditors, Imagine hns 011(' kw! of ··lJ11do ... whicl1 can lH' selected 

frorn the Project 11wrni. \Vhen using da11gl'ro11s cornrnmHls lik<' Iklctc. being ;1hlc to 

recover from the n>1rn11arnl is important. "lJ11do" will work with ;drnost any com11rn11d. 

'{011 cnn also ··C11do·· a11 "Undo." rci11stat.i11g a corn111;111d you decided you wa11t<-d 

3.3 Modes 

The basic co111rn;u1ds to pick and 111m·e uLi<'cls and 1·1c1v thl' 1\·urld <llld CV<T\thi11g 

i11 it arc vcrv important, :111d ;tr(' nsl'd co11sta11t l.v. The act11nl 11·ork VOil p<'rfun11 in 
lrnilcling objects d<'pernls 011 the usn changing the 1·inv and rna11ip11lati11g the ohi<'Cls 
a lrnost wit !1011! t ho11ght. 

~u mat tn how good yon ;m' ;1t rnanip11lat i11g objects a11d d1angi11g the 1·i<~1\'. 

11si11g th('S(' nmrn1m1<ls will llt'V<'l' huilrl a11 ohj<'ct. To do this. lrnagi11c has ditfcrcut 

modes that it performs different actions in. The most conunon modes allow :vou to 

manipulate objects and groups. Other modes let you pick and manipulate not objects, 

but the points of an object, or the edges, or the faces. Still other modes let us drag 

points around in different ways. Some let us add new points, edges, and faces. 

These modes arc easy to change; you can just pull down the Mode menu and select 

which mode you would like to be in. The current mode is always displayed in the 

status line at the top of the screen; this is often hand:v when you get confused about 

what you're doing. The keyboard equivalents for changing the current mode all use 

the right-Amiga key and a digit; this makes the keypad become a ·'mode selector'' if 

you don't want to use the pull-down menus and have the stuff it takes to remember 

!'1d· Sr'icct 1s rl1s111>.>1 ti 
()II j)U</f I Ii. 

f'/11i11<j .>!t11d111y ,, 

tf1 S1Tif1uf 011 /WI/I !}. 

Aha! So that's how IN' 

can build our own 11!'11' 

objects! 



One irnportrrn t noir' is 
that to even en/1 r 
these other m odl's. you 
must have sclcdcd ut 
least one obycct (or 
group) for thl' 11cw 

modes to act 11pon. 

All of these colon arF 

definable with the 
Preferences editor. 
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which digit is which mode. Personally, I don't have the stuff, so I usually lumber 
along with the pulldown menu rather than strain my poor brain. 

3.3.1 Pick Modes 

The default mode is "Pick Groups'", which means that whenever you click on a group, 
it will be picked. (Simple!) If you want to pick individual objects, e1wn if they are the 
parent of a group, there is another mode called "Pick Objects.'' .Just select it from 
the mode menu, and when yon click on any object (in a group or not, child or parent) 
it will be picked. You can obviously multi-pick single object by using the shift key. 
When you arc dealing with ungrouped objects, "Pick Groups" and "Pick Objects" 
work identically. 

Different modes let you deal with the different parts of an object. "Pick Groups" 
and "Pick Objects" always deal with entire objects at a time. You can rotate, scale. 
and move them, add them, group them, and delete them, though you can't affect 
their basic structure. The remaining modes all work on part8 of objects, not objects 
t hernsclves. Using these new modes. vou can add extra parts to m1 object, or change 
the shape and configuration. 

You'll also find that I consistcutly lied to you in part of tlw Basics chapter. I 
always referred to picking objects as opposed to picking anything else, like faces. All 
of the pick and select corumands except ·'Find" work equally well in pickiug faces, 
edges, or points as opposed to just objects or groups. .t\Iost other commands like 
"Delete'' \vill work on the parts of an object as well. 

One new mode is "Pick Points." If you pick an object or group and enter the 
pick point mode, the object will turn black (the object is not picked anymore!) and 
its points will all become visible (they will show up as small squares.) Now you arc 
in a different mode; you are no longer picking and selecting objects, you are dealing 
exclusively with points. You can then click on the points which will turn orange as 
yon pick them. You can use the shift key to multi-pick, or the lasso and drag box 

to grab many points at once. You can also select points, and use all of the selection 
tools to help you get any subset of points you want. Selected points arc green, picked 
points are orange, and picked and selected points are yellow. 

\Vhen you're picking points, (~dgcs, or facc8, Imagine will work only with the points, 
edges, or faces in the object that was picked before you chose the .. Pick Points" (or 
Edges or Faces) mode. This prevents you from confusing one object's points with 
another's. vVhcn you scroll around your vi('W or redraw the screen, the other objects 
won't even be updated, so don't gd scnred if they seem to disappcar. \Vhcn you 
re-cuter "Pick Objects" or '·Pick Groups" mode, all of the objects will re-appear. 

Picked points arc easy to rna11ip11late. If you use the standnrd ·•J\Jove,·• ''Rotate," 
and "Scale" commands you can interactively adjust sets of points independently of 
the rest of the object. When you scale and rotate points, they do it around their own 
center and not the object's main axis. For example, if you pick a bunch of points on 
the rim of a circle, when you scale the points the radius of the circle will increase. 
When you rotate the points, they rotate around the center of the region containing 
the points, and not the axis of the object. 

You can also use the "Transformation'' command for exact control. where you 
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I have tlw optiou of using the axis of the object or the ccuter of the points tu base 
scaliug and rotation . 

I 

I 

I 

I 

.Just because you can pick somct hing docsu 't 11wa11 you can perform cn-r:v com

n1a11d <Jll it. In the case uf points, you can delete your picked poiuts ur manipulate 

their pusitiun. You carmot du things to selected points that make no sense (like 
grouping them, or saving then1 to a file); that's just weird and Imagine will probably 

just ignore the command. 

You can perform some other connnands that aren't applicable to objects as a 

whole, however. For example, a very useful command is called "Split.'" It t akcs the 

picked points, removes them from the original object. and gives them their own axis. 

In effect, the original object is split into hvo parts defined by the points you picked. 

Any cmrnccting faces or edges arc deleted (hvo objects do not share!). This might 

be very useful, for example. if you have a logo and want to pull one letter out of the 

I object tu do s01net hing special ·with it. 
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One cornmancl that is unique to pick points mode is "Taut," \vhich is found 

in the Functions menu. If you select three or more points and select ··Taut"'. the 

middle points will jump to the line segment ddined by the first and last points. This 

commaml might be useful to line up a lmnch of points i11 a straight line quickly. 
"Taut" does not wurk with anything other than picked points. 

Picking edg<'s is similar to picking points. except you obviously use '"Pick Edges" 

mode. To pick au edge you just click on the hvo points that make it up, or lasso 

or drag box the entire edge. Just like points, yo11 can't perform every command on 
them, but yu11 can delete them and split theni. \Vhen you delete an edge, you delete 

any faces the edge was a part of, hut you do not delete the two points that formed 

the edge. You c.annot translate or rnovc edges or use taut 011 theni. 

A nc\v command you cannot perforn1 on points but can use un faces is called 

"Fracture.'' This command is in the Functions pull down memL and is often very 

useful. The fract nre cummand \Vill take and break each edge into two edges, with 

an additional point added to the midpoint of each picked edge. This command is 
very useful when you need to increase the detail level at a certain area of an object: 

the extra edges that appear allow you to manipulate them to add finer details and 
structures. 

"Pick Faces'' is again pretty straightforward. You must click on all three of the 
points that make up the face to pick it. Fract11rc works n~ry well un faces: it splits 
each face (one triangle) into four triangles defined lrv the midpoints oftlw three edges. 
The ne\v faces can then he manipulated independently. 

Deleting faces removes the faces, but not the edges or points that it was made up 
of. 

Picked faces allow you to characterize an object's appearance in local areas. The 
attribute requester normally allows you to give the object overall color, reflection, 

and transparency values. You can actually set these for every single face, if you like. 

You can pick one or more faces, select "Attributes" from the Object menu, and use 

the sliders to set the color, transparency, and filter values for the face or faces, 

You will not see any change in the appearance of your object when you do this, 

but when you render the object, the faces you selected will all override the default 

object color with the attributes you selected. A danger is that face attributes are 

The 'fran.s.fonnu.lion 

requester is dcscril" d 

011 fWIJI' /,'/. 

\Fhcn you dl'il'lc 11 

point. you delete any 
edges and f11cc,<.; t/1111 
th c point is o part of. 

Object appearance and 
coloring faces is 
discussed in detail on 
page SS. 
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S<>llt<'\\·l1;1I frngil<·. If _\<Jll .1rn11 or llWI).',(' ()l1_j<'ch (JJ >li1rl dd(·1 i11,g, (Jr ;1ddi11g, poi11ts 1o 

i1. nil Lin· C()\ori11g is ()ft1·11 lu>t. Tu k<'<'J> I Iii:-; r·n1111 \1;1pjJ('J1i11g. C()\or indi,·idrnd f;1n·s 

lrhl . . i1ht lwf1m· s;1\·i11g \"(>tlr ol>_j1·(·t. 

01w h1i;i\ cu111111;111d j,., 111T;1.'"'i1n1;ilk 11:-.<{111 \I lw1, 11111 \1·;1111 ((J r<'<JJ-d<·r ;1 sl't of point:-.. 

('dl!.('S. ()] r·il\"\'> i11 :111 ()1).i('("i. II' \\JI! \\';till 111 c\i;i1J,'.'_(' 1 lw (1Jd('] t l1;il f111;1girn· S1()J"('S tlw 

ill-111> (p1ii11t:-;. ('I \JI L11·1·s:. 1·"11 •·:111 11id; tlw111 i11 t!w (1J'<l(T _1·1n1 11;1111 tlw11t. tlw11 

11>1' tlw ··s"ri·· ('(1111111;111d i11 ilw Pick/S(·l(·(·t 11w1111. Tl1i> i'-' 11,.,1·<! tu d(·krllli1w ,,·]i;1t 

(l\'d1·r ill-111> ;\I"(• ,.;1·!1Tt1·d i11. ;1rnl (JC("d:-.i<Jliiilk it i> ll>l'fli\ t() d1:111."<' it. ('SJWCi;ilh- \1·\w11 

11:-;111s 1 lw ··f'ick !L111,g,1:· 1·(1111111:111<1. 

Add l\lodes 

:-0. ill1d ··.\d<J hll'('S.·· ·· . .\dd 

l'ui1J1,.; .. \1·ill ndd ;111 :1dditio11;i\ jHJillt t(J 11,111 <1l1yct 111 r!w l<l('<tli1111\11111lid; •.111. ··.\dd 

F<lg<<. i<'h \(•II clid; 1J11 /11·11 1•:\isti11,ci, p(li11h ;111d 11ill :idd ;1 111'\\ ('ii,!.',(' _joi11i11g tlw111. 

··.\dd Fil((·<· 111ud<· \1·ill 1<'1 .\«>II ndd ;1 111·\1· f;1c1· 1(1 ;111 "'11.11·c·1 1>1· clicki11.s <111 tlw l/11n 

pui11ls 1\1;11 lll<tk<· ii 11p. 

··.\dd Li1w<· 111<Hi<· i:-. ;i c1JJ1\·1·11icut cu111lii11;tl iu11 of ··Add P()i111:-;·· a11d ··Add Edg,cs.·' 

,\s _\011 click. ii !WI\ point is itddcd i11 tlw lornlio11 vim point to, a11d further dicks will 

add itddit io11i1I poiuts ;i\uug \vi th a11 edge joi11i11g t lie ];11 <'s1 poi11t. to the mw that \Vas 

i111rnedii1teh· pn·cl'di11,Q, it. A few clicks <1ro1111d 1 lw liordcr of a rough circle will make 

a set of puints wit Ir t lw <'dgcs folhm·ing the 011tli1w of that circle. Carefully clicking 

011 ti](' lociltio11 ()f a11 exist i11g point will c;rnse the 1ww li11e to comwct to tl1<1t point. 

so 111;iking clos<'d shapes is possible. 

3.3.3 Drag Points 

"Drag Points'' llHHk <1llows you to intcrnctivclv drng irnli\·idual points in nlllr object 
aro111ld. Tf yo11 select this rnode, you can click m1 ;rnv point aud drag it tu a new 

location intcractivdv by l1oldi11g the mouse lmtt011 dow11. Am· cdg<'s ur faces that 

this point is co1111cctcd to \viii follow 1 he point to its ucw ]oc;11 iou. This is similar to 

pickiug the poiuts aud usiug the iuteractivc rnm·e com1na11d. \mt i11 1 his mode yon 

do11 ·1 ha\"<' to kl'l'Jl hi11 ing ··111.·· Still, it"s somewhat of a rl'du11da11t mode. 

Dragging rnul1ipk poi11ts is <1lso easy: just use the sl1ift key, 1r111lti-pick 11](' poiuts 

bv clicking, on each in 1 urn. awl when nm want to start dragging them, just release 

the shift key. 

An important technique: What if you want to select a point or points in one view, 
and drag them in an orthogonal direction? For example, you have a plane defined by 
a horizontal 10 by 10 grid, and you want to pick a bunch of points from the middle 
and pull them up. If you click on the points from the top view, you can easily pick 
any of the points you're interested in, but you can only drag them left and right, 
forward and back. You want to be able to drag them np. 

Here's the method for doing this: it is invaluable, so remember it. Whether you 
want to move one point or a hundred, press the shift key to multi-pick the points. 
Click on the points you want to move in any view, keeping the shift key depressed. 
To move all of these points, keep the shift key depressed and move the mouse to the 
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\"!('\\" \\·l1crc vu11 \\'<lilt t<J 111u\T tlil' points 111. Pr<'ss ;rnd hold the left l)IItt011. tli<'ll 

1drn.'i1" t II<' shift kc\·. Tl1c picked points wi II n1m·e wit Ii your rnousc for as long ;is .\·011 

kcqJ the lmtton lH'ld dowll. n('lcasi11g the button will allclior t lie points. 

In tlw ('Xarnplc \Yitl1 tlw JO by 10 horizmital grid .. mu \\011ld pr<'ss sl1ift. clid-; (JJI 

ti](' points yo11 w<-111t in the top \·ic\\·. 1110\T tu tlw fro11t ((Jr riglit) \"i<'W. pn'ss t IJ(' ldt 
111011sc lmtton. release t I\(' shift kcY. rnu\·c the points arn1111d. mid finally 1"<'!1';1s1· t l](' 

lllotlsl' \mt ton. That ·sit' 

01w prnhll'rn witl1 nw11ipuL1ting points. edges. ;rnd faces is picking tlic riyht point .. 

\\ licn t I](' olJjcct is complex. t I](' \\·irdrnnH' displays can get \«'l"V cl11ttcrcd. There is ;1 

com1'nic11t \\·;1v of sirnplit\'i11g ;1 \·i1'\\" to get points 011( of your view: it is a rnodc calkd 

.. Hi1k Points... Iu ··Hid<' Points'" lllode. auy points you select (with click. dr;1g ho>:. 

m lm.:so) will disappear fro111 vi<'w: they v':on't lw drnw11. They still exist. t lie\· just 

arc1d displayed am! can't be picked or m;rnip11latcd. '{011 can ·•flidl' .. what1·v1T points 

that gd i11 tlw way of your work area. t l]('ll change modl's ( us11;tll)· to .. Pick Points ... ) 

;n1d rn;rnipulat(' the 11011-liidd('ll pmts of your ob.il'ct. Sdl'ctiug ··Pick Objl'cls·· or 

··J'ick Crn11ps". will rnab' tlw l1idd1'11 1)()ints n·-app('<ll". Yon l1;l\1' to start out i11 .. l'ick 

Points .. lllodc or you c;u111ot ('ll11'r '"Hid(' Points ... 

For cx;rn1pk. if yo11·n· \\·orking m1 ;1 l}('licoptcr rnodcl and you \\·;mt to \\"(il"k 011 

ti](' rntm ;drn\('. _\"(Jll rniglit pick tlic ohj('ct and Pllfl'r "Pick Poi11ts ... Then you would 

s1•l(•ct ··Hide Points·· rnodc, and 11:-;c th(' lasso to iudirntc tltc 11u1i11 l]('licoptcr IJ01h·. 

Tl](' rntm is left alone. a11d after cl1:rnging into sonwt l1i11g lik(• ··])rng Points·· or .. Pick 

F:wcs·· lll<Hh'. it is easy to indicate wlrnt port ion of tlw rotor .\·011 want to dl'al wit 11 

wit !iot1t ;1ccid<'11t;1ll.\· modifyi11g tlH' ll('lirnptl'r bodv. Sdcding ··Pick Objects·· JJJ()(k 

rnakcs t ])('entire ltclicoptcr. \\·it 11 t II<' rotor clrnngcs. rcapp1';1r. 

3.4 Object Appearance 

Tlw lm\·-\evcl co11m1;111ds to create and 1nm1ip11latc objects arc s11flicic11t to create ;1m· 

rnodel .nm can think of. An additional level of control \'IJll ]i;l\"1' is t lw ability to (klim· 

the surface color and attrilmtcs uf YOlll" oh.icct. A tlat plmw might !H' made of two 

tria11gles. lmt d('1w11di11g 011 how yo11 sl't th· ;it 1 rilmt('S oft Iii' plm]('. it might rc11d('r 
m.: ;1 p;rnc of gl:1ss. ;1 reflective rnirror. ;1 wood ta!Jlet.op. :i pi('("(' uf grapl1 paper. or ;1 

pict1m· of YOlH grnmlrnothcr. Dciini11g tlw s11rfac1· ;ittrilmt('S of objects gives tll<'111 

th<'ir charnct('r. L11ckil_\". Imagill(' giV('S \Oil ('Xccllcut cu11trol of the appcararn·(' of 

ohj<'cts tlionglt th(' 11sc of n.ttrib11tcs. t.('x(11r<'s. am! br11slrn1aps. 

3.4.1 Attributes 

Every object has a set of attributes that can be modified. These attributes tell 

Imagine what appearance the object's surface has; their color, the way light rctlccts 

011 them, and the trausparc11cy. In a group. every object can have different attributes 

from the parent; when you pick a group a11d change (for example) its color, yon only 

modify the parent's attribntcs. To change any object's attributes, just pick the object 

am! select ''Attributes'' from the Object rncm1. A requester will appear, and you can 

select the different object properties to dwugc. In addition, yon can place brush maps 

and textures on the objccL as well as add or change the object's name. 

.\/11y11 ( lt811/. (/ l/111/"I 
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Attributes Requester 
Object NaMe EXPLODED_TURKEY RandoMize Colors 

Red !]::m:i!i! • 

Green :H:::t::: • B l u e !:!i!i!::i!!W! • 
Value !W!!!!!!!Wi! • 

Color Dithering Texture 1 Brush 1 
Reflect Hardness Texture 2 Brush 2 
Fi l t er Roughness Texture 3 Brush 3 
Specular Shininess Texture 4 Brush 4 

Index of Refraction 1.38 Fog Length 8.88 
:-: Phong Fast draw Bright Light Gen lock 

OK Load Save Cancel 

Figure 3.1: The rcq1]('st(T for setting object attributes 

Choosing and setting attrilmtcs is immensely important to make your objects look 
realistic. Using textures and brushmaps give you near-infinite control on what your 
object's surface looks like, Figure 3.1 shows the requester that allows you to define 
all of these attribute values. 

Surface Attributes 

Attributes arc defined by cit.lier typing a number (or name) i11tu a requester or by 
sliding a gadget to select a value such ;is ""Red Intensity." vVhcn a value is selected 
b.v a slider, you can also .i ust type in a number to the gadget to the left of t hc slider 
to set it exactly. vVhen you arc setting colors, you will see a dithered approximation 
to the color you are setting; a great help. 

There arc a great variety of values you can set. Below is a list of what each 
parameter controls. The best way to find a good value for your object is to make 
an educated guess. then use "Quickrender'" to see the effect it has on your object. 

Through experimentation. you can get a good feel how to use these pararnctcrs. 

Object Name Allows you to give a rn1rnc to your object. This is very uscfuL espe

cially in the Action editor where actors arc not seen directly and you have to 
rely on their names to distinguish them. Also used to identify spline paths for 
commands like ''Extrude." 

Color The most straightforward control. You can use the three sliders to set the 
primary color of your object. The default object color is all white, the red, 
green, and blue values all at tlicir lllaximum of 255. 
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Reflect Objects that are reflective can be characterized by lw11 1 reflective they arc 
and what colors tend to be rdicctcd more. The Reflect sliders will change the 
mirror-like reflectivity of yonr object. A value of 0 nH·ans the object is not 
reflective at all, and 255 is completely mirror reflective. If you make the red, 
green. and blue components of retlcction 1111cq11aL t lie reflected image will lw 
biased towards those colors. For example. reflections i11 steel have a blue tint, so 
you rn ight llS(' a11 RG B reflect value of (fiOJiO. HHl) for a very shiny piece of metal. 
Cun/ion: high values of reflectivity will nrnkc mirror-like objects. Sonwtin[('s 
t lwsc objects Sl'l'IH almost to disappear! This is lH'causc they arc so reflccti\«' 
they just show reflected images and don't shmv 1 lwir own surface. To make the 
object more distinct. lmvcr the reflect value. Reflect is also used in determining 
"Shininess" described later. 

Filter Objects are often partially transparent. A piece of wood is opaque, but water 
is easy to sec through. Objects might even have a tinted transparency, like 
stained glass. The Filter values of an object define hmv transparent an object 
is. \Vhcn t lw values arc high, the olJj<'d. bccu111es more transparent. At the 
limit, Filter HCB= (255, 255, 255), the ohj('c1 will lH' completely invisible. Yon 
can create a tinted transparency by using Filt<'r HGB \·alues forming the tint tlw 
object transmits. A piece of red glass might liavT tilter values of (200,100.100). 
The best way to understand Filter is to think of what color light gets transmitted 
t.lmmgl1: (2SS, 2'.J5, 255) means all light gets through the object, (0,0,0) nwans 
no light, and (200,100,100) means some light, tinted red. Filter is also used 
in Shininess described below, and if ShininP88 is used Filter doesn't. control 

transparency, and objects rJTe opaq71,e! 

Specular When a light retlects directly off an object, you can sec a special type 
of reflection called a "specular" reflection, like the highlight on a shiny apple. 
These higlilights can be of different colors and intensities. The Specular co11-
1rnl allows you to set the color and intensity of the object's specular reflection. 
!\lust objects have some specular reflection, wi111 smooth, clean surfaces having 
more than rough dirty ones. The specular color is usually similar to the object's 
snrf<ic<· color. but there arc exceptions. Objects which have a surface w<1x 011 
t!tcrn (like furniture or an apple) reflect the wax's sheen, and have white high
lights. Plastics also have white specular highlights, since the light shines on the 
transparent binder of the plastic and not the suspended pigment particl<"s. Wa
ter and glass have very intense white highlights. To set the specular intensity 
and c()lor, jnst use the RGB sliders. Also sec ILtrdncss vvhich affects sp<'c11lar 
highlight appearances as well. 

Dithering This control is only applicable when you arc rcudcring 12 bit tiles, some
thing that really isn't recommended. However, if you do use these 12 bit files, 
you can set the amount of dithering used to display each object. Sometimes 
smooth objects like metals or glass look better with less dithering, though for 
most objects you want to keep dithering at 255. This control has no effect when 
you are rendering 24-bit files, so most people can safely ignore it. 

Hardness Hardness is another control mTr the appl'arance of specular highlights. 

\Fell. fh, /(; (}/"(' S()ll/(' 
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Instead of co11trolling color or intensity of these highlights, Hardness controls 
how tight. the highlights arc, or how nmch they physically spread overt he object. 
A glass crystal ball \Vonld have a high hardness (very tight. intense highlights) 
whereas a beach ball \vrnild have large soft highlights and a lower Hardness 
value. 

Roughness 11ost real world objects aren't made of perfectly smooth materials. In
stead. thcv have small smface features which tend to make a rough appearance. 
You c;m make objects look more irregular by adding a non-zero value of Bough
IlC'ss; u::mally a small rrnmber like l 0 is all Lhat is needed. Do not use Rov.ghness 
in animations! Because of the quick-and-dirty algorithm Imagine uses to add 
roughness, a rough object docs not keep its appearance constant over subse
quent frames; the surface looks like it is seething with insects or static. Trv to 
use H uuglmcss as little as possible. 

Shininess Shininess is a lot like Reflect m that it makes the object reflect its en
vironment. 111stead of reflecti11g images perfectly, however, Shininess tends to 
have a more diffuse appearance. Metals in particular don't have a mirror sheen 
011 them; instead the.\· :-;how a blurry coloration frorn their environment. By 
nsing Shininess, you can make you object.:-; have this diffuse reflective appear
ance. A value of 0 i11 thC' Shininess control will hmT 110 shine added to your 
object, whereas a value of 255 will make your object very shiny. When you 
use shininess, several other attribute controls arc stolen! That is, they don't 
control what they normally do, hut instead provide additional control over the 
shini11cs:-;. The value::-; in the Filter control give the :-;hininc:-;s its tint; to make 
a shiny gold foil appearance, you would set Shininess to perhaps 200 and Fil
ter to ( 200, 200, 100). The "Index of Refraction" requester also enhances the 
shininess effect. A value of 1.0 makes the shininess very diffuse, but as you raise 
the number the blurry reflections become more focused and distinct. A value of 
3.0 won't give the exact same appearance 0s ReflecL but the soft blnr of shiny 
color on tlic object lwcomcs much more focused. 

Index of Refraction The index of refraction helps control shininess, but it:s main 
use is to tell Imagine how much to bend light when it passes though a transparent 
object. This bending is the effect you see in lenses or even glasses of water. A 
higher index of refraction causes light to bend more as it passes thongh the 
object, while a lower value makes less of an effect. A value of 1.0 (not (l.0) is 
the lmvcst index of refract ion and light passes straight through thc:sc objects 
without distortion. Table 3.1 shows the indexes of m;rny common materials. 

In addition to controllillg the direct appearance of your object, there are many 
small flags you can activate to help define information about your object. 

Fast draw ( Quickdraw) 

The "Fastdraw'' button is n·cilly misnamed; it should be "Quickdraw" to be con:-;istcnt 
\vi th other Imagine commands. Quickdraw is an attribute that only affects objects 
when they are displayed in the wirdranw views in Imagine. Instead of showing your 
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3.4. OBJECT APPEARANCE :n 

:t\faterial Index 
Air 1.0 
Cold Air (0 Degrees C) 1.00001 
Water 1.33 
Alcohol 1.36 
Quartz 1.46 
Salt 1.5 
Glass 1.52 

Amber 1.55 
Flint Glass 1.66 
Diamond 2.4 

Table 3.1: Index of refraction for common materials 

object in complete wireframe, when you select "Fastdraw" in an object's attributes 
requester, the object will be displayed as a large bounding box in the three main 
display views. This box is very similar to the bounding box used to represent objects 
that are being interactively moved, scaled, and rotated; it has the sarne dimensions as 
your object, and you can quickly tell the scale, position, and orientation of your object. 
Because the box is faster to draw than a complex object with perhaps hnndred8 of 
edges, Quickdraw is a very useful option when you start making very complex models. 

You can actually make objects use the Quickdraw display method without even 
going into the Attributes requester. If you pick an object and select "Quickdraw 
Pick'' option from the Functions menu, your object will be shown in the Quickdraw 
method. You can even make all of the objects in a scene become Quickdrawed by 
selecting the "Quickdraw All" option. Similarly, ''Quickdraw Kerne'' will turn off 
Quickdraw for all objects. 

Fog 

Fog is a umquc and powerful attribute. More than any other attribute option, it 
can completely change the character of objects. ~Fog will tell Imagine to render your 
object not as a solid (or even transparent) set of faces, but as a volume of opaque gas 
that absorbs light that passes through. If you make a solid sphere and render it with 
its fog attribute turned on, it will not have distinct edges, instead it will appear more 
like a blur of color hanging in the air. 

The fog appcar011cc is proclncccl lff absorbing light from n1ys that pass tlmmgh 
the object. Ha rnv uulv passes t hrougl1 ;1 \"('ry s111;tll vohunc. it is1d affcct<'d very 
n111cl1. but if tlie rnv passes thrn11gh a l<trgcr volirnw. it has a longn trn\·cl k11gtlt in 
the fog and is absorlH'cl rnon·. This rcl;itio11 lwt\'.'<'('11 travel length ;111d absorption 
is the diffcrc11cc bctw('Cll fog a11d simple (rn11span•11cv; tra11sparc11t objects llilvc tlic 
same tra11sl11cc11cy 110 111attcr liow '"thick'" they arc. 

The algorithm 1 hat l111agi11c l!S<'S to colllpute the amount light is absorbed is 
cm11pktely described i11 Sect ion 7.S.:~ 011 page 111. The basic a lgorit hrn mix<'s ii 

simple colur into ti)(' color a light rnv ··slio11ld" lH' according to liow long the riff 

was inside 1 lH' fog volmr)('. If t ]](' r;iy was11 ·1 in t lie fog for a long dist;111cc. 1 lw rn_,··s 
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color isn't affected nnH:h. If it stayed in the volume for a long time, it is completely 

replaced with the fog color. 

There are t\vo controls over object fog: the first is the gadget labeled '"Fog Length.'' 

This controls the d('nsity of the fog, with higher 1mmbers making the fog less dense. 
This number is actually a distance: it can he thought of as the characteristic distance 

where the fog absorption becomes noticeable. Yon might want to set this value to 

roughly the lengtl1 of the object. After a test render. to make the fog less dense. 

llHTcasc the fog length. To make the fog denser, decrease the rrnmbcr. If the "'Fog 
Length" is set to zero (the de fa ult) the object is not made of fog and is rendered as 

usual. 

The colrn of the fog is ddcr111i11ed by the standard object color attribute. This 

is the shade that will be mixed into the light mys that pass through the object's 
volume. For a \\7hitc smoke, you would use a white or grey color. The other attributes 

(like Rdicct) arc not really applicable to fog. and have little if any affect on the fog's 

appearance. Hmvcn'r. textures and brnslmrnps that change the object"s color do affect 

the fog: you can map a grinning devil's face onto a plume of smoke and animate it 
liillowi11g for a spooky eff('ct. 

One nice tl1i11g about fog is that it is easy to make objects for it. Since the 

fol?, is vcrv te1rnous. small details in the object"s shape aren't visible. A big blob 
produced in tlw Forms C'ditor will make a br:o.ntif11.l cloud \Vhen fog is applied. This 

take~; wonderfully little skill. just make a blob in Forms and pull at it until yon get 

sorndhing resembling. \Vc!L a smooth hlob. 

Actually, Fog is <1 pmvcrful tool. and is1d limited to smoke or clouds. The visible 

light bcams that you might associate \Vith lighthouses or headlights on stormy nights 

011 the highway arc easily made with fog volmnes . .Just make a cone or cylinder \vith 

cud caps. arnl set the object's color to a nice \vhitv-vcllow and turn on fog. It's easy! 

Phong and Object Shading 

\Vll('n an object is rendered. sornct imes the fact that it is made of a bunch of triangles 

is painfoll.v obvious. In order to try to render surfaces as smooth curves instead of 
facet cd trim1gles, Tiw1gi11c allows yon to 11sc' n tcclmiquc called ""Pliong shading," a 
commou graphics trick. Pl1ong ;-;hading tells Imagine 's renderer to rciiect light off a 
surface as if the surfac(' was a cmTc. It docs this b!· assuming the surface nonnal, 

the direction the surface points. is a smoothly changing value. \Vhcu in fact it stays 

constant then sudden!!· changes at the triangle bomHlarics. 

Altlmugh Phong shading e<rn help considerably in making surfar·es look smooth, 

somctinH':-i Phong shading has problems. A profile of vo1ir object (or a shadmv) will 

shov; the faceted faces arum id the ('dgc of the object. A !so, some ti mes faces should 
not he smoothed, lib, a 9() degree corner v:hich is s11p7wsed to lw ,.;harp. 

You can turn Phong shading on for an object by clicking on the "'Phong'' box in 

the attribute requester. 

Yuu can actually tell Imagine to make certain parts of your object smoothly Phong 

shaded. and other parts ··shmp.'. or faceted. You might have a object in the shape of 

the letter ·S.' You want the c11rYy sides of the letter to be Phong shaded. so they will 

appear smooth and conti1rno11s. but you don't want to Phong shade the caps of the 
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curve tlrnt makes up the S: you \Vant to keep the sharp right a11glc hcud that appears 

there. 

In Imagine 2.0. you nm tell Ima?;illE' which edges should be ··soft" or Plioug shaded. 

aud \vhich edges sliould be ··hard" or faceted. !11 the case of the 'S,' you \Vmild waut 

all of the edges to be soft except for the four edges at the right angle bends of the 

cud of 1 he S. 

You can tell lmagiuc to make sets of edges soft or sharp by using thl' ''l\lakl' Soft" 

and '·J\Iakc Sharp·· commands in the Functions mcrm. vVhcu you arc in .. Pick Edges·· 

mode. you can pick a set of cdgt~s and use the appropriate cmmmrnd to tell Ir1iagi1l<' 

that the picked edges should be Phong shaded or not. 

vVhen yon waut to fiud out what edges lrnvc already been Phong shaded or 110L 

the c01m11a11d .. Pick Sharp·· \viii automatically pick all of the 11011-Phougcd edges 

when you arc in .. Pick Edges" mode. From here. you can see which cd?;cs are still 

unsmouthcd, which is useful to check to sec you've: spPcificd your Plio11g shaded edges 

properly. 

There are a couple of other commands that also affect the way your ob.iect is 

shaded. Tlte "Bright" lmttou will cause your object to lw shaded with a fiat color 

instead of the normal light shading algorithms. Normally an object"s exact surfacl' 

color depends 011 the intensity of the light that falls 011 it, whether the surface is 

poiukd towards or away from the light. aud how far away lights arc from the oh.il'ct. 

\Ylw11 you use "Bright." the object's surface is colored with the exact shade specified 

lnc t hl' color attribute. with no shadows or light shading at all. 

This can be usefnl when you axe using a brushrnap mapped onto a fiat plane to 

make a mini-backdrop s11cl1 as a tree. (You just use a 2D image of a tree!) You don "t 

\Vant shadows to fall on the image. so you use ··Bright."' Also. for smrwthi11g like the 

\\·indows in an office b11ilding .. nm can use ''Bright"' to make tll<'rn solid colors <'\.<'II 

\Vll('n .\'Olli" scene is darkly lit. 

OrH' last control also a llmvs you to change your olJjcct"s color cornplctcly. The 

··Gcnlock .. lmttm1 \Vil! render your object completely iu the gculock color speciiicd 

in Prdn<'nccs (usmdly 0.0.0). This means you can cut a ·'hole·· in vour image for 

live Yidco to show t hrnugh that is the shape of a rcrnlercd object. This is n·all_'>' 
cq11i\·ct!e11t to rendering the obj('ct usi11?; "Bright."' aud a surface color of (0.0.0) l'XC('pt 

that in trace mode other objects ''viii refiect the tnw object colors inst.cad of th<' bl;wk 

sil hunct te. 

Built in Lights 

Objects can emit light. This is very handy \\rltcn the object is smudhing like a larnp 

or streetlight arnl I la· lightsourcc: is r<'ally a rcndcralil<' olij<'ct. Also, tlH' lights will 

111m·<· wit Ii t II\' object. so a car's I wad lights will stay with a car as it tnffcls dow11 a 

road. 

\Vhcu the ··Light'" option is chosen in the Attribute requester. the object will c111it 

a light from the center of the object's axis. J'h(' surf(u:c of the object dor s not qlow or 

prod11.r"(' liqht! Tltc light that is produced is jnst like the standard lights in the Action 

editor. a pui11tlik(' c111ittl·r. 

\\'hen you select tll<' option to rnakc the olJ.icd <'lllit ligl1t. .von arc presented \\·ith 

Lm 1·1w us1· ··finyhl ·· 
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<t requester that is identical to the one for a standard light in the Action editor. 

Yon have options to change the color and intensity of the light. whether the light 

diminishes its intensity with distaucc, whether it casts shadows. and if the light is a 

spotlight or spherical source. All of these options arc discussed starting on page 106. 

vVhcu au object emits light as a c_vlindrical or conical source, the direction of the 

light emission is aloug t.he object's Y axis. This is somc\vhat a1111oying if you don't like 

yonr axis t.o he orieutcd that wav. so I often make light-emitting objects by grouping 

a lone axis to the ··real'" object awl haviug tlic axis emit the light. For example. 

there is a desk lamp I built (\vhich is on the disk \vith this hook!) where I have the 

light.source grouped to the bulb that is supposedly emitting the light. 

\Vlwn _von hm·c' a cvliudrical or couical light source. the size of the axis is very 

important: it controls the distance that the light tn1vcls as well as the \vidth of the 

beam. The Y axis size controls the distance the light travels. and the X size controls 

the spread. This is shown in Figure 7.6 011page111. This means that an axis is often 

absurdly large: the lamp I mentioned is an example. Since yon often \Vant the light 

it emits to extend a long distmwe (like tl[(' wholv scene!) the axis has to be the size 

of the whole world. This is ;rn110\·i11g. hill it docs work . 

Faces and Subgroups 

Som<'timcs _nm might want to <tdd ;tltrilmtcs to just part of all object. This is of

tc11 done \Vith textures or bruslirn;1ps. \mt somdi111('S _vou just want to color a few 

individual faces of your object. 

If vou enter ··Pick Faces .. rnodc am! pick oue or more faces. you cau select the 

'·Attrilmtcs·· cmmumHl a11d set t lie Color. Reflect. aud Filtn values for jnst those 

face's. Yon can't change the other attributes like index of refraction or shiuiucss, but 

the mai11 three attributes <tn' usually e11011gh tu add some details to your object. If 
_vou need 111orc precise co11trol (like 1rn1kiug pmt of the ubject a different index of 
n{rnction) _nrn ca11 just add ;rn<>thcr ob.i('Ct. (with the diffcn'11t attributes) grouped to 
the original object ... Split .. ;111d .. Slice .. arc often 11scfol for tl1is. 

,c\ IH'\\' option in lrnagim' :!.O allm\·s .\'011 tu rnndornh· color tll<' object·s faces. Tltc 
.. TLrndomizc Colors·· ln1tto11 nc<ll' tlic top of the~ attrilmtcs rcqnestcr will give each 

face <t rnndurn color. This is11 t of tl1at 1111wh practical nsc 1111kss yo11 wen' trying to 
make <l ps.n·liodclic teapot or sometliiug. 

One prnbkm wit Ii rnloriug indiYid11al faces is t l1at it is often rliiiicult to gu back 

mid modi fr the exact same sd faces t lwt nm c()lored prcvionsl,\·. The ditficnlty lies 

i11 just findin.<J the faces. since t ll('rc is i10 indication \Vhat color a face is miless yon 

rernlcr tll(' object. A lil'W optio11 in I111agi1H' 2.0 addresses this problem by allmvi11g 

_\'OU to make sonH~thi11g called <1 ··subgroup ... A s11l1gro11p is a subset of tht' faces in 

;m object. A face c;rn he i11 as 1rn111.1· su bgronps as yon like. arnl a11 object can l1avc as 

many subgroups as \'011 can think of. Yun migl1t have a helicopter ol>ject and assigll 

all oft lie fan's in the rnt<Jr to the ··Rotor .. s11\Jgroup. and the faces in the jct turbine 

Lu the ··Eugine·· subgroup. You might alsu have a third subgroup called ··Top .. that 

includes faces in the rotor. the c11gi11c. the rotor housing. and the exhaust. 

A su ligroup is 11scf11l because yon nrn call thelll 11p by 1iarnc. \\'hen \'<m arc 

in ··Pick Faces'' mode. ,\'011 nm tell Imagi1w to pick all of the faces in the ··Hotor .. 
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subgroup. Once they are picked, you can assign the faces a particular attribute. The 
advantage is that later, when you want to change the rotor color again, you can just 
pick the same "Rotor" faces, and you'll be able to change the attributes of the same 

group of faces. When you want to use individual face coloring on an object, subgroups 
are invaluable. 

Subgroups can also be useful when applying textures and brushmaps. You can 
restrict the regions that textures and brushmaps arc applied to by specifying a certain 
subgroup (by name) to keep the effect limited to. You could therefore apply the Camo 
texture to just the rotor of the helicopter if you wanted to keep the rest of the body 
unchanged. 

Making subgroups is easy. In "Pick Faces" mode, just pick the faces you want 
to define the subgroup and select the command "Make Subgroup" in the Functions 
menu. Imagine will ask you for a subgroup name . .Just type in the name (like "Rotor") 
and that set of faces will be named as a subgroup. 

To pick a subgroup, just enter "Pick Faces" mode and use the command "Pick 
Subgroup" in the Functions menu. Imagine will ask you for the subgroup name (like 
"Rotor") and will then pick all of the faces in the subgroup. You can then set the 
attributes of the faces or do whatever you like. You can also unpick faces, which 
might be useful if you want to pick all of the faces in an object e.rcept those in a 
subgroup. The command "Unpick Subgroup" in the Functions menu will do this for 
you. 

If you want to get rid of a subgroup (not delete the faces, just tell Imagine to 
forget about their association) the command "Unmake Subgroup" will remove the 
subgroup from an object. 

Another way of picking faces is with the "Pick Range" command. This is a handy 
way of choosing a range of faces by specifying them by the internal number of each 
face. This command will ask you for the beginning face number, the end face number, 
and the step between faces. Most of the time you don't know what faces are assigned 
to what numbers, but for something like a primitive sphere, the faces are numbered 
in an orderly way. You might use this command to pick every fifth face in the sphere, 
then delete them. This would remove one fifth of faces on the sphere, but the faces will 
be removed in an orderly pattern so you end up with stellated holes like a whiffieball. 
You can also use the command "Unpick Range" to unpick faces in a similar manner. 
The command "Sort" is sometimes useful with these two commands, smce you can 
specify your own face ordering. 

Attribute Files 

Luckily attributes don't have to be manually set for every object. You can copy the 
attributes of another object by using the "Load" gadget. at the bottom of the attribute 
requester. When you specify the filename of another object, the attributes of that 
object are read in and applied to the current object. This will even load in textures 
and their settings and brushmaps. 

You can also save at.tribute settings by using the "Save" gadget at the bottom 
of the attribute requester. This will actually save an Imagine object, a simple lone, 
empty axis, that has the same attributes, textures, and brushmaps as your current 

Sort is disr:nssc:d on 

page 26. 
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object. You can then later "Load" these axes to copy the attributes associated with 
them to the current object. 

It is a good idea to make a little library of these saved attributes. The files are 
tiny (they are just a simple axis) and it is very handy to be able to simply load a file 
called Chrome and use that as a basis for your object's attributes. 

3.4.2 Textures 

No matter how good you are at creating objects. their appearance will never be 
detailed enough to look perfect. In the real world. most objects are rich with small 
details that you are used to seeing, like dirt on a wall or small bumps on an orange. 
Modeling these subtle effects with extra faces would be difficult or impossible, but 
Imagine lets you define surface appearance in a very complex way with a feature 
called a "texture." 

Textures are algorithms that Imagine can use to help color an object. These 
textures do not color individual faces, but actually color the individual pixels that 
form an object during the render. If you have a ''wood"' texture on a flat plane made 
of just two faces, yuu will still sec the rich detail of the woodgrain, and not just t1,vo 
differently colored triangles. Textures don't take much RAM at all to render, though 
they do slow rendering time down. Overall. textures arc an excellent way to add 
detail to your picture: a \Voodgrained picture frame has a lot more character than a 
fiat brown one. 

Textures cai1 also change the reflectivity and transparency (filter) values of your 
object. For most textures, when I say "color" I mean surface color, reflection, and 
transparency. !'dost textures allow you to set all three! Some textures, like disturb, 
will affect surface light reflection like altitude brush maps do. Textures are very 
versatile. and can even be layered on top of each other for more complex effects. 

Textures arc just algoritl1rns that Imagine uses to decide how to color a particular 
point on the surface uf an objl'ct. vVhen a ray hits an object. Imagine uses the locatiou 
of that surface to determine hmv to color it. For example, a \Try primitive texture 
might color the object white if the location where the ray hit is above a certain line. 
and blue if it is below tltl~ line. This would make half of au object white, and half 
blue, divided at that transitiou line. A texture is just a11 algorithm, the set of rules 
(like the white-above/blue-below example) for determining the color of an object at 
every point in space. 

Textures are added to individual objects by clicking on one of the four "texture" 
boxes in an object's attribute requester. If a texture is already being applied, one or 
more of these boxes will have an "X" in them which means you can click on that box 
to edit the texture's parameters. You can apply up to four textures to an object at 
once, though most of the time you just use none or one. 

To apply a new texture, you click on an empty texture box. Imagine will have 
you choose a filename of a texture (probably found in the Textures drawer in your 
Imagine directory) that you want to apply to that object. After you select a texture, 
a large requester will appear which allows you to set the texture's parameters. Each 
texture has its own particular inputs. .t\Iost of the time, you need to enter a color, 
transparency, and reflection value for whatever effect the texture is applying to your 
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object. These are raw numbers; no sliders. \:Vhen you arc setting RGB triples. the 
approximate color that the three numbers represent is shown in small box in the 
requester. 

There arc often a few extra parameters to set dealing with the way the texture 
is applied. This might be check spacing, wood grain thickness, or brick size. What 
these values control vary from texture to texture, so read the individual descriptions 
in the Appendix. 

Some texture parameters control certain lengths or distances that arc measured 
in absolute Imagine Units. For example you can set the size of a check in the Checks 
texture by simply entering the width of the check. If you enter a check size of 25 and 
your object is 100 units across, you'll get four checks across the width of your object. 
What happens if you scale your object, though, and make it larger? In Imagine 0.9-
1.1 the dimensions of the checks remains constant, so if you scale your object up to 
200 units. you would get 8 checks across. In lrnagine 2. 0 the text?rre parameters that 
control sizes m c11s'1Lrerl in actual Imagine Units will smlc at the same time yon scale 
your object. I 11 the example where the plane is scaled to a size of 200, the Checks 
texture would ;rntomagically change the clwck size parameter in its Check texture to 
50 to keep the same four checks across tlw width of the object. 

This parameter scaling is performed in order to keep the appearance of objects 
constant when you scale an object. In the early versions of Imagine everything was 
tied to absolute units, and scaling an object (especially in the Stage editor when 
laying out a scene) meant having to readjust the texture parameters. This new 
feature will keep texture appearances constant. It will adjust only those parameters 
which control a width measured in units. If you scale just the axis of the object, the 
texture parameters are not scaled, only a global object scaling will affect your texture 
parameters. 

Be careful if you need an absolute size in a texture. such as if you want to use 
the Grid texture to make lines exactly 100 units apart when the scene is rendered. 
You have to be careful not to scale the object after you've placed the texture, or the 
absolut(' texture measurements will be scaled as well. However, this is pretty easy to 
handle since it just means you have to be aware that you shouldn't scale the object. 

The only other parameter that controls textures is the texture axis, which can 
be manually edited. The texture axis is pretty important, since for most textures, 
you need a "base" location and orientation to give the details the texture applies 
a reference location to work from. For example, the Linear texture needs to know 
where the "fade" starts and what direction to fade in. What you do is just place the 
texture axis where you want the fade, and point the Z axis in the direction you want 
it to go. The wood texture at its simplest is a bunch of concentric cylinders of color. 
The texture axis tells Imagine where the centerline should be and which direction 
the cylinder points. Some textures really don't use the axis (like Camo) but when a 
position or orientation is defined it is done with the texture axis. 

To move the texture axis, just click on the "Edit Texture Axis'' gadget at the 
bottom of the requester and use the standard move, scale, and rotate commands to 
change the axis. You can numerically manipulate the texture axis with the ''Transform 
axis" gadget. 

An important point; if your texture axis is right on a face, you might get some 

All of the different 
textures and their 
individual parameters 
are listed in the 
"Textures" appendix 
on page 171. 

Page 10 describes the 
standard rrumipu.lation 
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funky effects, since for a texture like checks, the surface of the object is exactly where 
the checks change. The algorithm does not know what color to return, so you get 
what Impulse calls a "digital bounce." This is very common when you're texture 
mapping a flat plane, since the texture axis is often positioned right on the plane. 
You can fix this problem very easily by moving the texture axis just a tiny bit so 
that it is off of the object's surface. Imagine 2.0 had default texture axis placement 
that tries to minimize this, but you have to be careful if you are adjusting the axis 
manually. 

One last option in the large texture requester allows you to remove the texture 
from the object completely . .Just click on the "Drop" gadget and the texture will be 
deleted. 

Many, if not all, textures only affect some parts of an object. The camouflage 
texture is an excellent example. You set the default color of the object from the 
attributes requester. The Camo texture then layers its spots on top of the plain 
default color of the object. If there is no spot on a particular location, the default 
color will show through. This is true with most textures. Wood only adds the "grain" 
and lets the object's default color become the normal woody non-grain parts. Linear 
gradually fades from the default to another color. Checks adds color on its checks 
and lets the default attributes stay in the opposing checks. 

\Vhy is this important? Well, this can be used to great advantage. You can add 
up to four textures simultaneously. They are added in order from 1 to 4. What can 
you do with this? Well, you can take a desk, and with Texture 1 add a wood texture. 
Then you can add a Camo texture as #2, and the spots will cover up the wood, but 
you'll see grained wood where there are no spots and solid color spots where there's 
a Camo spot. Each texture layers a new color onto an object, leaving some of the 
original surface showing though. Since you can add up to four textures, you can have 
four layers. 

For example, an island object might be given a sandy beach and green vegetation 
by using textures in combination. First, a Radial texture which varies the base color 
from different shades of sandy-brown. Second, the wood texture with a very fine grain 
and a dark brown color makes a sandy beach with enough variation to keep it from 
being too boring. ( Camo with very small spots might work, too.) Then, a Linear 
texture could fade the beach into a nice vegetation green color once you get past a 
certain distance from the beach. These textures would give the island a nice, detailed 
character that you would never be able to match by picking and coloring individual 
polygons. 

You have some extra control over the areas of an object a texture is restricted to. 
You can specifv a subgroup of faces that the texture 1.vill affect, leaving the rest of 
the ob jl~ct untouched. If you don't specify a subgroup (the default), the entire object 
has the texture applied to it. You can also apply the texture to the children of an 
object, to give an entire group a single texture. This is done hv selecting the '·Apply 
to Child Objects" button. 

An interesting ability of textures is that they can morph their parameter values 
as well as the position and orientation of the texture axes. This means that .YOU can 
have an object's texture move and spiu across the object iu time, or rnake the checks 
applil:d tu it grow or the colur change in time. ~forphing textures is described in the 
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I Action chapter on page 103. 
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Textures are not the only way to add detail to an object. A more direct, less elegant, 
but more versatile method is to use brush maps. Brush maps are ways of taking 
standard Amiga pictures (sometimes called IFFs, though pictures are a subset of 
the Interchange File Format) that can be placed "by hand" on your object. In its 
easiest incarnation, you could brush map a picture of your face onto a flat plane, put 
a frame (using wood texture!) around it, and you have a virtual art piece. In its 
most complex incarnation, you could take a set of 40 256-level intensity maps saved 
as IFF24s and tile them endlessly on a plane during a 40 frame anim, and have the 
map pixel intensity create reflections and highlights from the flat plane just like it 
was really an animated, wind-wave covered ocean. 

Brush maps can give objects the same four characteristics that textures can: sur
face color, reflection, transparency, and surface altitude. Going back to the "my face 
in a frame" example, a color map is straightforward. The brushmap image is simply 
used to determine the color of the object at the location the brush is applied. A reflec
tion map will make the object reflect the color and intensity of light corresponding to 
the map; in other words, a black map would make the picture in the frame reflect no 
light, a white map would make the picture a mirror, and a yellow map would make 
only yellow light reflect. 1 Transparency (really Filter) is similar. Black is opaque, 
pure white is the clearest crystal, and yellow would let yellow light though. An ex
ample given by Rick Rodriguez in his manual is that a filter map of a color image of 
your face applied to a plane would object appear like a stained-glass window. You 
could have fun with that! 

The last brush type is altitude, which is a bit more interesting. An altitude map 
just tells Imagine that light hitting the object's surface should be reflected, refracted, 
and specularated (!) as if it hit a surface that had a certain shape to it; this shape is 
defined by a "height" measured by the brushmap's intensity. If you mapped a picture 
with lots of small fuzzy grey dots onto a sphere, you would get reflections and light 
highlights as if the sphere had tiny pits in it like an orange. The altitude map doe8 

not change the real .rnrjacc height of yrmr object at all. It just makes the light bounce 
off of the surface as if it had these bumps on it. This is the difference between a 
displacement map and au altitude map. 

It is very important that altitude maps have soft color changes. A sudden color 
change implies a sudden change in the altitude the brush represents, and the altitude 
mapping algorithm can't do much with too narrow of a transition. Use many shades 
of grey, and certainly avoid a direct transition from pure black to pure white. You 
can soften images by using "Smooth" in Deluxe Paint, or "Blur" in ADPro. If you 
output an 8 or 16 color image from ADPro for use as an altitude map, do not use any 
dithering, since the alternating pixels will add a rough appearance to what should be 
a smooth gradient. 

1 The yellow example is not strictly true... the yellow-mirror would reflect green and red light, 
which combine to make yellow. 

Whew, that is indeed a 
complex example! ft 
just shows that 
brushmaps are vPry 
versatile! 
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One option you should use if you're using a transparency map is the "Full Scale 
Value" in the brush requester. This allows you to tell Imagine how transparent a 
pure white image should be. Normally a white intensity value of 255 is perfectly 
transparent. When you use a standard 1-4 bitplane image, Imagine interprets full 
white as only 240. This is due to the fact that the Amiga's standard palette has only 
16 values for each color, so the maximum intensity is 15. When it is "extended" to a 
range of 0-255, Imagine multiplies by 16 to get 240. This is very annoying, since it 
implies that you cannot make perfect transparency with these brushmaps. Luckily, 
you can set the "Full Scale Value" to make this value of 240 the maximum range value 
for the brushmap. In other words, 240 now becomes perfectly transparent, which is 
the effect you're probably looking for. As a side benefit, you can also use this to 
brighten images (it works for colormaps!). If you lower the "Full Scale Value" low 
enough, you can get some psychodelic effects. 

Any standard Amiga IFF can be used as a brushmap. This includes all pictures 
saved from Deluxe Paint, the most common picture editing program on the Amiga. A 
format of high color resolutions known as IFF24 saves three bytes of color information 
per pixel and produces beautiful color reproduction. These IFF24s can be produced 
by DCTV, ToasterPaint, Digi-view RGB saves (only 21 bits, but it is saved as 24 for 
compatibility), The Art Department, and many other graphics programs. 

Whatever type of brush you use, remember that Imagine can't do magic to your 
pictures. A 16 color picture of yourself is going to look positively cheesy compared to a 
24-bit picture. For some applications, though, you don't need much more information. 
Applying a 4-color logo to an object won't benefit by using a 16 million color brush! 
When the image only has 4 colors, using a 2 bitplane brush is the most logical format. 
Imagine can handle any size image, including ones that are larger than the screen. 
Higher resolution is obviously higher quality, though it's pointless to use a 1000 by 
1000 picture of a logo; even in a close-up shot, it would be indistinguishable from 
a 640 by 400 picture. However, using too low a resolution will be painfully obvious 
when you render since you will be able to see the individual pixels that form the 
brushmap image. Depending on how close of a view of the brushmap you show when 
you render the image, you usually don't need more than 320 by 200. This is very 
dependent on how close your camera view is to the object with the brushmap on it! 
I've used 100 by 100 brushes with great results. 

Once you have made or found your brushmap you have to place it on your object. 
The placement determines the size and orientation of the image, as well as what region 
of the object is affected, and in the case of altitude maps, how much the surface is 
apparently distorted. 

Brushmaps are placed by manipulating a separate brushmap axis, much like the 
texture axis is positioned to provide a reference point for textures applied to an object. 
The brushmap axis can be moved, rotated, and scaled to position brushmaps on your 
object at any location you want. The exact positioning depends on the type of brush 
mapping that you are applying; this is described in the next subsections. 

Imagine 2.0 has a wonderful new feature that automatically positions brushmap 
axes in a logical position so that the map will be applied to the entire surface of your 
object. This is a great help, since remembering all of the brush map positioning rules 
can be confusing some times. Even if you have to modify the starting position, the 
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Filenane naps:iris.iff 
Type Method 

:x Col or :x Fl at X 
Reflect Wrap X 
Fi l t er :x Fl at Z 
Altitude Wrap Z 
Apply to Child Objects 
Repeat Mirror 
Inverse Uideo Use Genlock 

Full Scale Ualue 255 
Max. Sequence II 

Subgroup 
8118 

Edit Axes 

OK 

Transf orn Axes 

Drop Cancel 

Figure 3.2: The requester for applyiug brushmaps 
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brush is at least set up in a reasonable orientation, size and position to begin \Vith, 
so modifying it is easier than setting the axis configuration from scratch. 

A pp lying Brushmaps 

Brushmaps are applied from the Attributes requester. Clicking on one of the boxes 
labeled "Brushmap" will bring up a file requester asking for the filename of the 
brushmap yon want to apply to your object. After yon have selected a filename, 
a requester like the one shown in Figure :3.2 will appear. This requester allows yon 
to control the way the brushmap is applied to your objcct. 

At the top of the requester, the filename of the pict1ire is given, allowing yon tu 
change or edit it later. The four types of brush map effects (Color, Reflect, Filter. and 
Altitude) are listed on the left side of the requester. The default choice is "Color" 
but you can just click on the proper gadget to change it . 

The most important option is the type of mapping that is used to apply the image 
to your object. The different types are controlled by thr gadgets on the right labekd 
"Flat x,·· "vVrap X.'' "Flat Z," and "Wrap Z.'' 

There are three basic types of brush \vra ppi ng: a "flat'' wrap (Flat X Flat Z). 
a "spherical" wrap (Wrap X Wrap Z), and a "cylinder" wrap (Flat X, Wrap Z and 
\Vrap X, Flat Z). These different options control how Imagine associates a position on 
the object with a certain pixel on the brushmap. Each type of mapping is described 
in the following subsections, but a brief description: Flat X Flat Z mapping will 
ignore any surface bumps and features and just apply itself directly, much like a slide 
projector would project onto a bumpy screen. A spherical wrap tries to encase the 
object in the brush. then shrinkwrap the map onto all of the surface features of the 

These description of 
the spherical and 
1·ylindrical mapping are 
simple analogies, and 
arc almost painf1Llly 
vague. Appendi:r F on 
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! Image 
i 

i Location 
i 
i 
~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· :x. 

Bounding Box 

Figure 3.3: Region of the brushrnap axis the image is mapped to 

object. The cylinder wrap tries to follow contours in one direction, but ignore them 
in another. Think of taking a piece of gift wrap, and bending it around so its a hollow 
cylinder. Then place the object in the center of this vertical gift wrap cylinder and 
push in (but not up or down!) to follow the object contours. 

Flat X Flat Z Wraps 

Flat wraps are the most common and certainly the most controllable of the brush 

map application methods. Think of having a decal or poster that you want to stick 
onto a wall. Flat wrapping will perform this simple "flat" projection beautifully. A 
good example is trying to put a logo onto the side of a truck; an excellent example of 
where brush maps shine. 

You should obviously have your logo picture and truck designed before you try 
to apply the brush. To place the brush onto an object, you should probably use the 
"Edit Axes" mode. This lets you move the axes with the same mouse and keyboard 
commands that you normally use for objects: 'm' for move, 's' for scale, 'r' for rotate, 
and 'x,' 'y,' and 'z' to toggle restricted directions. Of course, you ca11 also use the 
gadgets at the bottom of the screen to control the axis manipulation. 

The axis you are editing has a big yellow bounding box that is very deceiving. 
The area when: the brnsh is actu.ally rnapp<~d is the upper right quadrant of this bo:d 
The brush image is placed with its lower left corner right at the center of the axes, 
and its npper right corner at a point defined by the X and Z axes of the brush map 
axis. Figure 3.3 shows the way the brushmap axis determines the brush location. 

You can also use the "Transformation" gadget to perform numerical manipulation 
of the brushmap axis. 
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Brush 
Axis 

! ; 
i 
i l 
~::::::::.::::::.:.:.:::.::::::.:::::.::.:::::::.:. 

Front View 

Object 

~--:i'i 

Side View 

Figure 3.4: Position of the brushmap axes for a Flat Flat map 
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You want to position the brushmap axis so that the upper-right quadrant lies 
exactly where you want your brush to be positioned. If you want your brush to cover 
the entire side of the truck, you'd probably want to make the brush a few extra pixels 
high and wide so that you don't accidentally get a border around the edge of your 
logo. You can scale the X and Z sizes of the brush to stretch and squash the brush 
to whatever shape and size you want. 

The Y axis of the brush map is pretty important as well. It tells Imagine how 
deep to apply your brush. Any part of the object that falls between the axis origin 
and the tip of the Y axis will be colored (or reflected, altituded, or whatever). If the 
surface is not within the region between the axis center and the end of the Y axis, 
the surface will not have the brush applied to it. For the truck, you'd want to move 
and scale the brush axis in the Y direction so that the Y axis line intersects one side 
of the truck but not the other. The intersected side of the truck would be within the 
influence of the brush map, whereas the other side of the truck would be left alone. 
If you scaled the Y axis to include both truck sides, the other side of the truck would 
get the brush map applied to it as well. 2 Figure 3.4 shows a Flat Flat map being 
applied to both sides of a rectangular solid. Every part of the object is covered by 
the brushmap. 

Be careful when you are applying a Flat Flat brushmap to an infinite ground 
object. You want to have the Y axis of the brushmap pointed down through the 
ground. 

Flat X Flat Z brush mapping is very accurate since it is easy to position the axis 

2 In fact, you'd s-"e a mirror image of the brush on the other side, since you'd be looking at it in 
the other direction. 

Altituded? What a 
great word! 
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z 

Front View Side View 

Figure 3.5: Brusl1111ap axis positioning for \Vnip X \Vrap Z map 

and the effect you get is very predictable. It is the "\Vrap" maps that cause all of the 

problems. 

Wrap X Wrap Z (Spherical) Maps 

These are the most complex wraps. I usually think of it as a globe projection; If yon 

have a tlat. square brushrnap of a rPgular grid, when mapped onto an object with 
\Vrap X \Yrap Z, the lines oft lw grid \\·ill become the lat it udc and longit 11d(• lines 011 

a globe. 
Thl' hrushmap axis pusi t illll dcknnincs the ''source" of th(' proj<'ctiun t liat maps 

the image onto the object's s11rfac!'. It should be positioned at the center of your 
oh.icct. If yuu position it tmrnrds ouc side, the image mapped to the surface will be 
cu111prcsscd at the region closer tu the axis and expand<'<! at the areas fart her away. 
The left and right sides of your image will circle around the axis and meet, but the 
top and bottom will not. (Again, like a world map.) 

The Y axis should be small (Impulse recommends setting it to 1.0), and the X 
and Z rixes are usually scall'd to he slightly larger than the object you arc applying 
t hl' Illap to. 

Fignrc :~.!i shows two views of the positioning of the brushmap axis uu a spherical 
object. Figure F.1 on page 187 shows a picture of a basketball made with a \Vrnp X 
\Vrap Z brushlllap. 

Wrap Flat (Cylindrical) Maps 

Cylindrical maps axe somewhat of a cross between the other two types of mapping. 

\\'it ha Flat X \Vrap Z mapping, the Z height of the axis controls how high the image 
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Front View Top View 
Figure 3.6: Brushmap axis positioning for Flat X Wrap Z map 

is and where it is positioned. The image is t hen mapped onto your object like a tube 
around this Z axis. Your image will circle around and join together the left and right 
sides. A \Vrap X Flat Z mapping will use the X axis to rotate around and your image 
will join the top and bottom edges of your image together. 

Figure 3 .G shows two views of the axis positioning for a Flat X Wrap Z mapping. 
The Wrap X F lat Z positioning is the same except the positions of the X and Z are 
reversed . 

Altitude Mapping 

When you are applying an altitude map (as opposed to Color, Reflect or F ilter maps) 
the size of the Y axis controls the apparent height of the displacement. The Y axis 
depth is used to measure how much indentation a full scale range of intensity (0- 255) 
should simulate. For cylinder and sphere wraps, just scale the Y axis. For orange 
pits, the axis might be 1 % of the sphere's size. For a deeply eroded planet , you might 
use 10%. More than this would probably make really stupid looking reflections. 

For a cylindrical or spherical map, using the Y axis to control this parameter is 
no problem, since the Y axis isn 't used for anything else. 

A Flat Flat map uses the Y axis for determining the "depth" of the brush. If you 
are applying the brush to a fiat plane, there usua lly isn ' t a problem. If you have a 
complex object that requires you to increase the Y axis to encompass more of the 
object , yon do have a problem! Wha t if you don't want to make the apparent altit ude 
as high as the Y axis length? You can 't shrink the Y axis size without changing the 
region that the brush is mapped to. 

The answer: basically you're out of luck. Using the Y axis to control several 
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functions is <i major Imagine design flaw. Actually, there is something yon can du; if 
you wa11t to reduce the apparent altit11dc. yon can keep the Y axis as la.rge as it has 
to l!l'. but softeu your brushmap. Instead of using a full range of colors (0 2!JS), :vou 
C<lll just 11sc part of the range, like (0 128) wl1icl1 will halve the effect of thP large Y 

axis. 

Extra Brushmap Options 

Y()u have some extrn ()pt ions to help control the \\'<I\. the bruslmiaps arc applied to 
;t11 object. The "'lnvnsc \'id('o·· lmtto11 will use a reversed (c()lor inverted) version 
uf your brnshmap. You call 11sc the ··Apply to Child Objects·· control to make the 
brushmap affect 11ot only the pare11t of a group. but its children as well. 

To r('ltlovc a brushmap that yo11 \·c, dchncd, just use the "Drop'' but ton, 
You c;m also restrict the bruslrn1ap to a.pply itself only on part of your object. 

This is dmw by naming a subgroup of faces to restrict the brush image to in the 
''Subgroup'' rcq11csteL 

Once you know how to pLwC' individual bruslws. yon ca11 start with the fancy 
tricks. Bruslies overlm· c';ic!t ut.l!Pr just like textures. '{un can put up to 4 bruslws 
011 an object, and t IH'\' me applied in order. l\Iany umps dou"t interfere, though: you 
could have a color map and a rdiection map on the same ol>jC'cL in the same place 
;11Hl both will work just. hue. 

Repeating Brush Maps 

Repeating brnshmaps arc a joy. They "tile" an object with an end less succession of 
images both side to side and top to bottom. The brush will repeat all the way out the 
end of the object. If you tile a grmrnd. the brushes will go to infinity. The size of each 
tile is set by the brush axes, just like a non-tiled map. The brushes are placed next 
to each other with 110 span· lwtwcen them. You could draw ;1 VPT'.lf detailed picture o[ 
a bathroom tile, and nrnp it outo a wall. when rende1nl, the wall would be (surprise) 
tiled! I've used this to yn:at effect for making very dct ailed sidewalks, rose trellises. 
brick walls, roof shi11glcs, and golf greens. All of these arc fiat ;,naps. 

Repeating brush maps will work with cylindrical maps (you'll get a vertical 
"stack" ascending up when you use Flat X Wrap Z). Tlwy lrnvc no effect on spherical 
brush maps. 

There isu ·t anything special you have to do with the brushmap axis; the size of 
the image is determined like it would be for a non-tiled mapping. 

One additional option tltat is very usefol is the "mirror" option. This rnakes 
('Very tile be a. mirror rcticct ion of its neighbor. The great ad rnntage of this is that 
the edge colors alwo.ys match. just like if your finger touches a mirror, your twin in 

the mirror will reach out and touch your finger at the exact same place. This might 
hide discontinuities in your brushmap if you want to hide the seams, or it might. be a 
special effect you're looking for, 

Repeating brushmaps aren't just for covering an infinite plain with your face. 
They can be an extremely powerful way to get very complex textures 011 an object. 
You can imagine drawing one very high resolution, high quality brick with scratches, 
pits, chips and tim· detail. then tiling it onto a wall. Presto! You have a brick \Vall 
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with a lot of character, unlike the Brick texture which is too plain to fool anyone up 
close. This is probably the most useful aspect of infinite tilings. Making infinitely 
long or large objects like a side\valk golf green, brick wall, or rose trellis is quite easy 
with repeating hrnshmaps. 

Animated Brush Maps 

The last brush map ability 1s very useful. You can actually have animated brush 
maps which change every frame. Note that these pictures are not ''Animbrushes" 
that Deluxe Paint will save. These are individual pictures, which means you can haw 
a 24 bit ''Anirnbrush." To use this feat11re, you should save the sequence of pict11res 
you wish to show with names like 

Mypic. 0001 

Mypic. 0002 
My pie. OOOS 
Mypic. 0004 
Mypic. 0005 
Mypic. 0006 

and so on up to however many pictures you have .. Make s11re to have fonr numbers 
m the extension. A file name of Mypic.01 ·will not work. To 11sc this sequence of 
pictures as an animation, you should use /\Jypic (with no period or number extension) 
as the brush file name, then set the ''t\Iax sequence # '' to the number of pictures you 
have. 

vVhcn the object is rendered over a series of frames, the brushmaps will be shown 
in order, just like you would expect. If you render more frames than the "t\Iax 
Sequence Number,'' the brushes will repeat themselves starting from the beginning 
agam. 
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Closed Spline Path 

Figure 3.7: Two types of spline paths and their control points 

Spline Paths 

All objects (well, except for the perfect sphere) are modeled by a set of points, edges 
and lines. Imagine has another type of object that is used to model paths instead of 
surfaces; these paths can be used for a variety of functions from defining complex bent 
tubes to the path an airplane takes when animated. These paths can be built and 
edited from either the Detail or the Stage editors; since the paths are used routinely 
in both editors, it is very convenient to be able to manipulate them in both locations. 

A spline path is a very specific type of object distinctly different than the objects 
you build to be rendered. Spline paths arc ne1w.r rendered; they are only a reference 
and path definition tool. Like "normal" objects, they can be positioned, scaled, and 
rotated, and have an axis that defines the "main" position of the path. Unlike a 
normal object, the spline path has no points, edges and faces. It instead consists of a 
curve that smoothly moves from one position in space to another. This curve is truly 
smooth, so even if you zoom into the path it will be a continuous curve without any 
bumpy straight line segments. 

Spline paths are defined by "control points" that are individually editable. The 
path a spline takes is completely defined by these control points; the spline must pass 
through each control point, and the direction the spline is traveling at the control 
point controlled by rotating the control point. A spline path can have two or more of 
these control points, and the path can even be forced to make back to loop back upon 
itself. These closed paths are called "Closed Paths" while a path with two distinct 
ends is an "Open Path." 

Figure 3. 7 show the two types of spline paths, each with just four control points. 
The control points are easily visible, as they are shown by small axes with the path 
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passmg though the points i11 the direct ion of the point"s Y coordinate. Not.ice how 

hoth the pusitiou mid ori(·11t;1ti()ll of the co11trnl poi11ts atf('cts the dircctio11 of tlH' 

path. It is <'as.\· to make c0111pkx paths that smoothly follow an.\· route yon w;111t h:v 
ddini11g just a f<•\\" points. 

3.5.1 Creating Paths 

There arc two \\·;1ys to crca t (' ;i pat 11. The easiest is to use t ]](' .. Add'" c011mrn11d in the 

Functions ltl<'llll ;1rnl select ··Op('tl Path" ur .. Closed Patb'" wlticl1 will add a sirnplc 

path with t\vu control poi11ts iuto your world. You can edit, rnovc. and scale this basic 

path to lllakc a spline curve' of any complexity. 

An alternative method of path creation uses axes. If you add a set of two or more 

empty object axes to yum \\·mld. \'OU can nmlti-pick the axes in order and tell Imagine 

to use t lie posi 1 iott and '>'f·ic11 t ;l\ io11 of th use ;1 xcs to define the control points of a new 

spline path. Tlw co1u1ti<t!ld .. l\lake Open Pat 1i·· or ··l\lrikc Closed Path"' will dclct<' 

the axes and replac(' r lwrn with a pa1 h with control points in the same positions awl 

oricn1atiu11s. This 11wtliud of path cn'ation is a little more complex. IJ11t sometimes it 

is easier to lav out the <'t >Ii! rol points and rnanipulatc ti H'm before they are included 

in a path. 

3.5.2 Editing Paths 

\Vlwn yon have au existing path you want to change, you can pick the path (it has 

its O\Yll clickalll<· axis) and IIS<' the mode c01nm;111d '"Edit P:tth" to cnt<~r into ;1 path 

<'diting 111od<'. Tl1is will m:1kc tlw control points uf the path become visible. To exit 

frnrn this editing 1nodc, just S('kct another Jll()(k like "Pick Grot1ps."' 

l 11 ·'Edit Path'. mode you can click 011 a control point, and us<' the interactive 

1rnrnip11la tio11 cmrn!lriwls to move and rotate them. You will see the spline path 

update in real tinw as you manipula1 <' the control point. The control point can also 

lw controlled Ii\· nsing the .. Transfonnatio11 .. rcqncstcr which allows precise 1111nwrical 

control o\'er t lie point. Yon c;1 n also pick rnure t ban one control point at once and 

perform cit lwr interactive ur rnuncricRl manipnlations 011 iL. 
Yon can add new control points Irv splitting a path section bet\vcen two points in 

half. wliicli inserts a llC'\\' control point at the split. If you pick one (or more) points. 
the11 use the ··Fracture·· c01m11mHL extra control points will he added Lo the patl1. 
You are th<'ll fr<'(' to nmnipul;itc these extra poi11ts any wa:v yo11 wish. Note that the 

last point i11 ;rn open poiut n11111ot be split, sine<' there is no path after it to t'rnctnrc. 

To delete a control point. just pick it arnl 11;.;<' the standard ·'Delete" command. A 

path rnust ]i;t\'(' at least two control points i11 it, so Imagine wrni"t let you d('letc too 

lllilll:V. 

3.6 Molding Commands 

ln tlicor.\', vo11 c:111 crcat<' any ol>jcct h:v mldi11g an axis. th('ll 11dding points. <'dgcs 

and faces. ln prncticc, thee;<' arc \·cry low lc\·cl commands; you generally use tlic more 

pmv<Tfol commands like ··'.\!old" rind "Slice" found in the Object editor. The low ]eye] 
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pick and add modes are built to give you the low level control that you sometimes 
need; however, they are more for defining basic outlines that are then used in the 
more powcrfnl Object commands, or for touching up small details on nearly complete 
objects. 

The •·]\fold'" command controls a set. of very powerful object transformations that 
can do more than just add and move points in your model. The different options of 
tlw .\lold requester let you use yonr current object the basis of a variety of complex 
transformations. All of 1 hcsc commands are selected by picking yom object, then 
choosing ''Mold" from the Object rnen11. The "Mold Requester" will appear, which 
allows you to select from a variety of suhoptions, briefly described here. 

Extrude Copy your object many times as it is being moved, connecting each copy 
to the next with faces. Usually used with fiat outlines. 

Replicate Copy your object many times as it is being moved. 

Spin and Sweep Copy your object many times as it is rotated, connecting each 
copy to the next with faces. 

Conform Bend your object into a nev.: geometry. 

A complete description of each of the l\Iold options follows in the next sections. 

3.6.1 Extrude 

Extrusion is the most common Mold command. It allows you to take an object and 
"stretch'' it in a third dimension by making many copies of the object and connecting 
each copy with faces. For example, you might make a fiat outline of a circle. If you 
extruded the outline, you would produce a cylindrical tube, sort of like the way a 
macaroni machine extrudes dough by squashing it through strangely shaped holes. 
You have complete control over huw far the object is extruded. how many copies of 
the object are used to form the extrusion, and what path the cxtrnsion follows. You 
can even scale and rotate the object as it is being rotated. 

l\Iost objects you extrude arc jnst. outlines; they have no faces, jnst points and 
edges. If you are trying to produce a tube with a certain cross section, Extrude will do 
the right thing and add faces on the outside of your model like just like you want. You 
are certainly allmved to extrude faced models, especially if you want the beginning 
and end of your extrusion to be solid caps. This is very appropriate when you have 
a fi<tt faced object (like a logo) and want to make a three dimensional version of it. 

\Vhen you pick an object. aud use the ''Extrude" option, you arc preS('nted with 
a requester like the one shmvn in figure 3.8. 

There arc two major types of extrusion, defined by what path the extrusion follows. 
A straight line path is the default, and is called ""To Length'' just to confuse you. The 
other option is to define a custom (probably much more complex) path by using a 
spline path, which is selected by the "Along Path" option. 

If you use the simple ·'To Length" option, the extrusion will occur in the direction 
of the object's Y axis. The length of the extrusion (how far back it goes) is selected 
by the "Length" gadget. 
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:-: To Length 

Extrude Data 

Length 
Along Path 

!:;:1:1:!:1:R11:~i:g~1:1¥:1:i:l:~i:i:P.~l:~i:i:i:i: 
;::::::::::tl:lii:lii:ft:::::v.::::ltlii.:lii:;C:~lii.:lii:~::ii::l: 
1•:t,1.•,·,f\r1 rirr·.·.l'.i.·.·nu-1:·.t·~u-11l:·D.t 1 

Y Rotation 8.8888 
X Sea ling 
Z Scaling 

1 . 8888 
1.8888 

·Perf orM 

Path 

Sections 1 
Mirror Ends 

X Translate 8.8888 
Z Translate 8.8888 

Figure 3.8: Information r<'qucst cr fur <'Xtrusions 

Gl 

\Vith the .. Along Path'' choice. yon have several more options. Tlw length and 
direction of the extrusion is alrcml:v· set by the path itself. Yon can elect to have the 
l'Xtrndcd object turn with the path (like a car would turn if it were going around a 
corner, always facing the direction it is moving) by selecting tlic '·Align Y to Path'' 
gadget. The ''Keep X Horizontal" will keep your object from pitching np and down 
as it is being Pxtruded. For most path extrusion you want to keep ''Align Y to Path" 
on and "Keep X Hurizontal'' off. You must Wllll<' the path :v·ou want to use by typi11g 
the mrnw in t be ··Path" gadget. If yon ca1d n·nwrnlwr the name, use "Cancel" to 
get Olli of tlic requester, then use the "find B{'(jlH'stcr .. or just pick the path and 11S<' 

the Attri!J11t('S Heqn('ster to look at the rnrn1e din~ctly. 
Tlw ··i\Jirrnr Ends'' option will fiip the last copy of yom object to that it is facing 

the otli('r direction. This way the two "caps" of tlic <'X1r11sion will by symmetrical. 

\Vith either type of extrusion. yon can decide on the cornplcxity am! detail of the 
path by telling Imagine how mauy sections the path should consist of. If you select 
just one section. Imagine will make the path by using two copies of yom object and 
addi11g a .. skin'' be1W<'('n t~m. If you have 20 S(•ctious. Imagine will use 21 copi<'s of 
your object. and will "skin" between each subseq11e11t s<'ction. When using a spline 
path, the lriqh1'1' this nnmber is, the smoother your path will be. If you use too few 

sections, the resulting object will look jerky and very amateur. If _vo11 use just one, 
yon ·ll get a single straight tube extending from the start of your path to the end; 

probably not the effect you \Vant, especially if the path was ,vom name spelled out in 

cursive. 
You can perform several manipulations with your object as it is being extruded. 

The "Y Rotation" requester will tell Imagine how much to rotate the object (in 
degrees) as it is being extruded. Luckil:V'· you cw1 ('!ltl'r a number like 720 to tell 
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Imagine to rotate the object more than once over the extrusion. The "X Scaling" 
and "Z Scaling" options allow you to scale the object as it is extruded, and the "X 
Translate" and "Z Translate" let you shift your object to one side or another as it is 
extruded. These commands all represent the total rotation, translation, or scaling that 
the object will undergo from start to finish. To determine how much each individual 
segment is changed from the previous one, divide the total offset, scale, or rotation 
by the number of segments. 

These additional controls are prctt:v straightforward; Imagine will offset. scale, or 
rotate the object as it moves along the path. You can use this for several effects. 
To create a corkscrew, yon can make a disk then move the disk's axis off to one side 
(actually off of the disk.) If you extrude this object in a straight line, you'll still get 
a circular tube. But if you rotate it while it is extruding, it will spin around its offset 
axis, leaving behind a spiral path. Similarly, you can make an object shrink or grow 
as it is extruded by using the scaling features. If you set both X and Z scaling to 
0, your object will start out at full size and get smaller as it proceeds, eventually 
becoming a single point at the end. This is a great \Vay to make Egyptian pyramids 
i11 the shape of your initials. For all of these advanced controls, keeping the number 
of segments high usually is a good idea. 

Extrude is used a lot to form columns or tubes with arbitrary cross sections. It 
also is a necessary step in auto-facing outlines (which is described on page 07.) 

3.6.2 Replicate 

Replicate is almost identical to Extrude except for the fact that it does not leave a 
"skin" between the copies of the object. As seen in Figure 3.9, the requester is almost 
identical to Extrude's except "Number of Segments" has been changed to "Number 
of Copies." 

Replicate is useful \vhen you want to make a set of copies of a shape, especially if 
you want to scale each copy so you have a full sized version, 8 slight 1.v smaller one, 
an even smaller one, and so OIL 

The object that "Replicate'' outputs arc not separate objects; it is actually just a 
single object with a single axis. 

One application of "ReplicC1te'' is to create nice tilings like lacework. If you have a 
flat, faced pattern that yon \Vant to copy into a larger piece, you cC111 use "Replicate" 
to make copies. Take a nice flat "lace square'' object with its Y axis pointing out of the 
flat square's plane. If you replicate the square with an extrusion depth of 0.0001 (so 
all of the copies are really the same "depth") and use "X Translate" and "Z Translate" 
to offset each copy, you can make a string of these squares in one direction. If you 
repeat the command with this new object, you can create a two dimensional tiling 
as large as you want. If you arc careful \Vith your X and Z Translation values, you 
can create checkerboards, double and triple gaps, and soft overlaps between all of the 
squares. 

3.6.3 Spin and Sweep 

Perhaps one of the classic object manipulation commands, ''Spin" and "Sweep" allows 
the creation of radially symmetric objects like wine glasses or bowling pins. You can 
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Y Rotation ! &:8888 
X Scaling 1.8888 
Z Scaling 

Perf orM 

Copies 5 
:·:•:•:·:·:w:~·ili:ili:ili:ili::·:·Elili::i:.: 
%:::::::~:J:t:t:·t:·.,.t~::::£inU~ 

X Translate ! 8.8888 
Z Translate 8.8888 

Cancel 

F igure 3.9: Information requester for replication 
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make a radially symmetric shape just by specifying an outline contour and telling 
Imagine to "Spin" or "Sweep" it . The shape will he rotated around the Z axis of the 
object, leaving a skin behind it (much like Extrude, except here the object is being 
rotated, not translated.) You can use these commands to build objects t hat could be 
milled on a lathe; anything that has radial symmetry. 

The requester for these operations is particularly simple. There are two options 
to chose. "Spin Angle" will let you spin the outline all of the way around in a circle, 
or just part of the way. If you are making a wineglass, you probably want a full 3GO 
degree sweep. "Number of Sections" determines the number of wedges in the spun 
object; 12 is a nice number for crystal glasses, but you might want to increase the 
number to 18 or 24 or so if you plan to get close to your object . 

The only difference between "Spin" and "Sweep" is the way the top an bottom 
points in your outline are handled . In "Sweep," they are rotated around the Z axis 
of the object just like a ll of the other points in the object. However, if you "Spin" 
an object , these two points are not spun. Instead, they stay fixed in p lace, and faces 
are added from that fixed point to a ll of the copies of the second point in the spun 
outline . This makes something like a cone on the top and bottom of your outline. 
T he advantage of "Spin'' is that your ou t line is sealed at either end, making the swept 
object define a solid volume. For an open ended wine glass, "Sweep" is definitely the 

proper choice, as shown in F igure :3. 10. 

Nearly a ll objects that can be made with "Sweep" and "Spin" are easier to do in 
the Forms editor, which a llows interactive control over the object shape and even lets 
you make sweeps with non-circular cross sections. See page 71 for an explanation. 



A neat lru:k of 
"Conform to Sphere" 
can 111 akc uery nice 
teardrop shapes. 
Page 148 discusses 
this. 
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~ 
Outline Spun Object Swept Object 

Figure :1.10: A "Spin" and "Sweep'' of a wineglass outline 

3.6.4 Conform 

The Mold Conform commands allow you to bend your object in different ways. You 
can think of making a physical 3D model of your object out of stiff pipe cleaners, 
and then pressing that model onto a smooth hard shape like a haskethall. The model 
will retain most of its original shape. but it will bend slightly to conform to the 
basket ball's contours. 

This is exactly what all three ''Conform"' commands allow you to do. You can take 
objects and add slight (or extreme!) amounts of bend to them by using an imaginary 
sphere or cylinder as a guide. or yuu can even use a custom path to guide the new 
object's shape. 

Each of the different Conform types are similar in that they warp your object's 
shape, though they don't add or delete points, edges, or faces to your object. 

Conform to Sphere 

"Conform to Sphere'' is exactly the case where you are pressing your pipecleaner model 
against a basketball shape. The "bend'" depends on the position of your model's axis; 
Imagine starts to bend your object starting from this reference point. The bend is 
around the Y direction: that is, the object's Y axis points towards the center of this 
imaginary sphere the object is being warped around. 

You can control the amount of bending by the two parameters that the "Conform 
to Sphere'' requester gives you. "Sphere Radius" sets the radius of the imaginary 
sphere that you are bending your model around. "Object Radius" tells Imagine how 
big it should act as if your model is. The sphere radius roughly controls the angle 
and shape of the bend, and the object. radius sets the amount or length of the bend. 
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These parameters take a lot of experimentation to set correctly. The best resnlts 
seen1 to come whcu the object radius is I :~ times as large as the sphere radius aud 
roughly equal to the width of your trnc object. If there were a diagram I could 
include to make selecting object and sphere radius clear. I'd include it, but ] haxc .vet 
to discover a good description of lmagirn:s conform algorithm. Instead, I use trial 
and error, a puor substitute. 

Conform to Cylinder 

"Conform to Cylinder'" works almost exactly the same way as "Conform to Sphere" 
does. Instead of using an imaginary sphere to shape your object. it instead uses a 
cylindrical shape. 

Conform to Path 

"Conform to Path'' is a new option in Imagine 2.0. It allows you to use a spline path 
to g11ide your ohj<'ct. I think of it as ;1 way to strd.cl1 an object along an arbitrary 
path. It is SOJlH'\\'lwt difficult to controL and like tlic Sphere and Cylinder Conforms, 
it takes trial and error to get the effects von arc looking for. 

When you pick an object and select "Conform to Path,·' the only information you 
have to provide is the path name. 

"Conform to Path" seems to ignore your object's axis and use your object's world 
coordinates to orient your object. The object is stretched in the Y direction and 
then "bent" to follow a path that you specify. Ideally, if the object were a long thin 
tube stretching in the Y direction, if you use "Conform to Path" the tube would be 
stretched in snch a way so that it follows the path mnch like au ''Extrude" along the 
patl1 would pcrfonn. You might build a model of a snake that was perfectly straight, 
theu use '"Conform to Path" to bend the object iuto a sinuous curve. 

Still, it takes a number of trials to get useful results sometimes. I admit that this 
is one of tl1c few options in Imagine where I ·rn uncertain exactly what operations 
Imagine is performing . 

3.7 Outlines and Skin 

A common type of object to build i11 the Detail editor is sometimes called an "outline." 
These are faceless, flat objects that consists of points connected by edges, usually in 
a dosed loop. You can create these outlines manually, by adding a new axis to the 
\Yorld and using "Add Lines'' mode to add the points and edges of the outline. 

These objects arc very useful because they are perfect for extruding; vou can 
use the outline as they are to define a crnss section for an extruded tube. You can 
also add faces to outlines to make a solid flat object; this process is talked about iu 
Section :u-1.1 011 page 57. 

3. 7.1 Font Objects 

A simple way to automatically creak outlines of letters is to use Imagine's built in 
font converter. The command ·'Add" in the Function menu has an option called "Font 

E1:cept it dorsn 't make 

neat teanlmps. 

Add Lines is drscribcd 

011 pw;e 26. 



Imagine does not use 
outline fonts to make 
text; it only uses 
bitmap fonts. 
Unfortunately it often 
chokes on very large 
fonts {more than 
100pt). 

The only admntary of 
.. Skin .. ovrr the Forms 
editor is the fad that 
Forms requires 11 

dosed. tube-like 
011.tlinr. 
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Object." A requester will appear, allowing you to choose a font (one of the ones in 
your FONTS: directory) and a line of text. 

Imagine will automatically form an outline of the words you entered in the font 
you choose. It will ask if you want to add faces to the object. If you select this option, 
the object Imagine creates will be a solid (though flat) object, otherwise the object 
Imagine creates will be just the outline of the letters. 

Imagine really seems to have trouble making smooth outlines, so they often require 
a lot of manual touchup to make a usable logo. Using a very large font size helps 
considerably. 

3.7.2 Convert IFF /ILBM 

The command "Convert IFF /ILBM" is similar to the "Add Font Object" command, 
except instead of adding an outline of letters, you can specify an arbitrary shape by 
making an IFF image in a paint program. When you select this option, Imagine will 
ask for a filename of an IFF image, and whether you want to autoface the outline. 

The IFFs that you convert obviously determine the shape of the outline Imagine 
produces. The best images are simple two-color pictures without fine details like holes 
made of one or two pixels. Unfortunately, Imagine's IFF tracing algorithm is very 
blocky; a lot of detail is often lost so a smooth curve is sometimes converted into a 
jerky series of line segments. You can try to reduce this limitation by using larger 
IFF pictures. 

This command is very useful for inputting shapes into Imagine. Even if you don't 
use the outline directly, it can help considerably in designing objects. For example, 
you might digitize the profile of a car, then use "Convert IFF /ILBM" to make a flat 
outline of that profile. Though the outline isn't really useful directly (if you extrude 
it, you get a very boring car,) you can keep it as a reference for the car object you do 

assemble. 

3.7.3 Skin 

Skin allows you to produce an object by using a series of outlines as a framework to 
stretch a "skin" of faces between. For example, you might make a series of ribs of an 
airplane wing and arrange them in the positions that they would be located in a real 
wing. The ribs might be different sizes and shapes, but you want to make a smooth 
surface that stretches over all of the ribs. 

Tf you pick each of the ribs in turn and select the "Skin" function in the Object 
menu, Inrnginc will du exactly \Vhat you \Vould expect. Yun ca11 produce Ycry complex 
objects with this conuwmd by defining the obj('ct 's cross sections the11 making a solid 
model with ·'Skin.·· 

Each u11tli11c used in Skin must be faceless. a11d most importantly. e1u:h out.line 

mnsl have tlu s11111e num/Jer of points in it. Imagine just rnatch('s the outlines point.
for-point, so if different outlines have different numbers of defining points the program 
won't be ahlc to handle it. 

Unless yon arc just making a quick object. "'Skin .. is rcallv outclassed h:v the 
functions iu Imagi11c's Forms editor. The Forms editor allows you to perform all of 
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the functions of "Skin" and much much more, and has the added advantage of letting 
yon interactively edit the outlines and their positions and letting you see the effect 
on your final model. 

3.8 Slice 

Slice is a powerful feature unique to Imagine. U nfortunatcly, it is still very buggy, 
even in Imagine 2.0. Nonetheless, it is a useful object manipulation command that 
can be used very effectively. 

Slice allows you to "cut" objects into pieces by using other objects as a cutting 
tool. You can build a cookie cutter shape and use it to punch shapes out of a plane 
or any other objects. 

Tu use Slice, you need to build ur find an object to perform yum cutting with. For 
the simplest cuts where you want to nrnkc a clean straight knife cut, you probably 
\Vant to use a flat plane. Pick the object you want to cut with then lwld the shift 
key and multi-pick the object(s) you wish tu perform the cut on. Actually. all of the 
objects will be cut, but if you nrnlti-pick more than two objects, the last objects will 
nut cut each other; they will only cut aud be cut by the first picked object. 

When you have picked the objects, you can use the "Slice" option from the Object 
menu to perform the slice. Ideally Imagine should work for a moment, and you should 
have many smaller objects representing the parts left over after the slice. The parts 
will all be grouped together to an axis. You often want to pick and delete the parts 
of the slice you don't want any more, and sometimes using "Select" is very useful to 
sort out the different remnants. The sliced parts will all have names like PART.18 so 
. vou might want to rename the objects. 

3.8.1 Adding Faces to an Outline 

The most common use of "Slice'' is to add faces to an outline, especially in earlier 
versions of Imagine which would not automatically face converted outlines. 

The process of facing objects is pretty straightforward. The idea is to use the 
outline to punch a hole of the proper shape out of a flat plane that already has faces. 
This is just like the process of making cookies; you use a cookie cutter in the shape of 
a star, gingerbread man, vacuum cleaner (or whatever) to cut the dough in the same 
shape. When you remove the dough from outside the cut, you are left with a flat, 
solid object in the shape defined by your outline. 

The analogy is apt, because the tools to do this in Imagine are perfect for this 
task. You can use "Extrude" to make a tube with the cross section of your outline . 
.lu:-,t extrude with the default p;u:u11ctcrs which make flat extrusion of 100 units. 
J\cxt, add a flat plane with the ''Add Primitives" command in the Functions menu. 
It usually best to add a plane with just 1 by I sections, which is just a square formed 
by twu large triangles. 

If you scale the plane up so that the outline fits completely inside one triangle, 
you can set up the "Slice" that will form your object. Position the tube so that it 
is completely within one of the plane's faces and that the tube itself penetrates the 

'"lrfoally '' bemuse Slice 
often dor.m 't work: the 
nc:rt subsection on 
Slice bugs talks about 
this . 

"Select" is discussed 
on page 16. 

E.rtrude is discussed 
on page 51. 
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Figure 3.11: Perspective vie\V of object positioning for a "'Slice.'' 

face, as show11 in Figure 3.11 where a tube in the shape of the letter 'X' intersects a 
triangle in a simple plane. 

\Vhcn you pick both of these objects and select "Slice," you will be left with at 
least four sliced pieces, including the tube \vhich was also sliced in half. Pick the 
'"cruft" like the tulJe remnants and the outside parts of the plane and delete them. 
You might also have to delete small sections such as the areas formed by holes in your 
outline (like the center of the letter 'O'.) You should be left with a faced version of 
:vour outline. 

3.8.2 Bugs and the Evil "Error2" 

Unfortunately, ''Slice" isn't overly robust. It never makes a mistake in slicing; its 
output is correct. The problem with "Slice'' is that many times the algorithm Imagine 
uses isrd capable of performing the slice and just gives up. Worse yet. sometimes 
"Slice," even in Imagine 2.0, will hang your machine forcing you to reboot. 

\Vhen Imagine can't perform a slice, it usually makes one of two error messages 
appear. One says "An edge is too close to an edge" and Impulse suggests moving 
the objects into s sliglitl:v different position an trying again. Indeed, sometimes if 
you jiggle the object positions a bit, slice will be successful. However, with many 
complex objects this error seems to appear no matter how many times you readjust 
your objects. 

The other error Imagine cumrnonly displays is ''Error2 splitting faces," which is 
annoyingly indistinct. There isn't any explanation for this error, so the only thing to 
do is to jiggle the objects and try again. Often an object just won't slice; you try and 
try but keep getting errors. In these cases there is nothing you can do except think 
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Radius of Influence 
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Cancel 

Figure 3. 12: "l\Iagnetism Setup" information requester 

of another way to manipulate your object, perhaps by manually deleting points. 
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Perhaps the worst error that Slice causes is a complete free:z;c of the program. If 
your objects are too complex the algorithm will completely lock up (your machine 
will still lw running, it's not a system error) hnt you will be uuahle to escape from 
the slice. and the only way to recover is to reboot your machine. These locknps arc 
particularly annoying since you can't tell when they have happened. On an A:rnoo, 
if a slice ever takes more than about l:> minutes you've probably run into this lmg. 

\\'hen yo11 arc autofacing outlines using Slice, I find that Imagine can safely face 
the equivalent of a couple of letters (maybe :m- 110 points and edges) safely, but four 
or more letters will consistently kill Imagine. I3c careful whenever you use Slice and 
save your work before you use it. 

3.9 Magnetism 

i\fagnetism is an option that really only applies when you arc in "Drag Points" mode. 
Instead of picking a set of points and moving them as a group, magnetism allows you 
to drag a set of points different amo1mts based on how far the point is from where 
you arc pulling the object. If your object has many points in it .. vou can change 
your object's shape much like you were pulling and pushing on clay as opposed to 
analyticallv translating points. 

To use magnetism, you just have to enter ""Drag Points" mode am! select the 
"l\lagnetisrn On/Off" command. Yo11 can set tlie way magnetism acts by using the 
"Magnetism Setup'' option to specify different options that chauge the character of 
the way magnetism moves multiple points. 

Dmg Points is 
described on paye Ju. 



Tiu: Irnagin c :3. 0 
manual ha8 an 

inaccurn.tc description 
of the "Pcrccnl at 
Radius" parwnclcr. so 
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Cone Dome Bell 

Figure 3.13: Different magnetism point attraction shapes 

vVhen this sub-mode is activated, you can click and drag points as before. How
ever, whc11 magnetism is activated an entire region (all of the points within a certain 
distance) will be affected instead of just one single point. When you drag the pointer 
with the mouse, nearby points will follow the mouse an amount related to how far 
mvay they are from the area you are grabbing. Figure :3.13 shows three different 
profiles formed by dragging a region of a straight horizontal line straight up. Points 
far away from the area that. is dragged arc unchanged, and the actual poiILL that is 
dragged moves the amount yuu specify with the mouse. HmH'ver. points around the 
dragged point are affected by different amounts, forming different shapes. 

You can set the different. shapes by using the "l\Tagnctism Setup" requester. The 
default magnetism method, ''Cone," drags points into a conical shape, with a sharp 
transition both at the point where you arc dragging (the tip of the cone) and the base 
where u11affected (unmoved) points meet points that were too far away to move. 

"Dome" makes a rounded half-sphere of the points that you drag. ''Bell" makes 
a very smooth bell curve shape, which is smooth both at the point where you grab 
the points but also at the region where moved points merge with points too far away 
from the center of attraction. 

You can set the size of the region that Magnetism affects hv setting the "Radius of 
Influence'' value in the setup requester. Points beyond this radius will be unaffected 
by magnetism. You can also set how powerful the magnetism effect will be at that 
radius; you might want to have points at the radius of influence to be unaffected so 
they blend smoothly with the puints outside the radius of influence, so you can set 
the "Percent at Ra.dins'' value tu 0. If you set it to 100, all points in the region of 
influence will be moved the same amount no matter what shape you 'vc specified. A 
value of 50% will make the points at the radius of influence move half as much as the 
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original point you are dragging. Most of the time a value of 0 is best since it makes 
smoother transitions between points that have been dragged by :Magnetism and those 
that were too far away. 

Another option allows you to randomize Magnetism to give your object variety. 
If you are using Magnetism to build a landscape by pulling up mountains from a 
flat plane, the landscape might look unrealistic if all of the mountains were cones 
of the same width but different heights. If you set the "Random Radius" option in 
the magnetism requester, each time you drag a region, a new radius of influence 
is randomly chosen. You can set the minimum acceptable radius in the "Minimum 
Radius" gadget; you probably don't want to make mountains with a too narrow width. 
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Chapter 4 

The Forms Editor 

One of I rnap.;inc ·s rnust powerful object crcatiuu tools is the Forms Editor. lJ nlike the 
Detail Editor. Forrns is not a general pnrpusc object editor. Instead, Forms 11scs a 
spccitic method of object definition. The rnodcls it can make range from boat hulls 
and airplane winp.;s to asteroids and soda cans. Th<' <'ditor is 1wry powerful, but not 
necessary ('asy t(J describe. 

The best way to think about tlw Forms editor is to Yiew it as a way to detine 
objects by their cross sections. Think of an object like an airplane wing. If you slice 
the wing with many parallel cuts from the front of the wing to the back, you'll see the 
airfoil cross section of the wing in each one of those slices. The wing gets thicker where 
it joins the plane, so those cross sections will be taller. Also, the cross sections aren't 
necessarily in line; for a swept-back wing, the cross sections are displaced backwards 
as yon get to thP PIH! of the wing. The import.ant thing to notice is that if yon know 
th<' shap<' of cnch one of those cross sections as w<'ll as it8 po8ition, you can pretty 
umcl1 predict. what the owTall solid shape of the wing is. You can think of each croHs 
sE~ctiou as bci ng a "rib" of the wing, and t lie wing itself formed by stretching c; 111\'as 
or slwd metal across those ribs to form the actual wing surface. 

This is exactly the way the Forms editor works. Yem detinc a set of cros8 sections. 
and Imagine will use thPm as a skeleton framework to form the surface of yo11r object. 
You don't have to worry about making the faces that detinc the surface; Imagine 
does it all for you. You have control over the shape of each cross section, and you 
can position and scale that croHs sPction any way you like. Imagine will even let 
you stretch, bend and twist the cross sections. The best part is that all of this 
manipulation is internctivP and particularly responsive. 

One great advm1tagc to the Forms Editor is the L1ct that the objects it makes are 
continuous; they arc one smooth piece. This means that making smoothly rounded 
corners is easy. Organic forms in particular do not have sharp right angles and flat 
planes in them and are partic11larly wdl suited to creation in the Forms Editor. Any 
object created in the Detail Editor tends to be made of extrndPd or primitive objects 

joined together; there is rarely any smooth transition between the joined segments. 
Another advantage of Forms is its precise control <wcr your object. Forms is 

definitely the editor to u8c to build a complex continu01rn shape like a boat hull. In 
the Stratcp.;ies Appendix (section C.2 011 page lGl), there is a very long essay 011 liuw 
to use Forms to accurately turn a complex sliape into a nsable 3D model. 



Morphing is completely 
described on pagrc 1 u·J. 
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A final advantage of Forms is in 1naking animations where models morph, or 
change shape over time. Since the geometry 1 of your object is fixed. it is easy for you 
to build different objects for Imagine to morph to one another. 

4.1 Creating New Forms 

Unlike the Detail editor, where you just start adding points, edges, and faces to your 
object, you have to tell Imagine a little bit of information about your object before 
you can start building it in the Forms editor. This information tells Imagine how 
complex to make your object, whether it is symmetric, whether you want to be able 
to offset. tilt, and scale the cross sections, and if your object is hollow (like a tube) 
or a solid. 

\:Vhen you start the Forms editor .. vou will be presented with the standard quad
view display. There are actually some slight differences in the way the three main 
views work, but this is described later. 

\:Vhen you start the Forms editor, you can either load a previously constructed 
Forms object by using the "Load'' command from the object menu, or start a new 
form from scratch. You cannot load objer:t.c; created in the Detail editor into Forms! 
The way Forms builds its object requires a very specific model geometry that your 
Detail-created object probably doesn't have. 

This specific geometry comes from the way Forms are defined: by their cross 
sections. Imagine creates a set of "slices" of your object. Each one of these slices has 
the same number of points. You can change the shape of these slices (or cross sections) 
by dragging the slice's points around. Imagine simultaneously lets you position, scale, 
tilt and bend these slices. To build your final object, Imagine adds faces betwoen each 
of the slices to form the sides of yom <Jbject. Since each slice has to be connected to 
the next, Imagine requires that each slice have the same number of points. This way 
there is an exact correspondence between all of the slices and Imagine doesn't have 
to make a possibly incorrect decision about what part of a slice matches with what 
part of the next slice. 

This really isn't a terrible limitation, because you can always just nse many points 
to define each cross section if you want a detailed object. You can have an arbitrary 
number of slices as well. You just can't have one slice with 10 points and the next 
with 23. Luckily, the Forms editor will allmv you to add or delete points in a slice 
even after you've started to build your object, and you can also add or delete extra 
slices. Note that adding a new point to a slice will add a new point to every slice. 
Sec why? 

When you use the "New" command from the Object menu to start a new object, 
you will be shown the requester in Figure 4.1. This allows you to set up some of the 
initial options that define your object and the way it can be manipulated. 

Your first choice is how complex your object should be. Each slice has a certain 
number of points that define it. The more points you select, the larger your model 
will be, and the more control you will have over the shape. For an object like a 
lighthouse, you need just enough points to make a nice circle (maybe 16 points) but 

1 Act11ally, topology, if you want to quibble. 
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I of Points t6 

I of Slices 8 

~ X-Y Cross section 
Y-Z Cross section 

~ Two rorMer views 
One rorMer view 
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Seal Top End 
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Cross Section SyMMetry (Fixed) 
~ None X axts Y Axis Both Axes 

Ok Cancel 

Figure 4.1: Information requester for new Forms objects 
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if you were making a complex boat hull, you might use 25 so you have enough points 
to form a detailed shape. You can always add or delete cross section points, but it 
is usually easier to start with approximately the number you expect to need or even 
less. It is easier to add points than delete them, since the points you delete might be 
more important that you once thought! Also, if you have too many points, the cross 
sections sometimcR get a little ragged just because it is difficult to position so many 
points accurately at once. 

You can set the number of points in each slice by the "# of Points" gadget. 
For most objects, the default of 16 is a nice number to start with. The ''# of Slices" 
gadget will (logically) set the number of slices in your object. Again, there is a certain 
decision on how many slices your object needs. A lighthouse has a very regular and 
smooth profile that might be characterized by only two slices (one at the top and 
bottom) but a boat hull changes character many times along its length, so you might 
use 20. Like the pointR in each slice, yon can add and delete extra slices, so if you 
don't guess perfectly to begin with you can still correct yourself. 

You liave a choice of ,vo11r object's orie11!.1d ion. Tf \°\>11 an' buildi11g mt object. like 

a light ho11sc. sdcct.i11g .. X- \" Cross Section .. \\·ill form H>lU object out ()f !HJrizm1tal 

slices, proceeding 11p all(] dowu. If you arc b11ildi11g sornctl1i11g lik<' a boat !mil. vou )'uzh. tlusf s111111· /11•0 

rnight wa11t the cross sections running vertically frorn ldt to right (stern t.o Jim\·) so c.1arnples ,1,1 npclilii.,·. 

.\·011 e<111 use ··Y-Z Crnss Sl'Ctio11.'' The two opt.ions fn11ct.io11 !ll'arl~' idcuticalh". except Oh 11•11/. 

\'01u 111od1'l is oriented in a different clircct ion 1.o rnakc it easier to view a11d \·isrn1liZl'. 

A lighthouse ou its side j11st looks weird. 

You rniglit oftc11 \\;lilt l'nch cross section to !H' s~·wrn<'1 ric. For cxarnpil'. a bo;1t hull 

is his.\'llllllCtric: t ]\(' ll'ft and right haln's uf each cross sc'ction arc just mirror i111;1ges 

of l'acl1 other. Yon c1111 tell lrnagine to keep tli<' cross sect ious sy1m11et.ric l»· nsi11g 



Actually, if you use a 
Y-Z cross section 
instead, your 
symmetry choices 
change to Y and Z. 

Right and Left if you 
are using a Y-Z 
oriented cross section. 

It uses the Right view 
for the cross sections if 
you are using a Y-Z 
oriented model. 

Hight uiew with Y-Z 
cross section! 
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the "Cross Section Symmetry" buttons at the bottom of the gadget. The default, 
"None," will give you complete independent control over every cross section point. 
If you select "X axis" or "Y axis," there will be one axis of symmetry. When you 
move a point on one side of the symmetry axis, its corresponding point on the other 
side of the axis will move with it. "Both Axes" will let you set symmetry for both 
axes, so every point will have three corresponding points that move with it. To have 
a bisymmetric cross section, you must have an even number of cross section points; 
for symmetry along both axes you need to have a multiple of 4 cross section points. 

The options "Seal Top End" and "Seal Bottom End" allow you to close each end 
of your object. You can think of the defining cross sections as making a long tube 
formed by ribs with a skin stretched over them. The ends are not closed, and your 
object will show this unless you select this option. If you close the ends, the last cross 
section (the one at the end) will be shrunk down to a single point, forcing the object 
to seal the end. 

The last options you have define the type of view you have of your object. The 
"Two Former," "One former," and "One Spacer" options affect both your display and 
the control you have over your object. The "Former" views are more powerful, but 
often unnecessary and confusing. Most objects I build are with the Spacer view. The 
effects each of these options has on your view is described briefly in the next section, 
and a detailed description of the three different modes is found in Sections 4.3 and 4.5. 

4.1.1 Modified Quad-view 

The Form Editor does not display objects in its quadview in the same manner the 
Stage and Detail editors do. Instead it uses the Top view to display a single cross 
section of your model, and the Front and Right views to show the position, scale, and 
bend of each of those cross sections. In the Spacer view, there is nothing in the Right 
view and only a line of connected points in the front view. In the Former views, you 
see two lines of connected points in one or both of the Front and Right views. 

The perspective view of your object is accurate (it shows your object's true shape,) 
and you can select wireframe, solid, or shaded mode by using the View menu just like 
you would in the other editors. I prefer solid because many forms get very complex 
very fast and it is difficult to see the basic structure of objects in the tangled wireframe 
mode. 

4.2 Cross Section Definition 

There are actually three modes to the Form Editor. The default is "Edit"' which allmvs 
you tu click on points i11 the cross section shmvn in the Top vievv and just drng them 
into a nc\v shape. The perspective view will update. showing the new configuration. 
Just like in the Detail editor. you can press and hold the shift key to multi-pick many 
points cit once. so you can move many points simultaneously. If you've turned on 
cross section symmetry from the "New" object requester, the symmetric points will 
move along with the point(s) you arc moving. 

All of the standard view commands that you are used to still function the same 
\Vay in Forms. including zooming and moving your viewpoint in the \Vorld and the 
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point pick method. 

If you aren't using "Lock" mode as a pick method, you can still pick one or more 
points and use "Snap to Grid" to move each point to the nearest grid location. 

Even though "Edit" mode is the most common mode, it is really quite straight
forward. Defining a cross section is performed by just dragging the points into the 
right shape. 

You can add new points to a cross section by selecting the ''Add" command from 
the Mode menu and clicking on current points. A new point will be added on the line 
connecting the point you clicked on and one of its neighbors. You can also position 
this new point by keeping the mouse button down and dragging the point to its new 
location. You can edit these new points in Edit mode at any later time. Remember 
that adding a new point to a cross section will add a new point to every cross section. 

It is so simple to add new points that defining a new object with a lot of starting 
points to begin with is usually not a good idea. It is very difficult to control that 
many points at once. especially if they aren't in a good initial configuration. I find 
that it is easier to start off with a few points (like 8) and arrange these in a coarse 
approximation of the object to get general shape and proportions, then add more 
points for details. Trying to make large changes to a cross section with a lot of points 
can be a pain. 

If you wish to delete a cross section point, the "Delete" mode will allow you to 
remove points that you click on. Like "Add," every cross section will have that same 
point deleted, since each cross section has to have the same number of points. 

4.3 Spacer View 

To understand how to make more than one cross section simultaneously, first you have 
to understand how the Spacer (or Former) views work. In the Spacer view method, 
while the Top view shows the shape of your object's sliced cross sections, the Front 
view shows the position of each of those cross sections. All of the slices are aligned 
along a "spine," sort of a centerline of the object. Each cross section is represented 
by a single point on this "spine,'' which indicates its position. You can click on one 
of these points and drag it up or down to change its position, hut you cannot move 
it to the side. (The Former views will let yon do this, at the cost of a m11ch more 
complicated display). 

Each slice is "attached" to one or two others by a vertical line. These tell you 
which slices Imagine will skin between; if the slice is connected to only one other slice, 
it is one of the two end slices. Whenever you pick a slice and move it, Imagine will 
also highlight the lines that connect the slice to its neighbors for reference. Although 
yon cannot move a slice to one side or another (and keep it there), while you are 
dragging the slice, you can move it sideways just so you can more clearly see where 
the slice is connected. 

I like to think of the Spacer view as showing the cross sections as a big stack. 
The spacing between each point on the line in the Spacer view is just the separation 
between the slices. You can edit the stack spacing by just entering "Edit" mode and 
dragging the points. 

Riqht in Y-7, orir:nt<:d 
Forms: I think you get 
the drift, so T'll stop 
reminding you. 
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Much like the editing cross sections, you can use "Add" mode to add new slices, 
"Delete" to remove them, and "Edit" to move them around. 

4.4 Multiple Cross Sections 

Editing a cross section is pretty straightforward, but the whole point of the Forms 
editor is to define your object by a series of these cross sections. If you are able to 
see how the Spacer view shows each sliced cross section, you can use the Spacer view 
to tell Imagine what cross section you want to edit. 

You object may have as many cross sections as you want. In fact, Imagine will 
let you define just a couple of key cross sections, and it will interpolate the inbetween 
ones. For example, if you wanted to build a tower that had a square base and 
gradually turned into a tapered cylinder as it ascended, you could define just two 
cross sections (a square and a smaller circle) and let Imagine interpolate the in between 
cross sections. If you wanted the tower to change from a square cross section to a 
circular cross section midway up, then back to a square cross section, you could define 
just three cross sections. If there is a region where you want the cross section to be 
constant (no interpolations) it is easy to tell Imagine to keep a range of slices constant. 

If you look at the Spacer view, each of the points represents a cross section. By 
default, Imagine assumes each cross section is the same shape, so a defining a single 
shape will set the entire object's cross section. This default cross section is defined 
to be the very top cross section. If you wanted to add a second cross section, you 
would use the "ri.Iake Key" command from the CrossSection menu. This tells Imagine 
that you want to add a second key cross section to your model. When you select this 
option, Imagine will ask you which cross section to define as a key. In the Front 
view, where the different cross sections and their spacings are shown, the top point 
(representing the top cross section) will be highlighted; this shows that this cross 
section is already a key. The unhighlightcd points all represent interpolated cross 
sections. You've told Imagine that you want to make a new key, which means that 
you want to turn one of the interpolated cross sections into a defining cross section. 
By clicking on one of the non-highlighted cross sections, you'll create a new key cross 
section. 

This new cross section is now the one displayed in the Top view. Initially, it will 
look exactly as before, but you can start editing it without affecting the shape of the 
other keys. The title bar of the screen will also display something like "Edit, Cross 
Section #15" which will tell you which slice you currently are manipulating. 

To edit different keys after they've been defined, you use the "Select" function 
from the CrossSection menu. Each key cross section in the Front view will be shown 
in a highlighted color, and you can click on any of them to make that cross section 
appear in the Top view. From there, you can edit the cross section or do what you 
like with it. 

To change a key cross section back to a normal interpolated cross section, the 
command "U nMake Key" will again highlight the current keys and allow you to 
choose the key you want to trash. 

If you have more than one key defined, sometimes it is useful to copy the cross 
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section from one key into the current one. especially if you are making something like 
a totem pole which might have cross sections that repeat often. The command "Copy 
From"" in the CrossSection menu will highlight the current cross sect ions and allow 
you to choose which shape you want to copy. If you want to abort the copy, you can 
use the "Cancel" command also in the CrossScction menu. 

If you want to have a range of cross sections be constant (you don't \Vaut them to 
be interpolated) you just have to set up an extra key. Make a key cross section (with 
"Make Key") at the beginning and end of the range of cross sections you want to keep 
constant. Edit one of them to be the shape you want the entire region to be, then 
when you're done, select the second key. Use "Copy From" to copy the shape from 
the key you've defined. Since both keys are identical, the cross sections inbetween are 
constant. 

4.5 Two Former Views 

The Spacer vic\v is pretty straightforward, lmt an advanced display called the Former 
view gives you complete control over the positioning of your cross sections. Instead 
of just defining the separation bctwec'n each cross section, you can move the cross 
sections from side to side, scale them, tilt them, and even bend them. 

All of these advanced manipulations occur in the "Former Views." This method 
of viewing the placement of the cross sections is similar to the Spacer view in that 
the cross sections arc represented by points connected by lines. But instead of having 
a single point for each cross section, there are actually four. These four points that 
represent the position on the cross section can be thought of as being boundaries of 
tlw cross section at the extreme four compass directions; 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees. 

Actually, when you realize that each cross section is controlled by its fo11r points, 

the Former views become a lot more comprdwnsible. You see the fonr points, two in 
each view. If you move all four points up the same amount, you will move the cross 
section 11p aloug the object the same amount, ju.st like the Spacer vir:w. But since you 
can control more than one point, you can perform much more complex manipulations. 

The bc:ot way to understand how the four points define the size, po:oition, and 
tilt of the cross section is to think of the four points as being hooks that the shape 
defined by the cross section is stretched between. If all of the hooks are level, the 
cross section is level. If you move the hooks apart, the cross section will be stretched 
and get larger. If you move two adjacent hooks higher than the other hooks, the cross 
section will become tilted. You can even move two opposite hooks up, and the other 
hooks down, which stretches the cross section into a shape like a Pringles2 potato 
chip, or a horse saddle. 

For example: If you move the two points in the Front view to the right, the entire 
cross section will be displaced to the right h_v that same distance. If yon move one of 
the front point::-; up and the other down, the cross section will be tilted. If vou move 
all the points apart, the cross section \Vil! be scaled. 

In each rnauipulation, the shape of the cross section stays the same: it is just 

2 Pringles is a trademark of Procter and Gamble Inc. For questions or comments about Pringles, 
call (toll free!) 1-800-54:3 7276. 
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rnoved, scaled, tilted. or hcut. The great part about the Former view is that you cau 
rnake some incredibly complex objects. If you can ma kc a totem pole defined by its 
cross sections using the Spacer view, you can use the Former view to make a totem 
pule that is larger at the base, curkscrews as it ascends. and is tied into a knot at the 
top. True, this would take some work, but it is possible with the control you have. 

Editing the Former control points is exactly as it is in the Spacer view. When 
you drag a point, Imagine will draw ''ghost" lines to the positions of the other three 
control points just so you can see their relative positions. This can be very handy in a 
confusing object. When you add or delete cross sections, remember that you will sec 
four points appear or disappear, since each cross section is controlled by four points 
sim11ltaneously. 

The starting position of the Former points places them in a rough spherical shape: 
the cross sections at the tup and bottom get scaled down to dose in to seal off the 
"'tube." I usually first drag the points top form an open tube, siucc most of the time 
I am designing objects with a straighter geometry. 

There is nothing yon can iu Spacer view that you canuot do in Former view. The 
only disadvantage with Former view is the display complexity. Your final model will 
have the same nurnlH'r of poiuts. edges, and faces no matter what method you use. 

4.5.1 Former Symmetry 

Most of the time you don't need to move each of the four control points independently. 
The Former view has a very useful symmetry feature to fix this problem. If you turn 
on symmetry, whenever you move a point, its corresponding point(s) will follow and 
put themselves in a symmetric position. 

Symmetry is controlled from the aptly named Symmetry menu. There are five 
uptions for symmetry: 

Off Every control point is compktely independent. The default. 

Front The 0 degree points \viii follow the 180 degree points and vice versa. The 90 
and 270 degree points are completely independc11t. 

Right The 90 degree points will follow the 270 degree points and vice versa. The 0 
and 180 degree points are completely independent. 

Both The 90 degree points will follow the 270 degree points and vice versa. The 0 
degree points will follow the 180 degree points and vice versa. Think of it as 
"oval" symmetry. 

90 Degree Every point will follow the corresponcling point in every degree view. 
The cross section will be forced to be undistorted aml level. 

These symmetry options are very easy to use. Nute that turning on symmetry 
does not immediately make the cross sections symmetric: only points you touch and 
move will change. Also. unlike the cross section symmetry, you can turn it on and off 
at will. 

]\lost graceful objects have at least one axis of symmetry, many have two, and 
some have 90 degree symmetry. 
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4.5.2 One Former View 

The One Former view is a compromise between the Spacer view's simple display and 
the Two Former view's versatility. It allows you to use two control points to position, 
scale, and tilt each cross section instead of four. You can't hend the cross sections, you 
can only tilt them in two <lirections, and you can only scale them in one dimension, 
hut it might he all you need to make your object. 

All of the controls from the Two Former view work identically, except that there 
is only one type of available symmetry. It is labeled "Front Side" hut it acts more 
like "90 Degree," so your cross sections will become undistorted and level. 

4.5.3 Swept Objects 

If you are making radially symmetric objects like wine glasses or bowling pins, you 
can use the Detail Editor commands "Sweep" and "Spin," but it turns out that the 
Forms editor can do the same job much more easily. If you make a Forms object with 
a single cross section in the shape of a circle, you can use either of the Former views 
to make a radially symmetric object. Make sure to turn on 90 degree symmetry, then 
just move the points into the wine glass or wedding cake shape you want. 

The advantage of using Forms for defining these radially symmetric objects is 
that your updates arc interactive: you can see how a certain change will affect the 
appearance of your object. You can also easily add and delete points to increase or 
decease your model's complexity. 

4.6 Saving Forms 

You can easily save the current object by using the ''Save" command in the Object 
menu. A saved Form object can be loaded back into Forms for future editing, or 
you can load it into Detail. In the Detail editor, you will again see a traditional 
view of your object, and you can edit your object any way you like, including adding 
attributes and brushmaps. After you manipulate yo?J,T object in Detail, you cannot 
load the modified object back into F'orms! The specific geometry of Forms objects is 
not necessarily preserved by the Detail editor. To avoid getting yourself in trouble, 
you might \Vant to use a convention like mine, where I label Forms objects with a file 
extension .ifm and Detail objects with .iob. 

4.7 New Forms Objects 

Didn't we talk about this a long time ago? Well, almost. If you select the "New" 
option to make a new Forms object while you already have an object loaded, you 
can "convert" it into another Forms object. Imagine will ask if you want to keep the 
same cross sections or the same Form points. If you say "Yes," Imagine will start 
the new object with the points arranged in the same cross section or Former shapes. 
This is very convenient \vhcn you want to automatically reduce the complexity of 
your object. 

Which are de8cribed on 
page 52. 
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Even more importantly, this is the only way to turn on and off the cross section 
symmetry or change from a Spacer view to a Former view or vice-versa. Changing 
from a Former view l.o a Spacer view will lose all of thc: e:rtnz Former information! 
Be careful! 
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Chapter 5 

The Cycle Editor 

The Cycle editor is one rnethod of animating the objects yon have built in tlie Detail 
and Forrns editors, especially when that a11imation is a ccm1plcx. integrated motion 
like a walking man or fiying bird as opposed to simple motion like a ball fiying 
though the air. The Cycle editor gives you control over the motion of an entire 
set of obj('cts relative to C'ach other, espccinlly when th<' objects are supposed to be 
connected together but free to move in complex ways, like an arm com1ccted to a 
shoulder. Trying to make a human figure \Van: its hand bv using the Stage Editor's 
path commands would be insanely difficult; Cycle provides a way of easily defining 
the group's internal motion, which then can be "acted out" on the Stage. 

l\Iost users ignore Cycle; like Forms. it isn't a necessary step in creating complete 
renderings. However, to create complex motions, Cycle is an invaluable tool in the 
animation process. New users 111ight very well want to skip tltis chapter and learn how 
to use Detail and Stage tirst. Hut if you want to make fiying birds, tightrope walking 
men, or helicopter objects that automatically spin their rotors, learning Cycle is well 
worth the time it takes to understand it. 

Cycle pro<luces objects that can be loa<led into the Stage Editor much like those 
save<l from the Detail Editor. Unlike the Detail editor. Cycle doesn't define the 
appearance of the objects. it defines the motion of those objects, and to a lesser 
extent, the object's organization. Cycle "objects" are really a combination of a set of 
normal objects and a description of how those objects should move relative to each 
other over time. The Cycle e<litor is where the positioning of these objects and their 
internal motion is defined. 

It is import ant to understand what smt of motions should be made in t.he Cycle 
Editor and what types are made in the Stage. Cycle is <lesigucd for motion ·'internal" 
to an object. The swinging of a clock's pcmlnlum, the motion of a baseball player's 
anns as h<' swings, and the rotation of a helicopter's rotors arc .. internal." Tl1c idea is 
that as a whole, the object isn't moving, just changing its pose or configuration. The 
clock stays still on the wall, and the baseball player isn't running across the ground 
as he swings. Making entire objects follow paths is exactly what is best done in the 
Stage editor, like defining the path of the baseball after it is hit by the bat, or the 
path a car takes as it turns a corner on a road. The beaut.\· is that these two types 
of motion can easily be combined! The !telicopter, with the Cycle-aninrnted spinning 
rotors, can sinrnltaneously follow a banking path through the air created in the Stage 
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editor. A cycle of a man jogging in place combined \vith a straight path in Stage for 
him to follow makes an instant running man. Learning which editor is the proper one 
to create the type of motion you arc looking for is pretty easy \Vhen you ask yourself 
if the object is moving as a whole, changing shape or pose, or both. 

5.1 Cycle Mechanics 

The Cycle Editor has the customary quadview display, showing top, front, right, and 
perspective views. Unlike the other main editors, you don't actually sec your object 
in the three main views: instead you see and manipulate an abstract "skeleton" of 
your object with only the perspective view representing what your object looks like 
when actually rendered. This skeleton view can be very convenient. since parts of 
your object may be manipulated quickly and easily. The display of surface detail 
is usually irrelevant when you are just trying to define orientation and position of 
a part of your model, so the sparser skeleton display can reduce the complexity of 
the computer display and make it easier to sec the organization of your model as 
opposed to the irrelevant object surface. There an~ occasions when it is important to 
manipulate your object when you can clearly sec these details; the later section Pose 

Cornrnands in Ddail on page 83 talks about this complementary method of cycle 
design. 

The basic organization of a cycle object consists of a set of "links" which arc 
connected in a hierarchy, where a link is connected to its ''parent" and can also have 
"children" links of its own attached to it in turn. The very top level of the hierarchy 
is the axis of the object, which is used in Stage to define the position, orientation, 
and size of the cycle object as a whole. Evr:ry link is below this main axis in the cycle 
hierarchy. 

Links are displayed in the Cycle Editor as long, thin, flat diamonds, with the Z 
axis of the link along the long centerline of the diamond, and the X axis along the 
short direction. A small line points in the direction of the positive X axis so you 
can tell if the diamund has been twisted around to face the opposite direction. The 
main (Z) axis of a link is defined as being at the base of the diamond with the end 
of the Z axis pointing straight through the diamond and endinq directly on top of the 
axis of the link's parent. The links are always directly attached to their parent in this 
manner, and understanding this is critical to understanding how cycle links are set 
up. 

These links can be positioned, rotated, and scaled in any way, though Imagine will 
always keep the top end of the link connected to its parent. The basic mechanics of 
Cycle allow you to position the links in one pose, then position them again in a new 
pose in a later frame. When animated, Imagine will smoothly move each link from its 
initial pose to its final pose. There can be as many of these poses as you like, spaced 
as frequently or as sparsely in time as you desire. When animated, your cycle will 
move to each pose in turn, eventually moving from the last pose to the very first one 
again to begin the cycle over again (hence the term "cycle object.") You have a lot 
of control of cycles when you render; you don't have to loop them, you can start the 
cycle in the middle of its loop, and you can even make the cycle run in reverse. The 
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Figure ri.l: A C.vclc link hierarchy 

7;, 

repeating nature is just a convenient way to define the sequence of poses the object 
follows. 

The C.vclc editor gives yon tools for building and manipulating the links that 
define these poses. It also associates the links with the real objects they represent. 
Every link has the ability tu define a real object's position in the cycle; the position, 
size, and orientation oft he link directly determines the position, size, and orientation 
of the object the link is associated \Yith. One major constraint of links is that they 
alwm·s arc n>1111<'ctcd to their parent. which "keeps yon honest" and prevents arms 
from deUH·hin[S themselves from the shoulder, or rotorblades spi11ni11g off into the 
;nr. If vo11 do want detachable u!Jj<'cts. it is possible to add a link with no real 
ohj<'ct associ;1kd to it. This ki11d of link. u1llcd a ''null link," is used as a spacer to 
pltvsicalh· separate a child from t lw rnain hmh· of the cycle object. Since null links 
are not rendered. there is no \·isiblc connection lwtwecn the child and main object in 
your final pictnrc or animation. 

A final poi111 concerns exactly how an object associated with a link is rendered. 
The object will be scaled, rotated, and positioned so that its Z axis exactly 
corresponds to the size, orientation, and position of the link that represents 
the object. \\'hat this means is that the axis placement of the object when you save 
it in the Detail Editor is 1T11ci11l. For an object representing an upper arm attached to 
a torso. you pro ha hl.v want to position the axis of the upper arm so that the center of 
the axis is at tlw base (the elbow) and the Z axis points up the arm and ends right at 
the end of the arm where the arm would join to the shoulder. \"!hen you associate this 
·'upper arm object .. \\·ith a link. the arm will be accurately placed so that it attaches 
to thf' shonldcr in t!H' proper place. am! has the correct size and orientation. The 
link is uiways connected to its par<'lll. so tlw top of the arm will ahY<1_Ys lw crnmccted 

Null links 1n·c discu.,scd 
on page 78 
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to the torso at the shoulder. The axis of the arm is in the same location as the end 
of the link, so a child object (probably the forearm, or maybe a prosthetic chainsaw) 
would attach to the correct place on the upper arm. 

The skeleton of links and the assignment of objects to those links defines your cycle 
ubject 's appearance. There is a function to assign each link a real object (created in 
Forms or Detail) that will be rendered at the location the link defines. As the links 
change position from frame to frame, the assigned objects will follow the links exactly. 
This exact relationship leads to one of the biggest dangers of Cycle; that when yon 
move a link, your ob_jects might change size when yon don't ward them to. Why is 
this? Since every link is a.lways connected to its parent. if you move the link any 
closer or farther away from its parent, the link has to grow or shrink, and the object 
associated with the link will grow or shrink as well. This might be the effect you are 
looking for, but most non-cartoon objects keep their sizes constant. This limitation 
is really not a restriction, but a necessity to keep children connected to their parent. 

5.2 Creating and Positioning Links 

It is important to understand how cycles work before you try to build any, since the 
exact way that objects ar(' associated with links can get confnsing. You could get 
easily be lost when Imagine seems to put objects in weird places. or especially when 
a figure's head starts swelling when all you're trying to do is make him nod. Read 
and understand the previous section if things get weird and you don't know why! 

Creating a cycle from scratch is very easy. The Cycle Editor displays the standard 
quadview of the world where you manipulate your figure. Remember that the Cycle 
display only shows the position and orientation of links in the main three views, and 
the "actual" object is only shown only in the perspective view. When you first start 
the Cycle editor, you are shown a single axis in the quadview. which can be the basis 
of a new cycle object. if you \Vn nt. to start building one from scratch. 

.Just as in Detail and Forms. there are certain modes that the editor can be in. 
The current mode is always displayed in the title bar along with information about 
which frame you are editing and whether that frame is a keyframe or not. 

When you first start the Cycle editor, the default mode is '·Add," which means 
that Imagine is ready to add new links to your cycle object. By clicking and holding 
the left button when you are pointing at the cycle object's axis in any view, you can 
drag out a link of whatever length and orientation you desire. Remember that the 
length of the link will directly determine the size of any objects they represent! You 
can also make children links by clicking and holdillg the left mouse button on the 
end of a current link and dragging. Usually when you initially build the skeleton of 
links, you just want to roughly place the links in the right positions and sizes and 
get the right number and structure of links set up, since other modes are more useful 
for actual positioning and fine-tuning of your cycle object. This "Add" mode is very 
straightforward, and can be entered at any time by selecting "Add" from the Mode 
menu. 

A complementary mode, "Delete,'' simply deletes a link when you click on its end. 
Any children of the deleted link will also be removed. 
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Other modes allow easy manipulation of the link locations. One mode called 
"1fove" is easy to understand. By clicking on the end of a link and holding the 
mouse button, you can interactively move the link around in any of the three main 
views. You can easily position the end of the link to any position you care to, but 
remember it will always stay connected to its parent, so if you move it closer or 
further away from the parent the length of the link will change! If you want to keep 
the size constant and just change the orientation of the link, two other modes are 
more appropriate and will not affect the size of your object. 

The "Twist'' mode allows you to rotate a link around its long Z axis, in effect 
spinning it around in place. You might want to build an airplane with a propeller 
as a separate link. In this case, Twist will let you spin the propeller around without 
actually moving the link's position. The propeller of your model will spin, but stay 
in one place. If you click on the end of a link, moving the mouse with the button held 
down will spin the link around. 

"Pivot" is used to rotate an object around the point where it joins to its parent. 
If you had a human figure set up as a cycle object, to move the upper arm around 
the shoulder you would use Pivot to rotate the link to its new orientation . .Just like 
twist and move, you just hold the mouse button down as you drag the mouse in any 
window. 

You can pivot, twist, and move any link, but most of the time "Move" is used 
to set link sizes, Twist is used to spin objects, and Pivot is used to position objects 
without changing the object's size. In some motions, using both pivot and twist is 
appropriate, such as modeling a wrist. A wrist can bend (pivot), but it can also rotate 
(twist), and it can even do both at the same time. The main danger to look out for 
is in using Move, since it can easily change the lengths of links. If you are looking for 
realistic motion, don't use Move unless you are setting up or adjusting the link sizes, 
or when you want your objects to change size for a cartoony feeling. 

When you twist, pivot, or move a link, the parent of the link is completely unaf
fected. But what happens to the children of the modified link? Since they must stay 
connected to their parent (the link you are manipulating) they have to move as well. 
It turns out that there are two different ways which the children can react, depending 
on a user-selectable mode. The default reaction is to have the children follow as a 
group whatever changes are applied to their parent. The children will not change 
size, but they will rotate and move to "stay with" their parent. If you twist a link, its 
children as a group will rotate around with the parent. A twisted wrist will make the 
hand flip over, with the thumb still staying attached to the palm in the proper place. 
A pivot will keep all of a link's children together, not left behind to float in space. 
This is almost always exactly the response you want since it allows you to raise an 
arm with a one single pivot instead of moving the upper arm, then forearm, then the 
hand into the proper position. 

This behavior is controlled in the Pick pull-down menu. The default selection from 
this menu is called "Group," which tells Imagine to keep all of the links together as 
a group as described before. The alternative, "Object," allows you to manipulate a 
link independently from its children. If you wanted to spin an object around but keep 
its children still, you could use the object pick method to twist the link, leaving the 
children undisturbed. But what about Move and Pivot? Since the direct children of 
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a link have to be connected to their parent, they have to respond when their parent's 
link is moved to another location. What they do in this case is keep their ends 
anchored, and stretch to stay connected to wherever their parent moves to. Note that 
this means the children will change size! Grandchildren links will be unaffected. 

A special note regards the main axis of the object. It. like the links, can be moved, 
twisted, and pivoted. These changes are not a rf',ol change in your final cycle objfft. 
They merely change your viewpoint of that object in the Cycle editor. Since a cycle 
object is moved and positioned in the Stage editor by positioning and orienting its 
axis, the orientation that Stage assigns the object will make your entire cycle object 
change orientation. If you pivot the main axis in Cycle so that it (and the rest of the 
object) is upside down, the Stage editor won't care and will just reorient the object 
it so that it is rightside up. This in no way limits you, however! You can just rotate 
the object as a whole in the Stage editor, giving yon the exact same effect. 

Pivot, Twist, and T\fove give you complete control over the positioning of links. 
and with Add and Delete you can extend or prune the link skeleton. To actually tell 
Imagine what objects should be associated with these links you manipulate, you use 
the "Assign" mode. \Vhcn in assign mode, you just click on the end of a link, and a 
requester will appear asking for an object's filename. There arc two main restrictions 
in which type of object you can assign to a link. You cannot use a perfect sphere, so 
you'll have to use a primitive sphere made up of triangles instead. Most importantly, 
the object assigned to the link must be a single object and not a grouped set of objects. 
Apparently Imagine doesn't want to have a complex hierarchy of grouped objects 
assigned to yet another hierarchy, this time of links. 

One further restriction of assigned objects: you can assign a lone axis to a link. 
(You might do this to use it as a lamp) but a bug in Imagine 2.0 will not animate this 
link properly. A workaround to this bug involves adding a fe\v points (but no faces) 
to the axis before you assign it. \Vith no faces, the axis will not be visibly rendered. 
but the Cycle editor won't choke the axis' motion. 

Remember the way an object associates itself with a link: the object will be placed 
so that its axis will be at the end of the link, with the objects Z axis pointing towards 
(and ending on) the parent of the link. The object will be scaled so that the object's 
axis will be the same length as the link. If the link changes size, so docs the object 
that is associated with it. (Yes, this has been said a few times, but it is crucial to 
understand this!) 

Even the axis of the cycle object can be associated with a real object. This usually 
isn't a good idea, because you can't change the size, position, or orientation of the 
axis without affecting the entire cycle object. If you want a single object to be the 
parent of the object, just have one link be the direct child of the axis, and assign your 
object to this link. Any other links should be connected to this link or their children. 
Since the top link is the only one connected to the axis, it lies above all other links. 
The advantage over just assigning an object to the axis is that the top link can be 
moved, pivoted and twisted and the changes you make \vill actually register when you 
animate the object. 

Links do not have to be associated with a real object. By just leaving them 
unassigned, they can be used as spacers sometimes called "null links." These null 
links arc especially useful if you want to move a link so that it is not directly connected 
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5.3. ANIMATING CYCLES 79 

to its parent. One example might be a helicopter where the parent link is the main 
body and two children arc the main rotor and tail rotor. If the axis of the body 
is directly below the main rotor, the main rotor's link will be pointing straight up. 
This makes animating the main rotor link easy, since you can just twist it to make 
the rotor spin. But what about the tail rotor? If you have a link from the center of 
the body to the tail, a twist will make the tail rotor rotate sidPways, with the rotor 
moving from the right side of the tail, to the top, to the left, then underneath. If we 
use pivot, the rotor will turn in the right direction, but around the wrong axis! It 
will actually rotate around the top of its link where it joins its parent at the center of 
the helicopter. If animated, the tail rotor would fly into the air, over the main rotor, 
then proceed to move in front of the body, then underneath! Again, this is the wrong 
solution. 

This is a problem where null links are a perfect solution. We want to represent the 
tail rotor as a short link that lies flat, perpendicular to the helicopter body, so that 
twisting it makes a rotation around the small rotor's axle. By adding a null link from 
the body straight back to a position at the tail, we can use this new link as a parent 
for the small rotor. Now it is trivial to animate the tail rotor properly since "twist" 
will make the link rotate the way we want. The null link is completely invisible when 
rendered, so our object's visible geometry won't change at all. 

A final Cycle mode is "Deassign" which allows you to remove the association of 
a link with an object. This is mostly used to convert links to null links, though 
sometimes it is useful to reduce the clutter in the perspective view. After you've 
manipulated the links, you can re-assign the links with the proper object by using 
the "Assign" mode again. 

These tools arc enough to create and position the links of a cycle object of any 
complexity. However, these commands aren't the only way to set up cycle objects. 
Certain tools in the Detail editor can be used in conjunction with the Cycle manipu
lation tools, or as a complete replacement. These alternatives are discussed in length 
in the Pose Commands in Ddail section on page 83. 

Some fairly obvious commands in the Object menu let you load, save, and begin 
new cycle objects. A unique method of saving objects is also given by the "Snapshot" 
command from the Cell menu. Snapshot allows you to save a normal grouped object 
(not a cycle object) of the object that the current link structure and object assignment 
that is represented by the pose as shown in the current frame. (Ecck! Think of it 
as saving the object that is shown in the perspective view.) This command is most 
useful to make special effects, since you can manipulate this new object in the Detail 
editor. These Snapshot objects generally are not directly re-loadable into your cycle 
again after being manipulated. 

5.3 Animating Cycles 

Setting up a hierarchy of links to represent an object is a lot of work, but there are 
terrific benefits. The most important is that you can now quickly and easily reposition 
links to form new configurations and poses of your object. If you specify two or more 
of these poses, Imagine is intelligent enough to be able to figure out how to smoothly 
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change the object displayed in one pose into that of another. This is the basis of how 
Imagine animates cycle objects. 

Imagine has a very straightforward method of letting you specify the way an 
object should change over time. You can specify "key" poses at different times, which 
explicitly state hmv the model should be positioned at those specific times. You can 
have as many of these keyframe poses as you like. Between these keyframcs, Imagine 
interpolates the position and orientation of the links to smoothly change one pose into 
another. These keyframes form "snapshots in time" which are enough for Imagine to 
figure what sort of motion you are looking for. 

One classic example of this would be a walking figure. The first keyframe would 
show the start of a stride, with the left leg straight down, the right with the knee 
slightly bent and foot off of the ground. The next keyframe would show the right 
leg straightened out, with the foot firmly on the ground in front of the torso, the left 
leg on the ground behind the torso with the knee starting to bend to lift the foot off 
of the ground. The third keyframe would be the same as the first with the left and 
right roles reversed; the fourth kcyframe would show the legs opposite to the second 
kcyfrarne, and the final keyframe would be identical to the first, to bring the walker 
back to its original state. These four (or five) different poses are enough information 
to figure out what configuration they take in the inbetween frames. If Imagine does 
a bad job with a particular transition, you can always insert a new keyfrarne midway 
between the other keyframes and explicitly define the "midway" point to show more 
subtle detail. 

Notice how the status line at the top of the Cycle editor's screen contains the a 
title like "Frame: O*" This is important information since the status line tells you 
which frame you are looking at (0 in this ca'le, the very first frame) and whether it is 
a keyframe or an interpolated frame (the * indicates that this frame is a keyframc.) 
Cycles can be as many frames long as you wish. You can choose to specify any frame 
as a keyframe, with the unspecified frames being interpolated from the keys. 

In fact, the total 1mmber of frames you choose is almost unimportant as the Stage 
Editor can automatically use the keyframes to build a cycle moving smoothly at 
whatever frame rate you wish. If you have a four frame walking cycle with every 
frame being a key, you could still load the cycle into the Stage editor and animate it 
using four hundred frames to take those two steps and every frame would be different. 
Conversely, if you made a 400 frame cycle with 20 keyframes, you could render the 
walk as taking only 10 frames to complete, and Imagine would figure out the 10 best 
frames that represent the 400 frame cycle. 

Frame 0 is somewhat special since it is the first frame in your cycle, and is always 
a keyframe. New links can only he added and deleted from this first frame, and it 
is also the only frame where objects can be assigned or deassigned to links. This is 
to prevent links from appearing or disappearing in the middle of a cycle animation. 
Non-zero frames still give you complete control over the position and orientation of 
all of the links. For some reason Imagine starts labeling frames with Frame #0 in 
Cycle, but with Frame # 1 in Stage, so be careful or you might get confused. 

One of the most common motions to animate in the Cycle is a simple rotation. 
You might want to have a spinning propeller, or make the hands of a clock rotate. 
The obvious way to do this is to build one keyframe with the hands of the clock 
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(or propeller) pointing at 12 o'clock and a scco11d keyframe with the hands at G. 
If the hands n1m·c from 12 to 6, then from G tu 12. yuu should get a nice smooth 
rotation. If nm actually try this, you might nm into a problem that sometimes 
occurs with this :rno degree rotation. The problem is that Imagine has no idea that 
these arf' clock hands and are supposed to rotate in a very specific direction. Frnrn 
the beginning and end positions that you \:e defined, it knows th11t the hands .ohonld 
rotate, but which way'! Imagine docs its best, and uses some magic algorithm in these 
cases. Unfortunately, half of the time the magic trick fails, and links rotate the wrong 
way. There is a simple solution to this problem, however. If you use thrtctc keyframes 
(instead of two) with the hands at 12, 4, and 8 o'clock, the direction of rotation is 
plain. You could also nse four keyframes, or even twelve, but three is sufficient to tell 
Imagine the which way to rotate the links. 

The definition of keyframes is fairly easy. ?\lost uf the controls are menu items 
from the Cell menu. If you use "Goto,·· ymdl be asked for a frame number tu visit. 
If this frame is higher than the number uf frames you ·ve already defined, the total 
number of frames is extended and the new frame is made a keyframe. Both the first 
and last frames arc always keys, so Imagine knows what configuration to start and 
finally end with. 

Using the '"Goto'' command. you can visit any frame you wish and manipulate 
the links to make new object poses. If you make any changes to a frame which is not 
a keyfmme (no *in the status line), those changes won't be saved. If you want to set 
up a pose in a frame that is not a keyframe, you can use the Cell menu command 

""Make Key'' to make that frame a key. Conversely, you can turn a kcyframc back 
into a normal interpolated frame by using "Unmake Key.'' 

In each of these keyfrarnes, you can use the standard "Twist,.. '"Pivot.'' and 
"?\love'· modes to edit the pose of your eye!('. To avoid confusion, neveT rn.ow or 

mo.nivulrdl' the rnain a:r:is of the object if you can help it. Remember that :nm cm1 
twist a11d rotate the entire object at once by manipulating the main axis of the object. 
but thesC" actions don't affect the actual cycle when it is animated in Stage. If yo11 flip 
the c1it ire object upside down in a keyframc. you can make what appears to be a cycle 
showi11g your object doing a somersault. I3ut since the axis position and orientation 
doesn't actually get Raved with tlw cycle object, when you try to animate your object 
in the Stage editor, no somersault will happen. As long as you clon"t manipulate the 
main axis, you'll avoid confusing yourself. There are advanced occasions where ma
nipulation is useful, mainly \vhen you want to want to sec how the motion provided 
by a path in the Stage E~ditor and the internal animation in cycle will combine. 

There are quite a fc\Y other Cell menu commands that make it easy to travel 
from keyframe to keyframe. "First:' brings you to frame 0, and '"Last'' brings you to 
the last frame uf tlw cycle. "Next" mm·es you to the next frame (keyframe or not). 
and ··Prcv" brings vou to the previous frame. "'Next Key" will advance you to the 
next keyfrnnw. and "Prev Key'' to the previous kcyframc. All six of these commmH ls 
arc just alternatives to using "Goto'' and cxplicitJv stating the frame you wai1t to 
manipulate. 

A simple use uf "Goto'' with a high frame number can extend the number of 
frames in your cycle. To reduce the number of frames, yon can go to the first or 
last frame and use the option "Remove" from the Cell menu, which will remove that 
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frame from your cycle. In these cases, the second or second to last frame will become 
the first or last frame respectively. 

When building new keyframes, a useful tool is the "Copy From" command. This 
allows you to copy the pose of your object from any other keyframe. This is especially 
useful for the last cell in your animation. If you want to make a true looping cycle 
object, you want the object to return to the same position it started out from so when 
the loop brings the object back to the first frame there isn't a sudden jump in object 
configuration. 

There is actually one subtle problem with this idea, however. If you set the last 
frame to be the same as the first, during the looping animation there will be two 
frames in a row that are identical. If the rest of the frames show a smooth movement 
(like the hands of a clock) there will actually be a an apparent pause in the motion 
as the duplicate frame is played. What we really want is for our cycle to end one 
frame earlier, such that the last frame is the position the hands (or whatever) would 
obtain just before reaching the position that the clock started out on. If we have a 4 
frame cycle of a clock's hands, we want the hands to move from 12 to 3 to 6 to 9, not 
12 to 4 to 8 to 12. 

There are several ways around this looping problem. You could use the Stage 
Editor to only play part of the cycle, and leave off the last frame. A better alternative 
is the following: make your cycle one frame longer than you really want. Use the 
"Copy From" command to copy the first frame's pose to the last frame. Now, move 
to the next-to-last frame, which now has an interpolated pose with the object in 
the "almost back to where it started from" pose. Make this second-to-last frame a 
keyframe. Now go to the last frame and use "Remove." This cycle will now repeat 
smoothly. There is a danger, however! If you have a 12 frame cycle of a clock, use this 
trick to make it smoothly repeat, then stretch the playback of the cycle in the Stage 
editor to repeat twice over 144 frames, there will be a huge jump at frame 73 as the 
clock's hands move from 11 to 12, instead of 11:59 to 12:00 as it should. If you use 
this trick, try to keep the number of cycle frames close to the number of true frames. 
This doesn't mean you need 72 keyframes, just use a lot of interpolated frames. 

In order to help view your animated figure, there is a method of previewing your 
cycle in motion. The Animate menu gives you the ability to make a small, quick 
animation of your cycle. The "Make" option will render every frame in your cycle as 
shown in the perspective view (which might take a while, depending on the number 
of frames you have.) Once made, you can use the "Play Once" or "Play Loop" menu 
items to view the animation. A mini-control panel will appear which allows you to 
set the playback speed, step through the frames one by one, reverse the motion, and 
start from the first frame again. "Play Once" will stop the playback at the end of 
each animation, whereas the "Play Loop" will automatically wrap from the last frame 
back to the first. "Play Big" will use a fullscreen window for the animation playback, 
though the frame rate might slow down. A final option, "Free RAM," will drop the 
animation from memory when you're done with it. 

One last advanced idea. Imagine supports morphing, which can change one 
object's colors and shape smoothly into another's over a number of animated frames. 
This morphing also works with cycles, as long as the cycles have the same number of 
links in the same parent-child relationship, and the same number of keyframes in the 
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same positions. vVith this morphing ability, you can have your walking man slowly 
change colors or whatever as he walks. Since the individual objects morph, you could 
even gradually change your walking man into a gorilla, a robot, or a snowcone. 

Even more exciting, when you morph two cycles, you cau also smoothly morph 
the way the cycle behaves. Yon could have a cycle of a man rmming and another 
c:vcle of the same man walking. H.un11ing and walking have considerably different 
strides, and therefore their cycle animations \vould look noticeably different. If you 
\Vant to animate a walking man who then starts running, you can llse the morphing 
features to change the walk cycle gradually to a running cycle over the period of three 
or four strides. This transition would be bea11tifully smooth and seamless. During 
this transition, the individual objects could even morph their shape. When you think 
about a running man smoothly morphing into a wing flapping bird, you truly see the 
power of Imagine. 

5.4 Pose Commands in Detail 

Hoth the initial setup of a complex object and the later positioning of keyframes can 
be very ditticult, especially since you cannot see the objects that each link represents 
except in the perspective view. Also, setting up the links to begin \vi th can be 
arduous. especially keeping the relative scales of objects correct. For this reason 
there are several alternative methods of creating cycles. These alternatives can work 
as a replacement of the "pivot, twist, move" controls of the Cycle editor, and even 
better, can work in combination with them. The biggest advantage of using the Detail 
editor over the Cycle editor to set up cycles is that you can see the actual points and 
faces of the objects the links represent. The abstraction of the links goes away (this 
is both a good and bad thing,) and more accurate control can result. 

There are two ways that the Detail editor can help Cycle produce its cycle objects. 
The first is in initially setting up the cycle's link structure and object assignments. 
If you have <1 grouped object in the Detail editor, the structure is already defined; 
Imagine knows what the parts are, \vhere they should be placed. awl the objects' 
parent/child relationships. There are two steps involved in using a group to produce 
the cycle structure. The determination of the links is very easy; the grouping hierarchy 
directly defines the way the links are set up. The line that groups a child object to 
its parent is exactly the right length and position to specify the link for that child 
object. Imagine has no problem creating a link for every object in a hierarchy. 

The second step is the tricky cmc. Encry object must have ds a:ris TY'uligned and 
s<·aled. Remember that an object assigned to a link always has its Z axis aligned 
\vith the link. If we want to make a grouped object into a cycle structure, we have 
to rotate each object "s axis so that it is pointing at its parent, and scale that axis 
(without scaling the object) so that the Z axis ends directly at the position of the 
axis of the parent of the original object. If the links are defined by the grouping lines, 
then this axis twiddling will make the object appear at the right size and orientation 
when assigned to its link. 

Imagine can perform this entire process automatically. The option "Cycle Setup'' 
iu the Dd.ail editor's Functions menu performs all of these operations. The structure 
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of your object after using this feature will be unchanged. hut the object axes v;ill be 
modified so the objects will lw in the proper orientation in the Cycle editor. 

Hmv do :vou get this reconfigured object into Cycle? Very easily! Yon cau simply 
use .. Load" i11 the Cycle editor, and enter the filcna rne of a grouped object instead of 
a cycle object. The Cycle object will ask you if you want to convert the object into a 
cycle object. In fact. even if vou havcri't used "Cycle Setup" already, the process will 
he done for .nm a!lV\\·av duriug the loading process. This simple conversion takes a 
lot of tlw drndgcrv out uf the creation of the basic cycle structure. 

Be cardul using the cmJV\'rsion, though! The cycle structures that arc produced 
arc always pnfect copies of the original object as it was shown in the Detail editor. 
but thr:sr strnd11rr·s arc not u.11110.ys defined properly to animrdc easily! Through bad 

placerrwut of axes. you might have arms that don't bend at the cllim\". lmt pivot 
around the center of the forearm. Through had planning. you might have grouped 

the fingers as cl1ildren of the thumb. and not tlw hand. so every time you move the 
thumb around, the fingers tly into the air and tloat like levitating pink sausages. Your 
helicopter's tail rotor isn't going to rotate \veil unless you use the null link trick, and 
if it \Vas simply grouped tu its parent. the main body. you're not going to get it to 
spin the \Ver\' you want. 

It takes planning tu set up every object with its axis placed where you want its 
children to move around am! tu rnake sure that objects arc grouped to the appropriate 
parent. Luckily it is easy tu move the axes aruund in the Detail editor to set up the 
proper positioning (by using shifr-.\I tu move, shift-R to Hotatc, and shift-S to scale.) 

and fairly easy to change groupings to lrnild a proper hierarchy. l!se a simple. plain 
axis in a group if you want to make the converted cycle structure to have a null link. 
B.v putting an axis at the tail of the helicopter and grouping it to the main body, 
then grouping the tail rotor to this new axis. you'll get the right null link structme 

for animation. The pivot centering problem with the arm can he solved by mm·ing 
the axis of tlw upper arm to where the dbm\· should be. and not at tl1c center uf the 
arm. Linking the tingers to the palm instead if the thumb is done just by ungrouping 
the fingers, then regrouping them to the pallll. \Vith a little experience. it is easy to 
get your groups set up the \\·ay .nm need tlwm. 

If the C~·cle cditm's "Load .. cumrnaml can convert the grouped objects, then 
why is tlwrc a "C\cle Setup .. command? The answer has to do with the ability for 
the Cycle editor to load puses uf objects that were made from the Detail editor as 
kc.dram cs (this is that second Detail function that I mentioned a few pages ago and 
left dangling.) You can rnanipulatc that grouped object, save several poses of it. then 
load those poses into C\·cle as kcyfrarnes. Yon don't have to use those h\·ist and pin>l 
commands! However. this ability has some restrictions since yon can perform many 
operations in Detail that Cycle can't duplicate. The '·Cycle Setup ... ··Cycle Slmffie ... 
and "'Cycle Trausfonus'' commands allow you msure that your manipnlations are 
"legal.'' 

There arc a few steps to follow if you \\·ant to use Detail to define your poses. 
First use "''Cycle Setup .. to reorient the axes of the objects; this will insmc they'll 

appear undistorted vdwn \·011 load them into Cycle. Once this preliminary step is 
done. you might want to save your object (using the normal '·Save'' command in the 
Object menu) if you want to use the object (as is) as one of the poses. 
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t!.4. POSE COMMANDS IN DETAIL 

A ··pos(' .. is a co11fig11ration of .nmr uhject that you want to US<' in a keyfrarnc. T<> 
build al]('\\. pos(', th(' idea is to us<' th(' Udail editor's object manipulation commands 

to put vour grouped object into its new shape. The big danger is a lot of the manipu

lations can easilv violate some oft he restrictions plan·d on the \Vay cycles can change 

their configuration. Picking an obju·t 11.11 d sim.ply moniru; it. to a new position .i 11 s I 

isn't allowed! 'Nhy? Because all objects must have the end of their Z axis ahvays at 

the axis of their par<'nt. If yon move an object to a JH'\V position, you 're also rnoving 

the end of that axis. \vhich is not allowed iu cycle objects. Even if you simply rotate 

the object. the Z axis 'vvill rotate off of the parent since the object rotates around the 

center of the axis. Here is \vhcrc Hw cornnmnd '·Cycle Shuftte" becomes useful. If you 

rotate and rnmT the objects around. this command \vill k('ep all of the scaling and 

orientation changes yo11 'vc 111ad('. but it \Vil! TllO\"(' tl)(' objects back to a position so 

their Z axis ends 011 their parent like they arc supposed to. If you pivot an nppcr arm 

(by nsing the normal rotate commands) so that it sticks straight out. it will actually 

pivot around the elbow (that's wh('rc the axis is) and the arm \vill actually detach 

itself from the body siucc it's rotating around its axis \vhich isn't at the shoulder. 

\Vhen you use ''Cycle Shuftte." the objects will move so they arc rcattaclwd to their 

parents th<' \\·ay they are suppos('d to. Only after you use "Cycle Slmfttc'' arc you 

assmed t lwt yom object is in a "legal" pose 1 hat can h(' loaded iuto the Cycle editor 

as a kcyfrarnc. If .\'Clll save a pose \vithout using this cleanup conmmwl yon won't get 

any errors. but you could get \Veinl results whc11 Cycle "fixes'' your mistake for you 

in a way you didn't expect. 

The big problem is that th('S(' rotations arc hard to judge sine(' the individual 

object axes seem to be in th(' worst possible places for manipulations. Evny rotation 

mon·s the Z axis off of its par('nt, and judging what effect a certain rotation will have 

after it's been fixed with '·Cycle Slmffie'' is not pleasant. For this reason. there is 

alJ option call(~d ''Cycle Transform." also in the Functions rncm1. This option acts 

alrnust like a mode, as it nm he turned on and off at \vill. A check mark will appear 

next tu t lw menu option so ,\'OU knmv that it is on or off. 

\Vhat this function allmvs you to do is to rotate an object not arnm1d tlj(' center 

of its axis, but o:ronnd the end of its Z o:ris. \Yhen yon have this option turned on. 

r0Li.ti11g a forearm will make it pivot around the end connected to the slto11lder. the 
way it is ''supposed'' to in Cycle. If you arc setting up objects for poses. yu11'll probably 

\Valli. this option t11n1cd on most of the time. "Cycle Transform'' only changes the 

center for interactive rotations: the nmmTical ''Transformation" requester still uses 

the C('!ll er of the axis. 

When you've placed your object into a new pose, you should probably use "Cycle 

Shuffie" to make sure that your pose is legal, then you can just use the normal "Save" 

command from the Object menu. Give your poses different names so they don't 

overwrite each other! You might want to use number extensions to the name, or 

mini-descriptions of the pose, like clocknoon. iob or clock3pm. iob. 

To load one of these poses as a keyframe in Cycle, first make sure you've already 

used the Cycle "Load" command to convert a version of the grouped object into a 

cycle structure. Goto (or make) to a keyframe, then use the simple command "Load 

Pose" from the Cell menu. The pose you defined in Detail will now be used to move 

the cycle object's links to the right configuration. 
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The possibilities of Cycle arc incredible! This editor is far nnderntilizcd hv be

ginning Imagine users. mostly because it is not a llf'Cessary step to build and render 
objects. But if you are an animator at heart. this editor \Vill give yon the abilit.v tu 

make your objects truly perform the \Vay yon want them to. Defining the appearance 
of an object is only half of the \Vork; making it come alive is the true animator's 
challenge. 
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Chapter 6 

The Stage Editor 

The Stage editor allows you to load previously created objects and arrange them in 
a scene to be rendered. Just like a movie director, you have complete control over 
the actors (your objects,) the camera, and lighting of the scene. If you are making 
an animation, you control the way that all of these change in time. 

The Stage editor is very closely linked to the Action editor; in Imagine 0.9 1.1 
the Action editor vvas even called up from Stage as a subeditor. The Stage Editor 
allows you tu move and place objects, lights, and the camera, whereas the Action 
editor allmvs refinement of those placements. as \vell as defining complex extra fea
tures like morphing and special effects. Because of the close association between the 
editors there are a lot of cross references between these two chapters. If :vou are con
fused about something, you might try skimming through both chapters to look for an 
explanation of whatever you need. 

Every project you make or open from the Project editor has a "staging" file which 
tells Imagine how objects, lights, and your camera are arranged in your scene or 
anirnatiun. Yon can think of both the Stage and Action editors as being wa.vs of 
editing this staging file. When you enter the Stage. this layout file is loaded and yon 
can edit your scene and save the changes. For a IIe\V project, a very simple world 
consisting of a lone camera floating in empty space (no lights or objects) is yonr 
starting point. 

After yuu 'vc used the Stage editor tu make any changes to your scene, yo 11. must 
save your work or Imagine won't think you want to keep any changes you might have 
made. This is done by using the "Save Changes" option from the Project menu in the 
Stage editor before you quit. Luckily Imagine will also put up a requester to make 
sure you dmi"t quit by accident and lose any changes you might have made. 

6.1 Stage Layout 

The basic operation of the Stage editor is very simple; yon have a world in which you 
can place and manipulate objects. You can load as many of these objects as you like 
(well, until you run out of RAJ\1) and manipulate them, placing them into the world 
at any position, size and orientation. 

Loading an object into the world is performed b.v simply using the "Load'' cum-

87 
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mand from the Object menu. The object that you load can be one saved from Detail, 
Forms, or even Cycle. The object will load and will appear in the Stage at the same 
location and orientation it was saved in from Detail. Once in your world, you can ma
nipulate the object(s) by picking them and using the standard move, rotate, and scale 
commands that you use in the Detail editor. You can also use the "Transformation'' 
requester from the Object menu to manipulate your object with exact measurements 
instead of the interactive, but imprecise, mouse movement commands. 

The command "Delete'' will remove objects from your world. 

By using the customary manipulation commands, you can easily set up the objects 
in your world. A simple scene might have you load in a flat plane you built, positioning 
it horizontally in your world to represent the floor of a room. A table could be loaded 
and moved to a position where its legs arc just touching the floor plane. A flowerpot 
can he loaded and moved to rest on the table. The basic layout, especially of a non
animated scene, is really quite straightforward. Load the objects you've built and 
position them in the world so they arc in the configuration you want. You can move 
around your world, add background gridlincs, zoom in and out: all of the standard 
world viewing commands. Your preview window will show you what a perspective 
view of your scene looks like, and you can change the viewing angle and position by 
using the sliders in the window just as in the other editors. 

One convenience is that you can load more than one copy of a single object into 
the scene and manipulate the copies independently. You might have a single tree 
object, but if you load 15 copies of it and place them in a disorganized array, you can 
build a forest out of just copies of this one object. You can even rotate and scale the 
copies so that it isn't obvious that each tree is identical. vVhcn you load more than 
one copy of an object which is called tree, Imagine will name the objects tree, tree.1, 

tree. 2, and so on. Unfortunately Imagine uses 10 times as much RAM to represent 10 
copies of one object. It doesn't realize that it's using identical copies when rendering. 

If you want to rename multiple copies of an object so you can quickly identify 
them, you can use the ''Rename'' command in the Object menu to give each copy its 
own unique name. This allows you to use the "Find by Name" and ''Find Requester" 
more easily. In the Action editor, each object is clearly labeled with its name so 
identifying copies is considerably easier if you use names for duplicate objects that 
describe them like lawntree, biqrnaple, and distanttree than just trr;e.SS. 

vVhen you are manipulating one or more objects, sometimes the redraw rates 
of your three main views can become painful. Luckily, Imagine allows you to au
tomatically "Quickdraw'' any or all of the objects in the world. "Quickdraw All," 
"Quickdraw Pick,'' and "Quickdraw None" act exactly as their counterparts in the 
Detail editor, allowing for much faster updates of complex objects at the expense of 
losing the exact wireframe view of those objects. 

6.2 Camera 

Setting up the object positions is only half of the work of scene design. You want 
to define exactly what view of this world will be rendered: do you want a picture of 
your car driving down a road as seen from the front of the car? The hack? From 
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inside? The \Vay to define the viewpoint from which yonr world is rendered is b.\· 
111anipulating the camera. 

Tlw camera is a11 object i11 your world, and it can lw picked and rotated just 
like normal objects. The can]('rn ahvays exists: you carn10t delete it or add a second 
one. In t lie three 111ai11 views. the camera is shown as two c011ce11tric circles with a 
sl1ort line sticking out of the center. The center of t lie circles represents the camera 
position. am! t lw line points in the direction the camera is facing. \Vlwn you pick tlie 
camera and rut a tc it. the li11e wi II rut ate to rdlcct the new orientation of the camera. 
A "crossbar" is shmvn as a dia111cter passing tlmmgh t lw c-c11tcr to indicate the tilt of 

the camera, so .\·ou can tell if you arc holding the camera at a11 a11glc or on its side. 
The earn.cm. will never show up in the peTspecti11r· vir-w. It is a ··virtual" object with 
no real existc11cc. It tells Imagine v.:liat viewpoint tu use to render .\'Ollr world from: 

it is not an object to be rendered itself. 

A cawera secs 011ly objects that are in front of it in the direction it is poi11ted . 
.Just like a real camera, .vou want to position the camera to get a goo<l view of your 
scene. An essential tool in placing your camera is t.he "Camera View" option from tl1c 
View n1e11u. This option cha11ges your perspective \viwlow from a manually defined, 
arbitrary view of your world to a true view of your world as seen by the camera. The 

camera position awl orientation completely define the view, so the sliders to control 
the viev.;ing angle are disabled in this mode. and zooms and pans in your main three 
views a.lso leave the perspective (camera) vic\v m1cha11ged. 

Setting up vo1u camera position and orientation is pretty easy since you have 
direct feedback from the preview window of v.;hat the camera sees. \Vhilc the camera 
view will update every t.imc there is a change in object. or camera configurations. it 
unfortunately does not update during the rnovernent or rotation, so you can't m;c the 
display tu judge exactly how far to move your object or camera. 

The camera view will give a very accurate preview of what your final rendering 
will shmv if you saYcd your scene in its current state. t!sing the "Quickrewlcr" option 

from the Editor menu is also very convenient to get a quick idea of what the render 
will look like \Vi th all of the objects properly shaded and colored. 

\Vhen you arc manipulating the camera, use of tlw camera's local coordinates can 
lw w:rv corn·('nicnt. Dy setting "local' mode ·with the keyboard command "l" or t.hc 
"Local" gadget on the screen. it is easy to move the camera straight forward and 
back to get closer or further from the scene you arc looking at by moving in t.hc Y 
dir!'ction. (You use shift-Y to restrict the camera tu rnm-c straight in or out. just like 
you would restrict normal objects to move along their 1· axes.) 

Some other camera manipulations are also easier in local mode, since rotating the 
camera in world coordinates can twist the camera in ways you didn't expect. If you 
want to pan the camera up or down, use local X rotation, and you'll be able to raise 
and lower the angle the camera is pointing at without twisting it. Local Z rotation 
will let you pan left or right, and global Z rotation will rotate the camera without 
changing the up/down angle that the camera is pointing. 

Only rarely do you want to twist the camera at an angle, since everything will 
obviously look tilted. If you twist the camera like this (by accident, or by using world 
X or Y rotation), it is usually easiest to use the "Transformation'' command in the 

Object menu and set the Y alignment (in local coordinates) to 0, which will level your 

Q11 ickrcnder i.s 
disn1sscrl in th< 
Com11wn Editor Tools 
section on pagr 17. 

Local coordfrw.lcs 1ffe 

described on page 12. 
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cauwra. 

If thcs<' callH'l'<t rotations seen1 confusing, you can ahvays get acceptable results 
hy alwm·s rotating the camera in the local X or Z directions. and never using \Vorld 
coordinates or local Y rotation. 

Act 11a lly, lllany t irncs you never have to rrnumallv point the camera: there arc \Vays 
to get the camera to "track.'' making it automatically mt ate to point at an object. 
Tlw co111rnmHI to do this is called ··Camera (Rc)track" which is fonrnl in the Object 
nwn11. \Ylwn you execute this command, a requester will pup 11p asking for au uhject 
name: yon just tvpc in the name of the object .\·011 w;rnt the c;rn1era to look at. (Tliis 
is the name you might have already set. like bignwp!I' in the pn'\·ious example.) Tlw 
carnen1 \viii look directly at the ru:is of the object ~·011 tell it to track. You can use 
''Find Heqncster" to get a list of the names of your cmTent objects. This tracking is 
a unc- ti rnc ai rni ng of your camera: the angle \viii not u pd a tc if you move the camera 
or the object. In this case .. \·ou nrn use ··Camera (Rc)track' agaiu to tell the camera 

to point at it (or another) object again. 

You can iwtkc tlw cm11crn permanently point at an object from the Action Editor: 
this is discussed Oil pag(: 110. \Yhcn this is done, the "Camera (Rc)track" cunmHnHl 
\vill 11ot ask fur an object to point at but will irnmediatclv ''refresh" its direction 
and point at the object you've assigned the camera to track each time yon select the 
curnmmHl. 

Often you don't want the camera to point at an object, lmt jnst at a poi11t in 
space. Imagine allows you to do this by adding an axis to the \Vorld that can he 
rewurwd and moved jnst like a normal object. but docs not show up when rendered. 
If you use '·Add Axis'' from tlw Object menu. an axis \\'ith the defanlt narne of trod'. 
will be added to the world. Yon can mm·c this track axis any·\vherc vou like. and 
you can use the ''Carnera (Hc)t rack" command to point the camera to the location 
indicated by this track axis by telling the camera to track tlic object named truck. 

6.3 Lighting 

There is a critical element that has to be added to every scene before it is rendered: 
lights! \Yhcn Imagine renders a scene, it has to know what sort of lights arc in the 
scene and where they arc pusitiuned. A scene with 110 lights wonld render as all black. 
Some lights can he !milt into objects, but usually the lights are added in the Stage 
editor. 

Lights are shown in the three main views, and are represented by a circle with 
a dot in the middle. You can add as many or as few lights to a scene as you care 
to, but almost always you want at least one. To add a new light, select "Add" from 
the Object menu, and "Light" from the submenu. The light will appear at the origin 
of the world; you can pick it and use the standard movement commands to place it 
wherever you like. 

Like the camera, the lights will not show up in the perspective view. Lights are 
invisible; you only see the effects of the light source and not the light itself. Even if 
the light is in the view of the camera, the actual render will not show a spot where 
the light source is. If you want to be able to see where the light is coming from, build 
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a light bulb object, a transparent sphere, or some other physical object and place it 
on or near where you put your light source. Even better, build an object with the 
light incorporated into it. 

You have a lot of control over lightsources; you can change their color and inten
sity. whether they cast shadows, if !.hey dim with distance, and \vhct.hcr t.he light is 
"spherical" or casts light only in one direction like a spotlight. These opt.ions are all 
controlled from the Action editor. lJ sually yon place a light in the scene where you 
want it. awl later diddle with its attributes in the Action editor. 

If the light is a directional spotlight (again, defined from Acticm) the light will 
have a small line pointing out of it that indicates the direction the light is facing. You 
can use the rotation commands to point the light in \vhatever direction you wish, and 
you can even track a light to an object just like you can with a camera. 

Light design is a difficult and important problem. There is a short discussion of 
lighting setup in the Appendix on page 142. 

6.4 Animation 

Setting up a basic scene really is pretty sirnple: load your objects, arra.nge them, point 
the camera. add a couple of lights, save the scene, then render. But there is a special 
magic to animation, where your scene becomes alive and the viewer gets to experience 
your virtual world in motion instead of in just a simple still frame. 

Animation has its own set of special set of controls and functions. To build a 
one minute animation of 1800 frames, you luckily do not have to visit each frame 
and place the objects and camera where you want them do be for that specific frame 
(though you can if you want to!) 

Animation requires the use of the Action editor at least once to define the length 
of the animation is defined. Imagine defaults to a one frame animation. which is just 
a single still picture. After you define a multiple frame animation, several commands 
in the Stage become useful in defining the way your scene changes in time. Perhaps 
the most apparent change after you tell Imagine that you are making an animation 
is that when you start the Stage editor it \viii now immediately ask which frame you 
would like to go to. You can view any frame of an animation from the Stage and 
manipulate the objects in t.he world at those times. (Tvluch more on this later!) 

Imagine has several tools that help define motion. You can have objects follow 
set paths i11 time, or you can "tween"' positions where you define a starting frame 
m1d position. and the ending frame and final position, and Imagine \vill automatically 
generate the inbetween positions. Similar tools can define scaling and rotations as 
well. Cycle objects can create complex model motion. 

When you have a multi-frame animation, you can move to specific frames by using 
the commands from the Frame menu. These commands are fairly straightforward. 
''First'' will bring you to the first frame, "Last" will bring you to the last frame. 
''Next" will advance to the next frame, and "Prcv'' will back up to the previous 
fra1t1<'. The command "Goto" will let you cuter a specific frame number to visit. 

Definition of thcse 
light pamrnctcrs is 
described o ri paqc 106. 

The definition of 
animation length is 
described on page 97. 

Cycle objects are really 
controlled from the 
Action Editor. Sec 
page 102 for a 
complete description. 
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6.4.1 Keys 

When a scene is animated, the actors (objects, camera, even the lights) can change 
size, position, orientation, and even identity. Most of the time there is a set of objects 
that never move in your world, like trees, and another set of objects that do move, 
like cars traveling down a road (perhaps aimed at the tree?) The camera can also 
move and rotate during the course of the animation. 

The most common change objects undergo in time is to move from one position to 
the next. It would be an evil task to have to manually position every object in every 
frame, but luckily Imagine allows you to quickly define simple straight line motion. 
One method of defining this rnotion (and object orientation and scaling) uses a key 
technique much like how the keyframes in Cycle told Imagine how the cycle object 
changed configuration in time. By defining the starting position of an object at one 
frame and the ending position of the object in a later frame, Imagine can easily figure 
out where the object should be placed in the inbetween frames. This can also be done 
to define the size and orientation of any object in time. 

Instead of using keyfrarnes like the Cycle editor, Tmagim· lets you set up keys in 
a more versatile way. Each object can have its own keyfrarnes that start and stop 
in any frame; other objects do not necessarily have to have the same key structure. 
For example, you could tell Imagine to position a car at one location in frame one, 
and another location in frame 100. Between those keyframcs, Imagine will interpolate 
the car's position so it smoothly moves to its end position. You could then add a 
second car that appears at frame 30, passes the first car, and by frame 80 it is out of 
view. The objects don't have to have their keys in the same frames; each object has 
independent keys. 

In fact, the position of an object can be keyed completely separately from that 
object's other size or alignment keys. For example, if you want an airplane to move 
from one position in one frame to another position in a second frame, you could set 
up the position keys just like you did for the car. The size and alignment of the 
airplane never change, since you haven't added keys for them. If you want the plane 
to do a barrel-roll over a couple of frames in the middle of the airplane's flight path, 
you could add new alignment keys for the frames in the rniddle. perhaps saying "The 
airplane is rightsideup in frame 10," "The airplane is upsidedown in frame 15," and 
"The airplane is rightsideup in frame 20." These alignment keys \Vould be in addition 
to the position keys that say "The airplane is at this location in frame 1," and "The 
airplane is in this second position in frame 40." The position keys are totally separate 
from the alignment keys, so these five keys together will produce the effect you want. 
\Vi th standard kcyfrarnes. you'd have to set the position. orientation, and scaling 
in all five keyframes, \vhich is much more work. I rnaginc's method is much more 
versatile, though it is more confusing. 

If you like the idea of strict keyframes like cycle objects use, you can just make a 
position, alignment, and scaling key every time you want to define a key for any of 
the three. This will give you the same results as the standard keyframe technique. 

Keys arc talked about in the Action Editor; the best way to understand them is 
to visualize them in the timeline display the Action editor uses. If you understand 
the way the keys work after reading about them in Action. you can use certain tools 
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in the Stage to define them quickly and easily. 

Keys can be defined from the Stage editor by a simple menu cummand. Go to 
any frame. and manipulate the object you want to build a key for. To make the 
object "s current position as a key in the current frame, use the commaml ''Position 
Bar·· from the Object menu. Similarly. yon can make alignment and scaling keys by 
using ''Alignment Bar" and "Size Bar.'" These commands will add a nevv bar to the 
object's position, alignment, or size timeline in the Action editor. By executing two 
or more of the commands. you can key (for example) both position and alignment or 
even the complete definition of position, alignment, and scale. 

For example, say we want to make the airplane that travels in a straight line with 
a barrel roll for a few frames in the middle. You would go to frame 1, load the plane, 
and position the plane where you wanted it. You would then select "Position Bar" to 
sd the start position. Then yon could use the "Goto" command to go to frame 40, 
posit.ion the plane in its new location, and use ''Position Bar" again. If you previewed 
the animation. you would see the plane smoothly move from its starting position to 
the ending position in frame 40. To add the barrel roll, you could go to frame 10 and 
select ''Alignment Bar" to tell Imagine that the plane is still rightsidcup at that frame. 
After going to frame 15, you turn the plane upsidedown and hit "Alignment Bar" 
again, then finally go to frame 20, orient the plane level again, then hit "Alignment 
Bar" for a final time. These three key alignments will tell Imagine "From frame 10, 
start with the plane level. then smoothly turn it upsidedown by frame 15, then turn 
it back level by frame 20." This will make your barrel roll. Note that the barrel roll 
won't interfere with the smooth movement of the plane moving from its start and stop 
positions! Different types of keys do not interfere with the other keys on the object, 
so the position keys are completely independent from the alignment keys, which are 
completely independent from the size keys. 

Changing an existing key is simple: you just move to the frame where the key 
is defined and manipulate the object to its new position, orientation. or size. If you 
change the object's position on a frame defined as a key position. the old key position 
will be replaced with the new one. Similarly, alignment and size keys can be changed 
by simple manipulation of the object in the frame where the alignment or size key is 
defined . 

This process is quick and easy except for one thing; it is difficult to identify the 
frames where you have already defined keys. There are no visual cues in the Stage 
editor to tell you which objects have been keyed in the current frame, or to show 
what frames an object has keys in. Unless you remember that you started your barrel 
roll in frame 10, changing the alignment key might be difficult, since the only way to 
update that key from the Stage editor is to visit the proper frame. The only way to 
really sec what keys an object has dc.flninq its motion is to go to the Action editor! 
Csually when you want to make changes to the keys of an object it is easiest just use 
the Action editor, which is built for viewing and changing the keys. 

Another important point: if you have, for example, an airplane moving between 
two key positions, you can't arbitrarily manipulate the airplane's position in one of 
the in between frames. If you go to one of the not-a-keyframe interpolated frames, you 
can easily move the object, btd even if you use "Save Changes" yonr movement will 
not be saved! Imagine says "Oh, you have keys at the start and end, I know where 
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the object shonld be.'· You arc allowed to manipulate objects because you might be 
setting up a new ke:v. lrnt unless .vou actually make that ke:v, the changes don't mean 
anything and are not so.rwd when you go to another fm.nu; or leave Stage. A very 
common and confusing problem results when new users can't figure out why their 
objects keep resetting their positions. 

True control of keys is easiest to set up in the Action editor. You can set up keys 
using the quick ·'Bar" commands from Stage to get the positions, orientations, and 
sizes right, then go to the Action editor to better redefine and manipulate the keys. 

\Vhen you are manipulating objects for keys, sometimes it is very useful to move 
objects so they are in the same relative position or orientation to an object as they 
were previously. If you wanted to keep two objects the same distance apart from each 
other in two different frames, you might use the command "Reset Relative" from the 
Object menu. This command will let you copy the relative position or orientation of 
an object from a previous (or future) frame to the current frame. 

For example, if yon have an animation of a landing Space Shuttle, you might have 
a couple of "chase planes'' that follow the shuttle down. If you initially position a 
chase plane a little alJ(JVe and behind the shuttle, you might \\:ant to keep the plane 
in that same relative position for most of the animation. '{ou could do this in man_v 
ways, but if you are using straight-line keys for the Shuttle's position, you probably 
want to use keys for the chase plane as well. All you have to do is move the chase 
plane to the proper position in the first frame, and use the "bar" commands to make 
that position a key. Then, go to a later frame (probably when the Shuttle has a new 
key). The chase plane will still be in its old position. If you pick the shuttle, then 
the plane, then choose the "Reset Relative" command, Imagine will ask you what 
frame to use. vVhen you enter the frame number where the chase plane's position 
was initially defined, Imagine will find the relative position of the chase plane to the 
shuttle in that frmne (a little above and behind) then move the chase plane in the 
current frame to be in the san1e relative position. This also works for orientation, su 
is you have the shuttle banking or turning, you could have the chase plane bank and 
turn the same amount. 

Although using keys for defining the position of an object is awfully useful, they 
are somewhat stodgy since objects only move in a straight line between keys. I once 
made an animation of what I thought would be a bee buzzing around some flowers, 
but when animated it looked more like a pinball game with this fiying ball banging 
into brightly colored bumpers. The straight line motion looked blatantly artificial. 
There are solutions to this problem, however! In the Action editor, there is an object 
attribute called "Hinge" that allows yon to make curve your paths while still using 
the keys. A more direct method of making smooth and graceful motion is to use a 
spline path. 

6.4.2 Spline Paths 

Keys aren't the only way to define the way an object's position or orientation; some
times you want an object to follow a complex path instead of bouncing from key 
position to key position along straight lines. Imagine lets you define spline paths for 
objects to follow. 
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6.5. ANIJl.IATION PREVIEW 

These paths are exactly the same as the ones used in the Detail Editor. Imagine 
lets you build and edit the paths in either editor, which is a great boon. There are 
some subtle differences between the way the two editors edit paths, mostly in the way 
the path manipulation commands are named. You can add a new open or closed path 
by nsing the "Add .. command in the Object lli('nll. Yon can edit a path by picking it 
and sel('cting "Edit Path" mode from the J\Jodc mcrni. In the Edit Path mode, th(' 
Path menu becomes active. You can pick a control point, and delete it by selecting 
"Delete Point'" from the Path menu instead of using the simple "Delete" cmmrnmd 
as in Detail. Tu add a new control point to the path. you do not use "Fracture"' as in 
Detail. but instead use the ''Split Segment'' command from the Path menu. To save 
a path, you use the "Save Path'' command from the Path menu instead of Detail's 
generic "Save." All of the manipulations of spline paths are the same as they are in 
Detail, with the exception that you cannot define paths by positioning axes like you 
can in Detail with the "Make Path" command. The command ''Pick Groups" will 
exit the "Edit Path" mode, and you can manipulate objects normally again. 

Paths are mostly used in the Stage editor to define the paths for objects to follow. 
You can pick, scale, and rotate the paths like real objects, including keying the path's 
position or even having them follow paths of their mvn. Assigning objects to follmv 
the paths is all described in the Action editor. but the ways you can use paths arc 
virtually unlimited. You could make a circular path for a planet-colored sphere to 
follow. If you put a bright yellow light emitting sphere in the center, you have a 
miniature solar system. But you could also have a second, srnallPT circular path 
which follows the first path _just like the planet! You could assign a second, smaller 
sphere to this second path. Boom! A moon! You could even add a third path which 
follows the second to make a space station which orbits the moon! 

You have a considerable amount of control over how an object follows a path, 
all of which is defined in the Action editor. One utility function which is useful is 
the "Show Path Length" command from the Object menu. This computes the total 
length of the object in Imagine Units, which can be useful when determining speeds 
and accelerations of moving objects. 

6.4.3 Tracks 

Oue last useful function of the Stage editor is the ability to add plain axes into the 
scene. Though they aren't rendered, they can be manipulated just like real objects, 
keyframed, and can even follow paths. The usefulness of these axes are basically as 
targets. If yon want the camera to point at a particular point in space, you could place 
a plain axis at that point and then tell the camera to point at it with the "Camera 
(Re )track' comrnand. In fact, when you add an axis to the scene with the ""Add" 
function in the Object menu, the default name of the axis is track. 

6.5 Animation Preview 

In order to help view your animated scene, there is a method of previewing your 
animation right from the Stage editor. The Animate menu gives you the ability to 
make a srnall. quick animation of your scene. The ""J\lake'' option will let you choose a 
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set of frames to animate. Imagine will ask you for three nmnbers: the starting frame, 
the ending frame, and the ''step.•· or how many frames to skip (for quick previews, 
sometimes seeing every frame just wastes time.) For example, entering "12,22,~)" at 

the requester will make a (very) small animation of frames 12, lS, 18, and 21. The 
frames rendered will look just like the view yon see in the perspective \Vindow: it 

will be rendered with the same viewpoint (camera view or not) and display mode 
(wireframe or solid.) Once the animation is made, you can use the ''Play Once" or 
"Play Loop'' menu items to view the animation. A mini-control panel will appear, 
which allows _von to set the playback speed, step through the frames one by one. 
reverse the motion. and start from the first frame again. "Play Once'' will stop the 

playback at the end of each animation. whereas the ''Play Loop" will automatically 
wrap from the last frame back to the first. ''Play l3ig'' will use a fullscreen window 

for the animation playback. though the frame rate might slow down. A final option. 
''Free RA~I .. will drop the animation from memory when you're done with it. 

A final command is found in the Object menu. "Snapshot" works much like the 
Cycle command of the same name. It allows you to pick an object in the \Vorld. then 
save it so you can manipulate it later in any of the editors. vVhy would we \Vant to do 
this? Aren't objects loaded from a file to start with? So why bother saving it? vVcll. 
that's almost true. There are some manipulations you can perform with Stage and 
Action that will modify your object. and yon might want to save the modified version. 

These manipulations are both controlled from the Action editor. l\lorphing objects 
and special F/X can change both the appearance and geometry of your object, and 
you might \Vant to save your object in this changed configuration. For example, you 

might have an object morphing from one shape to another, and want to have a copy 
of the object in its rnid-morph configuration to manipulate. To use Snapshot. just 
pick the object you want to save (in the frame you want) and select the ''Snapshot" 
comuiand. Imagine will ask for the filename to save the object as. The object can 

then be loaded in and manipulated in the Detail or Stage editors; it's just like any 
other object. 

Stephen ~Ienzies, an excellent Amiga artist. used this function to produce excel lent 
results in one of his renderings. In his picture E:rploded Garden, he took made an 
ellipse and used the Explode F /X to expand it to about twice its volume. The 
individual triangles of the ellipse becarnc visible with large gaps between them, giving 
the volume a delicate fimver appearance. He then used the "Snapshot" command to 
save the half-exploded volume as a new object. By adding a green stern to the ''flower .. 
in the Detail editor, he was able to create a very effective plant model. 
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Chapter 7 

The Action Editor 

The Action editor is a close partner of the Stage editor. In fact, there is nothing that 
can be done in Stage that can't be done from Action other than editing paths. \Vhat 
Action allows you to do is define where your actors (lights, camera. and objects) are 
positioned in e\·ery frame of your animation. The Stage is very convenient since it 
allows interactive manipulation of your world. but complete control is provided from 
Action. 

The Action editor has a display unlike any other of Imagine's editors. Instead of 
showing a graphic representation of your world as in Stage, it instead shows a tirneline 
of your world, identifying the actors and their position. alignment, scale, and F /X 
applied to those actors, as well as the global world parameters in each frame. These 
timelines completely define what your scene will look like. You can think of the Stage 
as being an interactive way to manipulate some of the information in the timelines. 

7.1 Time Line Display 

The timeline display is very straightforward. The camera and every object and light in 
the seem~ each have a horizontal row containing seven subrows. Thl' vertical columns 
represent tirnc. as measured by frame numbers. The total number of frames in your 
animation is shown in the small gadget in the upper left of the screen. The default 
number of frames is just one: a single still frame. To make an animation, just enter a 
new number in the ·'#of frames" gadget. The most number of frames you can have is 
9,999, which is probably a hundred times longer than most animations you will ever 
make. 

If there <1re many actors, they might continue on downwards off of the screen. You 
can use the large scrollbar on the right hand side of the screen to view any section of 
the list of actors you like. You can similarly scroll through frames that extend off of 
the screen by using the horizontal scrollbar on the bottom of the screen. 

The subrows represent different parameters of the object, such as its location 
and orientation in the world and what the filename of the object is. A complete 
explanation of each subrow is found in next sections. but here is a quick summary of 
what the subrows represent. 

Actor Specifics what the actor represents, either by naming the object's filename or 
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Figure 7.1: A view of the Action display for an example animation 

light source information. Also controls object morphing and Cycle objects. The 
camera has an Actor subrow, but you cannot add a timeline to it. (Page 101) 

Position Specifics the actor's position in time, either by key positions or paths. 
(Page 106) 

Alignment Specifies the actor's orientation, either by keys, paths, or tracking to 
other objects. (Page 109) 

Size Specifies the actor's size by keys. (Page 111) 

Hinge Defines another object which is used to modify the path the actor takes when 
it moves between key positions. (Page 106) 

F /X Adds a special function to an object, like explosions or rippling. There are two 
subrows so you can add more than one F /X simultaneously. (Page 112) 

A tvpicnl view of an Action screen is shown in Figure 7.1. The vertical columns 
rq>r<'St'llt frames. Each of the subruws ca11 extc11cl across 011c or more of these frames, 
dcti11i11g 011c of the actor's attrilmtes for that range of frames. Au animation of a car 
1110\·ing down a road for 20 frames might haw~ an object cleverly called car. If the car 
entered the animation i11 frame 1 aud left the animation in frame 20. there wu11ld lw 
a bar in the "'Actor" subrmv in the car's row. stretching from the culmrm represc11ti11g 
frame l to the column rcprcsc11ti11g frarnc 20. The har tells Imagine that thfTP is 
iudccd an object that should be in the world from frame l to frame 20. and also tells 
Imagine what the filename of the car object is. If .\'ull were rendering a single still 
frame. the subrows \Vould all just haH' stnbhy. one column wide bars. 
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7.1. TIME LINE DISPLAY 99 

These bars graphically represent how and when information such as the position 
or orientation of actors arc defined. The specific information that these bars represent 
(such as what the actual filename of the car object is) can be modified very easily. 
The Action editor has certain modes (all accessible from the Functions menu) which 
will edit. add. delete, and even rename actors and their timelines. The default mode, 
"Info ... will pop up a requester for any timclinc that is clicked on. The requester lets 
you inspect and modify all of the parameters that the timeline defines, including the 
start and stop frame numbers of the timelim· itself. 

Different varieties of timclines arc shown in different colors to rcticct the different 
types of information they represent. Even in the same subrow there are sometimes 
different color timelines to represent different methods of determining an object's 
configuration. For example, a timeline that determines the object's position by keys 
is colored green, whereas a yellow bar represents the position when it is specified by 
a path. Don't worry too much about remembering what color stands for what; you 
can always click on a bar in "Info" mode to see what the bar stands for. If all of the 
bars were the same color, it would be hard to distinguish the individual bars from 
this big spaghetti pile of monochrome boxes. This way we still have a spaghetti pile, 
but at least we can see the individual noodles quickly and easily. 

The detailed information that each of these different color bars contain is described 
in the next sections, but this is a quick guide to the different bar types: 

Red Actor, either an object filename or lightsource parameters 

Orange Actor, representing a morphing object 

Neon Green Position. defined by keys 

Yellow Position, defined by a spline path 

Blue Aligmnent, defined by keys 

Aqua Aligmncnt, defined by a path the object is following 

Light Blue Alignment, defined by a ""track'' 

Purple Siz;e, defined by keys 

Pink Hinges 

Blue F/X 

The basic commands from the Functions menu all act on all of these bars the 
same way. You can create a new bar by entering '"Add" mode. Position the cursor 
in the subrow and frame number where you want the bar to start, and click the left 
mouse button. Imagine will print something like "Start Frame is 4, choose ending 
frame." In the same sv.brow click on the column representing the ending frame of the 
bar. If the subrow you are in allows different types of bars (like the option of using 
keys or paths for detcnnining position) a requester will pop up asking you to choose 
between the different types of bars. For subrows with only one type of bar in them 
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(like the actor bar,)no requester will appear and the default type will be used. In 
either case, another requester will appear, representing the detailed information that 
bar represents, such as the actor information specifying the object's filename. This is 
the same requester that "Info" displays; Imagine assumes that you want to enter the 
particular information tlw IH'\\. bar represents immediately after you create it. You 
can always change the i11furrnatio11 later with the ''Info'" command again. 

If you start adding a new bar hut want to cancel the addition (because you screwed 
11p, or lost track of what you are adding) you can mw the menu option "Cancel Add"' 
to stop the addition. 

You can also add new actors to the world by adding a new '"Actor" bar in the row 
with an object named (new), which is always found at the end of the object list. 

It is simple to delete timelines. Enter "Delete" mode and click on the bar you 
don't want anymore. Boom, the timelinc disappears. You can also delete entire 
objects by clicking on their name at the far left. which erases all six of the subrows 
and removes the object completely from the world. 

The "Rename" mode acts just like the "Rename" option from the Stage Editor. 
The name of an object does not necessarily have to be the filename of the object, it 
can be set to whatever name is most convenient or descriptive. This makes naming 
multiple copies of an object with more descriptive names easier. Two or more objects 
with the same name will a11tornatically numbered, so yon will get names like CAR 
and CAR.2. To rename an object, enter "Rename" mode and click on the name of 
the object on the far left. 

\iVhen you have a lot of actors, sometimes the display can get a little confusing. 
You can use the "Find" command to find a specific actor if you know its name. 
"Sort" will sort the actors in alphabetical order. This is more useful then you might 
think. When you are positioning objects in the Stage editor, sometimes you want 
to reorder the actors so that the objects you arc manipulating are rendered in the 
preview window first; you don't want to wait for the other objects to render. If you 
rename your objects from something like CAR to AAACAR then use "Sort" you'll 
place the object first in the list of actors, and it will render in the preview window 
before anything else. vVhcn you have many complex objects. this can be a great 
timesaver when you arc making frequent adjustments to your scene. 

7.2 Keys 

The three types timclines representing position, alignment, and scaling share one 
convenient way of defining the object's orientation. They all can be defined by keys. 
By defining the starting position of an object in one frame and the ending position 
in another frame. Imagine can smoothly move the object from one point to the other 
in the inbetwcen frames. 

Keys show up clearly in the Action editor. For example, position keys are shown 
by green bars which extend over the frames they are keying. The keyframe the bar 
repre8ent8 is the last frame of the bar. The rest of the bar shows which frarne8 the 
position or whatever is being interpolated over. If there is no position bar for a 
particular frame, the position of the object is determined by the position in the last 
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frame which the object had a position defined. For example, if an airplane has a 
key for one position in frame 1 and a key for another position in frame 40, you will 
see two bars in the position subrow. The first key will be only a small red block, 
beginning and ending on frame 1. This bar says ''011 frame 1, the object ends up in 
this position.'' The second bar would extend from frame 2 to frame 10. and would 
contain the final position of the airplane. This frame says "At frame 40, the object 
ends up at this position. From frames 2 :~9. the object's positio11 should he smoothly 
interpolated.'. 

Key from.es are determined by the last fl"ame of a position, alignment, (!/"size bar! 

To make an object like a tree stay in one place over time, you cm1 just add a 
one-frame bar in frame 1. In future frames, there is no bar to tell Imagine where to 

place the object, so it goes back to the last known position (defined in frame 1) and 
uses that. Thus, the object stays in place for the duration of the animation. 

To "teleport'' objects (make them change position by suddenly jumping from one 
place to another), just add one-frame-wide bars. For example, a one frame bar in 
frame 1 defining one position and a second one frame wide bar in frame 20 defining 
anuther position will create an animation of an object that sta.vs in um· place for 
frames 1 19, and suddenly jumps to a second position and st.a.vs there fur frames 
20 40. 

If there is no position bar in frame 1, Imagine sets the position tu 0,0,0. Similarly, 
the default alignment is straight and size is :~2.0 (the default axis size in Detail.) 
You almost always want to define a starting position, alignment, aud siz;e, or you can 
easily confuse yourself (especially when you can't figure out why your object is st11ck 
at the origin.) 

When you use the Stage editor's "Position Bar," "Alignment Bar," or "Size Bar" 
commands, the timclines arc modified in one of three ways. If a key already exists for 
that frame (a bar ends on that frame,) the key position, alignment, or size for that 
key is replaced with the object's nc\v position, alignment, or size. If a har doesn't 
exist. a new bar will be made with the end of the bar in the cmTcnt frame and the 
beginning of the bar extending back to the frame after the last frame containing a 

bar. If a bar passes through the current frame, that bar's beginning is moved to the 
fra1m' after the current fran1e, and a new bar is added ending 011 the current frarne 
and extending back to the frame after the last frame containing a bar. 

Keys are important, and using the "Position Bar," "'Alignment Bar," and "Size 
Bar" commands from Stage combined with manual editing from the Action editor 
you can produce any key motion you like. 

7.3 Actors 

A very straightfonvard s11hrow for every object defines exactly what object (the spe
cific filename) is used to represent the actor when the scene is rendered. The object 
is usually an object you saved from the Detail editor, but it could also be a Cycle 
object. If there is no timeline for any particular frame, that Actor will not be rendered 

.for that .frame! If the s11brow is describes a normal object (as opposed to a light 
or the Global actor) when you use "'Info"' to display the specific informatiou in the 

By thP way. kcyfmrnrs 

arc the last frame of u 
position, alignment, or 
si;:;e bar. Sure, I've 
said this 4 times now, 
bat ll is crucial! 

This souruls a ld/11 
um/using. but n·o.d it 
through slowly ... 
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Object File Info 
Start rraMe 1 End rraMe 58 

FilenaMe solid:objects/aMigasphere.iob 
NuMber of cycles to perforM 8.9898 
Initial cycle phase (8.9 I I 1 .8) 8.eeee 

Reverse cycle Motion 
Transition fraMe count e 

OK Cancel 

Figmc 7.2: Tlie standard actor information req1wster 

.. Actor" subrow, you are showu a requester like the one in Figure 7.2. The gadgets 
in the requester allow you to inspect or even change the information contained in the 
subrow. To change a value, just click on the gadget, edit the number or text, then 
hit return. 

The three gadgets on the top of the requester are the most commonly used. The 
"Start Frame" allows you to change the starting frame of the Actor timelinc, and 
"End Frame'' sets the ending frame. By setting these gadgets you can move timclincs 
and stretch and shrink Lhcir durations. 

The most important gadget is labeled "Filename·· and determines exactly what 
object the actor represents. The name includes the absolute path of the file, which 
is actually something of a pain; if you move your obj(·cts into a new directory, you 
have to change the path in this Yariable; sharing projects v;ith other people can be 
difficult if yon don't have the same directory structure. 

\Vhen you load an object from the Stage editor, the filename you select for the 
object is placed in this timeline. The object can also be a spline path object, which 
can be used to define tlw position of other objects (Sec page 108), though the path 
itself is not rendered. 

7.3.1 Using Cycle Objects 

Cycle objects can also be used as actors. \Vhen their filename is specified in the 
"Filename'' gadget, cycle objects arc added to the scene just like normal objects. 
Unlike normal objects, they will change their shape with time, which is the whole 
point of using them. 

You can control the wav yuur cycle behaves from the Action editor. The "Number 
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of cycles to perform" gadget nmtrols how manv times the c.vclc \viii repeat during the 
frames specified (the \vidth of the bar.) If yon set this number to 1.0, the cycle will 

repeat exactly once dming the range of frames. If set to 0.0 (the default) the cycle 
object \viii not animate at all and just show its initial configuratio11 fur all frarnes. A 
value of 2.0 will repeat the cycle twice during the frames specified by the bar. and 
<1 value of O.fi will make the cvclc perform the first ha~f' of its cycle. The llmnlwr of 
frames you specified the c.vclc to have in the Cvcle editor is completely illdepernlellt 
frorn the nmnber of frames :.·ou specify the object to animate over. 

Tht' starting phase of the cycle call lw set \vitli the second gadget. This allows 
you to specify \Vhcre in the ··loop'' you wallt the cycle animation tu start. l\ormally 

you want to start with the beginning of the cycle, so this phase would he Cl.Cl. If you 
wanted to start halfway tlmmgh the cycle, you \Vould set this value tu O.S. 

A final gadget is a simple oll/off buttoll. "H<'vcrse cycle motioll,. will rnakc the 

allimatccl cycle animate backwards in time, so you could make your clock nm in reverse 
or whatever. 

7.3.2 Morphing 

One of the adva11ccd abilities of Imagillc is called "morph.'' This is an incredibly 

powerful functioll that allmYs you to smoothly cl1ange one object illto alluthcr unT a 
period of time. You might have t\vo vcrsio11s of an object, like a bird \vith its wings 

up and another copy of the bird with its \Vings clown. l\lorph could smoothly cl1ange 
ollc bird into the other and back, creating a single bird that fiaps its \Vings! This is a 
different effect from the animation cycle objects provide, since the wings arc integral 
parts of the object, 11ot separate objects that arc just rotating to make the flap. 

Not only docs the physical shape of the object challgc over time, but the attributes, 

kxtnres and brusluuaps call also change. If you take an object with a green-paint 
attribute. you could rnorph that object illto allothcr cop.\' of the same object with 

a chrome attribute. On~r a period of frames. the green paint \Vcmld challge into 

chrome, slmvl,\' alld smoothly! This is especially effective \Vith textures, since all of 
the parameters of the tcxt1ircs call change frurn cmc· value to another. Yon could set 
up an object with a Checks texture with small checks. By morphing that object into 
a copy of the same object with big checks, you could ha\-c the checks ··expa11d'' iu 
time. You can olll.v morph the a texture to ai1otll('r version of itself. so .\'Oll can play 
with the check siZ('. lrnt yon can't rrwkc Checks gradually become vVood. 

Bruslnnaps call change their positions and sizes in a similar manner, so you cau 
have an image shrink, move, or spin in time. If you use two different brushmaps on 
the two objects, the images will not morph or crossfade. The first image will be shown 
through the entire morph, and will be suddenly replaced with the second brushmap 
at the end of the morph. Luckily, you ran use an animated brush. If you want the 
actual brushrnap irnage to morph as well, you might want to look into using DPaint 

IV's picture morphing. 

J\Iorphing can produce some great effects, but unfortunately it won't work with 
every pair of objects. The algorithm Imagine uses to change the shape of the morphed 
object in time is very straightforward; it takes each point in the object and linearly 

interpolates that point's position in time, using the starting and ending points from 

The indl'pcndcnce of 
·'frames .. for m.akinq 

Cycle objects is 
dis('us.scd 011. paqc HO. 

Animated brushmaps 
are discussed on 

page 41. 

DPaint IV is discussed 
on page 189. 
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the two objects that make up the starting and ending object configurations. This 
means that not only do the objects have to have the same number of points in them, 
but they nmst also have the same structure; they must have the same number of 
edges and faces in the same configuration. There arc really only two practical ways 
to get objects in this special configuration. 

The easiest \va:v to make two objects that you can morph is to build the first object 
normally. To make the second object, drag the points in the first object to the new 
shape by picking points and manipulating them, or using magnetism and dragging 
the points around. As long as you do not add or delete points, edges, or faces, your 
two objects will have the correct configuration for morphing from one to the other. 

Another way of making t\vo objects with the correct confignration for morphing 
is to use the Forms editor. If you make an object in Forms, yon arc only dragging 
the points that define the shape around and not actually adding or deleting new 
points, edges, or faces. I\I ake any two objects using the same number of "Points" and 
"Slices., when nsin_q ··New" to initially make the objects. As long as you don't add 
or delete points and slices, any two objects created with these same paramders will 
morph-compati hie. 

Two sets of grouped objects will not morph the way you expect; the positions of 
the objects do not change over time, until suddenly the configuration will change to 
the final position for the last frame only. If you want to move objects relative to each 
other like this (regardless of whether yon want the surfaces or shapes of the individual 
objects to chang<' as well) use the Cycle editor to make a cycle; this is e:r:actly what 
Cycle is designed for. 

Cycle objects will morph, which allows an incredible amount of control over your 
animations, especially character animation. Not only will the individual objects that 
make up the cycle object morph their shape, but the actual cycle motion itself will 
change from one t.ype to another. 

I\lorphing is somewhat tricky, but well \vorth experimenting with. The toughest 
part is making twu objects which have the proper relationship to let Imagine morph 
their shapes. l::sing the two methods described previously (point dragging and Forms,) 
you can usually create the transition you arc looking for. 

It is pretty easy to actually set up a morph in Action. Add your first object as a 
tirncline spanning one or more frames. Add the second object starting in the frame 
immediately after the first, extending for two or more frames (depending 011 how long 
you want the morph to take.) Enter the number of frames you want the morph to 
take in the "Transition frame count" gadget (this is usually equal to the width of the 
second bar minus one.) The frames where the object is being morphed will show up 
as orange on the timeline instead of the standard red. 

For example, if you want an animation of an object morphing from one object in 
frame one, and ending up as a second object in frame 10, you would add the first 
object as a one-frame-wide bar at frame one, and the second object as a nine-frame
wide bar from frame 2 to frame 10. You would enter "8" as the "Transition frame 
count" since the morph takes place over the eight frames 2-9. 
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Start FraMe 1 End FraMe 

Red 
Green 

Blue 

>c: Spherical 
Cylindrical 
Conical 
Cast Shadows 
DiMinish Intensity 

Intensity 255.881 
Intensity 25 .891 
Intensity 255.888 

Transition fraMe count I 

OK Cancel 

Figure 7.3: The information reqnester for a light 

7.3.3 Lights 

10.J 

1 

Lights aren't specified like an object that was created in the Detail, Cycle, or Forms 
editors. Instead of the timcline specifying a filename, its requester defines the at
tributes of the light instead. The standard "Info" requester for a lightsource is shown 
in Figure 7.3. Like the normal Actor requester, you can change the starting and 
ending frames for the light in the ''Start Frame" and "End Frame" gadgets. 

Lights give you a lot of control over their effect on the scene. There are three 
different ways to define the direction the light shines. The most common type of 
light is '"Spherical" which means that the light emits light in all directions equally, 
like a lamp without a shade. "Cylindrical" is like a spotlight; it casts a beam in one 
direct.ion over a narrow spot. "Conical"" is like a flashlight; it is also directional, hut 
the beam spreads out as it travels, so the beam gets wider far away. You can click 
on the appropriate gadget to define any of the three types of lights. The Size sul>row 
of a light defines the angle and distance that a cylindrical or conical light will emit 
light. and the Alignment subrow controls the direction the light is pointed. 

A nothcr opt ion is "Cast shadows." You liaYe the option of making a light cast Sec page 111 for size 

shadows ur not. It might seem silly at first to acid a light that doesn't cast a shadow, rnnlrnl of lights. 

but they can be vcr.v useful when yon arc just trying to get light onto objects so they 
can be seen as opposed to trying to model a realistic lighting set.up. Shadows arc only 
rendered in trace mode! Shadows also take a lot of time to compute, and rendering 
times can increase dramatically when you have one or more shadow-casting lights. 

One last option lets yon make the light diminish in intensity with distance. A 
lamp in the real world will be less bright the further you get. away from it; the light 
intensity drops off the further you get away. Dy selecting the "Diminish Intensit:v" 
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flag. vou can make your lights()mccs act this way. If you are modding something like 
sunlight, you probably do 11ut want to 11sc this option. Real-life spotlights also do not 
really diminish their intensity \vitli distance. 

You can change the intensity and color of the light that is emitted by using the 
three intensity gadgets. By entering a value into each of the red, green, and blue 
gadgets, you can change the color and intensity of the lightsource. The default of 
RGB= (2GG,2G:J,255) works very well for most purpuscs. To make a yellow light, you 
might change the values to (255,255,100). It is often diffir:11.lt to predirt the res1J,lts of 
using colored lights in a scrnP. Imagine handles colored lights accurately and v;ith no 
difficulty, but us mere humans liave much less color intuition than yuu might think. 
Quick: what would you see if yon shined a blue-green light on a ycllcn\· object ? 1 

If ,nm experiment with colored lights. vou'll notice that you can mix them with 
other lights; a red, a green. and a blue light shined on a white object \vill return a 
white color. though the slight differences in angles will cause interesting color fringes. 

You call also change intensity just by scaling the values in the Intensity gadgets. 
An RGB value of (128,128,128) would be half as intense as (255,255,255). You can 
also make your light brighter than the default of 2G5. \vhich produces very bright 
results like the noontirnc sun (shadows become very deep, too.) If you crank the 
values higli enough (like 3000, 2000, 500), you can really wash out your scene as if it 
\\T]'(' lit with nuclear weapons as oppo,.;ed to simple lamps. 

7.3.4 Axes (Tracks) 

You can also add lone axes to yunr \Vorld. mostly for making "tracks." Axes have a 
very simple ··Info" requester that lets you define the starting and ending frames of 
the track and nothing else. 

7.4 Position and Hinge 

The next subrow defines the posit ion of the object in the world. The standard lllethod 
of defining positions is by the use of ke:vs, but there are a couple uf alternative ways 
to define your object's posit.ion. 

One alternative still uses kcvs to define the starting and ending pusitious of your 
object on two different frames. The linear interpolation that Imagine uses for keys 
sometimes just isn't ·•liquid" enough to make the motion look smooth. Sudden accel
erations and sharp turns at each key just makes an artificial feel as the object bips 
arnund in straight lines like a ball in an out of control pinball game. 

One method for "softening'' the ke,vs is to use the "Hinge" subrow. Hinge makes 
your object follow the keys you set up. hut instead of traveling in a straight line, the 
object takes a curved course. This curve is defined by a "Hinge" object, which acts 
like a pivot that the object moves around. You simply add a "Hinge" subrow for the 
frames which you want to curve the object's motion (usually the same frames you arc 
keyframing the position over) and enter the name of the hinge object in the requester. 

1 The object would be a pale green. Just accept it. 
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x 

0-X 

1 2 
3 Start Position: 0 

End Position: • 
Hinge Position: 

Object Path: 

Figure 7.4: Paths an object follows with different hinges 

You can think of the hinge object as a center of rotation for your keyframed object 
to move around. Imagine knows where the object starts and where it has to end up, 
and creates a length of "rope" that it tics to the object. To get from one key to the 
other, the ''rope" is taken in or let out as the object attached to the rope swings 
around the hinge. What actually happens is Imagine has the object follow the path 
an ellipse as defined by the starting and ending points, using the hinge object position 
as a focus of the ellipse. 

Three examples are shown in Figure 7.4. In the first one, the hinge is equidistant 
from the starting and ending positions, and the object will follmv a circular arc using 
the hinge as the center of the circle. The second example shows the hinge directly 
between the starting and ending positions. The object will still follow a straight 
line, since the ellipse defined by the hinge is flattened out into invisibility. The third 
example shows an asymmetrical hinge. The ellipse defined by the hinge is much 
curvier at the beginning of the path since it is closer to the hinge. A good rule of 
thumb is that the further the hinge is away from the points, the less effect it will have 
on the path. The exception is when the hinge is directly between the two points, 
when the object travels an ellipse so stretched out it is a straight line. 

Hinges arc a bit strange, but trivial to use once you understand them. A more 
common way to get curved motion is by using spline paths to define the position of 

the object. 

7.4.1 Paths 

You can use spline paths to define the position of your objects in time; in fact, this is 
their main use. You can add your spline path to the world as a separate actor than 
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Follow Path Info 
Start FraMe 1 End FraMe 58 

Path NaMe ORBITPRTH 

(0e)Rcceleration fraMes 8 
Starting speed (units/fraMe) 8.8888 

(Ac)Deceleration fraMes 8 
Ending speed (units/fraMe) 8.8888 

OK Cancel 

Figmc 7.5: The path information requester 

have other actors follow the path. 

Telli11g au object to follow a path is quite sirnple. Add a suhrow to the actor's 
position for the franies \Vhere you \Vant the path to be follmved. The ''Info" requester 

shmvn in Figure 7.5 will appear. .lust like other timclincs. you can change the starting 
and ending times of the tirneline \vith the two ··Start Frame·· and .. End Fram<;· 

gadgets. 

Tu haw· your object follo\V the path. sirnply enter the path·s name in the .. Path 
l\arnc·· requester. This name is the unc assigned to the actor by from either Stage or 
Action: it is not the filename of the path, it is thv nmrn' shown on the far left of one 
of the other actor ruws. 

\Vhc11 an object is assigned to follow a path. it begins at the start of the path i11 
the first frame. and cuds at the c11ding frame at the opposite end of the path (if it is an 
open path) or back at the start uf the path (if it is a closed path). The object tnnT!s 
smoothly between the starting and ending positions during the inhetween frarncs. 
I maginc \Vill happily let you have several objects follmv the same path at the same 

time, and each object is independently controllable. 

Sometimes the closed path can be annoying since the starting and ending positions 

are exactly the same. If you want the object to loop around more than once (or you 

are looping an animation) the object will appear to "stutter" as it will be in the same 

place for two subsequent frames. Also, getting an object to travel only part of a path 

or start in the middle of the path is difficult. You can solve all of these problems by 

adding another actor to your scene. Add the path subrow to this actor for the proper 

frames, but only have an actor subrow for the frames in the path you want to use. You 

can use several actor rows for one object, just don't have an actor bar in more than 

one of the rows during the same frame. You can make the object follow a closed path 
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for all but one frame, then use a second bar to make it follow the same path a second 
time, eliminating the stuttering. To use just part of a path, just "abort'" early and 
use the second actor. This is a semi-advanced technique, and is just a workaround 
for some of the limitations in using paths. 

Since an object assigned to a path travels tlw length of the path exactly once 
during the time you've defined, you have to add multiple copies of the path if you 
want to rnake several revolutions of a clos<>d path. 

The velocity of the object along the path is constant. (Well, not really. that "s 
what the next section is about, but this is just a transition sentence that assumes you 
don't know that yet, right?) You can compute the velocity of the object by using the 
"Show Path Length" command from the Stage editor, and dividing by the number of 
frames it takes for the object to move along the path. 

7.4.2 Acceleration and Deceleration 

Making an object follow a path gives it a smooth trail to follow, but if the speed of 
the object is constant the motion can look artificial. An F16 in a dogfight follows a 
complex twisting trail that can be easil:v defined by spline paths, but the F16 certain!>• 
doesn't travel at a constant speed. A car turning into a driveway will slow as it tmns. 
(Or maybe not. depending on how good you are at modeling a collision with a garage.) 

Imagine allows you to accelerate and decelerate your object as it travels along a 
path. Specifically, you can spcci{y the starting speed of an object (in the first frame), 
the number of frames the object can accelerate over, the final velocity of the object 
in the last frame, and the number of frames the object can decelerate over.2 Imagine 
will set the speed of the object based on the path length, the number of frames the 
path is defined over, and those four acceleration parameters. 

Tmagine's only real decision is to pick the ·'cruising'' speed of the object for the 
frames between the acceleration and deceleration frames. It chooses this speed based 
on the requirement that the object has to start and end at the specified positions and 
times. Sometimes the result isn't apparently obvious: if you have a 10 unit path to 
trnv<'l over 10 fralllcs, specify an initial velocity of 2 units/frame, a final velocity of 

2 units/frame, 2 frames of acceleration and 2 frames of deceleration, what happens? 
The object will start off fast, actually slow down for its "cruise" in the middle of the 
path, then speed up again. 

7.5 Alignment 

The alignment subrow control the orientation of your object. There are three different 
methods for defining alignment of objects. 

2 1 know, I know, there is no such thing as deceleration, only acceleration in the ot]]('r direction. 
Believe it or not I have a degree in physics from MIT, which is probably why hn making this long 
footnotP so pPoplP will realize that I know something about Newtonian motion and I'm not just a 
bon('h('ad \\.ho docsn 't know the difference bet W<'Pll \·clocity and a potato. 

Path length is 
discussed on page .95. 
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7.5.1 Keys 

Alignment keys are \veil explained in Section 7.2 on page 100. \Vhcn the alignment 
of an object is defined by a key. the color of the bar is bl11e. 

The one problem you can run into \vhcn using keys for alignn1ent is the same 
problem that is described witl1 cycle objects in Section S.3 on page 80. If nm want 
to rotate an object a fnll :3GO degrees, yo11 j11st make a key \Vith the object at () 
d<'grc<'S. a second kcv with the object at 180 degrees, and a third key with the object. 
at () degrees, right':' \Ve!!. \Ve nm into a problem: which way docs Imagine choose to 
rotate tlic object? It might not rotate the object clockwise from 0 degrees to 180, b11t 

couuterclockwisc from 180 to 0. Imagine ahvays takes the "shortest" rotation it can. 
lrnt \vhen both directions arc eqnally short, lnrngine has to decide \vhich direction to 
rotate. It t11rns out that Imagine usually dues the right thing \vlwn yu11 use three 

keys like this, but you could still have problems if you accidentally make the second 

key 179.9 degrees instead of 180 degrees. In this case, Imagine will rotate the object 

one \Vay then bacbvards. 
The solntion to this problem (if it turns up) is to simply use four keys and not 

three. To rotate an object 360 degrees over 12 frames, don't make a 0 degree key 
at frarn(' 1, a 180 degree frarne at fram(' 7. and another 0 degree key at frame 13. 

!Hstead, make a() degree key at frame 1. a 120 degree key at frame S. a 240 degree 
key at frame 9, and a() degree key at frame 1:3. Dy nsing the extra key when yon arc 

in doubt, you can never go wrong. 

7.5.2 Tracking 

Another method of defining the orientation of an actor is to have the actur "track'" 

another object. Ill each frame. Imagine will rotate the actor so that it its Y axis 

points directly at the track object. You could use this to keep the camera continually 
pointed at an object. have a "follow"' spotlight.. or have an antiaircraft gnn track a 767 
as comes in for a landing. Tracks are ver_\· quick and easy to use. The most common 
11se of •·tracking" is to align the camera. since it is automatic and rcqnircs no thought 
on your part to keep the scene centered on 1 he object you want. \\'hen the camera 
has been defined to track an object, you can update the camera's aligmnent when 
you move it in stage by using the "'Camera (Re )track,. command. 

One further control lets you rotate the object (or camera) as it points at the 
tracking object. (The camera is pointed at the track, hut is it rightsidenp, un its side. 
or \Vhat?) The t.\vo gadgets in the ·'Info'' requester for tracking alignment let yon set 

the initial and final Y rotation angle. The angle is interpolated from the start of the 
track timcline to the end frame, so a value of 360.0 will smoothly spin the object or 
camera exactly one revolution the way around during the frames the alignment track 
is specified for. 

7.5.3 Path Alignment 

A final method of setting object orientation is only an option when you are having 

the object follow a path. (Sec page 108.) Most times when an object like an airplane 
is traveling along a path, you want the object to stay pointed along its direction of 
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X size 

• J;~ource Illuminated 
l Y size 

Cylindrical 
Lightsource 

Dark 

X size 

~ource 
Illuminated ) Y size 

Conical • Lightsource 

F igure 7.6: Size definition of conical and cylindrical lights 

motion . (If an a irplane heading North starts moving East, you can be certain it's 
turned in that direction and moving forward, as opposed to still facing North and 
moving sideways.) The "Align to Path" timelinc lets you make your object use the 
path it is following to determine its orientation; the Y axis of your object will always 
be pointed in the direction of motion. l\fost of the time when yon use paths to define 
motion, you want to use path alignment. 

One option that yon can set in the "Info" requester is t he "Keep Y Horizontal" 
gadget. This allows you to keep your object level, as opposed to pitching up and 
down if your path climbs or drops. A helicopter climbing into the air docs not tilt 
back; it stays level, though it still points in the horizontal direction of motion. 

7.6 Size 

The definition of the size of an actor is extremely straightforward, since it can only 

be defined by keys. A description of how the keys are defined is in Section 7.2 on 
page 100. When you add a size bar, it will be colored purple. 

Lights (defined from the Actor subrow) can be affected by the size subrow. Cylin
drical and conical lights use the size subrow to set the width of the lightbeam and 
the distance the beam travels. 

Figure 7.6 shows the two light types that arc affected by the size subrow. For a 
cylindrical light (a spotlight) , the Y size of the light determines the distance the light 
travels; beyond this distance the light will not show up . Often, I just t his number to 
a very large value to get light that travels for an "infinite" d istance. T he X size sets 
the radius of the spot itself, so you can use a small X size to get a laser-beam thin 

For light emitting 
objects, the size of the 
object 's axis acts just 
like the size .mbrow. 
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on pa gr 1 !U. 
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spot of light. You can use an enormous X size to illuminate everything with parallel 
light (coming from the same direction) like sunlight in space. 

Conical lights also use the Y size to determine the distance the light travels. The 
X axis determines the size of the spot at the very end of the distance the light tmvels. 
The cone angle is really dctcrrnirwd hy the ratio of X/Y. 

7.7 Special F /X 

F/X arc a very special actor attrib11t<'. F/X will actually perform a complex operation 
on your actor over tin1c, like explode it into its component triangles or automatically 
"squash·· it like a basket ball. 

F /X arc added for a period of frames, during which the effect will appear on your 
object. You can ndd more than one F /X simultaneously by using the second F /X 
channel during the same frames as the first one. 

The different F/X are described in Appendix E on page 179. They are very 
powerful effects. and are a lot of fun to play with. One caution: try not to O\'(~ruse 
F / X; they are tools that should be used \V here appropriate. Exploding logos get very 
horing very fast! A better approach is to use standard object creation and layout to 
make your scenes exciting, using F/X as a supplement, not a replacement, to your 
creat.ivit.v. 

It is occasionally useful to manipulate an object in the Detail editor in the same 
shape as it is in the process of being exploded, squashed, or whatever. The Stage 
command "Snapshot" described on page 96 is designed for exactly this purpose. 

7.8 Global 

T\]('r<' are many pararneters that can affect the way your scene ic; rendered. An area 
where there is no object or ground shows the "'sky," which can be set to be different 
colors. You might have a hruslurnq) .nm \Vant all of the objects in a sceuc to reflect. 
You can even add fog to your world. All of these parameters are controlled from the 
Globals actor. 

Globals is obviously a special actor in Action. It has its own row, but adding 
a position, aligrnuent, hinge, or F/X subrow to Globals is meaningless. The real 
parameters are all represented hy the Global actor timclinc. By entering "Info" mode 
mid clicking on the Global actor subrmv. you can edit all of the globnl parameters. 

The reason that Global has a timeline instead of just a single requester in the 
Project editor is that you can actually haYe the global parameters change in time. If 
you want to fade the sky from violet to blue over the course of several frames, you 
can easily make the global parameters morph! .lust like normal objects, the global 
parameters can be morphed in time . .lust use ''Add'' mode and add a new globals 
actor for the frames you want to morph over. The '·Info" requester has a gadget 
for a "Transition Frame Count" just like normal morphed objects. The interpolated 
frames will have all of the global parameters smoothly moving from the beginning to 
the end values. 
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7.8. GLOBAL 

Start rrane 1 

Global Brush Nane 

Globals Info 
End rrane 1 

Hax Seq, I 

Backdrop Picture Hax Seq. I 

Rnbient R 1.811 Horizon R I.HI +Zenith R 1.811 -Zenith R I.HI 
Rnbient G 1.811 Horizon G I.HI +Zenith G I.HI -Zenith G I.HI 
Rnbient B I.Ill Horizon B I.HI +Zenith B I.HI -Zenith B I.HI 

Star rield Density 8.1811 

Transition frane count I 

OK 

rog Botton 8.1188 rog R I.Ill 
rog Top 8.1181 
rog Length 8.8118 

Sky Blending I 

Cancel 

rog G 8.118 
rog B I.Ill 

Genlock Sky 

Figure 7.7: The Global Requester in Action 
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Lighting is an important part of scene design, but no matter how many lights you use, 
it is difficult to really reproduce "real world" lighting. Shadows in the real world are 
never black; there is always extra diffuse light that allows you to see some detail in 
the shadows. This "ambient" light is difficult to model3 but Imagine can approximate 
this diffuse lighting by adding an "ambient light" term. This lights every surface of 
the scene (usually by a small amount) to keep shadows from being pure black. 

Ambient light is set in the Globals requester with the three "ambient light" 
intensity gadgets. You can choose the intensity, but I suggest using a small value 
like 10, 10, 10. If you use too much ambient light, your scene will lack color definition, 
like a vacation picture you get ruined by a cheesy one-hour-photo place. Values as 
high as 50 are sometimes safe, but only rarely do I have to raise the value that much. 
Colored ambient light is also usually not a good idea, though you might use it in 
something like an underwater scene where the ambient light really is tinted a certain 
color. 

7.8.2 Sky and Stars 

You can define the "sky" color of your world very easily. This color is shown in the 
background of your scene, and reflective and transparent objects will also show the 
sky properly reflected or transmitted through an object. 

You can set the sky colors very easily by changing the values in the Global re-

3 Though it is possible; it is done with a method called radiosity that is found in very high end 
renderers. It, unfortunately, is so slow it makes raytracing feel like real-time animation. 

You can actually use 
ambient light to make 
a cartoony feel to your 
renderings. See 
page 146. 
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quester. There are three separate sky colors you can change. The sky is separated into 
three different bands, based on the how high (what angle) in the sky you are looking 
at. The "Horizon" is the \vedge of sky that lies (logically) at the horizon (straight 
ahead) and extends up to an angle of 30 degrees. It also extends 30 degrees bP.low the 
horizon (remember you might be able to see through a transparent ground, or you 
might not even have a ground at all.) The wedge of sky extending from 30 degrees 
to 90 degrees (straight up) is called "+Zenith.'' The wedge from -30 degrees to -90 
degrees (straight down) is called "-Zenith." You can assign each wedge a different 
color; most of the time yon obviously want a blue color for normal sky, or black for a 
nighttime sky or space scene. 

When the different wedges have different colors. there obviously has to be a tran
sition between the colors. Imagine will fade from one sky color to the next over a 
narrow band, but you can make it make a more gradual change if you like. The "Sky 
Blending" gadget allows you to make the transition fairly sudden (using a small value 
like 0) or very gradual (with a large value like 255.) I usually use value of 50, which 
is gradual enough to look natural, but makes enough of a contrast to notice. 

Another gadget is called "Genlock Sky." This on/off gadget allows you to make 
the sky black (so you can composite or genlock other images in the background), but 
it still rendr:rs reflections using the sky colors yon specify. 

A final option allows you to add stars to the background sk.v. These stars arc 
placed randomly, and look fairly good. Unfortunately, they do not animate well 
(they don't move with the camera in the same way real stars would) and they don't 
show up in reflections or transmissions through objects. The stars are turned on 
by setting the "Star Field Density" to a small value like fUB. You can increase or 
decrease the number of stars by changing the number. 

7.8.3 Fog 

When rendered, Imagine can add the appearance of fog into your world automatically. 
This global fog is similar to object fog; light passing through the world is attenuated as 
it passes though the "atmosphere.'' Light coming from an object that passes through 
the air on the way to the carnera will show the object's colors clearly if the distance it 
travels is fairly short. A ray traYcling from a distant object will travel through more 
atmosphere and therefore he attenuated more. 

To make the appearance of fog, Imagine measures the distance that a ray travels 
through the "fog" and then mixes in a certain color with the ray depending on the 
distance the ray traveled. A ray that starts at a yellow object, travels through the 
fog, and enters the camera will start off yellow. If you set the ''fog" color to a shade 
of grey, Imagine will add the grey color to this yellow ray depending on the distance 
the ray traveled. If the distance is very long, the yellow will be completely replaced 
with the grey. 

This color that is added to the fog can be any shade, and it might not be obvious 
at first what color it should be. Is a nighttime fog black, white, or grey? I find that a 
slightly greyer version of the sky color works best, so a very dark grey would probably 
work best for a night scene and a blue-white looks good for daytime scenes. 

The amount of fog color added to the ray is dependent on the user-defined "Fog 
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Length" as well as the distance the ray travels through the fog. The longer the fog 
length, the less the fog affects the ray. The fog length is defined as the distance it 
takes for the ray to be reduced to 373 of its original intensity. l\Iathematically, the 
final color of the ray is defined by 

where Cf is the final rendered color. C is the '·true" color that the ray starts off with 
( wliat it would return if there is 110 fog). L is the distance the ray traveled through 
the fog. ,,\ is the fog length, and F is the color of the fog. 

Sun)(' people will appreciate the above formula, others will be shaking their heads 
saying "Jeez, Steve. just tell me how to use fog!" Don't worry, if you don't understand 
the funky math, you aren't missing much. 

To use fog, you want to set the fog length to the distance at which you want 
things to start visibly disappearing. If you have a street scene with city blocks, and 
you want a light fog in the scene, just ask "How many blocks to I really want to see 
clearly?" If you want the fog to really obscure details of objects two blocks away, set 
1l1c fog length to that two-block distanc(~. as measured in Imagine Cnits in the Stage. 
Objects at that distance will reallv start fading into the fog: they·ll be at :H% of their 
original color. Objects two fog lengths away \Vill only appear at 1 IVi of their original 
color. Objects three fog lengths mvay will appear at 53 of their original color and so 
on. Au uhjcct that is one half of a fog lcugt h away will be about G1 %1 of their original 
color, and objects one tenth of a fog length away will be at 90% of their original color. 
Gee, I should have made a table. 

You can also restrict fog to appear at certain altitudes. This can make building a 
cloud layer quick and easy! The fog will start and stop at the altitudes you specify. 
You can have an airplane fly through the cloud layer and break out into the sunshine 
above. Fun! 

To mak(' a global fog, just ellter the global requester and enter in the RGB colors 
fur the fog and the fog length into the appropriate gadgets. A fog length of zero will 
turn off fog. To make different altitndc \muds. enter in values for tllf' ··Fog Top" and 
''Fug I3ottom" in standard Imagine C11its. If you set both the "Fog Top·· and ''Fog 
Bottorn·· to zero, the fog will extend to all of the world at every altitude. 

Fog is vcrY \Trsatile. Even a light arno1111t uf fog will really enhance the apparent 
depth of your scene. You can really abuse fog in fun ways. too. If you make a dark 
blue-green color fog with a rnoderately short fog length, yuu can make some terrific 
underwater scenes. 

Fog parameters also morph, so .vou can have great fun with ch1mging fog p:uarn
cters. Yon could have the fog length change m·(:r time, which will slowly make your 
world bcc011w Hey, murky or clear. By morphing the fog altitud('S. you can have a 
fog layer "drop" onto the scene. A rising sun can slowly change the sky colors and 
start burning off the fog in your scene. Don't be afraid to use fog, it is a powerful 
effect that is actually pretty easy to use. 

Though fog doesrd take any RAM to render. it docs slow rendering down. Any 
non-zero fog length will make Imagine take about 5-103 longer to render scenes (on 
my machine at least.) The effects are usually worth it, but sometimes I design my 
s<Tnc first. test render it, and add fog only for the final renderings. 

ForgivP thr 1quotion. I 
just conldn ·1. Ii 1/p 

myself! 
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7.8.4 Background and Reflection Maps 

Creation of realistic scenes is an involved process. One of the more common tricks 
in rendering is to use flat brushrnaps to represent the background of your world (like 
a play might use a backdrop of a flat canvas with a landscape painted on it.) Your 
scene is placed over this backdrop. For example, you could nsc a picture of something 
like a cloudy sky as a backdrop to a world containing an airplane model. \\Then 
rendered, the airplane would be superimposed over the sky picture. This option is 
very straightforward and cas.v to use. You can even animate the backdrop by using 
the "l\Iax Seq. Number" gadget to specify multiple frarncs. This uses the same format 

as animated brushmaps, which is described on page 17. 

The backdrop picture m:ust be thr :·mmc s·ize (n~solution) as the resolution yov. are 
rendering with! This bug (uh, sorry, "absent feature") makes using the backdrop 
picture very annoying when you arc rendering different subprojects at different res
olutions. There's really no way around this. Also, the backdrop picture is not seen 
through transparent objects, a serious limitation. 

Imagine allows :vou to use a brushmap to help give yo11r world character in a 
second way. A ''G Johal Brush !\lap" can be tho11ght of as representing a view of 
your world behind the camera. This hrushmap is not directly shown by the camera, 
but can really help give .nmr world character and realism. It docs this by providing 
reflective objects something to reflect back to the camera. If you were rendering a 
d<'sk in a room, yon might havf' a global brush map that showed something as simple 
as a wall with a window in it. When remlcrcd. the chrome desk chair will reflect that 
wall-with-a-window view, which makes the entire scene appear more accurate. As 
with the background map, this world reflection map can be animated by setting the 
"Max Seq." gadget to the number of frames in your sequence. 

7.8.5 World Size 

The global actor can have a SliT suhrow added to it. This size suhrow controls a 
l'<TY comple.r and irnpm-tant parameter that Imagim· 11scs in its raytracing algorithm. 
\Vhen raytracing, Imagine assumes the world lies within a ·'box'' in the Stage editor 
that ranges from ±102-± in X. Y. and Z coordinates. (f any of yonr objects are wholly 
or partly outside of this volu.me they will not be n:ndcrcd. or will only be rendered 
partway when raytraced. lmagine's raytracing algorithm makes the assumption that 
you\'e placed all of your objects within this imaginary box. 

If you design your world too large, yon can change lmagine's default world size to 
ke~p everything inside of the \vorld. If you add a size s11hrow to the Global actor, the 
X, Y, and Z sizes in the size tirneline will change the size of the "renderable" world. 

You can make your objects too big to fit in your world. hut sometimes you can 
make your objects too small. If you have very small objects in your world, raytraces 
will work properly, but they may be very, very slow. A simple crystal ball on a table 
takes about :30 minutes to render on my A:3000 when the table is about 1500 units 
across. But if I shrink the table and ball down to 15 units, and n10vc the camera 
to get the e:wct same view, the raytrace takes 5 hours. The output is identical, 
but Imagine's raytracing algorithm becomes very inefficient when the objects in your 
scene are very small. 
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\Vo rid size is thf-'rf-'fore a balauce hf't\vccn keeping scenes smal I enough to render 
accurately. but largt> euuugh to render in a reasonable time. Unfortmiately, you can 
wastt> a lot of time playing with \vorld size getting things to work. I've found that 
t'Vt-'n when the world size is set manually with the size chamwl. tlw trace times can be 
unprt-'dictable and extremely sensitive. The method I use is tu plan Ill_\' scenes to fill 
the default world size (-1024 1024 ou each axis) as full_\· as I can. and not tu override 
the world size. Once you start adding a size to the \Vorld, it can take a lot of hvcaking 
to get it to work out. Cnfortunately. each time you test the size (hy rendering) you 
have to perform a raytrace. a slmv process even at a tiny resolution. Tlw best way to 

avoid having this problem is to t.ry to plan for not having it in the first place. 

If you set the v;orld size tu 0,0.0. Imagine \Vill try to automatically determine 
the best world size. This is oln·iously very convenient, and most of the time yon '11 
waut to use this option. I\Ianually setting world size is therefore more of an advanced 
technique since you can just use the automatic sizing. I have no idt-'a \vhy this isn·t the 

default. It ·s onl:v· disadvantage is that it takes Imagine some amuuut of time (usually 
a few seconds) to determine the best world size. 

A final tip: if you want to resize all of tlw objects in the \Vorld. just pick them all, 

including camera and lights. and scalt-' them. The scene ·will render 1mcha11ge<L since 
the camera and lights \viii have tlw same view of the objects. Textures will scale their 
size parameters as \Vell. su the object appearances should be the same. 

7.9 Camera Control 

As discusst-'d hdore. tlw camera is just another actor that can lw positioned and 
aligned like another object. l) n like normal objects, hmvcver. you limT snTral ad
vanced control options that will have a special dfcct on the camera. This advanced 
control is really for very specialized effffts; lwqinncrs can safely iqw!l"c this section! 

\Vhen you mvn a real-life camera. there are many different settings for dcterrniuing 
aperture. focus. awl focal length. Imagine doesn·t have an aperture or focus equivalent 
(its camera model is a ··pt>rft>ct.·· pinhole camera) but it dues allow for moving the 

focal plaiw of the camera to zoom the view ur get more of a perspective vie\v . 
One ut hn uptiun i:-; tu '"change the film flizc." On TV. the image:-; you :-;<~c arc a fixed 

width tu height ratio (l.:G tu I). Hut in the movies, you typically see a widcscrcen 
image of l .G to 1. and big budget. action movies often arc shot in a ''scope" nspect 
ratio (like PanavisionT\I) \vhich arc actually at 2.0 to 1 or more. Though a bit trick:';, 
you can get Imagine to output different aspect ratios to make "widcscrccn" movies. 

7.9.1 Focal Length 

A camera works by focusing light on a "focal plane," a position which the lens is 

designed to focus the image. Certain cameras can change their focal length, which 
has the effect of "zooming" the image. This is not the same as positioning the camera 
closer to whatever you are pointing it at. A zoomed image has less perspective to it; 
if you are far away, you are getting almost a flat perspective, whereas if you are right 
next to an object you get a severe perspective. This is used all of the time in movies; 
a camera will use a zoom to give the feeling of action at a distance, but without losing 
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detail. Zooms arc also useful for transitions, since yon can use a zuum unt to give the 
viewer a feel fur the environment. 

Focal length is set in Imagine by thf' camera size. The ratio of the X size to the 
Y c<rnwra size dchncs the focal I en gt h of the camera. If \"OU decrease X or i ncreasc 
Y. yo11 will zoom In. If you incn'ase X or decrease Y. yon will zoom mit. If yo11 try 
to make the ratio of X/Y too large, Imagine \viii \Varn yon of a very \vide angle view, 
hut will Id yo11 continue. 

Focal lcngt.h control dehantlv falls into the realm of the director; it is a creative 
decision that can add impact to the way yo11 present images to the viewer. I've found 
focal length clianges to work well for two effects. Transitions. introductions, and 
conclusions in animations can use a changing focal lc11gth over time to zoom in or 

out, and give a very camera-like feel to the scene. (Yo11 can key tlw sizes, the camera 
will obediently zoom smoothly in or out.) 

The other i1se for focal length is setting up ··widcscrecn" animations. with wide 
angle aspect ratios. This is described in the "Tips and Tricks .. appendix on page 146. 

Again. focal length is not a common setting to change, it is nwntioned here for 
cmllpktcncss. Yuu can spend a lot of time adjusting the camera to get a minor effect. 

7.10 Stage Manipulation of Action Tirnelines 

!\Jany options in the Stage editor affect the timclines in Action; in fact, I vie\v the 
Stage as being a sub-editor of Action that allows yon to interactivdv edit some of the 
timclincs! Stage allows you to edit paths, render previews, and interactively determine 
positions, orientations, and sizes, but there really isn't anything it can do that can't 
be done from Action instead. Of course. Stage is still essential, since yon want to 
su' where yon put your objects when )'OU lay them out i11st<'ad of just entering the 
coordinat<'s: that"s the real point of Stage. 

l\Iany of the commands in Stage affect the timeli11es in Action. l\Iost of the 

effects have been already documented and some arc obvious, but her<' is a list of vvhat 
comma11ds will change the timclines in Action. Remember, these are Stage editor 
c0111111amls. 

Load Adds a IW\V actor ro\\', with an actor snbrow (with the object filename) start.ing 
in the current frame awl continuing to the last frame of the animation. It also 
adds a 011c-frame-key for position, alignment, and size for the actor in th<' current 

frame. 

Add Adds a new actor row, with an actor subrow (with the light parameters, the 
path filename, or axis info) starting in the current frame and continuing to the 
last frame of the animation. It also adds a one-frame-key for position, alignment, 
and size for the actor in the current frame. 

Rename Changes the main actor's name (not the filename of the object representing 
the actor.) 

Delete Removes the actor and all of the subrows connected with that actor. 
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Position, Alignment and Size Bar If a key already exists for that frame (a bar 
ends on that frame), the key position, alignment, or size for that key is replaced 
with the new position, alignment, or size. If a bar doesn't exist, a new bar will 
be made with the end of the bar in the current frame and the beginning of the 
bar extending back to the frame after the last frame containing a bar. If a bar 
pa:-:ses through the current frame, that bar's beginning is moved to the frame 
after the current frame, and a new bar is added ending on the cnrre11t frame 
and extending back to the frame after the last frame containing a bar. 

Move, Rotate, Scale, Transform, and Camera (Re )track If a key exists for 
the object (a bar ends on that frame) the key position, orientation, or size 
of the object is updated. If a key does not exist for the current frame, no 
change will occ11,r in any of the action bars. 
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Chapter 8 

The Project Editor 

The Project editor is the first and last editor of Imagine. It is where you start new 
projects, making Imagine set up the directories for all of the files to go into. It is 
also where .von end your projects, when you actually render your scene and assemble 
animations. 

Projects arc well named; they arc a name assigned to a particular scene or an
imation you are working on. You can have several projects, but you only work on 
one at a time. You don't want to mix the frames from your flower animation with 
yonr Galactic Pirate battle scenes. A Project is a set of file directories that. Imagine 
sets up to place all of the files associated with the scene or animation you're working 
on. The actual rendered frames and the "staging" file that defines your scene are put 
into your project's subdirectories, and you might store objects and brushmaps there 
as well. 

A ,;ubproject is a way to define many ways of viewing and rendering a project. 
You might want to render quick test frames of your scene before you render a high 
resolution ray traced version. Yon can define different subprojects that keep ren
dered pictures filed apart from one another based on what resolution and options the 
picture was rendered with. This way you don't accidentally mix different t.vpes of 
pictures, plus you can quickly select from many different sets of pre-saved resolutions 
or H'lHl(•ri ng configurations, instead of having to re-define then1 each time. 

\Vhen you are in the Project editor (you start there after you vic\v the introductory 
picture, and yon can use the Editor menu to get there from the other editors) you 
will see a screen similar to the one in Figure 8.1. It allows you to chose projects via a 
pull down menu, manipulate subprojects by the four gadgets on the top, render and 
control frames in a subproject by the group of controls in the center of the screen, 
and make and play animations by the six gadgets along the bottom. 

8.1 Projects 

Only one project can be open at once. The open project determines what scene you'll 
be editing in the Stage and Action editors, as well as what scene will be rendered. 
The current project is named in the title bar of the editor. The Project menu contains 
three options that allow you to make and select projects. 
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I strongly suggest 
reading the tips on 
page 151 on making 
directories for your 
projects, or you will 
have trouble moving 
thnn or copying them 
latrer. 

These directories arr 
described in the 1u:.rt 

subsection. 

The trick on page 151 
will help, but not cure, 
th is prob!fmi. 
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proJ:ShtP 

Rendering Subproject: (none) 

New 

Stills 

I •• 

I +1111111121 1234567898123456 7898 

Range 

L>.i. Generate Hew Cells Only ""'"I Auto Dither Ll;i._ Use Firecracker24 

Movie 

Figme 8.1: The Project editor 

The "New" command will create a new project. Irnagine will put up a file requester 
and allow you to select a new project name and a directory for it to live in. Imagine 
will create a set of subdirectories in the location you choose, and define an initial 
empty world for you to edit in the Stage and Action editors. 

The "Open" command will allow you to activate an old project, so you can edit it 
or render or view frames from it. Although the "Close" command will close a project, 
I have absolutely no idea why this option would ever he useful since you can just 
"Open'' a new project without closing the current one if you want to switch projects. 

\Vhen you have an open project, many of the gadgets on the screen become 
unghosted, as you can now open and manipulate subprojects, and render and vie\v 
frames. 

8.1.1 Copying Projects 

Actually, it is pretty easy to copy a project. If you use the AmigaDOS "Copy" 
command from the \Vorkbench to make a copy of the project's subdirectory (the one 
with the .imp extension), you will successfully have copied your project. You can 
rename the copy to \V hat ever new name you like, as long as it has that same . imp 

extension. Imagine will now recognize this new project as a valid project, and you 
can enter Stage and edit it without affecting your original project. 

Of course, if you have objects in the object8 drawer of the original project, they 
will be copied as well. If you use these objects in the project, you'll see that they 
appear just fine in the new project as well. But they are actually still the objp,cts fonnd 
in the old project! Imagine has serious problems with the portability of the objects, 
textures, F /X, and brushrnaps used in a project, since it stores all of the filenames 
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using an absolute filename. If you want your copied project to use the objects in 
the objcds directory of the new project, you'll have to enter the Action editor, and 
manually change the tile name of each Actor. 

8.2 Subprojects 

As described in the introduction of this chapter, s11bprnjects allow you to define sets 
of n·ndcring parameters so you can have several different resolutions and rendering 
optiuns for your pictures without mixing them up. You can have as many suhprnjccts 
in a project as you like. For some complex, involved animations I've had as many as 
10 subprojects to contain all of the different rendering styles I used. 

To open an existing subproject, just click on the "Open" gadget. Imagine will 
open a file requester and allow you to select an existing subproject. The available 
subprojects are the ones that you've already created and now exist in vour project's 
subdirectory. 'iVhen a subproject is selected, any rendered frames arc shown in the 
frame display bar in the middle of the screen and .vou are free to view and render 
those frarnes. <ts well as create and view animations . 

.. Delete·· will erase a subproject and any rcmlcrcd frames in it. 
"N cw.. will create a new subproject. including the subdirectory m the cmrcn t 

project ·s director_',·. It will use a requester to ask for a new name, then a large requester 
will appear allo\ving you to set the subprojcct"s parameters. This process is described 
in the next section. 

"l\ilodify" will let you chan12;c' the parameters of the current subproject. A large 
requester will appear; the optious in that requester are described in the next section. 
TVhen you modif'IJ the parameters of a subpro.ject, all of the rendered frames in the 

s1Lbproject are deleted. Often it is more appropriate to start a ne\v subproject than it 
is to modify an old one, since yon can have as many subprojects as you like. 

8.2.1 Rendering Parameter Options 

Figure 8.2 shows tlic requester for defining the options uf a subproject. These options 
allow :-.~011 to change the size and aspect ratio of the frames, what rendering n1dhod 
will lw used, the file format for the pictures, and the type of animation that is created. 

The top of the requester is la bclcd ''Rendering Method" and allows you to choose 
the algorithm Imagine uses for rendering your pictures. This is an important choice! 
Onk 011c rendering method can be used at a time. "Ilic most useful two rendering 
met hods arc Scanli11c and Trace ( raytrace.) The other four methods are mostly 11seful 
for very slow rnachines or for building animatio11 previews. 

Remember that all of the rendering methods render the same scene; the one that is 
defined (and previewed) in the Stage editor. The difference lies in the exact algorithm 
Imagine uses, which can drnmo.tico.lly affect the appearance of the rendered image, 
even though the same objects arc shown in the same positions no matter what method 
is used. 

There are also a few nrnlocumented limitations that Irnagine's rendering algo
rithms exhibit. Th('rc is a discussion of these problems in section B.13 on page lS:~. 



Phong shading ts 
described on page .12. 

Setting sky gradients is 
described on page 113. 

The appearance of 
metals is tal~:ed about 

on pagf: 166. 
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ParaMeters for Rendering Subproject: scan 

Rendering B/W Wire Color Wire x Scan line 
Method B/W Shade Color Shade Trace 

Picture Width & Pixel 
384 X Aspect 12 

Sizes Height 482 Y Aspect 7 

Path for Stills proj:Ship.iMp/scan.pix 
rile RGBN-12bit RGB8-24bit 
rorMat ILBM-12bit x ILBM-24bit 
AM i ga U i ewModes x HAM HI RES 

Path for Movie 
rile rorMat 

OK 

proj:Ship.iMp/scan.pix 
x IMag ine 

Cancel 

Stereo 30 
Presets 

Separate R,G,B 
OCTU 

x LACE 

AHIM 

Figure 8.2: Dctiuing a suhproject's rendering options 

Scanline 

Scanlinc is the most often used rendering method. It can produce photo-quality 
images using a common computer graphics rendering algorithm. Your scene will be 
shown with all of the objects completely colored \vith textures and brushmaps, and 
faceted objects with Phong shading applied to them will appear smooth. Lights will 
correctly shade the objects. and the sky and stars will be shown properl:v. Transparent 
objects will be transparent. 

There are only a few features that Scanline will not provide. Shadows ore not 
rendered in Scanline rendl'rinqs, so the lighting can look a bit strange. Objects are 
still shaded, so if they face away from a light. they arc darker, but you won't see an 
actual shadow cast by an obstruction between the light source and an object. 

Though objects can be transparent, they will not refract light or images. For 
cxa111 pie, a crystal ball won· t affect the image seen through it, and a diarnoud won't 
have the complex appearance you might be looking for. 

Though reflection isn't used in scanline renders, there actually is some performed. 
Shiny and rcflcctiw objects will reflect the global sky colors as well as infinite planes. 
This is a grmt adYantage when rendering objects like metals which depend on their 
envirom11m1t. Interestingly enough, when a refl.ected ground plane is shown, the 
textures and brush maps on the plane arc properly shown in the reflection. This 
helps those checkerboard and chrome sphere rcudcrings! Refl.ective objects will also 
reflect the images shown in the global world brush map. 
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Trace 

Sca11linc is the most used rendering option since you get a realistic view of your world. 
However, raytracing provides a fe\v extra benefits that can make it produce even more 
realistic pictures at the expense of extra rendering time. 

Haytracing is much like Scanline in that it shows all of the objects in your scene 
with all of their textures and brushmaps, and they are smoothly shaded. Raytrac
ing uses a completely different algorithm than Scanline, but for most objects their 
rendered appearance is nearly identical. 

However, raytracing provides for true reflection and refraction. You can sec the 
images of other objects in the side of a reflective object. A crystal ball will refract 
light like a lens and produce a distorted image of whatever is viewed through it. 

Also, shadows are completely rendered, so you can have much more realistic light
ing. The shadows that are cast arc particularly "sharp" (they have distinct outlines) 
but they arc accurate and look quite good. 

Raytracing's biggest problem is speed. Because the algorithm that prodnces ac
c111 ate reflections and refractions takes a lot of extra computation, it is particularly 
slmv. A scanline rendering of a the exact same scene might take a11y\vlwre from 10% 
to 903 of the time a raytraccd vernion would take. 

B /W and Color Wire and Shade 

The Wire rendering methods produce a similar output to the "Wireframe" preview 
window shown in all of the editors. 

The Shade rendering methods are much more useful, smce your scene ~ill be 
will he shmv11 as opaque solid objects like it should. The objects ,,·ill also be lit by 
the lightsonrces that arc placed in yonr \vorld. though this lighting is a very simple 
algorithm that makes each triangle very visible. Shadows and Phong shading are not 

used, and although your objects arc colored correctly, no brushmaps or textures are 
applied. 

There are really only one reason you \V<mld use Shade (or vVirc.) They arc both 
very simple rendering methods so they are very fast. You can render them in just a 
few minutes on a 68000 based machine like an AIOOO or A500, and a few seconds on 
a 68030 based machine. This speed makes them bearable to use on slow machines. 
For faster machines, a shaded version of an animation renders in a reasonable time 
(perhaps a half an hour for a complex animation) so you can make full-screen preview 
animations quickly and easily. 

8.2.2 Picture Sizes 

The next part of the subproject requester allows you to set the resolution of the 
rendered images: exactly how many pixels wide and high your irnage is. C nlikc many 
otlH~r renderers for the Amiga, you can set the rendering resolution at any level you 
,,·ant; 100 by JOO for really quick previews, or 7694 by 6809 for yonr masterpiece work 

that will be displayed on a one-of-a-kind video monitor. Actually, the max size is 
8192 by 8192. 
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Resolution Interlaced Overscan X Size Y Size X Aspect Y Aspect 
Low No No 320 200 6 7 
Low Yes No 320 400 12 7 
Low No No 384 241 6 7 
Low Yes No 384 482 12 7 
High No No 640 200 3 7 
High Yes No 640 400 6 7 
High No No 768 241 3 7 
High Yes No 768 482 6 7 

Table 8.1: Aspect ratios of common Amiga display modes 

]\lost images you render will be at standard Amiga resolutions, like 320 by 400 
for low resolution interlaced, or 704 by 440 for a hires interlaced image with some 
overscan. 

You can just enter the width and height of your image (in pixels) into the gadgets 
labeled ""Width'' and ''Height." 

The next two gadgets let you define the shape of the pixels that are rendered. 
On the Amiga, the pixels that are displayed on the screen are not square! In fact, 
they can change size depending on what resolution the screen is. A pixel in a low 
resolution interlaced image is almost twice as wide as it is high (a 12 to 7 ratio). A 
high resolution interlaced image has pixels that are half as wide, so the pixels are in 
a 6 to 7 ratio. If you are rendering an image to display on a l\Iacintosh, you probably 
\Vant to use square pixels (a 1 to 1 ratio.) The ''X Aspect" and "Y Aspect'' gadgets 
let you define the pixel shape. Only the ratio matters! X and Y aspect values of 6 
and 7 are exactly the same as values of 12 and 14. There is much more discussion of 
aspect ratios in Section B.4 on page 146. 

Figure 8.1 shows the aspect ratios of the standard Amiga graphics modes. Note 
that overscan displays have the same aspect ratio. Overscan doesn't change the shape 
of the pixels, it just shows more at the edges of the screen. To determine the aspect 
ratio of a new display (say of another computer) find an image that it displays and 
form the ratio 

# Y pixels PhysicalXSize 

# X pixels Physical YSize · 

This is the X/Y pixel size ratio. For example, an Amiga lowres interlaced image is 
320 by 400, and displays on a monitor with physical dimensions of 48 by 35 (close 
to NTSC 4/3.) 400/320 * 48/35 = 12/7, the aspect ratio listed for lowres interlaced 
images. 

Stereo 3D 

The ''Stereo 3D'' button will make a very special picture with every other line of 
the image being rendered from one of two viewpoints separated by a short horizontal 
distance. If you view a picture in this format with a pair of LCD shutter glasses (like 
Haitex's X-Specs) you can see your image in 3D. 
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Presets 

You can define presets, saved settings of resolution and aspect ratio, that you can 
quickly load by selecting this button. By clicking on one of the presets, you can load 
in the resolution and aspect settings associated with a preset. 

The presets made by Impulse list 90% of the modes you would ever want to render 
in. Their overscan resolutions are only "partial" overscan, however; they don't extend 
as far as the Amiga is capable of handling. Table 8.1 lists the full ovcrscan resolutions 
of the Amiga. 

8.2.3 Frame Options 

The default location for rendered frames is in a subdirectory in the project's directory. 
You can specify an alternate directory by entering a new directory name in the ''Path 
for Stills'' requester. Usually there is no need to change this option. 

You can choose what file format pictures arc saved as. Impulse has its proprietary 
"RGB'.'f' and "H.GB8" formats, but yon can also save in standard IFF format or as a 
set of rm"· RGB files. Although the default is to use ''RGBN ," I strongly recommend 
that you use "ILBM-24 bit." This is the standard in the Amiga community for 21 
bit files, and you might have trouble using files in the Impulse format in other Amiga 
programs. 

The "RGBN" and "ILBl\1-12 bit" options will save a 12 bitplanc (4096 color) 
version of your pictures. Although they take roughly half the size of 24 bit pictures, I 
still recommend using "ILBM-24 bit" since the 12 bitplane options are a lower quality 
file format. 

The raw file format might be useful if you need the raw bytes that make up your 
image. Imagine will save three files containing the red, green, and blue bytes of 
information in your picture. 

If you select "DCTV" as a file formaL images will be shown in the special format 
that can be displayed on a DCTV. This is a 4-bitplane overscan image; there isn't 
arrv way to tell Imagine to use any other type of DCTV format. (Grrr. .. ) 

You can tell Imagine what Amiga screen modes to use when images arc displayed. 
You can use the three gadgets at the bottom of the screen to toggle on and off high 
resolution, interlaced screens, and HAM display. 

8.2.4 Animation Options 

The default location for animation files is in a subdirectory in the project's directory. 
You can specify an alternate directory by entering a new directory name in the "Path 
for Movie" requester. Usually there is no need to change this option. 

When Imagine makes an animation, it makes it in one of two formats. The 
"Imagine" format is default, and allows you to view the animation from Imagine and 
edit a script to play the frames in arbitrary order. 

The "Anim" format is the standard Amiga animation format, which can be shown 
by most Amiga animation programs, like my favorite, ''Playanim." Imagine cannot 

directly play this format of animation from within the program. 

) "o 11 can make your 
o 11'11 saved presets by 
using the Preferences 
editor. 

The DCTV is a neat 
piece of hardware. It is 
talked about on 
page 190. 



Sort of a short 
description fm· the 

cmn:mand thnt 
culminates the hours 
of 1J1or·k that went into 

creating and planning 
your scene or 
animation. 

The Firccrn.ck:er is a 
24 bit display board, 
dis<·ussed on page 190. 
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8.3 Rendering and Manipulating Frames 

vVhen you have an open subproject, any frames that you have rendered will be shown 
in the long middle display in the center of the screen. The different frames are labeled 
and increase in frame number from left to right. If there are more than 70 frames, you 
can scroll through all of the frames by using the large horizontal scroll bar. Rendered 
frames shmv up as an asterisk (' *') under the frame number. You can pick frames by 
simply clicking on the frame number with the mouse. By holding the shift key, you 
can pick multiple frames. 

You can pick (or unpick) a large nmnbcr of frames by using the gadget labeled 
"Range.'' Imagine will ask for a starting frame, an ending frame, and a step (how 
many frames to skip between each picked frame) \vhich will define a range of frames 
to pick. ''LLlO" will pick the first 10 frarncs, "5,2,13'' will pick frames 5, 7, 9, 11, 

and 13. 
vVhen you've picked one or more frames, you can choose to perform a variety of 

operations on those frames. The "Generate" button will render the framc(s). If you 
have the "Generate New Cells Only'' button pressed, a frame will not be rendered 
if a picture already exists for that frame. To render a replacement frame (if you've 

updated your scene, for example) either turn off the option or delete the pictures first. 
"Show'· will display a previously rendered frame. It will be shown in the Amiga 

viewmodc that you have specified in the subproject definition. If you have the "Auto 
Dither" gadget selected, Imagine will use dithering when the image is displayed. 
Dithering tries to alternate different colored pixels to better represent the true image 
color, and almost always results in a better looking image. If you have the "U sc 
Firecracker 24"' button set (and you have a Firecracker!) the image will be shown on 
the Firecracker in full 24 bit color. 

"Delete'" will delete the selected frames. If you delete frames using AmigaDOS 

(by deleting the actual picture files manually,) Imagine gets a little confused but will 
straighten itself out after it complains with a pop-up requester. 

''Info" \vill display useful information about the rendered frames, including the 
picture's file size, the date and time it was rendered, and how long it took to render. 

"Import'' \vill allow you to import a picture as a frame in your animation instead 
of rendering a frame. All this option really does is mark the frames as already being 
rendered; you should use AmigaDOS to put a picture file into the subproject's subdi
rectory. This option is most useful when you want to archive rendered pictures then 
restore them later. 

8.4 Animations 

You can build and vie\v animations of your project right from Imagine. Each subpro
ject can have an animation defined from the frames that have been rendered. You can 
build an animation using all or part of the existing frames. Animations (or "Movies'') 
are controlled using the gadgets at the bottom of the project screen. 

To make an animation, just pick the frames you want (usually all of them) then 
click on the ''Make'' option. Imagine will ask you several questions, allowing you want 

to use the picked frames to make the animation, whether to delete the frames it uses 
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to make the animation, whether you want a looping animation, and whether to lock 
the palette. 

A locked pa Jette will mean that all uf the frames of the animation will use the 
same colors. This is an advantage in some programs that cannot handle different 
palettes fur each frame, though overall each frame won"t be as well represented since 
they have to share the same colors. 

A looping animation just means that it repeats when finished. Though you can 
loop any animation. there will be a skip at the end of an animation that you haven't 
told Imagine that it should repeat. 

You can opt to have Imagine delete frames after they've been added to the an
imation. This really saves disk space, but the frames will be gone. I don't do this 
unless I'm rendering quick test animations. 

After vou·ve told Imagine to build the animation. it will work for a while: it will 
displav what frame it is working on as it displays them. You can also use the screen 
gadgets to move the Imagine screen to the back to so you can watch Imagine show 
the frames: this at least gives you something to do as Imagine works. 

\Vhcn the animation is done building. it is saved as a disk file(s). To viev.; it (any 
time after it is rendered) you have to load it into RAl\I by using the "Load" gadget. 
,4nims take a lot of RAM! You can easily build an animation that is too big for yon 
to load and view! 

After the animation is loaded, you can view it once by using the ''Play Once" and 
see it loop indefinitely by using the "Play Loop." You animation will be displayed in 
all of its glory. Press the mouse button or the ESC key to exit from a looping movie. 

The "Drop" command will remove an animation from memory, freeing the RAM 
that it was using. 

8.5 Project Directory Structure 

This is almost an appendix to the Project editor: but it is sometimes useful tu knmv 
where all of the tiles Imagine creates gu. Yuu actua]]y don't need to know the details 
unless you arc moving projects around or trying to free space on your hard drive . 

A project creates a directory with an extension of . imp. This directory contains 
a single file named staging, which contains all of the information about your scene, 
like the object locations and filenames. There is also a subdirectory named objecfa 
which begins empty, though you arc free to put objects into it. Imagine never uses 
this directory directly. 

Each subproject has its own subdirectory with an extension of .pix, so a sub
project with a name like "scan'' would have a subdirectory named sco.n.pi.T. In this 
subdirectory is a file called specs that contains the subproject information, like the 
rendering resolution and file format. Rendered frames arc saved in this directory as 
files named pie. 0001, pie. 0002. pic.(J003 and so on. The name '·pie" is hardcoded, 
it never changes. The number that forms the extension is the frame number of the 
picture; obviously frames can't be larger than 9999. 

A su bdircctory in the subproject (yes. another level!) contains animations. This 
subdirectory is named anim and contains a file named script which contains infor-
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mation on the animation. Animations frames are saved as files called anim. 0001, 
anim. 0002, and so on. 

Imagine really doesn't create any other files anywhere except objects, where you 
choose the location, and Quickrender pictures, which default to being stored tem
porarily in RA~I:. 

8.5.1 File Naming Conventions 

An important suggestion; use descriptive names and extensions for any files you use 
in Imagine. The file objl is going to mean nothing to you an hour from now. table
cloth. iob tells you that this is an Imagine object of a tablecloth; a useful description. 
I use the extension .iob to stand for Imagine objects, and .pth for spline paths. I label 
brushmaps and pictures with an extension depending on how many bitplanes the file 
has. sunset.iff24 is a 24 bit IFF, and exploding-slurpee.iff2 is a 2 bit plane (4 color) 
picture. I also label HAM pictures with the extension .ham. If you don't use these 
extensions, you won't get into trouble, but I find that if you stay consistent you can 
save yourself a lot of work in the long run. 
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Chapter 9 

The Preferences Editor 

Imagine has many default parameters that you can change. These parameters let 
you set a wide variety of options ranging from the screen colors shown in each of the 
editors to the number of multiple reflections that are rendered in Trace mode. You 
can also add custom new user gadgets at the bottom of each editor's sc:rcc1i. The 
rendering presets that are used for defining s11 bproject screen sizes are also definable. 

Imagine 2.0 has added a new editur just for modifying all of these 11ser-changeable 
parameters. You can change global variables. set up function keys and user gadgets, 
and !mi Id default rendering presets. 

The Preferences editor can be called up from the Editor menu in any other editor. 
The gadgets at the top of the screen let you select which type of information you want 
to view or edit; just click on the appropriate gadget and you will go to that display. 
Each of the screens is discussed in their own section in this chapter. 

You have several options when you're done making your changes. The gadgets 
at the bottom of the screen allow you to tell Imagine what to do with any changes 
you\·e made. 

If you want to save the current configuration, you can click on the '"Save·· gadget 
which will saYe all of the parameters and make them the default configuration every 
time yon 11sc Imagine in the future. (This default configuration is contained in a file 
called imagine.config if you ever want tu edit it manually or copy it.) 

The ·'Use·· gadget will not saw the current configuration, but will instead let you 
use the program with the temporary settings. You will be exited from the Preferences 
editor, and the changes you made will take effect, b11t they are not saved so the next 
time you run Imagine you'll go back to the old default setup. This is useful when 
yon want to test an option, or just want to change a variable for a single rendering 
or something. Remember it's just a temporary change! 

Tlic ··Cancel" gadget will abort am: changes you've made, and exit you from 

Preferences. Your configuration will be unchanged from the configuration you had 
when you entered Preferences. When you screw up and don't know how to fix it, 
''Cancel" will usually save you. 

"Reset" will chang<~ all of the parameters back to their original, Impulse-set values. 
If you really screw up and save the bad configuration, "Reset"' will get you back to a 

reasonable setup. 
"Last Sayed" will load the last config11rn t ion you've saved. Any changes you've 
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made \Viii ])('overwritten l>v the new values. 

Th(' last two conmurnds let yon hmT special co11tig11ratio11s vo11 can narn(' and 

call np at need. Yon can sm·e a contig11ratiou with the ''Save As" gadget \vit.11 a 

sp('cial rnrnw. The ddm1lt nrntig11ratio11 will remain the dcfa11lt. but you can read 

th(' altcrnatin' contig11ratio11 with the ··Load From" gadget. Fur example, I hmT it 

nmtig11ratio11 tile called ·'J\lanrnd'' that chang<'S all of the editor colors to grcyscalcs 

to make incl11ding SCl"('('ngrabs in this book ('asicr. This is a cunfig11ration that r don't 

rcallv want wh('!l I'm rendering. h11t I do11 't wa11t to have to define the grcyscalc colors 

even· ti11w I need them. 

The ;wtmtl parn111ctcrs yon can change arc all described in the follovving sections. 

The Prcfrreuccs editor is rather straightforward and easy to use since it"s reallv just 

a quick utility for number editing. 

9.1 Global Parameters ("Misc Stuff") 

The <1iffcrc11t parameters arc all described individually, but they arc all vicw('d and 

changed in a similar mamwr. You can click 011 a horizontal row to highlight it and 

iwlicatc your want to edit it. The information i11 tliat row is copied to tlw gadgets 

at the hot tom oft he screen. You can just type in the gadgets to change th(' ,·alucs of 

the presets. 

Colors ill"(' specified b.\· three nmnl>crs which indicate the R, G, and B components 

of tlw color. Ther<' is a set of sliders on the bottom right. of the display that you can 

use to choos<' colors. These sliders do not set the JH1rumcter 's color. They arc a tool 

t.o tell you \Vhat 1mrnhers to tvpc in. Sure. it's mmu\·iug. but better than guesswork. 

Be careful \Vith your rncrnscclicks: it is easy to click 011 au empty part of the screen 

which cksckcts the rmv you ar(' editing. 

The follm,·i11g arc the panrn1etcrs .'»ou can set. Each one lias a four letter identifier. 

PPTH Pict me Path. The pathname to the lrn.a.qine.pic tile. Inrn(J"inc \Von· t rnn <'"> 

without. this pict.nrc file. '.\lost people will have the file i11 the same directory as 
lmagim'. su the PPTH variable is ..... hut floppy users might want to rnovc the 

picture to another floppy to smT space. 

EDIT Editor. The text editor used to edit the script for ·'J\lakc J\Iovic" in the 

Project editor. 1·011 can use any <'ditor yu11 wish, like nictnac:s which comes with 

AmigaDOS. 

QUIK Quickrender style. This is the screen format that Imagine uses for displaying 

quickrenders. 

QURM Quickrender Render Method. You can set the type of Quickrender image 

that is produced by naming one of the rendering presets like "HAM" or "Fire

cracker 384" or any other preset that you have already defined. 

QUFF Quickrender File Format. Yon can choose what filetype is used for the image, 

like "RGB8-12bit" or my preference "ILBM-24bit". 
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QPTH Path for Quickrender picture. ~Where the Quickrender picture will be saved. 
It defaults to RAl\l: which is good for most systems, but if you have little RAM, 
you might direct the file to a disk. These files are usually deleted quickly. 

LOAD Load all modules'? For machines with little RAM, you might not to load all 
of the editors of Imagine at once. Instead, they will be loaded as needed, saving 
RAM, but causing pauses when you move from editor to editor. 

LACE Interlace editors? You can choose to use an interlaced display or not; you 
can override this in most editors by the "Interlace" command. 

GRON Grid lines on'? Sets the default grid display state. Overridden by the "Grid 
on/off" command. 

BWLN Make lines in "B&W Shade"? 

COLN Make lines in "Color Shade"? 

WARN Warn about unsaved changes'? 

BG RD Background color. 

FGRD Foreground color. 

REQC Requester and gadget color. Also used for bounding box and drag points. 

BVLB Bright bevel color. 

BVLD Dark bevel color. 

GRID Grid color. 

PICK Picked edge color. 

PPNT Picked point color. 

SPCK Selected picked edge. 

SPPT Selected picked point color. 

BWLC Line color in "D&W Shade." 

COLC Line color in "Color Shade." 

STAR Star color for stars added in the Action editor's Global requester. 

COLO Color 0 value. Used to determine what to use for "genlock" colors. Usually 
set to 0,0,0. 

QSKY Quickrender background color. 

GENC Genlock Color. Very important, since backgrounds will be rendered in this 
color, a fact crucial not only for genlocking but for composition of pictures in a 
program like ADPro. 
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NUMS l\umber of screens for "1lakc 11ovie." Set it to 2 or maybe 3. No big 
advantages. 

EDLE Antialiasiug level. Perhaps the most important parameter in Prefer
ences. 1 wisb this were an option in each subproject. Antialiasing reduces the 

jagged look of diagonal lines by making multiple samples of each pixel. The 
lower the number, the better the quality (less jaggics) in your image. A value 

of 0 is the best qualit.v (most oversampling.) A higher number increases jaggies, 
and also increases rendering speed. For quick test passes (especially in ray

traccJ you can increase thisY JE 7this nmnber to 200 awl your rendering speed 
will increase dramatically. A value of 30-50 works well as a ''general purpose'' 

setting, and a value of 0 should be used for your masterpiece. 

RSDP Resoln~ depth for multiple reflections or refractions. \Vhcn you arc raytracing 

a complex scene, you might have reflections of one object off of another. If both 
objects ar<' reflective, you might have multiple reflection where light is reflected 
from object to object to object to object. You can set the maximum number 
of multiple bounces by changing this value. This really only has an effect on 

complex scenes with lots of reflective or transparent objects. 

OCTD Number of Octree levels. The Oct rec is an algoritlm1 f magine uses to speed 

rendering by sorting objects into bins to help prune the nmubcr of objects that 

it has to check to sec if a ray hits it. The larger the octrec, the faster rendering 
will be, though the setup time will increase and more RAM will be used to store 

the sorted. objects. If :vou have a simple scene the setup time might be very long 

and you might want to decrease the nmnlwr of levels. 

GNDN # of divisions in ground. In the preview windows, you sec grounds as grids. 

You can change the density of this grid. with this parameter. I like the default 
of 1 G. 

GNDS Ground Size. Grounds are infinite, hut you can limit how much .vou sec of 
them by setting this immbcr. The default uf 1024 is good. 

SCRL Scroll percentage. How much the four arrow keys move your view m the 
world. 0.33 works best for me. 

GSIZ Initial grid. size. The default grid size, can be overridden in the editors by the 
"Grid Size" command. 

EYES 3D Stereo Eye separation. This controls the camera displacement that Imag
ine uses to form the left and right views for stereo pictures. Values from 0 to 

1 are decent choices, with different imrnbers causing different offsets. I use a 

number of .-1. 

OTRL l\Iax Octree RAM. The octrce partitioning can take a lot of RAl\1. You can 

set a maximum amount it uses using this parameter. See OCTD. 

OTFL Min Free RAM after Octree. Instead of placing a top huund on the octree 

size, you can tell it to be as large as it likes as long as it leaves at least this 
much RAM. See OCTD. 
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9.2 User Gadgets and Function Keys 

As described in the Basics chapter, most of the menu commands have keyboard 
equivalents. For example, right-Amiga-i will execute the command "Zoom In" giving 
you a magnified view of a smaller area of your world. Not all menu items have 
keyboard equivalents, and sometimes the default equivalents arc poorly chosen or 
hard to remember. 

To help yon customize your control of Imagine, you can define your own set of 
keyboard commands with the top row of function keys on the keyboard. Additionally. 
the gadgets on the bottom of the screen in most of the editors allow yo11 to set up a 
"mouse" shortcut for selecting a menu item without using a menu. 

In addition, both the function keys and the custom user gadgets can be different 
for each editor. The Fl key could be defined to mean "Pick Select" in the Detail 
editor and "Go to First Frame" in the Cycle editor. 

Both the function keys and the onscreen user gadgets are defined the same way in 
the Preferences editor. To edit the function keys, select the "Function Keys" gadget 
on the top row of the Preferences editor. or select the "U scr Gadgets"' gadget to edit 
the custom gadgets. Choose which editor you want to define the shortcuts for from 
the second rmv. either "Detail," "'Forms," '·Cycle," "Stage," or '"Action." 

You will see a list of the currently defined keys or gadgets appear. You can click 
on a row to edit a key or gadget's meaning. The row will highlight, and you can use 
the gadgets at the bottom of the screen to change the current settings. 

Function keys are numbered 1--20. The numbers 9 20 represent the shifted value of 
the function key, that is, 16 is shift-F6. The function that a key stands for is specified 
in the "Menu #" column. This shows a somewhat arcane \Vay of representing a 
menu item by using the digits to represent which menu, which selection, and which 
sub-selection the command you are defining is located. Luckily, setting the value is 
nmch easier. Tf you start to use pull dmvn menus, you'll see that they have been 
transformed! Instead of a pull down menu for the Preferences editor, y01i'll see a copy 
of the menu bar for the editor yon are specifying shortcuts for. To select an item for 
the function key to represent, just choose the proper pull down menu selection just 
as if yuu were trying to execute the command. 

You can also enter a comment in the last field, which is handy when yon can't 
remember what "6a0" means in the Detail editor. Impulse has already set up some 
reasonable defaults (with the oft-used "Pick Select"' on the best key, Fl) and com
mented them so you can see what they are. 

Custom gadgets are chosen similarly. You highlight their row, and define the 
functions by using a mock pull-down menu. The one additional control is the gadget's 
text. The custom gadgets can have \vhalevcr text you like written on them, from one 
character to 50. However, you are limited to the total number of characters that all 
of your gadgets have (there is only so much room on that thin bar!) so be brief. 
Three or four letter commands seem to work well for me. You can obviously edit the 
Impulse defaults and shorten (or lengthen) their names. 

To add a new custom gadget, you just select the last row (which is labeled <new> 
and edit it like a current gadget. To delete a gadget, enter "000" into a row's "11enu 

#" gadget. 
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9.3 Rendering Presets 

The render presets that are used in quickly defining subprojects can be edited and 
defined from the Preference editor. By selecting the "Rendering Presets'' from the 

top row of gadgets. you will sec a display of all of tltc cm rent presets. Impulse has 

a nice selection of presets that cover most resolutions yo11 rnight want to render at 

often, but, for exampk. you mi?,ht often output 11iagazi11c covers at a resolution of 

2048 by 3480 and want to call 11p subprojects with this rcsol11tiu11 quickly. 

You can edit old presets h\" clicking on a row then l'ntering or changing the appro

priate information in tbc gadgets at the bottom of the sctT<'ll. To rnake a new preset, 

select the row appropriately labeled <new> and edit the values to make a new preset. 

To delete an existing preset, just enter a value of "()" for the width and height. 
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Appendix A 

Common Problems 

There are certain problems and questions that continually crop up with all Imagine 
users. All of these questions have been addressed in the text, but this quick answer 
section will give you a quick answer and point you towards a more detailed reference. 
Some problems and bugs from Imagine 0.9-1.1 are discussed as well as whether tbey 
haw~ been fixed in Imagine 2.0. 

• How cau I speed up my rendering? It's taking way too long. 

Beyond the obvious solution of getting a faster machine, there are a lot of 
parameters you can tweak. Using the Preferences editor, you can edit the EDLE 
parameter (Edge Level) to a higher number. This number controls antialiasing, 
how each pixel is sampled many times to get a good estimate of its true value. 
A low number like 0 is very high quality, but is very slow. 35 is the default. A 
value of 100 can speed up renders by 50%, but the quality of your pictures will 
go down. 

If you are always running out of memory, you'll find that adding more HAM \Vill 
also speed up rendering. This is beca11se in tight HAM situations your machine 
\viii start 11sing slow Chip HAM instead of the faster Fast RAM. On a 2 !\leg 
A:rnoo. this effect is dramatic, since it has 512 K of Fast and one meg of Chip, 
Addiug just one extra meg of RAl\I will easily doubfr~ rendering spe('d of a 2 

Meg A3000. 

In trace mode, rendering speed is linked to your object size; very very small 
objects take longer to render if the world is much larger. You \vant to scale 
your objects to fit into your world, but take 11p a good fraction of the vmrld 
size. If the world size is 2048 wide, rendering a 1 unit high object can take ten 
times longer than a 500 unit high vcrsiou. despite the fact that it's the same 
view of the same object. 

• Is it all right leave my computer on overnight to render? How about a few days? 

This is occasionally a lively debate. It certainly is all right to leave your com
puter on even for long periods of time (even months.) Many people even think 
that leaving a computer on actually decreases \Vear since powerups arc very 
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stressful on the computer hardware. Hard drives in particular are probably 
good to leave on, especially Seagate drives which often fail to start spinning 
when they arc initially turned on. 

If you do lecrv-e your computer on (I do, all of the time), you probably should 
turn off the monitor when you aren ·t using it. There is a slight fire risk if a 
monitor fails, and unattended the damage might be severe. Also, if the power 
service in your area is erratic, you might have trouble with the computer freezing 
during one of the pmver glitches. 

• \Vhy do objects get chopped in half or not appear when I raytrace? 

Imagine has a ''world size" that objects must stay within when they are being 
raytraced. This ''world" is the volume in the Stage Editor that extends from 
X= -1024 to 1024, Y =-1024 to 1024, and Z= -1024 to 1024. If you have any 
objects outside of this volume they will not show up when rendered in Trace 
mode. You can either move and scale your objects so that they are all within 
the world volume, or you can increase the world size manually. This is done by 
going into the Action Editor in Stage, and using ''Add" to add a size channel 
to the global actor's timcline. For a size, just type in the size you want the 
world to be; default is 102-L Note that lights and the camera can be outside of 
the world volume, only objects nrnst stay inside. Also, the world size docs not 

affect scanline rendering. just trace. 

• How can I move projects onto another disk, or give them to a friend? Imagine 
can never find the objects when I move them anywhere. 

Imagine uses hardcoded paths to assign object and brushmap names. There 
really isn't a solution, but I talk about one way to reduce these problems by 
using path assigns on page 151. 

• Trnagi11c doesn't giV<' nw an "out of RAT\!" error, but I still get funny results 

like missing objects when I"rn pushing my RAM limits. 

Imagine sonwtirnes nms out of HA'.\ I but keeps merrily chugging along. T\fost 
often, an object will he left out or only partially rendered. If vou have missing 
objects like this, watch vour memory meter as the render sets itself np and then 
begins rendering. If it gets low (less than 250K of Fast RAM) you might be 
running into RA~I problems. Try using smaller brushrnaps or some of the other 
RA~I saving techniques listed in this appendix. 

• How can I conserve memory? I'rn running out. 

First and foremost, try to keep from using lots of big brushrnaps. ~lany times a 
smaller version of a picture will produce just as good an image, and will save a 
considrrnble amount of memory. Textures in Imagine don't use much RAM; you 
might try to add details with a texture rather than a custom brushmap. Another 
way of saving memory is never to have the animation builder automatically 
generate frames: RAM is wasted by keeping previous frames in memory as the 
new one is rendered. First, generate all of your frames. thPn build the anim. 
This can easily save :moK of memory over doing it the other wav. 
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If you are scraping for memory, yon can get about 80K by not running work
bench. Make a floppy disk that has a modified Startup-Sequence that docs not 
include the command LoadWB but instead runs Imagine with a command like 
work:lmaghie/ImagineFP if Imagine lives on your work: drive. However, if you 
do a lot of rendering, you'll find that you can never have too much memory; it's 
always useful· and these days it's pretty cheap. Artist Brad Schenck once said 
''If yon aren't always running out of RAM, you're not trying hard enough." 

• How do I get out of viewing a picture in the Project Editor? 

There is a bug in Imagine 0.9-1.1 which will freeze the displayed picture on the 
screen if you press the mouse button. This bug has been fixed in 2.0, but if 
you are using an earlier version, to get back to the Project editor after looking 
at a picture or watching an animation, press the ESC key. if you accidentally 
press the m.ouse button .first, the ESC key will not work! If you do this by 
mistake anyway, you can pull down the picture by grabbing the top of the 
screen, exposing the Project Editor screen beneath. If you click on the exposed 
Project screen, then press ESC, the picture will then disappear. 

• I move my objects around in Stage, and the scene looks great! But when I 
change to a new frame or when I render my animation, no matter how often I 
use "Save Changes" the objects are in the wrong place! 

When you move an object in the Stage editor, many times your change will not 
be recorded because you have actually told Imagine not to allow changes to that 
object. How? The only time manipulation in Stage will "take" is during the 
last frame of an ob_ject 's position, alignment, or scale timeline bar. If you want 
to override the position bars, add a new bar using the Position Bar command 
from the Object menu. 

• Why won't the brush mapping axis stay where I position it? 

There is a bug in Imagine 0. 9-1.1 that docs not keep the changes you make to 
the size, orientation, and placement of the brushmap axis when you interactively 
edit it. (You will manipulate) the brush, but if you go back to it, you'll find 
that the brush hasn't moved. The easiest way to get around this bug is to use 
local mode when manipulating the brush. Press "l" before you move, rotate, or 
scale the brush axes, and the changes you make should be remembered. This 
bug does not affect the Transform requester. 

• How can I increase the quality of my Imagine HAM pictures? 

If you are using HAM to display your pictures, make sure that you select "auto
dither" before viewing the picture. Dithering will dramatically increase the 
color resolution of most pictures, though the HAM picture will be slower to 
display and the file size of the HAM picture will be larger. For the best HAM 
display, the Art Department by ASDG can load 24-hit pictures generated by 
Imagine and display them with noticeably better dithering than Imagine. 
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• How clo I join the Imagine Mailing list? 

The Imagine mailing list is a group of Imagine users on the nationwide computer 
network called the Internet. If you have access to this network, you can get on 
the list. The list consists of postings from the list members talking about all 
aspects of 3D in genera I and I 111agi11c in particular. If you arc able to send and 
receive electronic mail on the Internet, mail spworley@nthr:na.rnd.edu ancl ask 
to join the list! That is all there is tu it. Even if you do not lrnn' Internet mail 
access, many BBS's carry the list as well, though you might nut be able to post. 
Portal on-line services has a romp I etc feed of the mailing list. If .vou don't know 
vdrnt the Internet is, you prohahly don't have access to it. 

• Sometimes I type a number in a gadget and hit "OK'" and Imagine doesn't use 
that number! The gadgets just don't work sometimes! 

Some gadgets in Imagine will not register a number yon input into them unless 
you hit the Return key in the gadget before clicking on the "OK" button. It 
vmrks in some gadgets an<l not in others, so if you are getting strange results, try 
carefully using the Return key to sec if the numbers are trnly '"getting though." 

• \Vhat is the difference bct\vccn line segment paths and spline paths·: 

This question is moot in Irnagine 2.0, since only spline paths arc used. But in 
Imagine 0.9-1.1 Imagine uses two different types of paths. line segments and 
splines. Linc segment paths are just an object that consists of a set of points 
linked by edges. The order of the points defines the direction of the path. To 
make this type of path, it is easiest to add a new axis in the Detail Editor, 
then enter "add lines" mode. Whenever you click a new point and edge will be 
added where you're pointing, and you can trace your path in just a few seconds. 
This type of path is used for extruding along paths as well as the "Grow" F /X. 

The other path type is splines. In Imagine 0.9-1.1, these paths rn.nnot be used 
in the Detail Editor. they arc just for defining routes for objects to mow along 
in the Stage Editor. Doth open a11d closed paths are available: open paths arc 
lines that define a route from ci starting point to an endi11g point: dosed paths 
always start and end at the same place, which is useful for cvclir motion or 
looping animation. You can create a new spline path by selecting "add path." 
The paths arc interactively editable in the Stage Editor. 

• How do I extrude to a path? I get an error, or a straight line. 

First, it is important that yon use the right type of path. Imagine 2.0 uses spline 
paths for extrusion, but in Yersions 0.9-1.1 "Extrude to path'" uses a series of 
connected line segments to define the direction the extruded object follows. For 
these early versions of Imagine, Extrude does not use the spline paths that are 
used in the Stage Editor. If you try to extrude and get an error message, you 
are using the wrong type of path- use a line segment path. 

When you've created a path to extrude along, use the attributes requester to 
see the name of the path; you might even want to call it PATH as opposed to 
AXIS.5 or whatever it hcippens to be called already. Pick the object or uutline 
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you want to extrude, and get to the extrude requester by selecting ''l\lold." 
Toggle the extrude to path button, which will unghost the path name box. 
Type in the name of the path that you noted before. Also, make snre yon 
change the "# of segments" box to a number greater than one! Yonr extrusion 
will be of better quality the higher yon set this, though your object size and 
complexity will also increase. If you just get a tube that doesn't follow your 
path, set the # of segments to something greater than one. 

• \Vhy doesn't an altitude brush make a dent in my object? 

An altitude map just tells Imagine that light hitting the object's surface should 
be reflected, refracted, and specularated (!) as if it hit a surface that had a 
certain shape to it; the shape described by the brushmap's intensity. If you 
mapped a picture with lots of small fuzzy grey dots onto a sphere, you would 
get reflections and light highlights as if the sphere had tiny pits in it like an 
orange. The altit?ule map does not change the real surface height of your objer:t 
at all. This is the difference between a displacement map and an altitude map. 
Nonetheless, this is a powerful effect. as making objects like golf halls and 
oranges, as well as complex surfaces like a turbulent ocean and a mottled brick 
wall are all easily possible. 

The altitude mapping in Imagine 0.9-1.1 has a major bug which reduces the 
apparent depth of the map, but it works gloriously in Imagine 2.0. 

• What size should I make my objects? 1000 units? .1 units? 

The size of objects is not criticaL as they can always be re-scaled in the Stage 
Editor to whatever size you wish. However, it is best to try to keep your objects 
on the order of a hundred units wide. If you start making a detailed object that 
is .1 unit \vide, you might start hitting the limit of Imagine's spatial resolution 
(how accurately it can place a point) \vhich is 1 /65536 of a unit. Also, if you 
make the objects too large, you might run into the absolute size limit ( 65536 
units) and you might have problems in raytracing if the object is outside of the 
world size . 

• I can't make transparent glass. Help! 

Objects with any shininess set in the attributes requester will not be trans
parent. You must set the shininess of any glass to zero, and the filter values 
moderately high. This is actually not a bug, since the filter controls arc really 
"appropriated" by Shininess to control the color and appearance of the "shine." 

• What is the difference between flat-fiat, flat-wrap, and wrap-wrap wrapping? 

There are three basic types of wrap- a "flat" wrap (Flat X Flat Z), a "sphere" 
wrap (Wrap X Wrap Z), and a "cylinder" wrap (Flat X, Wrap Zand Wrap X, 
Flat Z). Flat will ignore any surface bumps and features and just apply itself 
directly, much like a slide projector would project onto a bumpy screen. A 
sphere wrap tries to encase the object in the brush, then shrinkwrap the map 
onto all of the surface features of the object. The cylinder wrap tries to follow 
contours in one direction, but ignore them in another. Think of taking a piece 
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of gift wrap, and bending it around so its a hollow cylinder. Then place the 
object in the center of this vertical gift wrap cylinder and push in (but not up 
or down!) to follow the object contours. 

• I can't make objects that look like they're metal. Why not? 

l'v1etals are tricky to define, as their most distinguishing aspect is their reflection 
of the environment. If there is nothing for the metal object to reflect, your eye 
will not interpret the object as being shiny and therefore not metal. Thus, make 
sure to put the metal objects in an environment that allows the ground and sky 
to be reflected. A global brush map (in the Global requester in the Action 
Editor) allows you to specify a world for the metals to reflect. If you have a 
simple landscape (even a two color picture of mountains and sky made in ten 
seconds with a paint program) you'll see that there is a dramatic increase in the 
realism of the appearance of metals. 

• Why do looping anims stutter when I play them? 

If you have a cyclic path that an object is following, the cycle starts and ends 
at the same point. Thus, an object is in the same place for the first frame and 
the last frame. If you are making a looping anim, the object will not move for 
that one frame, causing the anim to "stutter." If you were animating a compass 
needle spinning 360 degrees, a 6 frame animation would not show the angles (0, 
60, 120, 180, 240, 300) degrees in each successive frame, it would show (0, 72, 
144, 206, 278, 0) degrees. When animated, each angle is shown once, except 
zero, which is shown twice. So, for one frame, the object appears to suddenly 
stop moving, causing a very noticeable stutter in its motion. 

One way to get around this bug is to define one extra frame that you do not 
even have to render~ make a 101 frame anim, and just don't render or use the 
last frame. This will make a smooth cyclic motion both for objects moving on 
paths and for cycle objects. 

• \Vhat's the best default lighting setup? How about ambient light? 

Using just one light tends to make very sharp shadows and a very odd looking 
picture. More than about four lights starts making everything well illuminated, 
and specular reflections stand out everywhere. Ambient light can help show 
dark crevices of objects and soften shadows, but too much really washes out the 
world. I usually use small values in the range of 5-25. 

There is an art to light placement; depending on how you set them up you can 
get drastically different results in your final image. A standard light placement 
that works fairly reliably is to place one light very close to your camera, which 
insures that everything your camera sees has some light falling on it. A second, 
"fill" light can be used to help fill the shadows and enhance the smoothness 
of the scene lighting. This fill light is generally placed about 30-45 degrees to 
one side of the camera. This is a plain and simple setup, but it will get you a 
viewable image. Sometimes scenes call for complex lighting design, but I find 
the two light configuration a good place to start. 
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• How can I get the best quality for my final render? 

First, crank antialiasing down to its best level, 0. This will slow down rendering. 
Always render in 24 bit mode; the 12 bit mode will save file size, but at the 
expense of poorer color resolution. You might even consider rendering at a 
larger size than you want your final output, then use a utility like The Art 
Department to shrink the large picture down. Shrinking the rendered picture 
will then make each pixel a more accurate representation of the colors in the 
image at that location- this is a way of increasing antialiasing past lmagine's 
built in limit. Your 24 bit output will be of the best output quality; now the 
only question is output. An RGB 24 bit board like the Firecracker is probably 
optimum. NTSC display from a Video Toaster is also good, but can't compare 
to a sharp RGB display. Next best are display hardware like DCTV and HAM
E, which aren't 24 bit quality, but are still better than HAM. Finally, if you 
want to display directly on your Amiga without extra add-ons, you'll have to use 
HAM or a Hires picture. HAM is usually best, since it can display a wide variety 
of colors, but if you have a detailed picture without many colors, sometimes a 
high resolution 16 color display can be better. Even if you have to use HAM, 
stunning pictures are still possible. If you do use hires or HAM as a final output, 
you can load the 24 bit Imagine file into ADPro and render the hires or HAM 
picture from there; it has much better dithering and color selection algorithms. 

• How can I make mirror images of objects? 

To flip an object so that it is mirror imaged, pick it in the Detail Editor, then 
use the Transform command and scale it in world coordinates by X = -1.00, 
Y = 1.00, Z = 1.00. You'll get a mirror image object. This is very useful when 
you are making an object like an airplane where you can just copy one object 
{like a wing) and mirror image it for the other side. 

• How can I convert Imagine objects to and from other formats, like Sculpt
Animate 4D or Lightwave? 

There is a commercial program called Pixel 3D by Axiom Software that performs 
object conversions, but it has a large liability of not being able to translate 
grouped objects. This program will convert the geometry and rough coloring of 
the objects, but there really is no software that will translate an object perfectly. 

If you want to use another another object format and are proficient in program
ming, there is an excellent shareware utility called TTDDD (Textual Three 
Dimensional Data Description) written by Glenn Lewis. If you can program {in 
C, AREXX, even BASIC) you can use this utility to make your own conversions. 
TTDDD is incredibly useful for programmers who want to play with scripted 
or algorithmic object creation as well as translation. TTDDD can be found on 
may BBSes and FTP sites, though if you use it, you should send Glenn a few 
dollars; it's well worth it. 

• Imagine is acting screwy in some other way that's not listed here. 

This appendix covers the common questions that most people have asked about 
Imagine. If you are getting strange effects you don't understand which aren't 

TTDDD is described 
on page 192. 
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listed here (quite possible!), there are a few steps that might help you identify 
what is going on. First, make sure you understand what should happen. If 
you try a new tool and it doesn't do what you expect it to, odds are you just 
don't understand it well enough. Look in the index of this book and read 
about whatever you are trying to use. If the scene lighting is weird, read about 
lighting. If a texture isn't performing correctly, read about the use of textures 
in the Detail editor and about the specific texture you are using in the Texture 
appendix. 

If you are sure that things are truly broken and you're just not misunderstanding 
how to use a function, you get to experiment. Try varying different things to 
see what exactly causes the problem. If you have a problem with a brushmap 
wrap on a sphere, try using a different brushmap. Try using the same brushmap 
on a different sphere. Try moving the brushmap axis to other positions, even if 
you think they're wrong. Try rendering the object alone without other objects 
in the scene. Try deleting the brushmap from your object, then re-adding it 
back. Eventually you will find that the problem goes away or changes, and you 
might realize what caused the problem. If it was a RAM shortage, maybe when 
you rendered the object alone it finally worked because there were no other 
objects to use up your machine's RAM. Imagine does have bugs, which is to be 
expected in such a large program. The important part is to specifically identify 
these bugs and to learn how to get around them. 

If you try everything and still are lost, there are still a couple of options. You can 
post a message on a local BBS or ask a question at your user's group meeting. 
Ask your dealer, or a friend who also uses Imagine. Sometimes another person 
will have experienced your problem before and will be able to help, or will just 
see something you missed. 

Your last option is to call Impulse's help line. The fact that you've spent some 
time trying to diagnose the problem and still not found a solution probably 
means that you have indeed found a bug, and Impulse probably would like 
to know about it to correct it in future versions. Do not call Impulse with 
questions you haven't spent time trying solve by yourself; you'll waste both 
your time and theirs when the "problem" was caused by the fact you didn't 
understand a feature and not that there was a true error. 

If you do come across problems, a great technique, or other tricks, I'd love to 
hear about it! Send a postcard or letter to me care of Apex Software Publishing. 
I might be able to help with the most evil problems, and I'd also like to share 
any hints or tips I can with other users. 
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Appendix B 

Fun Tricks, Tips, and Ideas 

This is a very disorganiz<'d chapter of (as the title sa.vs) fun tricks. tips. and ideas. 

Some of thcs<' hints can be the basis of a prnjcct or animation, and oth<'rs ar<' general 
tips that you can use in every project you build. Some of the hints in this chapter 
can produce some spectacular !'<'suits! 

B.1 Learning Keyboard Equivalents 

Keyboard equivalents exist in almost every Arniga program. Instead of using the pull
down menu. you use the right-Amiga key (the trntlinc of a capital A) \vith another key 
to pcrforrn the action. You can ns<' these keyboard cquiYalents fast \vhicli mak<'s using 

any program that much <'asi<'r. and certain actions h<'come a liquid flmv of cormnamls 
instead of a stuttering series of menu selections. 

But learning these kc:.·l)Oard cmrnnands sucks! r\'(' never had any luck learning 
them miless l was forc('d to, since that would rcq11 ire actual thought on my part. One 

day. in a tlash of (rare) brilliance. I finally came up with a way to learn keyboard 

cquiYalcnts painlessly. This method will work with an,1; cmnputer program. !mt it is 
especially useful with Imagine and its vast array of commands. 

Tlw trick is very simple. vVhcncvcr yon need to use a command and don't know 
th<' keyboard cquival<'nl already. go ah<'ad and pull down nw1ms tu find the command 
:.·u11 want to 11se. Hut do not select the unnmand! Instead, look at th<' keyboard 
('Cjllivalent printed next to the sel('ction in the me1111. Let go of the mo11se and then 
11s1: that equivalent Ii:.· t:.Tling it Oil the keyboard. Sure. you're wasting that mouse 
movement, but by actually using the keyboard you imprint that physical action into 
your memory. 1 Allow yourself to use the menu to find the equivalent as often as you 

like; don't strain yourself to remember the commands. You'll find that the common 
commands become second nature much sooner than you expect. 

Some commands don't have a built in keyboard equivalent, but you can make 
one using the programmable function keys. The most used command that has no 
keyboard equivalent is probably "Pick Select" which is extremely useful. The default 

1 "Motor memory" allows you t.o move your body in accustomed ways accurately without thought. 
which is why dancers can perform complex sequences without errors, or why an experienced typist 
can type while daydreaming about cheerleaders in a vat full of Jello. 
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See page 135 to see 
how to define the F 
keys. 
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Impulse function keys define "Pick Select" as Fl, which is good, srnce Fl and F 10 
are the best function keys to use since they are easy to find. 

B.2 Cartoons 

You can rnakc some interesting effects when you turn off realistic shading in Imagine. 
In particular, when you make all objects Bright, each object looks very monotone, 
just like a cartoon. The appearance is different from a simple color fiat shading, since 
there arc no brightness gradients across the object. I find that it is very easy to take 
the output of say, a livingroom, when rendered with all Bright objects, and touch 
it up in a paint program to look like a dravm version of the same living room. The 
accurate perspective makes animation of these ''cartoons'' smooth, but they arc still 
easy to do since Imagine is doing all of the work. You can keep specular highlights 
on of off, though I find it is easier to leave them off. 

You can also make a similar effect by using a large amount of ambient light; this 
allows you to have some shading. 

B.3 Fun with Backdrop Abuse 

The fact that you can use backdrops makes some interesting possibilities. Perhaps 
the most useful ability is being able to render a scene, then use the picture Imagine 
generates as a backdrop itself, even in the san1c anirnation! As long as the camera 
doesn't move, the image will still look like the same scene to the viewer. You can ani
mate objects in the foreground in front of this image, and as long as they don't move 
too far away frorn the camera, the scene will appear to be "normal.'' The rendering 
speed, however, can increase by orders of magnitude since only a few foreground ob
jects arc really being rendered. You have to be careful, though, since the objects you 
ilre rendering won't bc ocdnded by anything; in the backdrop, and they won't cast 
any shadows on objects in the static image. But other than that, this is a great way 
to make animations practical, since rendering 100 frames of just (in effect) one object 
is easy. You can also use a raytraccd background while animating objects in scanlinc 
in the foreground. 

B.4 Aspect Ratio and Widescreen Movies 

As explained in both the Action and Project chapters, it is possible to get lrnagine to 
output different aspect ratios to make a true widescrcen perspective. The question of 
making a widescreen display might be confusing; after all, don't all computer monitors 
and TV screens show all images in the same 1.33 ratio? \Veil, yes, but you can use 
"letterboxing" to get wide-screen views. Letterboxing just means that you don't use 
the full height of your display, and usually the image is centered vertically on the 
screen with black bars on the top and bottom. This is used a lot on laserdisks of 
movies, since true movie buffs want to sec a movie in its original widescreen aspect. 
You can do the same with animations on a computer screen. As a major serendipitous 
benefit, the fact that you arc animating less pixels means rendering times are faster, 
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and most importantly, you can play hack the animations much faster. An animation 
with a 2 to 1 aspect ratio will play at roughly 1SO% of the speed of a animation with 
a 1.33 to 1 aspect ratio. 

Aspect ratio is not controlled in the Stage and Action editors. Imagine really 
isn't designed to use widescreen views, hut it can be forced to anyway through some 
sneaky but straightforward manipulation. The method for doing this is by playing 
with the pixel sizes when you define new subprojccts for rendering. Section 8.1 on 
page 126 talks about setting these aspect ratios. 

The final picture aspect ratio is determined by both the number and size of the 
pixels. The picture will become physically wider the more pixels wide the image is. 
It will also become wider the wider each pixel is. The pir:ture aspect ratio is given by 
the formula 

# X pixels PixelX Aspect 

# Y pixels Pixel Y Aspect 

Normally this number is close to 1.33, which is the standard 4:3 NTSC display aspect 
ratio. The Amiga seems to use a value of 48:35 for its displays. which is very close. 

If we want to make a widescreen image, we can look at the above formula and 
sec that we have to either increase X pixel widths, decrease Y pixel widths, increase 
the number of X pixels, or decrease the number of Y pixels to get the aspect ratio we 
want. If you are displaying on an Amiga, the pixel aspect ratio is set. We also want 
to use the full width of the screen, but we can't increase the number of X pixels past 
what the Amiga is capable of displaying. Therefore we have to decrease the number 
of Y pixels. This will leave an empty area at the bottom when shown on a normal 
Amiga screen, but that's a price we expected to pay. If we are clever, we can center 
the image vertically and put black at the top and bottom of the screen, creating a 
letterbox effect. exactly the solution that is used to put widescreen movies on video. 
They can't change the size or shape of the television either, so they give up some 
vertical space. 

The number of Y pixels to use depends on what aspect ratio you want. An aspect 
value of 1.66 will give you a widcscrcen movie, but 2.0 will give you the look and 
feel of Indiana Jones and the !Mirrored Spheres. Just plug the ratio you want into 
the formula above (and use the pixel aspect ratios for the screen you are using from 
Table 8.1) and you can determine the number of Y pixels you need. For an ovcrscan 
interlaced image (low or high resolution,) you want to use 330 pixels for an aspect 
ratio of 2.0 or 398 pixels for an aspect ratio of 1.66. 

So, to make a widescreen picture or animation, you just decrease the number of 
Y pixels? \Veil, yes, but there's a little more to it than that. What docs the preview 
window of the editor show? Does it letterbox? No, it doesn't. In fact, Imagine\; 
editors don't know or care what resolution or aspect ratio you render in. So when a 
funny aspect ratio is rendered, what part of the world is shown? Something has to 
be lost, since the preview window shows either too little of what's happening to the 
sides or too much of what's happening on the top and bottom. 

The answer is that Imagine uses the full width of the image shown in the preview 
window, and when rendered with a wide aspect ratio, it discards portions of the image 
on the top and bottom. That means when you render, your image will be a subset of 
the preview image! This is actually preferable to the alternative, which would he that 
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.vu11'd n·nder more or1 eitlwr side uf what yon s;nv in the preview \vinduw. This would 

he horrible since you'd ccrnshrntlv be showi11g cruft that you did11't \Vai1t shown. like 

the a\m1pt end of a side\\·alk or th(' fact that ,v·our roadway is fiuating in an infi11ite 

,-oid. En~n so. yu11 l1a\'t' to lH' card11l since objects on the top am! bottom of the 

display get cropped off. and it is difficult to tell whc~n s0111dl1ing is in the area that 

is re11dered or not. I fo1111d t lrnt placi11g thin masking tape on my lllollitur to mark 

the top and butto111 oft lw rel\(kred s11bsec'1iun of the preview window worked well. 

(I used Quickrcnder mid sorn(' <'X]wriuwntati011 to place the tape.) 

\Vhcn yon do llSl' ;1 wid('scrcc11 image .. \·mi'll \Vant to set the fornl length of the 

ca11HTa to show a less zoorncd (rnore broad) ,-iew of the \Vorld. Section 7.~J.l 011 

page 117 talks about this in detail. I usnally multiply the clef;rnlt X/Y focal kngth 

ratio by a factor of about. J .:). 

\Vhen Imagine displavs t.lw final v;idcscrccn rendered image. it will he shown in tlw 

right. aspect ratio. and can even be animated that way ;rnton1atically. Hmvcver. if yon 

want to center the irnagc \Trtically. you have tu do sornc work. It probably isn't C'a:'y 

tu do iu Inrngi1w. You Cell! composite it. onto the center a foll-screen black background. 

wl1ich is prnbal>lv tlw h<'st solution for a still. For an anirnatiun. compositing will 

work. but Yon want to kcC'p filcsizes down and nut i11cl11clC' that l'xtra black space in 

th<' image itc,t'lf. I frn111d tl1;1t if \'ull make au all black screen a11d have an animation 

playback prngrarn plm· t 11<' m1im un top of that screen. I could keep the anim centered 

un the screen \Yith black 011 the top and bottu11I. l'xacth; rny goal. If you arc using 

DCTV. :vou'll prnbabh lut\'<' to composite in black at lcac,t at tllC' top stripe of the 

screen. since t lw DCTV l1anlwan· 11ses the top left corner (If the image. and it mu,s/ 

be located at t lw ph\·c,ical top left curucr of the SCT('<'ll. 

\\Tidcscrccn 111ovics arc soll!C'\\·hat m1iq11c i11 c0111p11t('l' m1i1m1tion. lrnt tlwy ;in' 

certainly possil>k with Inwgi1w: it's not that hard tu cajole thC' right uutput fruu1 

tlw program. The side benefit of fac,tcr rendering and ('special!>· faster animati(1J1 

playback arc sweet liorn1scs as well. 

B.5 Gravity 

\\'hen .nm lim'e an ub.icct folluvYi11g a spli11C' path, you can sd the acc:dcrat.ion of tll(' 

ob.icct along that pat 11. AcC<·leratio11 is rnon' useful than .inst 1m1king cars realistically 

i\C'C('lerntc fru111 rl'st. Yun ca11 sirnulat<' graxity fairly well with acceleration. J\bk<' 

a path pui11t<'d st r;1igl1t duw11. ending rn1 the "ground.'' Set the initial s1wcd to (J. 

and the acceleration to take all of the frames. The object will drop realistically, 
accelerating as it goes. 

B.6 Teardrops 

A quick way to make a teardrop shape is to make a primitive (faceted) sphere in 

Detail. then use the ""Conform to Sphere" option in the Mold requester from the 

Object menu. If you have a sphere with a radius of 50, try conforming the sphere 

\vith the ''Sphere Radius" set at 50 and the "Object Radius" set at 160. A higher 

"object radius·· will stretch the teardrop out. 
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\Vhat is happening is that the sphere is actually being turned iru;ide md as it is 
"\vrapped" around this imaginary sphere. The sphere "runs out"' of surface area as 
it is being pushed around this new shape. so the top starts tapering. A very vague 
description, but all you need to know is that it works. 

B.7 Linear Texture Fun 

The most useful textures in Imagine are probably wood and linear. Wood can do a 
lot of powerful effects, and linear is useful everywhere. The other textures are useful, 
too, of course, but I use linear and \vuod the most. There arc a lot uf impressive 
things you can do by abusing textures Herc's a fun one: 

• Create an object. A long logo works great. Color it and texture it auy way you 
want. 

• Add a linear texture, set the Z transition width to about 20% of the object 
length. Put the texture axis way over to one end, oriented towards the center of 
the logo or whatever. Make the color of the texture he black, no reflection, and 
255 255 255 filter. (Y cs, completely transparent.) Make sure the linear texture 
is the last one if you already have some other textures on the object. 

• Render. You should have basically an invisible object, since the linear texture 
is completely transparent and covers the whole logo. Fix the axis if it is pointed 
the wrong way. 

• Copy the object. In the copy, move the texture axis way to the other side, 
oriented the same way. Save it with a different filename. Test render. It should 
look just like your normal object without a funky linear texture. It should 
certainly not be transparent. 

• The fun part. In the Action editor. morph object one into object two. The only 
change is the texture axis, su Imagine will interpolate its location from one end 
of the logo to the other for each frame. f\lake the animation at least 10 frames, 
preferably 20. You can render in scanlinc mode; it'll work just fine. 

\Vhat happens is the linear trausition hand •·flies" across the logo. fading the logo 
in as it moves from one side to the other. It's an impressive way to introduce an 
object into a scene! It is also pretty easy to do; 10 minutes tops. 

B.8 Animal Walks in Cycle 

If you are interested in character animation, the Cycle editor is very useful in build
ing complex figures that can change their configurations in time. One project I made 
experimented with walking animals. Bipeds like humans have only two legs, so there 
are only a couple of different strides that they can perform. The quadrupeds I ani
mated actually had a very complex rhythm to their walk, since the four legs can work 
together in many complex ways. 
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Left Right Left Right 

Gait Name Front Front Rear Rear 

Amble 0 .5 .7G .2G 
Trot 0 .G .5 0 

Pace () .G 0 .5 
Canter 0 .3 .7 0 

Transverse Gallop 0 .1 .5 .6 

Rotary Gallop () .1 .6 .5 
Bou ml 0 0 .G .G 

Table B.l: Leg phases for different quadrnped gaits 

The order in which au animal moves its legs greatly depends on what speed it 

is moving. Grazing cattle drift along, lifting one leg at a time and placing it before 

moving the next leg. A galloping horse moves its rear legs almost as a group, with the 

front legs also staying together to take up the impact from the small jump the powerful 

rear legs provide. A horse in a mid-speed walk called a "trot" moves diagonally 

adjacent legs together. 

I compiled a list of quadrnpcd gaits, shown in Table B. l. This table shows the 

.. phase" of each leg, or what poillt in the cyclical run or \Valk it lifts off of the ground. 

To figure what frame ;1 kg should be lifted, take the length of the cycle (perhaps 20 

frames) and multiply it by tlw leg phase. For example, the front right leg of a horse 

in a canter should lH' lifted otf of the ground starting in frame G of a 20 frame cycle. 
The gaits in the table an' listed iu rough speed order, with a gallop being faster (both 

in animal speed and repetition of the cycle) than an amble. 

This dmrt is especially exciting \>v·hcn you start morphing gaits. Cycles can morph 

to one a not her as long as they have the same keyframes, so if you are careful about 
scttiug up two cycles, you can use morphing to smoothly slow a galloping horse into 
a canter, then au amble, then stopped. This seamless gait change is very smooth and 
professional! The exciting possibilities of morphing cycles is discussed in Section 5.:~ 
on page 82. 

B.9 Motion Blurring 

Motion blurring is an advanced feature found in high-end renderers. When you arc 

tnaking an animation ur even a still image, a singl(' frame cau show objects that are 

moving fast as being blurred. This is due to the fact tltat a real camera keeps its 

shutter open for a linitc arnrnmt of time, and objects that arc moving quickly arc 

photographed as a short st rcak as opposed to a still image. 

This motion blurring can convey a real sense of realism, and one of my more 

popular pictures, "'Strike" uses this. One way to create motion blurring is to make 

an animation which everything is moving very slowly, perhaps 10 times slower than 

a normal animation. If you render 10 frames in a row, these frames represent the 

positions of the objects over a short time. The objects that aren't moving will stay in 

the same position in each frame, but objects in motion will each have slightly different 
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positions in each frame. 

If you can somehow average these frames together into a single image, you can 
represent motion blurring very accurately. One method of doing this is with the 
program ADPro which allows you to average pictures with the composition controls. 
DCTV can also average images. 

To come up with the average frame, load the first image of the series. Now, load 
the second image and merge it with the first with a weighting of 503 so each image 
has an equal contribution. If you add the third image with a contribution of 333, 
the fourth with 253, the fifth with 203, and so on, you will end up with a composite 
average of all ten frames. There is nothing else to do! The blurring is automatically 
made by the displacements of the objects in the mini-anim. Fast moving objects are 
blurred into longer streaks, just as they should be. 

If you don't use enough frames or your animation proceeds too fast, sometimes the 
blur shows the individual frames that make it up. In this case, you have slow down 
the animation (not necessarily easy.) I find it easier to initially build my animation 
very slow then if I don't need it that slow just using every other frame. 

You also can change the EDLE antialiasing parameter way up to increase rendering 
speed. The averaging of many frames tends to perform extra antialiasing so you can 
get away with less samples in each frame. 

B.10 Pathnames 

Making projects is easy, but there can be major problems when moving projects 
around or sharing them with others. Since all of the file names in Imagine are hard
wired (they have the full path in them) you can't change the location of a project 
and expect Imagine to still be able to load the object files and brushmaps. 

To help reduce this problem, I've started a convention that has saved me many 
times. I have made three virtual disk partitions called Projects:, Objects:, and Maps:. 
I put all of my projects in the Projects: disk, the objects in Objects: and brushmaps 
in Maps:. These aren't necessarily disk partitions, they are really virtual partitions 
made by executing the AmigaDOS Assign command. 

Now that I have these assignments, moving files is much easier. \Vhen I ran out 
of disk space for my brushmaps. I just copied all of them onto a disk which had 
some room left, and changed the Assign staternent. Also. I can put a project onto a 
tloppy disk and assign Projects:. Afops:. and Objects: to it after copying the object 
and brushmap files I need onto it. Then I can render off uf this floppy disk. m more 
likely, he able to give it to another Imagine user and let them play with the project. 
If the pathnames hadn't been assigns, I could copy the project, but the other Imagine 
user would either have to have the exact same directory structure as I ( unlikel.v), or 
would have to manually load each object to change the brushmap names. then use 
the Action editor to change each object filename. Not pleasant. 

ADPro is discussed on 
page 189 and DCTV is 
discussed on page 190. 



A/) l'ro is discussed on 
page 189. 
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B.11 JPEG 

VVhen you are rendering high resolution images with 2,1 hitplanes of color, you can 
quickly run out of disk space, since a hires picture can take a megabyte of filespace! 
One solution to this problem is an image tile format called JPEG. This is a method 
of storing 24 bit files in very compressed format; a one megabyte hires image might 
be stored in a file only 75K large. 

There are two disadvantages to .JPEG. First, it takes a considerable amount of 
computation to compress and decompress the file. This decompression might take 20-
:rn seconds for a hires image on an Amiga 3000, or several minutes on an unaccelerated 
machine. Also, JPEG is a lossy storage format. Artifacts can be introduced into your 
image which can add sume high frequency noise to the image . 

.tvlost people panic when they hear that JPEG is a lossy algorithm, but it really 
is not that bad. You can set the JPEG compression to trade off file size for image 
quality; a smaller file size obviously has higher loss. However, the loss that does occur 
is often so trivial it is not visible even on a 24 bit display! When you can get a 10 to 
1 compression ratio without any visible loss, JPEG is well worth using. 

The JPEG format is becoming quickly accepted on the Amiga community. ASDG's 
ADPro can read and write JPEG forrnat, but there are also public domain implemen
tations which are complctdv compatible and of equal quality. A copy of these PD 
,JPEG algorithms is included on the diskette that canw \vi th this book. 

B.12 Multitasking with Imagine 

It is very useful to run other programs at the same time as Imagine, especially since 
Imagine might take hours or even days to render a picture. Luckily, the Amiga is a 
multitasking machine and starting a second (or tenth) program is easy. Just start 
Imagine rum1ing and use the screen gadgets (or right-Amiga-m) to bring \Vorkbench 
to the front and launch your other programs. 

The only limit in running many programs at once is RAM. Tf you have enough 
free, you can run nearly anything dse except programs like games that take over the 
entire machine. You can even nm a second copy of Imagine! You could be modeling 
objects with one copy while rendering a picture with another. Some people even nm 
two copies of Imagine as a matter of course, so they can leave one copy running in 
the Stage editor, and another copy running in the Detail editor. When an object is 
saved from Detail, you can flip to the Stage version of Imagine, and use the "Goto" 
command to visit the c1L1rcnt frame. This reloads all of the objects, and changes 
you made with the other copy of Imagine will update the models on the Stage. This 
technique is doubly useful when designing complex cycle objects. since you can see 
how a cycle animates in the Stage, then adjust the cycle using the other copy of 
Imagine. (Again saving the cycle, and using "Goto" in Stage to reload it.) There is 
a considerable convenience in this method since you never have to reload the objects 
in the Detail or Cycle editors. 

Especially when render in the background. sornetimes you want to lower Imagine's 
task priority. This means that Imagine won't use any of the Amiga's CPU unless there 
is some idle CPU cycles that would be wasted anyway. Instead of running your paint 
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program at half-speed (since it splits the CPU with Imagine), you can run it at full 
speed as if Imagine didn't exist. The great part is that for most programs like a paint 
program, they don't use much CPU so the Imagine rendering time really doesn't slow 
that much. If you arc using a modern or a text editor, the slowdown in rendering 
times is almost imperceptible. However, \vhen you do ask for a complex action, the 
program nm arc using will respond at full speed as if there were no other programs 
running. T\I ultitasking is great! 

To change task priorities, you can use several public domain utilities which list 
running programs and let you change their priority numbers. Setting Imagine to run 
at a negative priority will accomplish what you \Vant; not to use CPl! 1mless there is 
some free. I use a public domain program called XopPr, but there are many other PD 
programs that will do this. Another way of setting priority involves starting a CLI, 
then executing the AmigaDOS command taskpri -1 then running Imagine from thP 
CL! by typing its path and filename. 

B.13 Rendering Limitations 

While this is1d a trick, it is very useful to know what undocumented limitations 
Imagine has, especially in its black-box rendering algorithms. There arc quite a few 
places where Imagine falls short, especially when handling transparency. 

An important note is that although images are reflected and refracted properly 
in trace mode, it is not a complete simulation. Light coming from lightsources is not 

affected by reflection and refraction, so you cannot build a magnifying lens to focus a 
light on a region, or use a mirror to reflect light to illuminate the back of an object. 
You can't add filters in front of a light to color it. 

Also, transparent objects, even when they are completely transparent, can have 
some effect. Stars and backdrop maps cannot be seen through transparent objects. 
When yun arc in either scanline or trace, transparent objects filter out an objects 
"view'' of the sky, which plays a critical role in coloring metals or reflective objects. 
John Cricggs, a respected Amiga artist. had a beautiful emerald that became a fiat 
lurnp of rock when a transparent hell jar was placed over the jewel as a case. 

Also, vie\Vs through transpareut ol>jects sometimes aren't perfect. A view of an 
object with a texture applied to it sometimes docs not show the texture, a Yery 
important failing. 

Other problems with Imaginc's renderer aren't so serious. The "perfect" sphere 
is actually rendered as a faceted sphere in scanlinc mode, \vhich is blatantly obvious 
when you look at the profile of tl1e sphere. If you are using scanline. a primitive 
sphere \vith many triangles will provide better results than the perfect sphere. 

B.14 RAM Use by Rendering methods 

During rendering, Scanline takes a good deal of RAt-.1, partially because it has to keep 
brushmaps in memory to render on your objects. An interesting observation is that 
during the initialization phase when you start a render (before you see the percentage 
gauge start counting) the memory use of Imagi11e peaks. You can sec this by watching 

Many of these 
programs can be found 
on thr Fred Fish 
colfoetion of PD disks. 
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the free memory display in Workbench. After the picture starts rendering, some RAM 
(perhaps 5-10%) is freed back up. This information might be useful if you want to 
multitask with Imagine. If RAM is tight, you might be better off to start Imagine 
rendering first, then start other programs after the actual picture starts rendering 
and you see the percentage gauge. 

Raytracing also 11s<'S RAl\I for hrushmaps. However, trace mode actually uses less 

HAM than scanlinc. Depending on the scene, it can be about JS% less. Like scanline, 
the peak RAM use is during the initialization phase of the render, with some RAJ\I 
freed when the picture actually starts rendering. 

B.15 Visible Light Beams with Fog 

Actually, making visible light beams is pretty easy. Remember that fogged objects 
are really just light absorbing volumes in space. (Actually, it's more like light tinting 
volumes.) You want any ray that passes through a certain region to be become tinted 
\vith the color of the light. This region is a cone or tube is defined by the area the 
light is passing through. 

We can make this volume tint rays that pass through it, which is a decent approx
imation to the effect we're looking for (which is caused by the bright light scattering 
off of air, dust, or \vat er droplets). .Just make a solid tu he or cone of the size and 
shape you want the visible light volume to be . .Just scaling a normal primitive tube 
is usually fine. Color it white or yellow (whatever shade the light is) and position it 
in your scene starting where the lightsource is and pointing in the right direction. 

You can change how visible the light beam is by setting the "fog length" parameter, 
which controls absorption in the volume you've defined. The longer the "fog length," 
the less dense the fog (or absorption, or tinting, depending on how you look at it.) As 
a good starting place, make the fog length equal to twice the width of the "beam" as 
measured in Stage editor Imagine Units. Quickrender... you should see a noticeable. 
but still transparent light beam. If it's too dense, increase the fog length. If it's too 
tenuous, decrease the fog length. 

There are two problems with visible light volumes. First, there is no shadowing. 
Since it's just a solid object, something that intersects the beam won't "stop" the 
light after it passes through. Also, the fog density is constant, so the intensity of 
the "visible light" does not decrease with distance. You might want to add a linear 
texture to make a nice color gradient to partially emulate the intensity dropoff. Not 
perfect, but not bad. 

B.16 Star Backgrounds 

You can add stars to your background sky by using the global "Starfield Density" 
control described on page 114. However, these stars don't animate realistically. If 
you make a space scene and pan your camera, the stars don't move like they should, 
really shattering the illusion. Also, the stars are all the same intensity (just one pixel 
of the given color.) When rendering at high resolutions (like for a magazine cover) 
the stars in effect decrease in size since they are only one pixel wide. 
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There arc a couple of ways around this limitation. aud both ways require almost 

building the stars marnmlly. lf we position a real object way off in the background. you 

can simulate au infinitely-distant object like a st<n. As loug as your camera doesu't 

move aronnd the world a distauce that is significant compared to the distance the 

stars arc away. the parallax should be minimal. For example. if the star objects arc 
1021 units away. you can probablv get away with moviug your camera any way you 

like in a box abont SO units wide. If you move it SOO units, you'll sec the stars change 

relative positiou due to the large camera displacenwnt actually getting another vic\V. 
You can build stars by 11siug perfect spheres or simple solid shapes. I suggest a 

tetrahedron. a fom sided solid. This is the simplest :H) figure that has a viewable cross 

section uo matter which direction you view it from. (A disk might be vic\ved edge 

on. and a cube is a more complex shape.) A tetrahedron also seems to be rendered 

faster. If you create a tetrahedron, assign it a bright white color with a tiut of blue. 

and set the ''Bright" attribute. the object \Vill be clearly visible no matter \vhat angle 
it is viewed from. Use ·'Cut" and '·Paste .. about 4000 times to create a large 1111rnbcr 

of these (you'll need more than vo11 think!) Hcmcrnber you can ''Cut'· 10 copies at 
once. then ··Paste" those I() copies. thcu '"Cut"' the 20 objects. and ''Paste'' 20, and 

so on, so making 4000 objects is prdtv cas.v. 
\Vhcn y011 \·c created a lmnch of these objects, yon should scatter them way off 

in the distance. I added a perfect sphere to the world and used it as a guide to lwlp 

place tlic stars. J\lakc sure to place tlwrn t'/}(:1"/}'Whcn: including the top and bottom 

uf the sphere, and try to keep them 11ncl11mped. This is a somewhat boring task. hut 

you onl.v have to do iL oucc. \Vlwn you're done, '"Join'' all of the stars together (yo1dl 
llC\Tr have to move them again) and save the single object as vour '"sLarficld.·· 

fl .IJO'U, can proyra111, 'f'TDDD is a 7wrf'cct solution for this task of star plo.n·mr·nt. 

'{ou can write a program that asks ··How rnauy stars'!'' and thcu autornaticallv 

scatters them on the sphere's surface. You could even use a database of real star 

positions and position them in accurnt e locations. 

\Vhen you use this ·'Star'· object. _\·our sceue usual!.\' has to be small (to keep the 

stars far away). This can effect rnvt raciug times, so be careful! Sec page I I G for a 

discussion. 
Another 11wtl10d of making stars is easier. You can make a brushrnap of scattered 

points. a11d map it onto a sphere (using \Vrap X \Vrap Z). If you put all of vonr objects 
and lights a]l(l the camera inside the sphcr(', you'll sec the brushmap background. 
This met hod has a coup](~ of drawbacks. First, tlic sky colors will be liloch'd by 
the sphere. Even if you make the sphere transparent (using the star hn1shrnap to 
control the transparency of the sphere, with opaque stars shmving a white color of the 
sphere) the limitations of lmaginc's renderer wmd provide accurate sky coloring. (S('t' 

page 153.) Second. rnaki11g the stars appear ra11domly is tough; they will concc11tratc 

at the poles due to t.hc mappi11g \Vrap \Vrnp uses. (See the br11shmap appendix.) 

Either way you do it. vou co.11. make decent starfields, it is just a lot. of work. Tf 
.\'OU ravtracc, the extra rc11deri11g tirne mav not be worth it. Luckily you only have 

Lo set it up once, then vou ca11 llS(' it for all of vonr projects. 

Rnyht ·is discussed mi 

JilUJC .f,'I. 

Tf'f)f)f) ·is disc11ssr:d 

on page J .'J:!. 
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Appendix C 

Strategies For Success 

Even if you have mastered every tool in Imagine, there is still a lot information that 
can help you use those tools to develop your models. An entire second book could be 
written about this topic, but included in this appendix is a set of useful ideas that 
can help you design and build objects, scenes, and animation. 

C.1 Object Creation Techniques 

Some custom objects are very easy to build. A company name can be digitized, and 
Imagine's IFF converter can convert the brushmap into a 3D object. But what if you 
have a client who wants a model of their restaurant? Or you need to render a specific 
brand of car? It is the complex models that take considerable thought into how you 
can input their shape into your modeler. 

When you decide to build an object, odds are you'll sit down and boot up Imagine. 
This is often the worst thing you can do! Once I was producing an ocean scene, and 
I had a vision of a dolphin leaping out of the waves. I built a stretched and bent 
teardrop shape, added a blunt nose, some fiat, triangular fins, and colored the final 
object with a nice "dolphin grey." I was careful, and the final dolphin shape was 
very clean and detailed. But I was still dissatisfied with the results. After hours of 
tweaking, I still wasn't able to get a reasonable form that seemed right. 

This is when I learned perhaps the most important rule of object design. Never, if 
you can possibly help it, just sit down, boot your Amiga, and try to build the object 
you need. First, sit down at a table and think about your object. Why? Well, it turns 
out there were several problems with my dolphin, which I finally realized when I saw 
a T-shirt with a picture of a dolphin on it. r..'1y model was based on my own skewed 
mental idea of what a dolphin's shape was, and had a good many discrepancies with 
the shape of a real dolphin. The beak was much larger than my mental model, the 
coloring actually was much more complex than I knew, and I was even missing the 
top fin. I learned that I could never trust myself to accurately remember the form 
and coloring of such a complex object; my memory just wasn't accurate enough. It 
wasn't a lack of skill with the modeler, it was just the fact that my model was not 
the same shape as a dolphin, which is why it never looked "right" to me. 

So \vhat do I do now? Well, there arc several strategies I follow, depending on 
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the type of object I need to build. They all revolve around the fact that I have a 
reference to follow; a guide that helps me visualize what the object shmdd look like. 
If I were building a dolphin today, I would first go to a library and find a picture of 
a dolphi11. It could be a blurry photocopy, but having that image helps me in several 
ways. First, I can act.ually study the image in detail. Gross mistakes, like missing 
fins, would quickly revca 1 tlH'msclvcs. Also, since I now have looked at the image with 
the idea of modelling it, I notice new features I would have never noted before. When 
I see a dolphin shmv at an aquarium, I don't notice the fact that the body width is 
about one fifth of the body length, I just say "Oooo! Cool dolphin!" When I try to 
build the "cool dolphin'' from memory, I might (and did') build the dolphin stretched 
out to twice the length it was supposed to be. Studying the image with the idea of 
modelling it will help revise your mental image of exactly what you want to produce. 

What if I want to build a UFO or a 7 11 slurpee machine, something which I 
can't find a good picture of? I use perhaps the most powerful tool available on any 
computer platform; a pencil and paper. I am a truly horrible artist when dealing with 
drawing figures by hand, but sketching a basic shape can help my final object quality 
enormously! Changing a detail with a pencil is considerably easier than having to 
scrap a 3D model and start over. The key is that I h<!Xe a firm idea of what the final 
object should look like when I actually sit down to build it. 

C .1.1 Planning 

Once you have an idea in mind, and you're sure of the shape you want to produce, 
what is the best strategy for inputting it to your modeler? No matter what program 
you 're using, there are a few useful methods for building your object from scratch. 

Perhaps the most important idea to keep in mind is that any object, no matter 
how complex, can (and should!) be broken down into simpler parts. Building a 
model of a car is diffirnlt. but how about a spoke iu the wheel? The hubcap? A 
headlight? These small part.s arc easier to build, awl rnarrv of them can be formed 
011t of ''primitive" objects like tulws and spheres. A11 object. is made of its parts, and 
if you build each part separately then finally assemble them together, you'll save a 
lot. of work for yourself. 

Imagine encourages .\'Oll to build complex objects from simpler parts, then group
ing them together into a complex shape. I've found that the best way to build models 
is by starting with the fundamental, base piece, and then attaching the little doodads 
and ornaments. As you build each little part, you can immediately place it on your 
"final" object, and sec how it fits in with the other parts of the model. If you wanted 
to build a bicycle, build the frame first. As each new piece is added, you'll see im
mediately if something is mis-sized or broken in some other way. You'll also have a 
convenient \Vay of storing your object in progress, since all of the parts are logically 
grouped together. How do you save just a headlight, a rear bumper, and a steering 
wheel together in one file? 

One last advantage of modular modelling is the ability to replace the parts easily. 
If you arc building a car, you might want build a quick and dirty set of wheels so 
you use some toruses. But what if you want to improve the model later? You can 
just pick the old suhobjects and selectively replace them with new, more detailed 
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C.1. OBJECT CREATION TECHNIQUES 

versions. Conversely. sometimes to save space or to speed np rendering yon rnight 
want to simplify a model, and again, you can selectively replace a snbohjcct to chang<' 
the qnality. 

One last point: Be carcfnl how detailed yon mak<' every part. A classic mist a kc is 
to say ''Oh. I want a super l1igh qnality beer bottle"' so you design your object with 
a bottlccap with G,000 triangles. Sure, your cap is very smooth. but yon can easily 

increase rendering times if yon dmi"t try to keep detail levels constant. Perhaps _v-011 

\V<mld \Vant that much detail if yon were making an animation which zoonwd in 011 
a logo on t.11e cap. but use common sense to dctcnllinc the object's complexity when 
you ca11. Oversampling like this is a habit I constantly fall into, where I specify nmcL 
1norc detail than will ever show up wltcn rendered. ft not only wastes HA!\! and 
rcrnlcring speed, but also time I spend in modelling. 

Once yon get used to building small, simple objects, yon "11 be surprised hmv fast 
awl easy it is to assemble thern into large complete models! 

C.1.2 Model Sources 

\VlH'n yon waut to build a complex model like a 7G7 jct in Imagine, a pictmc or sketch 
of the jet"s shape is a great place to start. Dut for some objects like tlic 7G7, there is 
an incredibly rich source of information t]rnt can guide _nrn i11 lllaking very detailed 
and compktdv accurate models. That source is your local l1ohby shop, where they 
sell plastic mo<lcl kits! If you think about holding a rni11iatmc airplane wing that 
yon can study and even mcasun', ~-ou can sec how ideal tl]('y arc for producing an 

acc1uatc ClJ!ll]llltcr model of the same shape. As a bonus, the model kits come \Vith 
d<'cals. \d1icl1 can lw digitized and placed Oil your co111p11ter model as brnshrnaps! 

I\ot C\Tl"Y object in the world can be found at your hobby shop. but there arc 
a surprising Yaricty. Vehicles are by far the most pop11lar: nearly any specific type 
of airplane or car ca11 he found. An excellent variety of ships can be found as well: 
lI<)W<'\Tr tlwy tend to be less detailed since the real world versions arc so large t lw 
scale of the model can shrink to scales of 1/SOO or cn'n smaller. There are also rnodds 
of many other objects, from the human body to .laprinc·sc scic11cc-fictim1 robots: if 
yo11 look around you can often find truly nuiq 11c kits. 

If you have a choice of 111odcls to buy (man_\', man_v models cm11c in different scales 
arnl from different !lla1mfact urcrs), remem1wr that the larger the model is. the easier 
it is to 111e;is1uc. a11d the rnon~ detailed it is likely to lw. If cost is a major factor, 
you'll find that the smaller models are considerably cheaper and not necessarily that 
much harder to deal with. The best quality models seem to be from .Japanese model 
companies; the US models tend to be very simplistic and have very sparse decals. 

A final note is that when you're done with the models, you can build them yourself, 
or give them to a friend or one of your kids. If you want to make a permanent friend, 
you can just dump your plastic parts into a plastic bag and bring them back to the 
hobby shop you bought them from. There is an entire group of "scratch builders" 
who build models from random parts, and will be very happy to have any donations 

of miscellaneous parts, even if they have pen marks on them and are from twelve 

different kits. 
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C.1.3 Real-world Measurement 

In order to accnratdv copy most of these plastic parts in your modeler. yon"]] first 

need a fc\v simple tools. A ruler, though useful, is actually not the best l!H'as1ire1nent 
device. By far, the best tool to use is a ''caliper gangc." This tool consists of ;1 long 
piece of metal ur plastic with rules marked on it. and a piece that slides along the rnle. 
The o!Jjcct t.o lH' rncasl!r('d is placed lwtwcc11 the "fingers .. of the gauge. and a mark 

011 the sliding pi(~c:e irnlic:<llcs the widt.li the lingers ;m· spread apart. _\lcasurement is 
quick and accurate: I 11S(' a cheap 88 gauge that has an accuracy of one t\vcnticth of a 
millirnd<·r. far rnon· tluu1 I need. \lost of th('sc gauges hmT two sets of fingers, one fur 
nwas11ri11g tlw dist;rncc of an object hct\vccn th(' fingers, and another for measuring 

i11tcrior dinH'nsim1s like the inside dianwtcr of a pipe. The problem \Vith a ruler is 
that it is dittic1t!t tu n1casun· small distances accurately and lll('asuring somctl1ing lik(' 

the thickness of an airplane \Ving at a ccrtaiu location is impossible. 

On<' important co11v<'11tio11 when measuring real objects is to always keep your 
units co11siste11t. Tlwr<' has to be a conversion between th<' size you measure on 
your model and the 1111its you use in _your modeler. In Imagine. I arbitrarily set 011c 
millimeter Jn('asurnl from a plastic model to lH' ow· 1mit in the Detail editor. As 
long as I dun 't s1Hldcn ly start using one ccntimdtT to <me Imagine unit, every part I 
digitize will stay in scale and r11 have no prnblcrn. l\Iodcl kits generally have a scale 

rating to th<'lll. such as '"] /2·f' which tells yo11 exactly what conversion between your 
model size will giv(' you the proper final scale~ of the real-world object. 

l\lixing inch<'s and centi11wtcrs will cause a headache. I r<'comnwnd trying to get 
all metric rneas11ri11g tools; it"s a lot easier to mak<' the conversions, and lmagiue 

doesn't like it when you try tu input 13/32 of an inch as a unit. You don't really \\'ant 
tu use a calculator every time you enter a mimbcr! 

A surprising rn11nb<'r of the plastic model parts can be input to your modelli1ig 
progran1 ver.v quickly and easily just by measuring a couple of dimensions awl usi1ig 
a built-in prirnit.ive from your modeler. A maimn;ist. of a sailboat is just a tube in the 
proper dimcnsiuns. Diff<'rcnt types of tires can be mad(' from a torus or a cylinder in 
the proper shapes. As l()ng as yuu can just m('asure the simple object parts accurately. 
assembling most of the primitive shap('s is easy. There is one common problem that 
can occur is when cl<'aling with cylinders: remember that you are usually using the 
calipers to measure th(' c.vlindn"s width, \vhich is along a diameter of the object. Tf 
you use this number as the nuiins of the computer version of the ohj<'ct. :void! get a 
cylinder that is twice as big as you expected. 

The second most useful tool in digitizing plastic models is simple graph paper. 
Flat shapes can be placed directly on the paper and traced, so the location of key 

boundary points can be quickly determined. For an airplane wing, I traced the outline 
of the wing on graph paper. I drew about 20 parallel "ribs'' from the base of the wing 
to the tip, and used the graph paper to note the length of each rib (the wing tapers 
near the tip) as well as the position of that rib. I used the calipers to measure the 

maximum thickness of the wing along each of those ribs. Armed with this list of rib 
sizes, I created a 2D outline of an airfoil shape. I copied this single outline for each 
of the ribs, then scaled the outline at each rib to be the same height and length I 

measured on the model. Imagine 2.0's cross section editor allows you to enter in these 
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C.2. CROSS SECTION MODELLING lGl 

cross sections, place and scale them, and interactively correct small mistakes in the 
shape and placement of the ribs. Try to find scientific graph paper, which is usually 
made of fine millimeter grids, with medium lines every five millimeters and heavy 
lines every 10 millimeters. 

Another trick you can use that works extremely well for complex outlines calls for 
some hardware. If you have a genlock, place your object on a piece of white or black 
paper, whichever gives better contrast. Focus a video camera on the object so that 
it is looking straight down at the object n.nd vou can clearly see the outline of the 
part. If you truly want an accurate outline, you \Vant to avoid getting a perspective 
view of the object: keep the camera centered right over the object. Also, do not use 
your macro lens. You're looking for the true projected outline, and if you get too 
close the camera perspective will start to distort surfaces at different depths. The 
best setup is to get your camera as far as possible away from the object and use 
a zoom lens to blow up the image to take up most of the screen. This involves a 
tall tripod if you're digitizing something on the ground, or supporting the object 
on its side and using the camera horizontally. Genlock the camera output to your 
comp11ter. and enter your modeler. Unless you have strange backgrmmd colors, you 
have n. transparent background that shows the video image of your outline. You can 
now use this to decide where to place points and edges to best represent the image. 
Obviousl.v you cannot zoom or pan in your modeler, but you can still get quite high 
quality measurements very quickly. !\lake sure to scale the final outline so that it 
matches the scale of the actual part. 

I write the number of each plastic model part on each piece with a pen. When 
parts get mixed together. re-identifying them can be difficult. Most pens will do 
a horrible job, since ink doesn't like sticking to plastic, but I've found a $1 black 
"Sharpie" extra fine point permanent marker (by Sanford) works beautifully. You 
can also use the pen to make tick marks, identify "ribs" on wmgs, and make other 
useful measurement marks on the part. 

You can digitize 903 of all of the rnodel rrnrts you come across without rnuch 
thought just by measuring the part awl assembling or extruding a computer version. 
The small parts in model kits tend to he simple, since complex shapes arc difficult to 
form in the plastic extrusion method tl1e model companies use. 

C.2 Cross Section modelling 

Complex objects that can't be broken clown into parts tend to be organic and liq11id 
shapes, or smooth shells or hulls of vehicles. Ju either case, the main distinguishing 
feature of the object is a smooth continuous surface, since any abrupt chauges or sharp 
features can just be modeled by splitting the object into parts along the discontinuity. 

Since these shapes are smooth, a lot of the standard tools we use to create objects 
aren't as useful. Primitive shapes glued together are discontinuous, and flat extrusions 
aren't detailed enough. The best tools for dealing with smooth shapes are the ones 
that deal with manipulating many points simultaneously. l\fost 3D modelers allow 
dragging many points at once. Imagine 2.0 will allow you to pick a group a points, 
and move. scale. or rotate them intcractivcl.v. Yuu can also use "magnetism'' mode 
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that to move surfaces like they were made of rnbber or clay. 

l! nfortmmtcly, these multiple point manipulation commands arc very difticult to 
ccmtrol exactly. They are terrific for editing yom model to fix small errors or sharp 
edges. lmt if you have a blueprint or you arc holding a model it is very tough to 
control these rnanip11L1tio11 crn11111arHls enough to make an accurate representation 
of your object. This is not s<1ving it is not possible. just \U"V difficult. \Vheu yo11 
;ire trying to copy a mod('I. accuracy is obvious!.\· very import.ant, so modes that 
aren't precisely contru]l;dJk are tougher to use for rnod<'l digitizing. This doesn"t. 
mean these modes ar<'ll. t usefuL they just don't help as nrncli. Louis J\.Iarkoya, a well 
knmvn Amiga artist. is verv <Hlcpt. at using lmagi11c"s rnag1wtisrn modes for making 

bcm1tifnl objects (like some terrific avian shapes). but not from blueprints! 

C.2.1 Cross Sections 

There is one other common modelling ability that allows for making complex one
piccc objects. This is the abilitv to .. skin'" a c;uccession of outlines to form in effect a 
··tube'' with an arbit rnrv cross s('ction along the tube. ··Skinning·· is a very pmverfol 

rnodcllin!!; tccl111iq11l'. An object, no matter how complex, can always be modeled as 
a series of sliced cross scctiu11s as long as the object. is s111ooth and continuous. Since 
:-;mouth and contin11011s objects arc exactly the typ(' of object Wl' are having trouble 

with, this makes this lllcthod of lllodelling very appropriate. 

For example. I once had to make a boat hull for an ocean scene. The hull has a 
strl'amlined shape that has to be cast in one piece, so the standard modelling methods 
(quick extrnsions and joining of primitives) just couldn't represent it. However. the 
hull was ideally suited for modelling by cross sections, since the shape of the hull 
changes smoothly over its length. Figure C.1 shows the hull's outline (a side view) as 
well ac; several of the cross sections of the obj<'ct. \Vith enough of these cross sections 

(T used a total of 1 ;) ) I was ;1 hie to characterize the bull wn· accmately. 
Imagine requires cacli noss section to have the sarne number of points in order tu 

rnake the computer·s job of rnatching the corresponding cross sections easier. In the 
Forms editor. you ca11 interactive define, edit, and adjust these cross sections. The 
control that you have mTr each cross section is phenorncnal. since you can define and 
add new cross sections in tht' 111iddle of an object, make interpolated cross sections tb;1t 
areu · t "key" cross sections, and use different modes to keep the object symmetrical 
over different axes. Individual cross sections can even be stretched, \Varpcd, and 
tilted. Forms does its job very well, though it is not easy to learn to use at first. The 
editor's interactive control over cross sections more than offsets the limitation having 
tu use an equal mrn1 I H'r of points in each cross section. 

C.2.2 Measuring Cross Sections 

Understanding how to use Forms to define objects by their cross section requires 
practice, but it really isn't difficult. The tough part is actually determining what 
those outlines should look like! Dragging pointc; into a shape is easy once you know 
what that shape is suppose<l to be, but \Yhcn you have a real-life model. how do you 
rneasurc these cross sections in the first place? 
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C.2. CROSS SECTION MODELLING 163 

Figure C.1: A hull and its defining cross sections 

There are many techniques for this. (Many of them will involve tools that look 
very strange sitting next to a computer, like hacksaws!) The goal is to take a physical 
object and determine its cross sections accurately. A ruler or a set of calipers will be 
of little use. since you want to locate the absolute locations of edges and points on the 
cross section and not just the lengths of the edges. You need an absolute reference in 

two coordinates simultaneously. Ideally, being able to trace the cross section outline 
on graph paper would allow you to accurately see tlie shape of the cross section and 
enter it into your modeler. Our goal is to eventually get the cross section shapes onto 
graph paper, since the model will quickly follow. 

Transcribing cross sections onto paper is still very difficult' There is almost never 
a way to directly place your object on the paper to just trace the cross section outlines, 
so we have to use indirect methods. Perhaps the most elegant method involves a tool 
called a "contour gauge" found at most hardware stores. This tool measures odd 
profiles of corners and moldings so floor tiling can be cut in the exact opposite shape 
to snug up closely to the wall. The gauge consists of a large number of stiff metal 
\Vires aligned side by side iu a row, held in place by the friction from two plates that 
sandwich the wires between them. The wires arc relatively free to move in and out, 
so you can press the gauge against a shape alHI the wires mm·c in the appropriate 
amount. You just press the gauge against your object, theu place the gauge 011 your 
graph paper and copy the shape. 

This seems like the ideal tool for cross section measurement, a11d it vmrks quite 
well for manv sh0pes. Unfortun0tdy when yon have a sharp contour, the wires bend 
out and around t lie edge instead of being pr('sscd in. Also, the relatively coarse size of 
the wires makes very accurate measurements difficult. This tool looks like tlw ideal 
solution for cross section measurement, but in practice it is best for large surfaces 
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without sharp features. 

!\like Halvorson (president of Impulse) told me once that he had good luck mod
elling cars by cross section. He went to a hobby store and bought a dear plastic 
'·shell'" of a car. These shells are often used as the base for large radio controlled 
cars. !\like used thin, opaque tape alemg cross sections of the shell and eyeballed the 

nmv-\·isihlc cross section shapes. Tliough it isn"t nccessarilv very accurate. this struck 
rnc as a particular!_\· elegant wav of getting the feel for the modeXs cross sections since 
the clear body makes seeing the shape defined bv the tape eas_\·. 

C.2.3 Casting :Molds 

One possible \Vay of rncasnring _\"Olli" objcct"s cross sections might be to just take a 
hacksa\V awl slice your object into slices thin enough that they can be placed onto 

graph paper. l\Icdical laboraturies often !mild models this way, \Vith a razm blade 
taking off sheets of tissue that are digitized with a cc1111era. then assembled in a 

computer. In our case. this might ven· well be a practical solution. but unfortunatcl_\· 
it tends to dcstrov vour model as you rncasurc it. En'n if you don't want to keep your 
111odC'L there is a significant danger that if vou make a mistake y01i"ll never be able 
to start on'!'. Also. many models aren't sturdy enough to he able to slice accurately: 

a thiu piece of plastic would ratlwr break than lw smvccl through. 

It is much bdtC'r to measure the cross scctiems indirectly winch still leaves your 

model intact. The best solution J'n· f01111d for measuring cross sections is b_\' making 

a cast of the model- a mold. Artists arc used to taking casts of objects to copy them 
in plaster or other ma tcrials. If we can make a physical copy of our model \Vit hout 
damaging it. we arc free to mutilate the copy \Vi th a hacksaw. An additional benefit 

is that \VC can make our copy out of a sturdy material that is still easy to cut t hnmgh. 

After a lot of experimentation I"vc come up with a \-cry reliable, cheap, and easy 
way to copy objects. Artists generally use a "molding compound" or ··casting media" 
which is a paste that can he brushed directly onto a11 object. Alternatively, an object 
can be immersed in a howl of tlw goop. This compound changes from a paste to a 
flexible. springy surface in about half an hour. Ver_\· surprisingly, the cornprnmd docs 
not seem to stick to anything: plastic parts pop right out, metal is even easiC'r. A 
large' glob that accidentally fell onto carpeting ( ! ) actually came off easily, leaving 
the impriut oft he shag! Additioually, the compmmd is water soluble, non-toxic, awl 
cheap. I found a product called -·Instarnolef" at a local artist supply store that came 

in a powder form (mix with \Vater to use) that cost about $G for enough cornJHJm1d 

to make a gallon. 

The casts that this material rnakcs could he sliced and measured directly, but it 
is a little too pliable to hold its shape when cut and measured, and after about G 

hours it clews bccorne hard, but it shrinks and cracks. It is really more suitable to 
use as a mold for a second casting material. Artists use plaster of paris quite often, 

but plaster is a little too hard arnl messy to be slicing into the cross sections that \Ve 
need. I found a second material that \Vorked beautifully: styrofoam. You can buy 
pressure cans of a ""non-toxic foaming insulation compounef' at your hardware store 

for about $S. which works great. The foam comes out of the can in a mushy mess 
that expands as it cures (in about 2 honrs) taking the shape of the mold. vVhen it's 
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C.2. CROSS SECTION l\IODELLING 16G 

dry, you can take the styrofoam model and start hacking away. The styrofoam cuts 
well and leaves sharp boundary lines that are easy to trace on graph paper. 

Another way of casting your model is to use the styrofoam directly on your object 
just like the casting media. The styrofoam could be sliced after it sets, and you 
could measure the cross section shapes from the i11terior "hole" your object left. 
Unfortunately the styrofoam sticks to everything (including skin!) so you have to 
protect your model from the styrofoam first. I painted the plastic hull with a thin 
layer of liquid latex (also found at an artist's supply store.) Liquid latex is fun stuff, 
it is basically liquid rubber which dries rapidly. You can even dip your hands into 
it and make custom rubber gloves ... It peels off without any fm;s from plastic, but I 
wouldn't try it on carpeting. 

I built a long, rectangular box out of thin cardboard that the boat hull completely 
fit in, similar to a shoebox. I placed the hull inside, then filled the remainder of the 
box with styrofoam. When the foam had hardened, I popped the model out (the 
thin latex layer stayed behind), and was left with a rectangular solid "anti-hull." I 
placed it into a mitre box (a tool for holding materials when being cut) and used a 
hacksaw to lop off wedges about two centimeters wide. Make sure to label the wedges 
before you start cutting to identify each cross section! It is also easier if you mark 
the cardboard with equally-spaced parallel lines to identify where to cut. 

This second method actually is more convenient, since it is a one-step process. 
Additionally, since the "anti-model" was in a nice rectangular box, I was able to 
identify the orientation and position of each cross section, since the rectangular outside 
of the mold stays constant for each slice. This absolute reference is valuable for 
positioning the cross sections relative to each other. 

C.2.4 Touch Up 

Usually there is some extra work to be done after the skinning. The boat hull was 
smooth and was ready to use, but what about a car body? I modeled a Volkswagen 
Golf body, and successfully used cross secti011s to make a wonderfully detailed version. 
U11fortunatcly. it still needed a lot of work to finish it since the windshield and windows 
were cast as an integral part of the body. There are a couple of techniques for finishing 
off these small details. 

Very often, you want to split part of the smooth shape off as a new object. With 
the Volkswagen, I wanted to remove the windows from the body. but still keep them 
tu form the glass with. There are a couple of techniques for splitting objects like 
this. The most straightforward method just involves deleting the points a11d faces 
you don't J1eed in the body (lib· the windshield). then loading a copy of the original 
shape, and deleting the points that you don't need in the windshield. With two passes 
of deleting, yon get the two separate objects. You can "cut out'' parts of your object 
this way pretty quickly and easily. 

If you know you arc going to be cutting out sections of your model. you might 
want to add extra cross-section slices in that region so that you have smaller faces 
there. That will allow you tu better select the exact region yon \Vant to cut out. 

Of course. the most elegant way to cut out sections of yonr model is to use "Slice." 
You can build a "cookie cutter" object that will cut arbitrary shapes out of your 
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model. This is ideal for pulling things like windshields off of your model, especially 
since the region where you are cutting doesn't have to have a high number of faces: 
the program will add them as necessary. 

C.3 Object Appearance and Attributes 

\Vhen an object has been built in the Detail editor, often its appearance is lacking 
when you try to render it. The surface attributes of an object are obviously very 
important to the appearance of the object! In fact, yon can argue that the attributes, 
brushmaps, and textures on an object contribute more to an object than the geometry 
of the points, edges, and faces. This is especially true with the complex control things 
like brushmap altitude mapping gives you over the object's appearance. Even a fiat 
plane can become a beautiful landscape when you have the proper attributes assigned 
to it. 

The best way to set the basic attributes of an object is by experience and experi
mentation. You can make many copies of an object and assign them slightly different 
attributes. If you lay these objects out in a grid then use ''Quick render" to get a view 
of all of the objects. you can quickly see what appearances look best. 

In this book, Appendix H on page 195 gives a list of useful base object attributes 
that I have built up. The best way to use these attributes is to apply them to your 
object, then perturb them. Vary the parameters to create the effect you are looking 
for. You arc welcome to use the attributes as-is, but the best results come from the 
tweaking and adjustments you make to each individual object. 

C.3.1 Metal and Reflection 

Perhaps one of the most important appearances that yon want to try to make is 
metallic objects. l\Ictal is tricky to build; you can't just give the object a shiny 
attribute and expect the object to suddenly appear like it is made of metal. True, 
shininess is important. The shiny appearance makes the object reflect its environment 
in a realistic fashion. The Chrome attribute listed in Appendix H has a high shininess 
value. 

But a shiny object is not enough for good metal appearances. The smooth metal 
look comes not from the object, but from the colors and light that it reflects from the 
world around it. If you ever look at a chrome hubcap, you'll see that the top half of 
the hubcap has a blue-grey tint from the sky, and a brown-black tint on the bottom 
half where it is showing the ground. Even if the images the hubcap reflects are soft 
and indistinct, the colors of sky and ground are being shown. 

Our eyes have become used to seeing this reflection of the world in shiny metals. 
If we don't see the soft colors reflected in metal, the object starts losing its metallic 
appearance. 

But how do you get metal objects to reflect their environment? Do you have to 
raytrace to get good metal appearances? No, actually you don't. Impulse recognized 
the importance of global reflection in object appearance, and included several tools 
to help produce higher quality appearances. 
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Evc11 in scm1liiw. three items arc rdlcctcd i11 objects. and these it.crns cau do 

woudcrs fur rnaking v011r scc11c luok l!WH' r<'alistic. First, the glob;tl sky p;rn1111d.crs 

(including tlic color gradients) arc used. so reflective and shim· oLjccts \Vil! sliow 

the sky colors in their surfaces. Also. grn1111d plmws will IH' show11. and C\Tll tlic 

textures ;rnd bn1sl1niaps Oil the ground ,,·ill be accurate!:.· shmni. A chrome hall over 

a chccknl1oard ground will show rdfoctcd d1ecks CH'll when rendered i11 sca11li1J('. 

Firndh· .. \·011 can set up a .. ,vorld rdkction map.'' i11 the Action editor. This bn1sh1w1p 

will IH' s\1own i11 the reftcctin· objects of .vonr scene. If yon get a nice landscape pid11n'. 

you can prod11cc mur1ielous app(';u;rnccs wl1c11 the items show reftcctions from this 

world hrus\1. En·11 if the gloh;il brnsh is fairly simple. :nm can c11hance the nwt<illic 

pffcct c11orllH>11Sh·. 

Even iu scenes where there is to \n1rld to rcftcct. our eyes expect to sec a reflected 

horizon. If you arc buildi11g a flying logo animation wit It metallic letters flying thrungh 

black space. the addition of the sky and \Yorld reflection rnap is irnportant. Otherwise 

the objects will rcftect pure black, am! they will not appear tu lw 11wtallic at all. But 

wlrnt if vo11 w;rnt that black background, and not a sky? \Veil. then:s a slight trick. 

Add a global \1rnslimap and ;1 nice gradient sky color. Then select the ''Gcnlock Sky .. 

option in the Globals requester. This will make the sky render as black (the default 

genlock color) but your objects \\·ill still rcftect the blue gradient sky like you \Vant 

tlwm tu. This trick is very impurtant for the ftying dm11rn·-lctt.er-logo anirnatio11s. 

C.3.2 Transparency 

\Vlwn yo11 start playing with raytraci11g and tra11sparent ohj(•cts. you might 11ot seem 

to have as nrnch control as you thought. You carrnot just assign a nice !Jlll<~-white 

tra11sparc11cy to a11 object like a conch, set the index of refraction to l .S2. and expect 

tu hmT the c011ch sudde11ly appear as if it were rnade of glass! 

Tu get nice refraction effects. you often have to experiment., which is unfort1111ate 

since rnytrncing can take a long time. \Vltcn you want to rnakc a refractive object, 

sometimes the table of indexes of refraction reall>· isn't a good guide. Unless you 

arc trying to accnratel,v 111odcl a lens. often playing with tl1e index can prod11ce 
more pleasing results. Siucc nwst objects have complex geometries, they refract light 
severely arnl i11 complex \vays a11d produce a chaotic image a11d 11ot just a slight!:.· 

lieut a11d distorted vievv. Usi11g artificially low inckxcs of refraction can often prod11ce 
more pl('asing images. A complex glass vase I built looked best \\·hen the index w;is 

lowcr('d all of the way dowu to l.l. At this value. the irnage that the vase transmiltt'd 

was definitely distorted, but the image was still somewhat coherent. Using a "proper" 

glass index of 1.52 produced an unnatural blur of color. This isn't a fault of Imagine 

at all! It is just due to the fact that most glass objects in the real world don't have a 

geometry as complex as most 3D models. (When was the last time you saw a crystal 

couch'?) 

Like metals, transparent objects really show their environment. If there is no 

scene or object behind a transparent object, you won't see any interesting refraction 

effects. By setting up situations where transparent objects are clearly changing the 

light that passes through them, you can enhance the illusion of a virtual world in 

your images. 

C:lohnl hn1.,fi1n1111., on 

11< S!'/'lll('d (}I/ f!Olj(' 1 I(), 
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C.3.3 Geometry and Surface Complexity 

Surface appearance can dramatically affect the rendered image of a model. For many 
models, the geometry (the points, edges, and faces that make up the mode) is sur
prisingly uncorrelated with the complexity of its rendered image. A space station 
rnade up of a torus \vith radial spokes might be able to be built in five minutes or 
less in the Detail editor b.v joining some primitives together. \Vith the addition of 
some high quality brnshrnaps. it can be turned into a breathtakingly realistic model. 
It does take skill and practice to learn how to add bruslnnaps and textures to an 
object, but these skills arc just as important as the knowledge uf basic modelling and 
manipulation commands. 

Although many models can be greatly enhanced (or defined!) by additional at
tribute assignments, many models really do require extra polygons to define small 
details. A very high quality model of a sailing ship might have ropes and pulleys 
that can't be faked with a brushmap or texture. Sometimes this calls for your own 
judgment. Should you build an airlock with an extruded outline, or can you make an 
altitude brushmap that will fake the appearance of a complex airlock? 

This judgment is often rnade by thinking about how you will be using your model. 
If you are going to make an animation of a spacesuitcd man entering an airlock, it is 
pretty obvious that you "II want to build the airlock with polygons so you get a true 
perspective view when your camera comes in close to it. If you want the space station 
as a backdrop to a space battle, it might be a lot easier to just make a brushmap of 
the outside of the airlock. Since it is almost always easier to make a brushmap of 
something like a doorway than it is to model it with polygons, you can really benefit 
by using them as often as you can to save a lot of design work. 

In fact. some appearances can't be made by any other method except brushmaps 
and textures. No matter how many polygons you added, you would never be able to 
get a realistic appearance of woodgrain onto an object. With a brushmap or texture, 
it's easy. 

C.3.4 Brushmap Control 

The toughest part of making a brushmap is in lining up small details so they will 
appear in the right place on the final model. Though you can almost always scale 
and rotate the brushmap when you are applying it, sometimes keeping the individual 
elements in a single brushmap aligned the way you want is difficult. For example, you 
might have a large space station brushmap that includes the image of an airlock door. 
some portholes, and some access panels. Though lining up the airlock on your model 
might be easy, sometimes the other parts of the image (like the portholes) might map 
into empty space, or at a location you didn't expect. If you scale your brushmap to 
move parts of the image closer or further apart, the size of your airlock is going to 
start to change size and shape, something you don't want. 

11y trick for dealing with fiat maps (especially large ones) really works well. You 
want to build your brushmap with a template that shows the true geometry of your 
object, and use that guide for determining where to place the different parts of the 
image. For the side of the space station, all you need is an outline that indicates what 
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areas an' '"safo'" (will map onto .vour object) and what an'as arcn"t (tlw nrnp will go 

into space, or a part you don"t want.) 

I once made a 767 model and want('d to rna kc a large brush map tu add the windows 

and doors (as well as the logo) to the side of the airplane ·s body. Ewn if I measured 

tlY' le11gt h and height of the model. I \\"ould still have problems keeping the individual 

elements in the proper sizes ;111d r('!;it ivc locations if] tried to guess the positions of 

the bn1shmap kat11rcs. 

Th(• solution is really quit(' straigl1tfonvard. In the Detail editor, zoom in on a fiat 

(not perspective) \·icw of your lIHHkl. In my case, I used a side view uf the tubular 767 

bod~·. '.\ow use a screen grabber (like ADPro·s. or the freely distrilrntahlc ScreenX bv 

Sten~ Tibl)('tts) to grab the lmaginc screen as an image. Ju a program like DPaint. 

you cai1 erase the extra details like the modelling gadgets and lean· just the outline of 
your object. You can now use this outline to decide how to color vonr object. \Vi th 

a side view of the proper shape and scale, adding the wi11dshield. \Vindows. and logo 

to the 767 was easy. Since the fiat perspective of the vic\v is a straight projcctio11, 

vou can map the painted image right back onto your model with 110 dist urtion. I just 

used a Flat X Flat Z mapping and scaled tlw brnslrn1ap suit just barely covered all of 

the parts of tlw fuselage. This iusmed that all of the details that I added in DPaint 

would ;1p1wm i11 their proper place. 

:\Ian\· rwopk wonder ,,·Ji.\· tlwv can·t just take a pai11tbr11sh and paint .vour object. 

\Vit Ii this 111et hod, you can! 

This 1nctl1od is particularly dfcctiw when Hill arc ha11d digitizing a real model. 

as d< 1 scrilH'd in t lw previous sections. l\fust plastic model kit:; co111c with sets of color 

<kc a ls ready to transfer 011 to t he final plastic model. Tlwsc a re pnfcr:I for digit izi 11g 

aud using ac, lin1shmaps 1 The\· arc all in scale with each other. and arc flat so tlw,\· 

an· cas.\· tu ;;<"<111 or point a camera at. Some rnodels corn<' with si<k/top/front views 

of n>ur 1110<1<-l. <llld you l'<tll digitize these figures and use them as brushrnaps just 

lib· tlw out li1w ,grabbed fru111 tlw 111odclcr. Thcre·s 110 such thing as cheating i11 3D 

111<Hlclli11g. so g<' ;ti wad awl nsc the br11sh111aps t liat haV(' alrcadv hcc11 made for yon. 

Of course. lw cmdul of COJJ!·riglits . 

C.3.5 1\1aking Brushrnaps 

Pn·packagcd lm1:-;}1map packages arc very coll\'('l1ic11t, hut they \\'ill 1wv<'r be a rcplacc

nwnt for ,·ust om brushes yo11 rnah· spccitic;1lly for '1 ccrtaill object. Depending on 

your ohj<·ct. \'Oll rniglit lw 111appi11g line drawings. a scarnwd irnagc, or P\'<'JJ anotll('r 

raytrace onto your ubj('ct. 

The tool of choice for making these bruslmrn ps is of course a paint program. 

Deluxe Paint IV is certainly adequate for ahnust <lll:V 1t1anipulati011 you wa11t to pC'r

form. and it allows you to create and edit most types of irnages. One feature of 

Deluxe Paint that most people never use is tlw ability to edit images larger than the 

screen. \Vhen you want to add tine details to your object, you want to use as large an 

image as possible. Dduxe Paint will allow you to pan around your image and edit a 

screcns-\vorth at a time. You are limited only by RAJ\I; I once edited a 3500 by 1200 

brush map! 

Another paint program I use complements the features of Deluxe Paint. When I 

DPainf is dis<'1tsMd un. 

page 189. 



DCT1/ is disr:usscd rm 

page 190. 
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am dealing with many-colored images (like scanned pictures) I find that DCTV Paint 
is a terrific tool. Its images allovv· much smoother gradients with more colors, and the 
tools it provides for manipulating the images arc terrific. It doesn't handle fine detail 
like line drmvings very well, but that is where Deluxe Paint shines. Even Toaster Paint 
and Light 21 (the paint program for the Firecracker 24) can't match the ease of use 
of DCTV Paint. The largest drawback of DCTV Paint is that you cannot easily edit 
images larger than one screen. 

If you don't have DCTV paint, there is a trick I used for editing images with many 
colors using plain DPaint. The problem with DPaint is it is limited to a fixed number 
of colors (or to just HA!vI) whereas 24 bit or DCTV have an enormously larger color 
palette. The trick I used is simply to use ADPro to scale the image up to double or 
triple its original size. Each pixel in the original image becomes represented by 4 or 9 
new pixels. ADPro's dithering will represent the color of the original pixel with high 
accuracy since it can use all 4 or 9 of the new pixels to represent the exact shade. 
After you edit the image, you can load it back into AD Pro and shrink it to its original 
dimensions. An added benefit is that antialiasing is automatically performed by the 
scaling back down, so diagonal lines arc smoothed and free of jaggies. 

This trick requires a lot of RAM (ADPro is memory-greedy) but it allows you to 
edit 24 bit files with DPaint! If you don't have DCTV or a 24 bit paint program, this 
might be your only choice with some images. 
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Appendix D 

Textures in Imagine 2. 0 

Imagine 2.0 comes with many built in algorithmic textures, which allow you to define 
your object's surface appearance by a set of parameters fed into a procedure which 
then determines what color each part of your object should be. Using textures is 
described in detail on page 36 in the Detail chapter. This appendix describes the 
textures that conw with Imagine and how they are used. 

Most of the textures apply a layer of color on top of your objects surface and leave 
part of the original surface showing through. For example, if you use the Checks 
texture to make black checks on your object, your original surface will show through 
in the areas where the black checks aren't applied. This is extremely useful, since you 
can use this property to ''layer" your textures on top of one another. 

Sometimes the word "color" is used in these descriptions to mean ''The Color, 
Reflection, and Filter attributes that are defined by the texture." It is usually obvious 
by context what this assignment is, but it is easier to say "You can define the color 
of the woodgrain." than "You can define the red, green, and blue components of the 
color, reflectivity. and filter values in the woodgrain's attributes." 

D.1 Angular 

The Augular texture adds five different colors to your object depending where a point 
is on the object. These different colors blend smoothly into one another, creating a 
very soft shading. You can think of the different areas that the colors are mapped to 
as corresponding to the different faces of a cube. You can define the colors of five of 
the cube's faces (the sixth is the default color of the object), and the areas near the 
joints of the cu be faces are smoothly shaded, blending into each other. The faces are 
identified by direction the face lies in. All of the directions are of course relative to 
the texture axis. 

Pos. X RGB The color mapped to the region in the positive X direction. 

Neg. Y RGB The color mapped to the region in the negative Y direction. 

Pos. Y RGB The color mapped to the region in the positive Y direction. 

Neg. Z RGB The color mapped to the region in the negative Z direction. 
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Pos. Z RG B The color mapped to the region in the positive Z direction. 

D.2 Bricks 

Bricks adds (as you might expect) color in a brick pattern. Rectangles are added to 
your object in a three dimensional grid. with the size of each rectangle and the \vidth 
of the gap of between the "bricks'· definable. Actually, Bricks doesri"t add bricks, it 
adds the mortar, the cemcut bct\vecn the bricks. The original object surface shows 
through as the bricks, so (for example) you could apply the wood texture to your 
object, then bricks, and your object would look like it was made of wooden bricks. 
Remember that this is a three dimensional texture, so the bricks go in as well as up 
and across. Adding bricks to a curved surface will work, but it won't necessarily look 
realistic since the bricks will not curve with the object. 

X,Y,Z Size The size of the bricks. Standard building bricks usually have sides 

roughly in a 6:3:2 size ratio. 

Mortar Size The width of the colored mortar. On buildings I've looked at, this is 
usually about a fifth uf the Z height of the bricks. 

x,z shift with Z,Y vVhen bricks arc stacked, you can place them directly Oll top 
of each other, or offset each one frum the previous layer. Builders usually add 
a new layer of bricks offset from the previous layer by half of the length of the 
brick, so you might set the "X shift with Z" parameter to half the X width of 
the brick. Similarly, "Z shift with Y" will change the offset height of adjacent 
rows of bricks. 

Mortar Color, Reflect, Filter RGB The attributes of the mortar. 

D.3 Camo 

Camo adds random spots of color onto your object. These spots are opaque blobs 
of color that look much like camouflage (hence the clever name.) You can vary the 
spacing of these blobs of color, and apply up to four layers of different colored spots. 
Your original object color is shown in the areas where no spots are placed. 

Spot Spacing Changes the rough scale of the spacing between the spots. For some
thing like an airplane, a 1111rnbcr about 1/10 of the length of the object \vorks 
\Vell. 

Random Seed A number to randomize the algorithm. Enter your birthday! 

RGB Color 1-4 Allows you to determine the RGB colors of up to four sets of spots. 
The spots are added in order and might overlap, so you might have spots of 
color # 3 on top of color # 1. 

# of colors The number of spot colors to use. If you select "1" only one color will 
be applied. "4" will apply all four colors. 
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Spot area Controls the density of spots. If yon lmver this number to a small value 
like 0.05, you'll see very few spots. At the extreme of 1.0, strange effects take 
place and you get random crisscross areas. A valne like 0.5 works well for most 
applications. 

D.4 Checks 

Checks are perhaps the classic algorithmic texture. It applies a three dimensional 
grid of solid checks to your object. You can think of a stack of colored cubes arranged 
in a checkerboard grid that alternates cubes with holes. This alternation extends in 
all thnof' <lirections. 

Checks can be applied to any object, but sometimes you might get results you 
don't expect. A sphere with the Checks texture m1 it looks quite strange, since the 
curved surface makes the checks seem to appear at odd places. If you are looking to 
build the classic red and white checkered Amiga sphere. you are better off making a 
red and white checkerboard in a paint program and using a brushmap to apply it to 
the sphere. 

Check Size The size of one check. 

Color, Reflect, Filter RGB The attributes of the checks. 

D.5 Checks2 

Checks2 is V<'ry IJlU('h like Checks except it is a 2D texture: the texture only changes 
along two directions. Instead of a checkerboard pattern of cubes, the texture is like 
a checkcrlmard pattern of solid columns extending up and down infinitely along the 
texture's Z axis. 

Check Size The size of one check. 

Color, Reflect, Filter RGB The attributes of the checks. 

D.6 Disturbed 

Disturbed adds a rippled appearance onto your object as if it were made of water. 
This texture doesn't affect the color of your object, it instead makes the light reflect 
off of the object's surface as if the surface was physically rippled, much like the way 
altitude maps work. The disturbed appearance can be thought of as the interference 
between a couple of sources that are making ripples simultaneously. Disturb isn't 
easy to animate; instead you probably want to use the "Ripple" F /X described on 
page 182. 

Yo IL nm make some 
f1L nky arl~dr:co patterns 
by seUin11 the "Spot 
A rm·· lo <L high value 

/i/,:e 0.95 OT J.0. 

If yoll arc applying 
Chr:cks to a plane, yo11 
prnbably want to use 
the Cherks2 teJ:ture. 

Ur11sh111.11ps a.n: 
discussed on pagr 39. 
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Amount < 1 The amplitude of the effect. A value of 0 will have no effect on your 
object, a number like 2 will muddy it into confusion. 0.5 works well. 

Wavelength The rough scale of the ripples that are made. A number about 1/10 of 
the length of your object works well. 

X Separation The distance between the ripple sources that are causing the dis
turbed pattern. A value roughly equal to the wavelength works well. A value 
of 0 will create no interference between the sources, and the disturbed effect 
becomes very regular. 

Small < 1 A perturbation that adds a little character to the disturbed pattern. A 
value much greater than 1 will make a confusing looking texture. A value of 0.5 
works well. 

D.7 Dots 

Dots will add a regular grid work of spots (actually spheres in a 3D grid) to your 
object. This makes a regular pattern of spots on your object. The spots will appear 
at different sizes depending on how close your object's surface passes to the center of 
a sphere. 

Dot Spacing How far apart the spots are located. 

Dot Radius The radius of each spot. Remember you might sec sections that are 
smaller if your object cuts through a ''sphere" of color but doesn't pass through 
the center, a c0111n1011 occurrence. 

Color, Reflect, Filter RGB The attributes of the spots. 

D.8 Grid 

The Grid texture is very straightforward. Grid adds a cross-hatch pattern of lines to 

your object, arranged in a smooth lattice shape. You can think of Grid as being the 
Brick texture with cubical bricks and no offsets of adjacent rows. Like Bricks, Grid 
colors the mortar, or boundary between the cubes that it stacks. You can change the 
size of the cubes as well as the width of the gap between them. 

Grid Size The spacing between adjacent lines. (The size of the cubes.) 

Line Size The width of the lines. 

Color, Reflect, Filter RGB The attributes of the gridlines. 
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D.9 Linear 

Linear is perhaps the most useful texture of all, just because it is so simple and 

versatile. Linear allows you to add color to one half of your object, with a gentle 

or abrupt transition between the two halves. This is done by specifying (with the 

texture axis) a point where the color of the object starts changing. Any parts of 

your object in the direction of the the positive Z texture axis will be colored with 
the attributes specified by the Linear texture. A ''transition width" can be set which 

defines how sharp the transition between the original color and the linear color is. 

Any surface within this transition is colored with a gradient that smoothly changes 

from the original object color to the color being applied by the texture. 

Linear is very versatile since it is so simple and elegant. You can position the 

texture axis so that your entire object is in the region that is colored by the texture 

(The axis would be completely on one side of the object, with its Z axis pointing 

towards the object.) Then, if you set the ''Z transition width" to a length equal to 
the length of the object, your object will be completely within the transition between 

the two colors, so it will be colored with a smooth gradient. You can even apply a 

texture like vVood first, then use Linear to "fade" the woodgrain in over a distance. 
You can also add several copies of linear to add multiple colors to your object, so you 

can have up to 5 regions (the original color, plus the four areas defined by the Linear 
textures.) 

Transition Z \Vidth Defines how sharp the transition between the default object 

colors and the colors added by Linear is. This is the actual distance it takes 
to "fade in" the texture. A value of 0 will make the transition abrupt and 

complete. 

Color, Reflect, Filter RGB The attributes added to the object rn the region in 
the direction of the positive Z texture axis. 

D.10 Pastella 

Pastella adds random spots of color to your object. These spots are very "soft" in 
that they are fairly blurry and they don't have sharp colors; they arc all pastels, colors 
which are not highly saturated neon hues. 

Detail Size The rough size of the spots of color on your object. 

I Random Seed A number to randomize the algorithm. Enter your mother's birth

day. 

I 

I 

Color, Reflect, Filter RGB The attributes of the spots. Colors in particular will 

not be used exactly, but will rather be ''whitened" into a more pastel shade. 
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D.11 Radial 

Radial is very similar to the Linear texture. It allows you to add a color transition 
or gradient to your object. Instead of splitting your object into halves along a plane 
like Linear, Radial splits your object based on a radial distance from the texture axis. 
Everything outside of a definable radius will be colored with the attributes defined 
by the texture. You can also create a soft transition between the original color and 
the surface color by setting up a "transition width" which makes a gradient between 
your beginning and ending colors. 

Start Radius What radius from the center of the texture axis the color transition 
begins at. 

Transition Width Defines how sharp the transition between the default object col
ors and the colors added by Linear is. A value of 0 will make the transition 
abrupt and complete. 

Color, Reflect, Filter RGB The attributes of added texture. 

D.12 Spots 

Spots is somewhat like Camo, in that spots of color are randomly added to your 
object. The spots in Spots have a different character, however. They look more like 
rings or lines twisted into irregular shapes, and filled with a second color. You can 
set both the line (outline) color and the spot's interior color. 

Neither Spots nor Camo really adds circular areas of color like Dots. 

Spot Spacing The rough distance between spots. 

Random Seed A number to randomize the algorithm. Enter your cousin's birthday. 

Color #1 RGB The color of the outlines around the spots. 

Color #2 RGB The color of the spot interiors. 

D.13 Waves 

Like Disturbed, Waves does not change the color of your object, but makes it look 
like it is made of liquid. Waves is a much better behaved texture than Disturbed, 
and is really designed to be animated. Waves doesn't actually change your object's 
shape; that effect can be performed by the "Ripple" F /X described on page 182. 

Waves adds a regular, repeating bump to your object, like a series of waves coming 
into a beach. You can change the height of the waves and the separation between adja
cent waves. You can also animate them by using the "Distance Traveled" parameter. 
The waves move along in the direction of the X texture axis. 
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Wavelength The spacing (length) between subsequent waves. 

Amplitude The apparent height uf each wave. 

Distance Traveled The distance the waves have moved. If you increase this number 
with time, _vou can make the waves move smoothly. Use texture morphing to 
automatically increase this parameter. (Texture morphing is talked about on 
page 103.) 

D.14 Wood 

Wood is another classic texture algorithm in computer graphics. It adds a woodgrain 
pattern tu yum object that can be quite realistic. It makes grain by modeling \vood 
as a set of C(Jllcentric cylinders of grain (a good model, that's what a t rec is!) You 
can perturb the grain pattern to make it look more random and realistic, yon can 
also change the thickness and attributes of the grain. 

The direction of these "grain cylinders"' is along the texture's Y axis. \Vood looks 
best when this axis is nearly, though not quite, parallel to the longest object dimen
sion. This gets you nice grain cross sections, and looks more realistic. Sometimes 
very small rotations of the \\rood's texture axis can make a dramatic change of the 
appearance of the woodgrain on your object, so experimentation is worthwhile. 

Color RGB The color of the \Vood grain. Grains are usually darker than the wood 
itself and tend to be redder, but you can choose neon blue grain if you like. 

Ring Spacing The normal distance lwh\"('Cll different rings in the wood. A srna llcr 
immlwr will increase the nurnlH'r of rings but make each ring thinner. 

Exponent The thickness of the rings. \V\wn this value equals 1.0, the grain rings 
a r(' a bout the same thickness as th(' al t('rnating bands of wood. A v;il nc of 20 

will rnakc the rings very thin. A rmrnhcr from 5 10 works well. 

Variation How rcgnlar or irregular the wood grain is. A number like 0.1 will produce 

a very regular (very boring) pattern, while 3.0 will make the grain look more 
like twisted burl. I like the looks of woods with values in the range of 1.0 2.5. 

Random Seed A number to randomize the algorithm. Enter my birthday. 
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Appendix E 

F /X in Imagine 

F/X arc spcci;d effects you can appl.v to objects in the Action editor. Tlie.v me similar 

to tcxt11r('S in the fact tliat they operate 011 yo11r objects and produce an advanced 

effect from a proc('d11rnl algorithm. Instead of changing surface color. l1mvcveL F/X 
allow co1t1plcx manipulation that kt the gcomctr.v of ohj(·cts to change, usually in ;111 

ani111;t1 io11. The 11sc of F/X is dcscrilwd 011 page 112. The F/X included witli Jrnagi1w 

2.U arc dcscrilJed in this section. 

E.1 Boing 

Boing will make mi object sq1H'('ZC itself along one axis. Yon could use this df!'ct 

to lllake a bonncing basketball that deforms when it liits the gronrnl. or to have~ a 
starship strdcl1 and distort wlic·n it gucs into warp drive. This F X.. really doesn't 

do a11vthi11g you c;ll!'t do 1\·ith keys to control the object's scak. !mt it is co!lH'nicnt 

csp<'('ialh for 11111ltiplc co11tractio11s. 

\Vl1c'11 applied to an <>iiject, tlw actor will lw :-w;1kd dow11 to a certain fractio11 

of its size in one dircctimL t l}('ll hack 11p to its original si/'.('. You ca11 also sc;ik the 

obj(·ct 11p by :-;p('cifving <I "Shrink" to a valiH' gn'<1kr tha11 1.0. If .vo11 tell tl}(' F/X to 

pcrf()rnJ tll<' ]{oi11g a munlH'r of times.()}(' sc;ili11g c~·cl('S will occ11r COllS('Cllt i\·elY. Thl' 
n111111wr of fra1w~s that the F./X is applied tu <·rn1trnls ti}(' aimnmL of tirnc it. t:1kcs for 

tlw ol>.i<'('t h> contract and r<'-<'Xpa11d. 

XYZ Axis \\'l1ich din'rtion to cuutrnct. tlw object aluug. A ho11nci11g l>asketbiill 
1vo11ld cnmcli in tl1c Z dirC'ctio11. h11t a starship vmnld prob;1l>h stTctcl1 al011g 

its Y nxis. 

Squash To Tlw direction of the sq1rnsh. A n't1tcr sq11asl1 is a simplE' scaling. a sqm1sh 

111 tlH' i- m XYZ will make tl}(' sqn;isli ··fiuK·· i11 that din·ction. 

Shrink Factor Ho\\' nrncli cornprcssio11 or cxpausiou yo11r object is s('alcd l >I'. A 

nilnc of 0.1 1vill co11tr;1ct t lw act(Jr tu 10% of its original length at the [H';1k of 

the Boing. A \·;1hw of 2.0 will stn't cl1 the object to 200)). of its original length. 

Number of Tin1es The 111uulwr of tilllcs the contrnction/cxpa11sio11 cn·h' is pcr

fo1111cd dmi11g the frames tl}(' F/ X is applied. 
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The l'<Tsi1m of 

"floinq" that !111111ils1 

di.-tn'/nit"d 01: "'"IUJ 
1 a!'ly r'upic ..... · of ln1<1_1;i11r 
l.O ,, i>rok"11. It 11·1/I 

do 11.11th111q tu yo ii/' 

ohjed ol ol!. /'!11 1·e '' 

u nplu('( 1111 11t 011 t/11 

dis/, ii 11/1 t/11s hook. 



T111pulsr did not 
inr:lu.dr l~.rplod1 u•ilh 
Ill an ,r; (of' all) uf 1f., 

hnoqinc .!.O d1.s~"'· l'rw 
0111 11sr'. th1· lmoq1111 

1. 1 uersion of !hr !·/.\ 
(if ,ij01/. hlil'( if) (/,S (/ 

lr·rnpom.n; .rn/;s/ 1/ 11!1. 
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E.2 Explode 

Explode is perl1aps the Ill Ost overused F/X, I >11t it smc is fm1. Explode will take and 

literally l>rcak your ub,icct up into its component triangles. and send those triangles 

spi1111ing awa~· from the <·,·111 ('r <>r \·0111' ol>.icct. Alt hough t lw spi1111i11g tri;111gks do 

lir<'ak your object i11to parts tli;1t fh· ;1\\'il\' f'ro111 each other. it is 111on· of ;111 ;1list.rnct. 

art-lik<·. explosion as oppos<'d tr! tire 11i('r' sltrap11el-stmldecl plrnrws of fire ;rnd smoke 

\·rm :-:c<~ iu science hctio11 1110\ ic,.,. \"1wt lwkss, it is still occasiu11a\h· 11:-:"1'111 to 11,.,c. 

'{u11 can control the t\ JW of "xp\o,.,io11. which is clrnrncterizcd 11.\ t lw din·ctio11 

t!te ol>jcct"s cornpom·nt tri<lllglr·s fh" ,\ sphcric;-tl explosion 11rnkcs tlic tri;111glcs fly 

directly away frnrn t lw ol>.i<'ct"s axis, the most corn111011 us<>. '{011 can also make radial 

cxplosio11s. \\'hich is rnon· like a11 explodi11g tube. when· 11[(' triangles Hy away frorn a 

ccutral line. uot point. or a linear explosion. which 1I1<1kcs tlic triangles move in one 

single direction. 

Yon c;111 hav(' the trim1glcs rntat<' as tlwy l!lO\('. neati11g the effect of spinning 

shrapnel. You can also scale the triangles to rn;1kc t hcrn disappear as the,\' Ill<•\·c 

At1othcr Explode opt.ir>J1 Ide; :nrn 111nke t.hc triangles return\.() tll<'i1· st;1rti11g po

sit iu11s. useful when vo11 \\'<1111 to fon11 an rJh.i<'ct fru111 fh·ing sl1r;q11wl. Yon n111 also 
J'('\<'J'C'(' all explosion: by lll<1king it r1111 i11 n'n'rsc yo11 can .. 111wxplod(• .. mi object. 

Spherical/Radial/Linear Dl'll'J'llliw·s t [!('direction t be triangles of yum object flv 

awa,\· ( dcscril H'd a hove). Spherical is th<' 111ost cum1t1011 option. 

XYZ axis \\'ith a radial or liucar explosion. \ol! lta\T to s1wcify which axis the 

explosion occius :ilm1g. This doesn't apply for ;;p]1cric;11. 

Explosion Distance How far the tri:rnglcs s!to1ild 111uw OH'l' the span of th<' F /X. 

Expansion Angle The \\ i1ItI1 of t I w aug],. that '"shrnp11cr· is cj<'ckd frnrn. 

Triangle Scaling Tlw fi11;d ,.,i11· \Jf t lw t ri:111glcs. A ndnc of().() 11 ill lllak(' t lw t rim1-

gks disappear <'olnpJ,,tcl\· h1· tlw <'IHI of their motion. 1.0 will k<·(·p t lir·ir sizes 
('onstant. 

l\1inin1u1n # of rotations \Vhcu >'011 want trim1gks to spin as they move, you can 

rnakc sure all of tli<'lll rotate at l<'ast tl1is mam ti11l<'s. 

l\1ax # of rotations S<'t;-, t lw n1;1xirn11111 um11ber of spius for ;1 t ri<111pJ(" 

Rando1n Seed A rn1111lwr to raudornizc tlH· text 11n'. Csc vuur telcph011c 1mmlwr. 

Return to original positions Flag to rct urn t lw triangles to their origiual po:,i

tio11:-; iu t II<' object. 

Reverse explosion tin1ing Flag that makes the cxplosio11 nm rn r<'VE'rse, making 

shrapnel imcxplodc i11to a solid oh.icd. 
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E.3 Fireworks 

Fireworks is ;1 simple cxte11sio11 oft he Explod(' F/X. Fireworks mirks exactly t lw same 
('Xccpt :vo11 ca11 lmvc the tria11gl<'s drop i11 the Z direction i\S if gravity wen' p11lli11g 

them dmvn. You also ha Ye the option of making the faces sparkle. which makes t Ii(' 
faces easy to sec as opposed to the normal triangle shading. 

Distance to Fall by End Determines the disL111ce the f-lyi11g particles sho11ld drop 
to th(' "grnund" during t lic explosion. 

Make Faces Sparkle Flag to make the individual fac('s sparkle with color. 

E.4 Flash 

Flash allmvs you to make a blinking object. Tlic blink is not mused by a light ur by 
changing the color of the object. Inst.cad, the object is toggled between its normal 
appearance and an unshaded Bright appearance. This unshaded appcmancc' means 
that. no sh;1dows \viii be applied to your object and 110 shading will be performed: 
.\·(m'll just S('f' t I](' tlat color of \"Ollr object. This is actually sOJl!('What of a stcril<' and 
boring appe<m1ncc, but adeq11at<' for something like a blinking cuntrol pari('l. Fm a11 

object like a stopligl1t where you wm1t au actual light to appear, yon are better off 
just adding a new light at the proper frame using the Action editor. 

It is very simple to control Flash. An objf~ct with the Flash F/X will be shad<'d 
11ormall,v for ;1 ('('!'lain m1111bcr of frames, t lw11 lH'cornc Bright fur another rnrnil)('r of 
frauws. You c;i11 start tlic object in either st<1t<'. 

On Frames The number of frames t lw object should h<· shaded with Bright in cacl1 
Flash repetition. 

Off Frames Tlw 1111111\wr of frnmcs the ol>jcct sl1cmld be shaded nonnall.\· i11 t'a.cli 
Flasl1 rcpdition. 

Start On/Off A toggle to start the object in cit lier state wheu the F /X 1s first 
applied. 

E.5 Grow 

Grow allows yo11 to extrude ;1 11dic just the Ext rude co1mn<11HI in the DcL1il nlitur. 
except you can ;111i111atc~ tlw <'X1n1siun as it <Jcc1ns. If vo11 rn;ikc a spline p;itl1 i11 tlw 
shape of a logu written ill cursive, :vou nm have the letters "written·· out i11 time in 
a gleaming tube of chrome. (Extrrnk is discussed 011 page 50.) 

Grow is ;wtually pretty easy to \lS('. You have to lll<1ke the spline path aucl tlic 
011t!i11C' thnt YOll want to lia\T t'XtrndC'd a lung tlw path. Yu11 can nse tlw Dct ail 
C\Jllll!larnl '"Ext rndc:· to t.cs1 th(' path and 011! li11(' and rnak<' Sllff the final cxtrndcd 

objc~ct app<'ms 111<' \Vay yo11 \\'ill!!. it to. Grn11p tl1C original llll<'Xtrudcd ob.i('Ct 1u the 
spline path (the path being the parent!). then sa\'e 1l1is group as a fil<'. Load this 

'J'fi, /J1111ht 11.Urih11t1 1, 

rfr.'''l'i/1!,j U// j!Ol}C ././. 
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group in Stage or Action as an actor, and apply the Grow F /X to it. vVhen animat<~d, 
the outline will be extruded in time just like you would expect. 

You have several parameters that can control the extrusion. All of thern except 
one are the same options that a normal extrude in the Detail editor gives you. 

Y Rotation An a11gk that t lw outline should be rot<ttcd ;d()11g as it is extruded. 
720.0 is two foll revolutions. 

X, Z Scaling Scales t lw ()utlim' in its X or Z direction as it is extruded. For example. 
0.5 \vill halve tlw size, 1.0 \\·ill keep it constant. 2.0 v,;ill double it. 

X, Z Translate ]'doves the outline to one side or another as it is being extruded. 

Align Y to path Keeps the outline faced so tlrn t it is always facing the direction it 

is being extruded; most of the time you \Vant to keep this option selected. 

Keep X in path's plane Keeps the X axis of the outline level with the original 
path axis; th<' outlin(' won't pitch up and down. 

Mirror ends 11ak<' th<' 011tlinc tiippcd at each end so the <'11dcaps are identical. 

Tin1e Reversed A new option: you can ungrow smndhing a11d have the extrusion 
be "undone" in time. 

E.6 Ripple 

The Hipple F/X will make the surfac<' of your object move as if \Vatcr ripples were 
passing through it. You can make a radial ripple. like a stone being thrown into some 
water, or a linear ripple, lik<' a flag waving in the \Vind. C11lik(' altitude maps and tlw 
Disturb and Wave tcxtun':-;. v011r object surface i:-; ;ictnnlly displaced, creating tnic 
;31) ripples that ca11 c<1:-;t shadow:-; and be seen in profile. Si11c<' the :-;urface is moved hv 
moving the object's points. the finer the mesh on t lie surface oft lie object the better 
tlic ripple effect will be. 

Radial around Z Allows you to select a ripple like a rock dropped into a pool. The 
rings will expand out from the Z axis of .vour object. 

Linear along X Allows :vou to make a tiag-waving like ripple. or an ocean wave. 
The wave trnn'ls along the object's X direction. 

Wavelength The distance between subsequent ripples. 

Z Amplitude How much the points arc displaced: the height of the ripple. 

Travel Distance How far the ripples travel before dying out. 

Ripple Count How many ripples should be made. For a waving flag. you pro ha bly 
want many ripples. b11t a thrown stone in a porn! only makes two or three. 
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E.7 Rotate2.0 

Thl' Hotatc F/X is a11 altcrn;itiw uwthud of rotating a11 uh.icct onT time. Thie; F/X 

docs not so anything that could not lH' dune wit Ii aligrn1w1it keys from tl1c :\ct ion or 

the Stage editor, but sorndirm·s it is co11vcuicut wh<'ll \"(Jll \\·;mt tu spin a11 obj(•('( I'm 
a lung time. 

The Hot ate F /X will ttll'll your object a certain rn1mlJCr of d<'grces over tlw crnnsc 

of the F/X. Yon can Sjl('Cify a large i111rnber of degrees (like 720.0) t.o make the object 

rotate all of the way aru11t1d. 

lrnpnlsc says this F/X is a little touchv, and I agree with thelll. If yo111111dnsta11d 

and c;rn use key alig11rncnts. use t hnn for rotations of;~()() degrees or less. I only llSl' 

Rotate \vhcn I need tu spin au object like a top many times on·r a large mu11ller of 

frames, where the keys \vrnild take a long time to set 11p. 

X,Y,Z Axis vVhich axis to rotate around. 

Degrees The total angle to rotate over the course of the F/X. 

E.8 Tumble 

Tmuhlc is similar tu Rotate in t 11at it rotates your object mTr time. Unlike Hotatc, 

Tumble selects a random rot at ion axis and spi11s the object a random nm11lwr of 

times. This randorn11ess might be 11scfol \Yhc11 vu11 ha\"(' rna11y objects that arc all 

chaotically spinning and _yon do1d waut to han· to makl' a ra11dom rotatioll for each 

object. 

Randon1/Z Axis Allows you to choose either a ra11<lo111 axis or the Z axis to pcrforlll 

the rotations aruuwl. 

1\1inin1um # of Rotations The minimum 11m11bcr of rotations the object will 1111-

dcrgo m·cr the course of the F/X. 

Maxinnun # of Rotations The maximum 1rnml><'r of rotations the ob.icct \vill 1111-

dergo over the nrnrsc of the F/X. 

Rando1n nun1ber seed J\ nurnlwr to help lin;1gi11(' choose the random rotation. If 

you have many tmnhling objects, give them all di.fTe,.en.t nnmberc;. 

K<0y 11.lignmrnt.' an 

discussed in drpth 

slrufrng on pu.yc /II(}. 
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Appendix F 

Brushmap Mathematics 

Brushmaps <irc described in thc Detail chaptcr in section 3.1.3 on page 3fl. The 
d('scriptions uf the brushrnapping options there arc accurate, lmt somewhat vague. 
This appendix describes in detail how brushmap axes map an irnagc onto an object. 

It uses some mathematics, but if you remember your high school trigonometry you 
should be able to follow it. 

This technical discussion is valuable since is describes exactly how brushrnaps 
are applied. arnl you can nsc' t 11is inform<itiou to help plan your brushrnaps and 
anJid surprises. especially \Vhcn you use ''\\'rap Flat'' (Cylindrical) and "Wrap \Vrap'' 
(Spherical) brushrnaps. 

This appendix is not by any means necessary reading to 11se brush maps. It is a 
technical explanation to help advanced users understand the brushmap coordinate 
mappmg. 

F.1 Brushmap Coordinate Mapping 

The renderer's bisk of applying a brushmap to an object is one of coordinate trans

formation. Given an X, Y, Z location on the object, what transformation will map 
that locatiou onto the X, Y coordinates of the lirushmap? The hrushmap coordinates 
are often called U and V to avoid confusion with the object's coordinates. 

vVith all types of brushrnaps, the object's coordinate system isn't even used. In
stead, the hrushmap axis is used to determine the coordinate system for mapping. 
This means that a translation in the hrushrnap axis will cause a similar tnrnsl<tt iun 
in the image projected. onto the 3D object surface. \Vhen I refer to the X, Y, Z 
coordinates of the object, I really mean the coordinates after the transformation of 
the brushrnap axis is already applied. 

A conv('ntinn in this mapping problem is that the bruslrniaps U, V coordinates 
extend from 0 to 1, and the brushmap axis size also defines a coordinate interval from 
0 to I. Referring to a point with a coordinate value less than 0 or greater than l 
on the brushmap implies the mapping is off of the image of the brushmap and no 
assignment should be made. 

When the ··Repeat" gadget is nsed to make an infinite t iliug of images, t lie final 
'·applied" U and V coordinates are just the modulus rcmaimh~r with 1.0: that is, the 
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fractional part uf the coordi11atc. 1.1 Hlld 10171.l will both map to 0.1. This will 
create the tiling since tlw coordirnites of the hruslrniap will make a transition from 
0.~)999 (the right end of the brushmap in U) to 1.00000 which is mapped to 0.00000. 

t I w I eft c11< I. 

F.2 Cartesian Coordinates (Flat Mapping) 

Flat mapping is very st rnightforward. Tlierc is a direct mapping from X f--1 U and 

Z f--1 V. This ("<lllscs the i1t1ag<' to be shown directly as a fiat projectio11 into the 
ol>jcct with no distortion. Th<' ··<kpth'" control of thc Y axis restricts the mapping to 
occur ouly if t lH' ) · coordiw1 I<- is hctwceu () a11d l. \Vhcn the } · coordinate is J;irgcr 
or srnalkr. the object. location is '·outside" the region that the brusltmap is appli('d 

to. 

F.3 Cylindrical Coordinates (Flat Wrap Mapping) 

Tliis is \\·line tlw counli1rnte system description becomes useful. The \Vrap/Flat and 
Flat /\Vrnp brusl11w1ppi11g kclmiq1ws ;m· simply a change of the X. Y. Z Cartesian 
coordinate sy.sl<'lll into a cylindrical coonli11;d <' system of !?. ft and Z, wlwn· R = 
,/X 2 + Y 2 mid()= arctau(Y/X). (This is for \\"rap Z. Flat X.) If(} is remapped to 
th<' range () l. 1 he mapping to hrnsh coonlim11 cs is simply () __, l! and Z 1 4 \ •. The 

a11gl1· of tlw point using t lie brnshrnap axis as an origin ddermines \Vhcre on the map 
the image is sampled from. Th<' linear mapping of Z is straightforwmd. 

This mapping isn't actnallv accmat(', sincf' Trnagiue sef'rns to ignore the truf' Y 
axis scaling a11d 11scs a scale the idcutical t() t lw X size: this tlH'a!ls that th<' mapping 

is trnly cyli11drical rather t lw11 ;111 oval shap<'. wl1ich is prob;dJ]_v a good idea. \"oticc 

that this means the X size of the hrnshma.p axis really doesn't have any effect! This 
is actually the case: \Vc.vc all bceu stnmg; a,long for a long; time thinking; it mattered! 

F.4 Spherical Coordinates (Wrap Wrap Mapping) 

The tra 11sfurmatio11 for \Vrap vVrap rnapping is .i llSt spherical coordinates. The 
X . Y. Z Yalucs arc transformed into two angles and a radius by the relations R = 
J\'.2 + Y'.2 + Z 2 , (} = arctan(Y/ X) aud the azimuth 1!> = arctan(Z/ R). The Cl 27f 
\<ilues of H ;m· rnnpped to{) l a11d the -7f /2 to 71 /2 valne of o is rnapped to 0 1. The 
transformation to brnshmap coordinates is uuw just fl f-+ U and cp f-4 V. Again, L he 

Y axis scale seems to be fixed with the X scale to keep the coordinate systf'm S(jlJarc; 

the Y axis n·ally doesn't mak(' any diffcrcnc<' i11 this trausform;ll ion. 

The k11owkdge of the rnapping tra11sfonwttim1s allowed 11w to produce a n~ry 
successful bruslunap for applying onto a sphere. l \\·;mtcd to build a basketball with 
the curved lines and th(' small irregular pits 011 the surface. It \Vas crucial to my 
application that the basketball he scnmkss and undistorted. I wrote a program in C 
tl1at drnract(·rizcd a baskctliall: given a point 011 a spherc"s surfocc (measured with 
& and q.) it \\·mild return a Yaluc imlicati11g wlwthcr the lorn t ion was on OlH' of the 

lmll's strip<•s, uu une of the raised pips. or jnst plain rubber. l then looped over an 
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F.-1. SPHERICAL COORDINATES (WRAP HRAP MAPPING) 187 

Fignre F. l: A basketball wrap-wrap brnshmap aud t he rcudcred ou tpnt . 

array of (} from 0-2Jr aud ¢ from - Jr /2 to 7r / 2. I sampled the basketball at those 
coordiuates, and stored the result in a rectangular grid . I wrote t he grid out as an 
IFF24 and used it as an alt it ude map, with a companion map without the pips for the 
color map. F igure F .1 shows the altitude map of a basketball in spherical coordiuatcs, 
as well as a rendered version of the ball itself. Notice the broadening of the stripes at 
the poles, and also notice the seamless appearance of the rendered basketball. 

Knowing how brushmaps are transformed to object coordinates is very useful in
deed when you are trying to get accurate results. I hope that th is t echnical digression 
will help some people who are t rying to nn<lerstand how to control object appearances. 
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Appendix G 

Other Programs and Hardware 

Imagillc is all you need to start building objects, rendering pictures, and v1cwmg 
animations on your Amiga. Several other programs or pieces of hardware complement 
and support Imagine and might give you the ability to build and output even higher 
quality pictures and animations. 

I do not work for any of the companies listed here except for Apex (obviously!) 
and none of these companies asked for me to mention them. These opinions are very 
subjective, but I've found them all useful \\·hen dealing with 3D and the images it 

produces. I have to make a special mention of both AD Pro and Deluxe Paint as heiu~ 
nearly essential companions in producing rnosr high quality renderings. 

G.1 Deluxe Paint 

Deluxe Paint is the most popular paint program on the Amiga. It is a very functional 
bitmap editor, with all of the standard drawing tools you would expect in a paint 
program. It allows for fast and easy brush manipulation for overlay compositing 
of images, and can handle almost all picture editing tasks. It also is a complete 

animation editor which allows complex animation production and assembly. 
This program is indispensable for rcndcri11g, mostly for making quick brushmaps . 

For Pxample, if you want to make a roadway sign in Imagine, the best way 1 u do 
it would be to nsc Deluxe Paint to make a brnshmap of white letters on a green 
background. pnhaps with a nice border around it, then mapping this image onto a 
plane. Trying to produce a simple effect like that without using a paint program 
woulrl he a horrible waste of time. 

TIH'rc arc many other paint programs that will perform the same capabilities of 
Deluxe Paint, lrnt I liave not found another that is as consistently useful. 

G.2 The Art Department and ADPro 

A very useful utility for dealing with IFF pictures on the Amiga is The Art Department 
(TAD) from ASDG Inc. Tl1is 11tility can read and write images in many different 
formats, including 24-bit IFF and Impulse RGBK format. In addition, TAD has 

many imag<' processing capabilities that can help _you adjust the color balance of yom 
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miagcs. You can also scale images and rcudcr tlw pictures iu almost any Amiga 
display mode or resolution. 

TAIYs big brother. The Art Department Professional (AD Pro) is nmch more US('

ful. It allows for saviug images i11 a wid(' vc1ric1\· of formats, i11cluding formats used 011 
other comp11tcrs like l\IS-DOS mid l\lacs. Tlwr<' arc also a wide \'iH'icty of operations 
that can bt' p<'rformcd 011 irnag<'s. such as adding text. cropping, applying filters. aud 
scaliug. Images ca11 lw loaded in a \·arict\· of formats and can be composited with each 
other to produce mTrlays on backgrounds, or averngccl pictures. A I) Pro also loads 
and saves tbc JPEG c0111prcsscd image format. nlso discnssC'd in the Tricks appC'ndix. 

ADPro also is completely AHEXX drivable. which cau lwlp \\'ith processing entire 
batches of images or perforrning repetitive or ('Olllplcx tasks. 

Like Deluxe Paint. l fi11d ADPro indispcusable. Cnlike Deluxe Paint. there really 
is no corn petition for the high-end imag<' processing market. Luckily ASDG seems 
c01m11ittcd to contimrnlly improving ADPro. 

G.3 Firecracker 24 

lmpnlsc builds a 24 bit display board for the Amig<1. This allows yon to view your 
pictures in all of their lG. 7 million colors. It is hard to describe the difference beh':ecu 
;rn image showll \Vith Amiga I IAl\l and the same image in foll 24 bits; it is truly 
m ll az 1 ng. 

The Firecracker is a ping in hoard for Amiga 200(J's or 3000's. It outputs interlaced 

RGD that can be shown on a standard 1084 or 1950 monitor. The board does not use 
the video slot. which means yon can put one in a machiuc with a gcnlock or Toaster 
already in tli<' vid<~o slot. 

The Firccrnckcr 24 is completely supported h,\· Imagine. wliicli is of considC'rable 
benefit. Images can be directly displayed on the board from the Project menu. Quick
render output can also be shown on t 11t' board, which is even more useful. 

The Firecracker rnmes with a serviceable real-time paint program. This paint 
program is uniqnc in that you can load lrn.ayinc 8[) ob,iFcts and n'nder th.Fm, producing 
a 2D brush t liat can lw composited into ai1 imag<'. 

G.4 DCTV 

DCTV is a lrnrdwarc add 011 that uses a starnlard Amiga imag<' to encode a l1igli-color 

image. The hardware ""secs" the special image being displayed and decodes it into au 
NTSC composite image. The quality of this image cau be stunning if you arc showing 
a digitized image or colorful rcndning. The J)CTV trades off sharp images for color, 
bnt for most pictures, this trade is \vell worth it! 

DCTV can also digitize color images using a slow-scan method (it takes several 
seconds to digitize a frame.) If you have a video camera, this is an excellent way of 
getting images into yonr computer since you can jnsL point a video camera at a scene 

to make an instant. brnslmiap. DCTV has a paint program tlrnt is just stellar. t liuugh 
it is more suited to editing rn<rn\· color imag<'s tkrn single bitpla11c line drawings. This 
makes it a nice complement to Deluxe Paint. 
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G.5. POR1~~L !DJ 

DCTV can also animate high quality images at about 15 frames per second or 
lower quality images at a full 30 fps. (The same rate the Amiga can animate 3 and 
4 bitplane hires images.) If yon don't have a single frame recorder, this is the next 
best thing when you get tired of HA?\1. 

G.5 Portal 

Although Portal is not a program. it is still a useful resource for a11.\·01w interested 
in Amiga graphics. Portal is a service you call up on the tclepho11l' \Vith ;1 modem. 
Once 011li11c, you can issue commands to view messages about many topics (including 
Imagine!) download files (including megabytes of Imagine objects!) and talk to other 
people in a live chat screen (about things like Imagine!) The fres for using Portal are 
quite modest for an online service, and are fixed rate (you pay a fee once a month for 
all you want to call!) I am often logged into Portal for its nightly chats at 7:00 PST. 
and Wednesday nights arc particularly good times to log in since the topic is Amiga 
graphics. Yon can get your Imagine q1wstions answered in real time by an ('Xpcrt! 

G.6 

Portal Communications 
10380 Cherry Tree Lane 
Cupertino CA 95014 
108 ~)7;3 D 1 11 (voice) 
408-725-0.JG 1 (modem) 

Studio Amiga 

Studio Amiga is a mod.cm bulletin board that specializes in 3D discussion and files. 
Run by sysop Jody Reimers, the system is free to use other than a long distance 
telephone call. There are many fewer files and messages on this BBS thau on Portal, 
but all of the discussion revolves around ;~]) so it is well worth logging in. It might 

seem daunting to call long distance to a lmllctin board, but the information ur1 this 
board is usually \veil worth it. I high!,\' rccmrnnend calling this board at kast once . 

G.7 

Studio Amiga 
817-557-2111 

Pixel 3D 2.0 

Pixel ;)I) by Axium Software 1s a nrnlti-purposc 3D object utility program. lt is 
primarily a hrushmap conversion program, automatically tracing brnsbmap 011tlines 
and making faced ;H) objects from color bitmaps. Though Imagine has its built in 
brushmap (and font object) cmwcrter, Pixel 30 docs have one neat feature that adds 
bevels to extruded images. 

Pixel 3D also can load and save objects in a varid,v of formats, which makes it 
useful for object conversion. V nfortunately, the program cannot read Imagine grouped 
objects, a serious failing. You can get around this by joining your object into ouc 
large singh'-axis object, but this will lose all of the group information that makes 
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object manipulation and attribute m.;sigrnnc11t easier. St ilL if you want to convert 
single. 11ngrn111wd objects to ()J' from Iruagirl<' format. Pixel :H) will convert to a11d 

from Lighh\·;1\'C, Vidcosrnpc :{!). JDPro. Sci!lpt. 31), and T11rbo Silver fonrn1ts. 

G.8 Vista Pro 

Vista Pro is ;1 prngram frorn Virtllal Hcalit\· L:1lioratories for making realistic la11d

scapc sccn\'s. Th(' prograrn c<111 use n·al-\V(>rld li<'ight data to produce views of T"('al 

bmdscapcs, or .nm can gn]('rnt <' rando111 fn1ct;1 l tnrains. Th\' program has co11t rols 

to change the colors of the terrain, ri\·ns. sea level. awl lighting. It car1 actually ren

der scc11cs with a built in rcndncr. which can be used as nice backdrnps in Imagirn· 

scenes. 

The program can also 011tpllt a :3D n1cHl(•\ uf the terrain it displays. This rnodcl 
is in Turbo Silver object fonn;it. which l1rn1gi1w can read. :-,() you can hm·c it build 

actual landscapes for your mvn scenes. The landscapes arc formed by a rnesh of 

colored triangles, and can be positirnl('d. edited. and rrnrnipulated just lib• a normal 

obj<·ct. These lawlscape objects tend to he very larg('. but yon ca11 tell Vista what 

complexit.v to (J\ltput them at :-.<> vou don't O\"(Tlnirdc11 your scc1w. 

G.9 The Video Toaster 

NcwTek"s Video Toaster provides many nsdul capabilities that can indirectly be US<~d 

b\ lmagirl('. Tt can be used to grab frames of \·iclco that cn11 lw used as bn1sl1maps. 

lt has a11 NTSC (television rcsu\11tio11) 21-l>it display. which. ;iltliough as not as l1igh 

resolution as th<' Firecracker :Zl. can still display excellent r<'11ditions of pictnrcs r('n

dcrcd h\· Imagine. The Toaster conws with its own :H) rendering software. Lightwavc 

~3D. and objects from l 111aginc can be converted to and from the Lightwave format 
usrng a program like 111tcrcha11gc or Pixel :3D. 

G.10 TTDDD 

Irnagim~·s object format is callc:d TDDD, an acron.vm for "'Three Dimensional Dal,a 
Dcscriptio11."" TDDD is a compact birrnn· description of the shape and color of the 
object or grnnp it reprcscnh. ;is well as the t('xtnres and bn1slrmaps that arc applied 
to the objects. 

Althongh lrupulsc cnrrently does not offer all_\' support for reading and writing 

these objects with anything !Jllt Imagine. tlwrv i:-. an indepcrnl<'11t shareware program 

called TTDDD ( Te:dnal Three Dimension Dat;1 Description) which converts th<' bi

nary object formal into an ASCll text file awl vice wrsa. 

lf yo11 can program in an Amiga language (like C. BASIC. cvc11 AHEXX), it is 
easy to write a progranr to iupnt and 011tpnt these text files and couYcrt them to 

usable lrnagim· objects. \\"it 11 this ability, vou c;m generate objects algorithtttically 
or \Vritc ~-(,ltr ()\Vil cmff<'l'sio11 software frolll ;111otl1er 3D oh.i<'d format. Some (Jr the 

;1pplications tliis utility has lw('Jl nscd for i11d11dc maki11g ;rn ;rnimated waterfall, 

building a geodesic dmr1c object. and lrnildi11g molecular ''ball awl stick" models 
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from chemical formulas. Other handy utilities are included, such as one the creates a 
PostScript diagram of the top, front, right, and isometric views of any Imagine object. 

This utility is not for most users, but if you arc a programmer and want to 
play with generating these types of objects, TTDDD might be a valuable tool. The 
program (with some documentation and examples on disk) is available directly from 
the author, Glenn Lewis. He suggests a $10 shareware donation for the package. 

G lcnn :rvI. Lewis 
8341 Olive Hill Court 
Fair Oaks, CA 95628 
(Internet E-mail address: glewis@pcocd2.intel.com) 

G.11 Surface Master and Map Master 

Two programs arc distributed through a cornpany known as Computer Imagery. 
These programs, 8mjace lvfoster and lvfop lvfoster, arc designed by artist Lou rvlarkoya, 
and interactively demonstrate different Imagine abilities. Surface 11astcr uses pictures 
of a rendered sphere to show different attribute combinations and effects. It also 
demonstrates the use of some of the textures and shows how they can be combined. 
Map Master shows the different type of brushmaps and includes many high resolution 
pictures suitable for altitude mapping and several other effects. These two programs 
arc very useful if you can't visualize what the different attribute parameters do, or 
how different brushmaps work. 8n'Tface ]\,foster also has a small set of very useful 
predefined surfaces like chrome and brick that you can use 011 your own objects. 

Computer Imagery 
49 ~Walnut Ave. 

Shelton CT 06484 

G.12 Apex Software Publishing 

Apex is a new company specializing in Amiga 3D and high-end graphics. This book 
is its first product, but expect to sec more corning in the future! Apex also offers 
professional custom object, scene, and animation creation, and phone and personal 
visit consulting services. Apex consists of a very small but knowledgable staff (well, 
it's just me, I'm pretty knowledgable, and I'm 5' 8".) Feel free to write for a flyer or 
to heckle me about my overuse of semicolons as punctuation. 

Apex Software Publishing 
405 El Camino Real Suite 121 
Menlo Park CA 94025 
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Useful Attributes 

1 Name 

Almnirn trn 

Dlack Skin 

Clirorne 

' Glass 

Painted l\lctal 
Plaster 
TIPd Paiut 

Sandstone 
Ship Grey 

Solar Panel 

\Va i<'r 
\Vhitc Skiu 

Wo0<l 

Color Rdicct 

H I G B H G I3 
114 111 143 138 138 138 
1:1 94 82 0 () 0 
111 11~1 lU 210 210 21!l 

~ .. n :-d 53 <io 
2 1() 240 2 Hl 25 
219 205 186 () 
183 7:) 43 20 
152 91 70 0 
<J!J 99 ~)!) l () 

59 59 59 I 51 

158 83 27 0 

2S 
0 
10 
() 

l 0 
:i4 

100 
() 

0 

0 

10 
() 

l() 

;) 1 

100 

0 
() 

Filter Spccul;i r 

TI G U H G 1 B 
() 

() 

() 

0 255 255 255 
0 I ;37 9G 11 I 
() 25:-i 2:i:i 2:-,') 

114 I (i 7 2:):i 2!JG 2:-J;) 
() () () 

() () () 

0 () 0 

0 0 () 
() 0 () 

2Hl 210 2;)() 
() ()'0 

140 1 10 I lO 

21 () 220 220 

191 l:i3 1'19 
147 9() 71 

13ti 1 IG ICiO 

1:3~ l3:JffliHJ 100 
2b 113 122 () 

o Lo o 
-~----

l[~ I !~ I ~;,L 
T\anw Dither Han I Hough Slii1 

I 
\(' Index 

Al 11111 i mun () 150 0 () 

Dlack Skin 25.) 23 35 () • 1.00 
1.00 

Cl ll'Olll (' () 190 () 0 I . OU 

Glass .1() ]<)2 () () 1.GG 

Painted l\Jct;1 l I 0 I l() I () () 

Plaster I 200 ;)5 

I 

() GS 
Red Paint 

I 

2:)5 20() () () 

Sandsto1w I 25S 2:) 130 () 
I 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 
1.00 

Ship Gn')' I 255 1G2 0 20 

Solar Pctnel () 110 () () I 
1.00 

I . 00 

\Vatcr l 20 ISO () () 1 _;);) 

White Skin 25S 

I 

23 :1s () 

\Yood 
I 

255 I 00 
I 

0 () I 1. 00 

1.00 

I 

I 19S 
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Appendix I 

Command Reference 

This section briefly describes C'ach of the mcm1 cotrnnamls av;iilable ill Irnagi11c. as 

well as th(' pages \vlicrc that command is described in context \Vitlt its fnnctiou. 

1.1 The Cycle Editor 

Object l\Ienu 
Pag<' Command Dcscript.ioll 

~~--~~~~~~~~ 

79 l\Jpw Abandon any current obj('ct and s1art a new cycle 
~~~~~~--+~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~---j 

Load a previously created cycle object., or conn'rt a ,,;ro11rwd ob-
j<Y1 from Dct ail into a cycle 

8'1 Load 

Save 1 h<' cmTcnt c~·cle o bj<'c1 

Pick l\Ienu 
Page Cunun;md Description 

77 Cro!lp \\-lwn a link is 111i\11ip11lated. 111akcs a li11k"s childr<'n 11101<' \Iii h i1 

77 Object _J \\.hen a link is rn;rnipulatcd. mak<'s a link·s childr<'ll st;i.1· fix<'d 

Page Command 

77 Pivot 
77 Twist 

77 .\Tove 

76 Add 

76 Delete 

78 Assign 

79 Deassign 

Mode Menu 
Description 

Rot.ate a link around the point it is joined to its parent 

Rotate a link around its long Z axis 

Move the end of a link, possibly scaling the link as well 

Add a new link to the hierarchy 

Remove a link from the hierarchy 

Define a real object to appear in the position of a link 

Remove the real object associated with a link 

197 
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Cell \Ie1m 
I) rig-(' ( '()!Jllllillld Ikscription 

------------

81 f i rs! 

xi Lro,1 Co Io th" Ltst fr<llll<' 

j81 .\(•xt l\e.1 

81 I' r<'I h<'.1 Co to t lw prc1·ioll.' k<·.1·fr;rnw 
-----· 

81 (;()j () Co to ;r spccilic fr;rnw rn1rnli<'r 
~------------~ 

8] .\t·xt <:o to tlw m·xt fr;rrtH· 
----------

81 I' n·1· ( ;o lot lw pr<·1·irni.s fr<rlll<' 

81 \Lr kt· 1-\t 'I 
------~--

81 l -1111 lil k<· l\l'1· 

8') ( 'op,1· frnlll ' -
~ --=-\Like the c11n<'lll fr<rtll<' a kcd'nr1tH' 

\Ltke tl1e c1nn•nt fr<llll<' ;r ll<>rtnal i11tcrpolatcd fra11t<' 

( 'op.1· the posit ion of 1 he object fro11t ;rnot lier kf'yfrarnc 

81 B<'111mT 

7() i Sna psliot 

8ULoad l'oH· 

I' a gc ( °<Jtlllll<llld 

x2 
I \Likr· 

x2 Fn·t· B.\\I 

lkkte th<' first or last k"d.r:i1m· _j 

\l;1kc a sL1tic object oft lw cmTe1rt co11figr1r;1tion 

A11imate l\Ienu 
D(':-;cript iu11 

Bllild ;r1r ;rnirnatcd pn·1·w11· 
------

]{cn1on• th<' ;111irnatio11 from llH'lll•ir.1· 
I 

---·~-------------------+-----------~ 

82 l'ln.1· 011('(' Play t Ii" :i11i11r;rtio11. p;rnsi11g <Lt t lw <'lld 
-------+------~ -------------~-

!')') ,_ Pla1 Loop P la1 ·th(' animation. looping hack to tll<' start 

!')') (_,,_, !'lay l)ig l'b1· I h<' ;rnimatio11 using t lic fnll scr<'<'n 

1.2 The Project Editor 

Crn 11 mand 

122 !\' ('\\' 

! 
122 Open 

i 122 Close 

Page Command 

123 l'\ew 
123 Open 

123 Delete 
123 :'dodify 

Project l\Ienu 
Ikscripti011 

\Li k" a ll<'\1- proj<'c1 front .>.;<T;ttcli 

Edit an old project 

Close the current project 

SubProject 1\/Ienu 
Description 

\lake' a new picturC' size/ configuration subdirectory 

Use au <'Xisting size/configuration for rendering 

[frmow a din•ctor~- of rendns 

Change size/ configuration for rendering 
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Page C 01 um am 1 
128 GenPra!<' 

128 Show 

128 DelPIP 

128 Hang<' 

128 Info 
128 lmport 

128 GP11Pra t e NPw 

C<'lb Only 

I 
128 Auto Dit lwr 

128 Us<' Fir<'Cra<·k<'r 

2·! 

Page Corm n arn 1 

129 Load \lm·ie 

129 Play Once 

12D Play Loop 

12~) [)rop 

128 \lah 

Still l\fenu 
Dcscri ptiou 

H<'ndn selected frames 

Show selected frames 

D<'ldP selected frames 

Select or deselect ;1 range of frames 

ViPw size, creation date, and renckring time 

J\lark a frame as !winµ; already rcnder<'d 

Hcnd<'r only frames that hav<' not )H'<'n 

l:;w dith<'ring in displa:ved pictures 

l:s<' tlH' Firecracker to displa~· stills 

l\fovie l\f enu 
Description 

Load an animation 

Play a loaded a ni ma.ti on once 

Play a loaded animation rqwtitiYcl.v 

fC1llOV<~ all animal ion from nwmory 

r<'ndcred hefor<' 

Build an animal ion from th<' selected franws 
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1.3 The Detail Editor 

Object lvlenu 
Cor1rniarn I Description 

---------------~ 
21 Load Load a DC'tail or Forms ohjC'ct or group 

1------+-
_ 21_ J S;i1(· Sa1·e tlu; picked ohj<·d or group 

SG Con 1·<·rt 
Change an IFF pict IIr<' into an rn1t linC' 

IFF/ILB\l 
-----+---

20 

20 

22 

22 

22 

?~ 
- I 

so 

Group 

lJ ngroup 

C'u 1 

Copy 

Past<• 

At trihut ('.s 

.Join the pickC'd objects into a group. The first object picked will 
bC' tlw parent, rC'maining objects will be d1ildren. 

Ungroup the picked objects 

llC'll!OYe the picked ohject(s) fro1n the world and tcrnporarih· store 
t h<'m m the C'liphoard 

Copy the CllJT<'II1 <1hjcct(s) to the Clipboard 
------------{ 

Put a copy of the object (s) Ill the Clipboard into the world 

Define attributes, tcxtnres. and brushn1aps for the picked oh
jcct(s) 

\!old Extru(IP l".;c an obje<t "r outline to make a ''tuhe" along a lin<' or path 

\!old Heplica(.(• ( 'opy an obj.:ct m;rny times along a line or path 
I-----+-- ___________ _, 

S2 :'dakc an oh.;cct. fonrn:d bv spinning an 011tline around a circle, 
l\Iold Spin 

with first and last points fixed 

!)2 l\Iold SWP('jl Make an object by spinning an outline around a circle 
1-----+----------+-----

\ Told Conform to 
Sph<'re 

Bend the pick<'d object around I lw out line of a sphere 

\lold Conform to 
lknd the picked object around the outline of a cylindC'r 

Cy I ind er 
------+-~--- ------11-----------------------------~ 

l\Iold Conform to 
Path 

J3C'nd the picked object to follow the contours of a path 

i>G Skin Use a succession of outlines to make a surface 

49 \Iak(' Path l Tse two or rnon' picked axes to make a spline path 
f----------~1-----------~ 

49 \Ia k<' Clot-ied Pat li 

S7 Slice 

ll se two or rnon· axes to make a closed spline path 

l'se one picked object to slice ;inotllf'r into pieces like a cookie 
cu1 ter: also used for autofacing; outlines 
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I 1'.Iode 1'.Ienu 
Page Command Description 

24 Pick Groups Pick groups of objects 

24 Pick Objects Pick individual objects I 
r) Pick Fac<'s Pick the faces "ft h" pick<'d o!Jj('ct 

-
2S Pick Edg<'S Pick th<' edges of the pick('d ohj<'ct 

------·-I 
2-4 Pick Poinb Pick the points of" 1 h" pick"d o hj ect 

2() Add Face,.; Add new faces 1 o the pickc·d object 

2G Add Fdg<'S Add new <'dgc·s to t lw picked ohj<'ct I 
2G Add Point::; Add new points to t lie picked o hjcct I 

I 26 Add Lines Add new points and edges to the picked object 

26 Drag Points l\Im:c points in the picked object (allows magnet ism) 

27 Hide Points Temporarily hide points from the picked object 

49 Edit Path Edit the control points in a spline path I 
59 \lagnetisrn Turn on magnetism in Drag Points mode = :;9 .'\1agn<'l ism Setup Define magnet ism p;-1r;:·1n1etcrs I 
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Functions l\f enu I 
Page Cormnand Dcscri ption 

2:) D<'let <~ D<'lc!(' pick('d it('lllS. or H'lllOV<' splirl(' [><tth control point 

23 .Joi II .Join two obj<'cts as Oll<' 

23 \!erg<' l\cm,.,., <h<phrnh• point>. cdg« am! fateo ~ 
2!i Fract 11n~ Divid<' edg('s or fac('S. or .idd new control points to a splin(' path 

I 

I 
2!i Split Split. pick<xl it('ms off as their own object 

22 Snap to Grid \fak<' s('lccted points or objects move to closest grid intersection 

2S Taut St.retch a set of selected points out in a straight line I 
21 Add Axis Add an object axis (with no points) to the world 

21 Add Sph<'n~ Add a perfpct splwrP object to the world 

21 Add Ground Add a new infinitP ground to the world 
I 

21 Add Primitive 
Add a new object to the world; a sphere, plane, torus, cone, or 
tulw of arbitrary complexity 

49 Adel Open Path Add a new spline path to the world 
I 

49 Add Closed Path Add a new closed spline path to the world 

!'JG Add Font Object Add a flat 3D object of text in a selected font I 
;) 1 Qnickdraw All Quickdraw all objects 

:~ 1 Quickdraw Pick Quickdraw all picked objects 

:n Qnickdraw '.'Jone Turn off Quickdraw for all objects I 
83 Cycle Setup Scale and rotate objPct axes for use as a cycle 

8S Cycle Shuffle readjust axis locations to make legal cycle poses 

8S Cycle Transforms 
Rotate and scale objects around the end of the Z axis, not the 
center 

II 
33 \lake Soft Phong shade the picked edges I 
33 \lake Sharp Facet tlw picked edges 

:3s 1\Iakc Subgroup N arne the picked faces as a subgroup 

35 l!nrnake 
Remove a subgroup definition 

Su bgronp 
I 

Pick/Select :Menu I 
Page Description Command 

33 Pick Sharp Pick all Phong shaded Pdges I 
35 Pick Subgroup Pick the faces in a named subgroup 

3" ,) Unpick Subgroup Unpick the faces in a named subgroup I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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1.4 The Forms Editor 

Page Command 

64 1\Jew 

64 Load 

71 Sav<~ 

67 Snap to Grid 

Page Command 

66 Edit 
67 Add 
67 D<'kic 

L____~~~-

Page Command 

70 Off 
70 Front View 

70 Right View 

70 Both 

70 90 Degree 

Page Command 

67 Click 

67 Lasso 

67 Drag Box 
67 Lock 

Page Command 

68 Select 

68 !\fake Key 

68 CnmakP Key 

69 Copy From 

69 Caned 

Object l\1enu 
Description 

1\lake a 11ew Forms obj<'d 

Load a previously saved Forms object 
-

Save the current forms object 

l\lake the pick!'d points moV<' to the nearest grid intersection 

.Mode l\1enu 
Description 

l\fove the points of the Forms object 

Add 11ew points to the Forms object 

Remove points from the F orrns ob j<~ct 

Symmetry J\!Ienu 
Description 

Turn off symm<etry 

Keep the two "former" defo1itions in the Front view symmetric 

Keep the two "form er'' definitions in the night view symnwtric 

Keep the Front "former" definitions symmetric and the Hight 
"former" definitions symmetric 

' 

1 
---

Keep all ''former"' definitions symmetric with <each other 

Select J\!Ienu 
Description 

Pick points by clicking 011 them 

Pick points by drawing a line around them 

Pick points by dragging a box around them 

Keep all moved points on grid inters<ections 

CrossSection l\1enu 
Description 

Choose a cross section to manipulate 

Make a new key cross section 

Turn a key cross section into a normal one 

~ 

Copy the shape of one cross section into the current key 

Abort a "Copy From'' 

---------
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The Stage Editor 

Page Command 

88 Load 
90 Add 
88 Rename 
88 Delete 
95 Show Path Length 

88 Transformation 
96 Snapshot 

93 Position Bar 
93 Alignment Bar 

93 Size Bar 

90 
Camera 
(Re)Track 

94 Reset Rdat iw 

88 Quickel raw A 11 
88 Quickdraw Pick 

88 Quic:kdraw None 

Page Command 

Pick Groups 

95 Edit Path 

Page Command 
95 Save Path 
95 Split S<'glllPJlt 

95 Delete Point 

Page Command 
91 First 
91 Last 
91 Next 
91 Prev 
91 Goto 

Object l\!Ienu 
Description 

Load a Forms, Cycle, or Detail object into the world ~ 
Add a track axis, light, or pat.h to the world 

Cive the picked object a new name 

Delete the picked object from the world 

Compute the length of a spline path in units 

Numerically move, scale, or rotate and object 

Make a new object from the current setup of an object 

Define a key for an object's position in the current frame 

Define a key for an object's alignment in the current frame 

Define a key for an object's size in the current frame 

Point the camera at a named object, or update its direction if it 
is tracking 

Move or align an object into the sarnc relative orientation or 
position to another object as it is in a different frame. 

Quickdraw all objects in the sceJl(~ 

Quickdraw all of the picked objects 

Quickdraw none of the objects in the scene 

Mode ~fenu 
Description 

Pick and manipulate objects, lights, and the camera 

Edit a picked spline path 

Path Menu 
Description 

Save a spline path 

Add a new control point to a path 

remove a control point from a path 

Frame Menu 
Dcscri pt ion 

Go to the first frame 

Go to the last frame 

Go to the next frame 

Go to the previous frame 

Go to a specific frame 

--
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1.G. THE ACTION EDITOH 20G 

Animate ::\Ierm 
Page' Cmmuand De 'Seri ptiou 

!Fi \lak(' Bnild a pr<'\·ie\\. ;\llirnatim1 

r !Hi In'<' IL\\! 
--------------------

R cm o v ea j>rc\·ic\\" ;\lli111;d ion from fL\M 

!Hi l'ln\· 011C(' Play tlw pn'\'iew anilllatiou. p;rnsing at the end 

196- -Play--L<_H_>p --~Pia:\' the pre\'il'w auirnation, looping back to tlic_s!art whe11--cic~nj 
I 96 Play Big Play the prc\'icw animation using the full scrcc'll 
~--~---------~ 

1.6 The Action Editor 

Culll rnand 

. ------------
CJ!) 

---·-- ·--

100 Find 
100 Sort 
100 Cancel Add 

Functions ::\Icrrn 
D<'scription 

·--------- --- I 

Adel a new ;ictor or tiuwline to an existing actor j 
Hcmo~n ac~· a li111c~---------------------! 

Rename an <H'I or 
----- ------ j 

View and cl1augc timclinc information 

Find a specific actor 

Sort the adors alphabetically 
------

Cancel 1 he addition of a new tinwlinc 

I. 7 Common Ground 

Pag(' Conmiand 

lG l'i('.k \Iet 11od 
I;~ ·I 'rn 11sfcm11 at ion 

·-· 17 Quick Hender 

Page Command 

11 Rotate 

11 \Tow 

l:Z Seal(' 

13 Local 

13 Shift 

12 XYZ 

J\1iscellaneous 
D<'scTiption 

Define pick met hod: click, lasso, drag box 

"' ite ,,;;~-1 Numerically llH i\·e. ~cal<'. or ro1 ate an object 

I Render the \ i('W frorn the P<'r:-;pective \'iew 

J\Ianipulation Gadgets 
Description 

notate the picked object(s) or poinl(s) 

~T ovc t hr picked object(s) or poiut(s) 

Scale the pick<'d object(s) or point(s) 

Use local coordinates for manipulation 

-- - ------ --

'viakcs a manipulation affect the axis 01tly. or allow 011 l\' one move'-

mcnt axis 
Hcs1rict manipulation to only certain world or local axes 
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Page Command 

9 Coordinates 

10 Inkrlacc 

9 Grid On/Off 

9 Grid Size 

14 Redraw 
10 Zoom In 

10 Zoom Out 

10 Set Zoom 

10 Re-Center 

10 \Vircframe 

10 Solid 

10 Shaded 

Page Command 

15 Pick All 

lG Horne 

lG Select Next 

16 Select Previous 

16 Pick Select 

lG Unpick Select 

15 Unpick Last 

26 Sort 

16 Find by Name 

16 Find Requester 

APPENDIX I. COMMAND REFERENCE 

Display rvienu 
Description 

Continually display the mouse X, Y, and Z coordinates 

Use an interlaced display for editing 

Turn the grid display on and off 

Change the si;,,c of the background grid 

Redraw the screen to get rid of garbage or update it 

Zoom in a factor of 2 

Zoom out a factor of 2 

Set the amount of zoom 

Center your view of the world onto a new point 

Use a wireframe view for the perspective window 

Use a hidden line "solid" view for the perspective window 

Use a hidden line "solid" view for the perspective view, 
shaded in full screen 

Pick/Select 
Description 

Pick all objects 

Move view to center on XYZ=(0,0,0) 

Select the next item in the world 

Select the previous item in the world 

Pick the selected item 

Unpick the selected item 

Unpick the last picked item 

Sort items (useful for correlating points) 

Select an object by its name 

false 

Select an object from a menu of names (and display object statis-
tics) 
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Index 

90 Degree, 203 

aborting move, rotate, or scale, 11 
acceleration, 1 OD 

Action editor. 97 119 
actors, 101 
Add, 197, 203 205 

Axis, 21 

Font Object, 55 

Primitive, 21 
Sphere, 21 
subrow to Action actor. 99 

Add Axis, 90, 202 

Add Closed Path, 202 
Add E<lges, 26, 201 
Add Faces, 26, 201 
Add Font Object, 202 
Add Ground, 202 
Add Lines, 26, 201 
Add mode in Forms, 67 
Add Open Path, 202 
Add Points, 26, 201 

Add Primitive, 202 
Add Sphere, 202 
adding frames in Cycle, 81 
ADPro, 39, 189 
alignment, 109 

to path, 110 
Alignment Bar, 9:~, 101, 118, 204 
altitude mapping, :1D, 45 

ambient light, 113, 14G 
Amiga display resolutions, 126 
ArnigaTgX, 4 
Angular texture, 1 71 
animation, 91 

combining cycles with Stage am
mation, 7 4 

preview, 125 

207 

preview in Stage, 9G 
animations 

creation in Project, 128 · 129 
animbrushes, 4 7 
antialiasing, 134, 137 
Apex Software Publishing, 4, 193 
AREXX, 9 
Art Department, The, 189 
aspect ratio, 146 

Assign, 197 
assignment of cycle links, 78 
Attributes, 200 

attributes, 27 
Bright, 33 
Color, 28 
creating, 166 
Dithering, 29 
Fastdraw, :m 
Filter, 29 
Fog, 31 

fog, 31 
Genlock, 33 
Hardness, 29 
Index of Refraction, 30 
Light, 33 
morphing, 103 
Name, 28 
Phong, 32 
preset files, 35 
Quickdraw, 30 
Reflect, 28 
Roughness, 30 
Shininess, 30 
Specular, 29 
textures, 36 

Auto Dither. 199 
autofacing with Slice, 57 
axis, 11 
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manipulating separately. 14 
of cycle object, 78 

backdrops, 146 
limitations, 116 

background maps, 116, 1S4 
basketball, 186 

13138, 191 
Dell, 60 
Boing F /X, 179 
Both, 203 
bounding box, 14 
Bricks texture, 1 72 
Bright, 3:) 
brightening brushmaps, 40 
brushmaps, 39 4 7, 185 187 

animated, 4 7 
background, 1 Hi 

Cylindrical 44, 186 
Flat, 42, 186 
mathematics, 185 187 
reflection, 116 
removing, 46 
Spherical, 44, 186 

bugs, S8 
bump mapping, 45 

Camera (Re)Track, 90, 204 
camera control, 88 

camera focal length, 11 7 
Camera View, 89 
Camo texture, 172 
Cancel, 203 
Cancel Add, 100, 20S 
cartoons, 146 
Chadez, Ed, 4 
character animation, 104, 149 
chase planes, 94 
chats, 191 
Checks texture, 173 
Checks2 texture, 173 
cheerleaders, 145 

children (of groups), 20 
Click, lfi, 203 

Close. 198 
Color, 28 

INDEX 

colors 
picked and selected objects, Hi 

complex model organization, 21 
Cone, 60 
Conform to Cylinder, SS 
Conform to Path, SS 
Conform to Sphere, S4 

Convert IFF /ILBM, 56, 200 
converting groups into cycles, 83 
converting object formats, 143, 191 
coordinate system, 9, 12 
Coordinates, 9, 206 
Copy, 22, 200 
Copy From, 82, 198, 203 
copymg 

objects, 22 
projects, 122 

corkscrews, 52 
cross section 

definition in Forms, 66 
cross sections, 6S 

defining multiple, 68 
Cut, 22, 200 
cycle 

Add mode, 76 
adding new frames, 81 
animation, 80 
animation preview, 82 
Delete mode, 76 
frame number, 80 
Goto, 81 
keyframes, 80, 81 

defining in Detail, 84 
link hierarchy, 7 4 
links 

assign, 80 
assignment, 78 
children, 77 
creation, 80 
Deassign, 79 
dcfini ti on, 7 4 76 
manipulation, 76 78 
moving, 77 
null, 7S, 78 
object assignment, 7S 
object axis positioning, 84 
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INDEX 

Pivot, 77 

representation, T! 
twist, 77 

main axis, 78 

morphillg. 82 

object axis positioning, 76 

objects 

c011\ccrti11g from groups, 83 
Pick Object. 77 

rotating objects, 80 

stuttering looping, 82 

Cycle editor, 73-86 

cycle objects 

control in animation, 102 

Cycle Setup, 83, 202 

Cycle Shuffle, 85, 202 

Cycle Trarn-;forrns. 85, 202 

cycles 

repeating, 75 

Cylindrical brnslnnapping, 44, 186 

DCTV, 127, 170, 190 

Deassign, 79, 197 

Delete, 88, 197-199, 202 205 

Action timelines, 100 

cycle links, 76 

Detail command. 23 

Delete Point. 204 

Delnxc Paint. 11-19 
Detail editor. rn GI 

directional lights. 91 

directory st ruct 11w, 129 
display enhancer. 10 

display of pictures, 128 
Disturbed texture, 173 
Dithering, 29 
Dome. 60 
Dots tcxt11rc, 174 

DPaint. 1 G9. 189 

Drag Box, 15, 203 

Drag Points, 26, 201 

Magnetism, 59 

Drop, 199 

brushmaps, 46 

texture, 38 

duplicating objects, 22 

dynamic world size, 117 

Edit, 66, 20:~ 

Edit Path. 49. 201. 204 

Edit Texture Axis, 37 

EDLE, 134, B7 
Effects, see F/X, l 7!J 

Error2, 58 
errors 

rendering limitations. 1S:3 

Explode F /X. 180 

Extrude. SO 

F/X, 112 
Doing, 179 

Explode. 180 

Fireworks, 181 

Flash, 181 

Grow, 181 
Ripple, 182 

Rotate2.0, 183 

Tumble, 183 

faces 

independent attributes, 34 
filenames 

suggested extensions, 130 

Filter, 29 

Fin<l, 100, 205 

Find by Name, 16, 206 
Find Requester, 16, 20G 

Firecracker 24, 190 

Fireworks F/X, 181 
First, 91, 198, 204 

Flash F /X. 181 
Flat brushrnapping, 42, 186 
flat shading, 12S 

Flat /\Vrap brushrnaps. 44. 186 

iiicker workarounds, 10 

flicker-fixer, 10 

focal length, 117 
fog, 114 115, 154 

absorption formula, 115 

object attribute, 31 

font objects, GS 

former view, G9 

Forms editor, 63 72 

209 
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Fracture. 2:i. 202 

use rn1 spline paths, 49 

frames 
addiug more in Cycle. Sl 

visiting, 91 

Free RAJ\I, 19S, 20S 

Front View. 203 
Full Scale Value. :~rn 

f1rnction keys. 135 

funkmaster Reidell. --1 

gaits. 149 

Generate. 199 

Generate New Cells Only, 199 

Gcnlock. 33 

genlock, 33, 1:t1 

Genlock Sky, 114 
Gillmor, Steve, 4 

glass, 141 

global brnshmap, 11 G 

global reflection, 1()() 

globals, 112 117 

Goto. 91, 19S. 2CH 

goto 
frame in Cycle, Sl 

gravity, 14S 

Grid On/Off 9, 206 

Grid Size, 9, 206 
Grid texture, 174 
c;rieggs, .John, 4, 1 ;-;:~ 

Group, 20, 197, 200 

groups, 19 

Crow F/X, lSl 

Halvorson. !\like. 4 

Hardness. 29 

helicopter design. 34, 79 

Hide Points. 27. 201 
hierarchies, 19 

l1ierarchy, 20 

links in cycle, 7 4 
Hinge, 94, 106 

Home. lG. 206 

IFF24. 127 

ILBJ\I. 127 
image size, 126 

Imagine Mailing List, HO 

Imagine Cnits, 9, 9S 

Import, 12S, 199 
I 11dex of Refraction. ;)() 

infir1it(' tiliug hrusl1maps, 46 

Info. I !J!J. 2W> 

INDEX 

snlJrnW information in Action. I()() 

interact in· mm1ip11lation of points, 24 
Interlace. 10. 20(i 

internal object animation, 73 

Inverse Video, 46 

.iaggies, 134 

.loin, 23, 202 

.Jordan, Michael, 1S6 

.JPEG, 152 

keyboard cqnirnlcuts, 19 

lcmning. 1-±:i 

keys. !J2 '.J-1. 100 101 

alig111ncnt problems, 110 

cross sections. GS 

finding existing kcyframcs, 101 

Laser, Harv, 191 

Lasso, 15, 203 
Last, 91, 19S, 204 

legal poses in cycle, SS 

lenses. I G7 
Lewis. Glc·rn1. L rn2. 193 
lighting. !JO. JOG lOG 

a111bicnL I ];) 

lights 
axis SJZ<'. 111 

built into objects. 3;~ 
directional, 91 

intensity, 106 

visible beams. 1S4 
visible light !warns, 32 

Lightwan·. 1 !J2 

converting objects, 191 
Linear texture, 149, 17:> 

Ii nk hierarchy, 7 4 
link representation, 71 
links, 8ee cycle, links 

Load. SS. 197. 200. 203, 204 

a ttri l rn tc fi !cs. ;~5 
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INDEX 

cycle conrnrnnd, 79 

Detail command, 21 

Load Movie, 199 

Load Pose, 85, 198 
Local, 205 

local coordinates, 12, 89 
Lock, lfi, 22, 203 
logos, !J5 

Magnetism, 59, 201 
Magnetism Setup, 201 

Make, 198, 199, 205 
Make Closed Path, 49, 200 

Make Key, 81, 198, 203 
Make Open Path, 4~) 

Make Path, 200 
l\fake Sharp, 33, 202 
l\fake Soft. 33, 202 
Make Subgronp, 202 
Map Master, 193 

Markoya, Lou, 4, 193 
memory conservation, 138 
Menzies, Stephen, 96 

Merge, 23, 202 
metals, M2, 166 

Miuinmm Radius. 61 
mirror images, 143 

modelling 
by cross section, 161--166 

modes, 23 

Add Edges, 2G 
Add Faces, 26 

Add Lines, 26 
Add Points, 26 

Drag Points, 26 
Edit Path, 49 
Pick Edges, 25 

Pick Faces, 25 
Pick Groups, 24 

Pick Points, 24 

Modify, 198 

Mold. 49 
Conform to Cylinder. !JS 

Conform to Path. 55 

Conform to Sphere, 54 

Extrude, 50 

Replicate, 52 
Spin, !l2 

Sweep, 52 
l\fold Conform to Cylinder, 200 

l\Iold Conform to Path, 200 
Mold Conform to Sphere, 200 
Mold Extrude, 200 
l\fold Replicate, 200 
l\lold Spin, 200 

Mold Sweep, 200 
morphing, 103 

cycle objects, 82 

defining, 103 

walks, 149 

motion blurring, 150 
Mm-e, 197, 20!) 

movement, accurate control, 14 
moving picked objects, 11 

multiple reflections, B4 
multitasking, 152 

Name, 28 

nan1mg 

objects in Stage, 88 

naming objects, 27 

KDA, 186 
Kew, 197, 198, 203 

cycle command, 79 
Forms object, 65 

J\cxt, 91, 198, 204 

Next Key, 198 
null links, 75, 78 

Object, 197 

object 
appearance, 27 
attributes, see attributes, 27 

axis, 11 
converting formats, 191 

definition, 6 

object sources, 191 

octrec, 134 

Off. 203 
Open, 198 

outline objects, S5 57 

making from IFFs, 06 
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Paste. 22, 200 

Pastclla texture, 175 

path alignment, 110 
path for Quickrcnder, 132 

pathnames, 151 

paths, Hl7 
Percent at Hadius, GO 

perspective view 
changing viewpoint. 9 

perspective windmv, 9 

display modes, 10 

Peterson, .JdL 4 
Phong. 32 

pick. H-15 
nmltiple objects, 14 

click, lfi 

Drag Box, 15 

Lasso, 15 

Lock, lfi 

Pick All, 15, 206 

Pick Edges, 25, 201 

Pick Faces. 25. 201 
Pick Groups. 24, 201, 2() 1 

Cycle, 77 
Pick 1fothod, 20fi 

pick methods, lfi 

Pick Object 

Cycle, 77 
Pi("k Objects, 24, 201 

Pick Points, 24, 201 
Pick Select, 16, 206 

Pick Sharp, 33, 202 

Pick Subgroup, 3fi. 202 
picking, groups, 20 

picture display. 128 
picture information, 128 

picture sizes. 125 

pictures 

making outline objects. :JG 

Pivot. 77. 197 
pixel aspect, 126 

Pim· Dig, 198, 205 

Play Loop, 198, 199, 205 

Play Once, 198, 199, 205 

Playanim, 127 
points 

manipulation. 24 

Portal, 191 

Position Bar, 93, 101. 118. 204 
Preferences editor, 1 :ri BG 

Prcv, 91, 198, 201 

Prev Key, 198 

preview 

animation in Stage, 95 

cycle animation, 82 

primitives. adding, 21 

Pringles, 69 

Project editor. 121-130 

projects, 121 
copying, 122 

quad-view, 8 
quadtree, llG 

quad view 

in Forms, 66 

Quick Render, 205 

Quickdraw, H, 30, 88 

Quickdraw AIL 31, 202, 204 

Quickdraw None, 31, 202, 204 

Quickdraw Pick, 31, 202, 204 
Quickrendcr, 17, 89, 132 

image size, 132 

Radial texture, 1 IG 
Radical Eye Softw<in'. "t 

Radius of Influence. GO 

RAM, 153 

RAM use, 139 
Raudom Radius, 61 

Randomize Colors, 34 
Range, 128, 199 
raytracing, l Hi. l 2fi 

Re-Center. 10. 206 

Redraw, 14, 22, 23, 206 

Reflect, 28 

reflection maps, 11 G 

reflections, 166 

Reidell, Evan, 4 

Reimers, Jody, 191 

relative positionin,Q,. 94 

Remove, 198 

removing brushmaps, 46 
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removing tcxtnres. 38 
Rename, 100. 20 L 2(l:J 

rendering limitations, 1 s:3 
rendering method, 12:~ 

rendering presets, 127, 13G 

rendering speed, 116 

increasing, 13 7 

rqwating bruslmrnps, ,16 

Heplicate, 52 

Reset RPlativc, 91, 204 

restricting obj('ct motion, 12 

RGB8, 127 

RGBN, 127 

Right View, 2m 

Ripple F /X. 182 

Rokicki. Thomas. 1 
n okicki, Torn, 1 

Rotate, 205 

Hotate2.0 F /X, 183 
rotati11g picked objects, 11 

rotation 

in a cycle objt•cL 7~), 80 

Roughness, 30 

Save, 197, 200, 20:3 

attribute files, 35 

cycle command, 79 

Detail comrna.nd. 21 

Save Path. 204 

sa.ved configurations, 132 

Sea.le. 2lJ:"i 
sca1e 

sizc of objects, 141 

sea.ling picked objects, 12 
scanline rendering, 123 
Schenck, Brad, 139 

scope. 146 
Select. 20;~ 

select, lS ··17 

Select Next, 1 G. 20G 

Select Previous. lG. 20G 

Set Zoom. 10, 206 

Shaded, IO. 206 

shadows. lOS 

r<~stricting 011 objects, 33 

sltapc morphing, 10:3 

sharp, 32 

Shift. 205 

Shininess, 30 

Show, 128, 199 

Show Path Length, 20 l 
Size, 111 

Size Bar, 93, lUI. 118, 204 

Skin. 56, 200 

Sky Blending, 1 14 

sky color. 113 

Slice. 57, 200 

hugs, 58 

sl urpees 

exploding, BO 

Snap to Grid, 13, 22. 202. 203 

Snapshot, 79, 9G. 112, 198, 204 
soft. 32 

Solid, 10, 206 

Sort, 26, 35, 203. 206 

Spacer \·icw, G7 

Specular. 29 

Spherical brushmapping, 44, 18G 
Spin, 52 

using Forms, 71 
spirals, :J2 

spline paths, 48, 94 

splitting, 49 

Split, 25, 202 
Split S('g111(']lt. 204 

splitting 
spline paths, 49 

spotlights. D l 

axis ddiuition, 105 
axis size, 111 
visi blc beams, ;32 

Spots texture, 176 
Stage animation preview, 95 
Stage editm. 87 96 

stage layout, 87 

staging file, 87, 121 

effect of Stage commands, 118 

stars, 113, 154 

statistics 

size of objects, 17 
Stereo :3D, 126 

Studio Amiga, 191 
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st 111 tcring cycle objects. F\2 

s11 hgroups, 34 

use with textures, :~K. JG 

s11bprojects, 121, 12:~ 12~J 

Surface ?\laster. 19:~ 

Sweep, S2 

using Forms. 71 

symmetry, GG. 70 

in Forrncr objects. 70 

Taut. 2S. 202 

tcardrops, 148 
tdcportation, 101 

t<'lll porary parameters, l :H 
text mes, 36, 171 177 

Angular, 171 

Bricks. 172 

Camo. 172 

Checks, 173 

Clwcks2. 1 7:5 
Distmb('d, 173 

Dots. 171 
Grid. 171 
h1ycri11g 1 :~8 

Linear, 149, l7S 

morphing, 103 

Pastclla, 17S 
Radial, l 7G 

Spots, 176 
Waves, l 7G 

\iVood, 177 
tiling brushmaps. Hi 

tirnelinc display, 97 

tomato cornplcxity, 17 
trace, 12S 

tracking, 110 

t rncks, 90, 9S, 106 

Transformation, 13. 20'1, 20S 

transparc·11cy 

designing, 167 

perfect, 40 

TTDDD, 192 

Tumble F /X. 183 

T\vist, 197 

l'ndo, 23 

Cugroup, 20, 2()() 

Cmnake Key, Kl. HJ8, 20:~ 

Unmake Subgroup. :~.). 202 

Unpick. 16 
Unpick Last, ] .). 20() 

Cupick Select, 16, 206 

Unpick Subgroup, 202 
Use FircCracker 24, 199 

user gadgets. 13S 

Video ToastPr, The, 192 

V!CWS 

making full scn'('ll. 9 

scrolling, 10 
virtual object. 89 

visible light bcams, JS,1 

Vista Pro, 192 

walking, 149 

\Vavcs texture, 176 

widcscrecn movies, 146 

\Vircfrairn·. 8. 10, 206 

wircframe rendering, 12S 

\Vood texture, 177 
\Vorld courdinates, 12 

INDt:X 

\Vorld famous grapl1ic colirnrnisl, l:rn 
world size, l lG 
·worley, Steve. 1 I g;~ 

\Vrap/Flat br11shrn;1ps. 44, lKG 

\Vrap/vVrap brnslnm1ps. 1 L 18G 

XYZ, 20S 

Zenith. 114 
Zoom In, 10, 206 
Zoom OuL 10, 206 

zooming, 10 
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***** Informative, well organized, and thoroughly indexed .... Highly recommended! An alternative 
manual for the beginner and very useful for experienced users too. Five star rating I 

Brad Schenck, .info Magazine 

... the ultimate reference manual to the latest version of Impulse's famous 30 software, and 
should be in the possession of every user of Imagine 2.0 ... A must if you own the program. 

David Duberman, AVID Magazine 

Rendering three dimensional i~ages on your Amiga can be rewarding both professionally 
and personally. Impulse Inc. 's lalest version of Imagine (2.0) is the most powerful 3D object 
modeler and renderer for the Amiga computer. Unfortunately, most users of Imagine never 
use anywhere near all of the features this program offers. The sheer complexity of the 
software can make new users abandon the program in frustration, and even experienced 
users ignore many features whose purpose is a mystery. 

Understanding Imagine 2.0 is a brand new work that addresses this problem. Written by 
prize winning Amiga artist Steven Worley, this book describes every function in Imagine 
and gives tips and design strategies to help you learn how to use those functions in ypur own 
work. Appendicies include a list of common problems and their solution, and )ven a 
complete guide of all of Imagine's textures and F/X. This book is not a tutorial or collection 
of disorganized hints, it is a complete guide to the Imagine software. 

The book also comes with a bonus diskette of files, programs, brushmaps, and objects for 
Imagine, including several large objects made by Steve which have not been released 
publicly. 
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